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Series Editor’s Preface

I am pleased to welcome this volume by the team from the Australian National 

Centre for Ocean Resources and Security (ANCORS) at the University of Wollon-

gong. It is the sixth volume in the Martinus Nijhoff monograph series on Legal 
Aspects of Sustainable Development published under my general  editorship. The 

aim of this series is to publish works at the cutting edge of legal scholarship that 

address both the practical and the theoretical aspects of this important concept.

As we move into the second decade of the twenty-fi rst century it is no exag-

geration to say that global fi sh stocks continue to be in crisis. The crisis is precipi-

tated not simply by the further depletion of stocks but also by major – maybe 

fundamental – defects in fi sheries governance. For a considerable number of 

years the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO) has been warning 

of the state of the world fi sheries. Its biennial publication, The State of the 
World Fisheries and Aquaculture tells us that only 25% of global fi sh stocks are 

underexploited or moderately exploited, the remainder are fully exploited, over-

exploited or depleted.

The international community has at last begun to take this seriously. The UN 

General Assembly has become engaged; new legal and policy instruments have 

been developed, and new initiatives to assess and reform existing management 

bodies have been launched. But it is all taking a long time. In the meantime how-

ever the most pernicious defects of the fi sheries management system persist. 

Among these is the huge incidence of ‘illegal, unregulated and unreported’ fi sh-

ing. Each of these three practices is of course a distinct and separate problem. 

Taken as whole however, the signifi cance of IUU fi shing is that perhaps as much 

as one third of all the fi sh caught globally are caught without regard to the fi sher-

ies management systems, however fl awed they may be, that we have in place. 

It is a fundamental challenge to sustainable fi sheries.

This important volume documents both the measures that states have taken 

individually and together to address this systemic problem. These include legal 

and policy measure to close lacunae in the system but also practical measures 

to increase the effectiveness of enforcement. The vessels involved in IUU activi-

ties are owned by someone, are registered somewhere and fl y a national fl ag. 

I am confi dent that this volume will make a major contribution to a wider 

informed understanding of the legal responsibilities that such activities involve 

and the measures being taken to enforce these responsibilities.

David Freestone

Washington DC





Foreword

The fi ght against IUU fi shing was launched by Australia in 1999 at the FAO 

Committee on Fisheries, in response to increased illegal activity in the Southern 

Ocean targeting Patagonian toothfi sh. In developing an international campaign 

against this activity we quickly realised that there were three core elements to the 

problem: illegal activity, unregulated activity and the under reporting of catch 

and effort. These elements I, U and U impacted differently on countries. While 

Australia and other developed countries had the commitment, assets and the 

fi nancial and legal capacity to deal with the issue in their waters, developing 

countries who lacked the assets, were at the mercy of unscrupulous operators and 

large international companies who cared little for the social disruption that IUU 

fi shing caused and were focused solely on individual profi ts.

As the debate matured the international community began to develop and 

implement a toolkit of legal and voluntary instruments to mitigate IUU fi shing. 

These tools have included the FAO IUU Plan of Action, improved port state con-

trols, boarding and inspection regimes in Regional Fisheries Management 

Organisations (RFMOs) and catch documentation schemes (CDS). What has also 

emerged and is somewhat unique in international fi sheries, has been the regional 

and international collaboration between countries and in particularl within law 

enforcement agencies to bring some of the major illegal operators to court. Some 

good examples of this co-operation can be seen in the agreement between 

Australia and France on Southern oceans surveillance and in the development of 

the Regional Plan of Action to combat IUU fi shing developed by ten South East 

Asian countries with a strong interest to mitigate a common problem.

Individually, countries passed rules and regulations to restrict the trade in IUU 

product without appropriate documentation. The US Lacey Act has proven to be 

one of the most effective domestic tools to deal with this issue.

This book makes a valuable contribution to continue this long term fi ght against 

IUU fi shing. The book covers not only the extent and impact of IUU fi shing but 

puts into context the development of the international legal and policy framework 

that has been developed to deal with this ongoing issue. The book will provide 

valuable assistance to governments and policy makers who are forced to deal 

with this issue and will be equally useful for RFMOs who have the responsibility 

to ensure that the world’s migratory and shared fi sh stocks are sustainable.

The authors of this book are associated with the Australian National Centre for 

Ocean Resources and Security (ANCORS) at the University of Wollongong in 

Australia. This centre under the guidance of its Director Professor Martin 

Tsamenyi has rapidly emerged as a key centre for the development of oceans 



xiv Foreword

policy and maritime law particularly as it relates to fi sheries and fi sheries man-

agement through RFMOs.

Congratulations on a fi ne publication that will no doubt fi nd its rightful place 

with policy makers and law enforcement offi cials engaged to combat the ongoing 

and destructive practice of IUU fi shing.

Professor Glenn Hurry

Chief Executive offi cer

Australian Fisheries Management Authority

Canberra
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Chapter One

Introduction

In most parts of the world marine fi sheries have always been the desired source 

of protein and play a crucial role in maintaining food and economic security. The 

abundance of marine fi sh and decline of freshwater fi sh, rapid population growth, 

increase in demand for fi sh, development of urban markets, long distance trade, 

and introduction of new technologies have all contributed to the expansion of 

fi shing operations from the 11th century.1 Today, the development of fi sheries 

continues and the sector has become more globalised than ever—from vessel 

ownership and control, to the different elements of the fi sheries chain such as fi sh 

production, processing, transportation, trade and consumption. Increased refrig-

eration and processing technology enable fi sheries products to reach remote des-

tinations. Fishing vessels are no longer tied to fi shing grounds around a port.2

The rapid growth and globalisation of the fi sheries sector have transformed not 

only global fi shing patterns and operations but also the existing framework for 

fi sheries management in a number of ways. First, the perspective on fi sheries 

management has changed from promoting the exploitation of existing and new 

fi sheries to achieving the objective of optimum utilisation and long term sustain-

able use of fi sheries resources.3 Second, the development of fi sheries has neces-

sitated an international approach to management which considers broader 

1 J.H. Barrett, A.M. Locker, and C.M. Roberts, ‘The Origins of Intensive Marine Fishing in 
Medieval Europe: the English Evidence’, 271 Proceedings of the Royal Society B (2004), at 2417–
2421; J.H. Barrett, A.M. Locker, and C.M. Roberts, ‘Dark Age Economic Revisited: The English 
Fish Bone Evidence AD 600–1600’, 78 Antiquity (2004), at 618–636; J.H. Barrett, ‘Archaeo-
ichthyological Evidence for Long-term Socio-economic Trends in Northern Scotland: 3500 BC to 
AD 1500’, 26 Journal of Archaeological Science (1999), at 353–388, as cited in Callum Roberts, The 
Unnatural History of the Sea (Washington: Island Press, 2007), at 18 and 21.

2 John Rood and Michael G. Schechter, ‘Globalisation and Fisheries: A Necessarily Interdisciplinary 
Inquiry’, in William W. Taylor, Michael G. Schechter, and Lois G. Wolfson, (eds.), Globalisation: 
Effects on Fisheries Resources (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), at 6.

3 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Montego Bay, Jamaica, concluded on 
10 December 1982, in force 16 November 1994, 1833 UNTS 3; 21 ILM 1261 (1982). Hereinafter 
referred to as LOSC, Preamble; Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Code of Conduct for 
Responsible Fisheries, adopted at the 28th Session of the FAO Conference, Rome, Italy, 31 October 
1995. Hereinafter referred to as FAO Code of Conduct, Art. 7.1.1; Declaration of Cancun, Adopted 
at the International Conference on Responsible Fishing, Cancun, Mexico, May 1992. See also 
Annex, Chapter 2 of the Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our 
Common Future, in UN Secretary General, Forty-second Session, Development and International 
Co-operation: Environment, Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, 
A/42/427, 04 August 1987.
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    4 Reykjavik Declaration on Responsible Fisheries in the Marine Ecosystem, Reykjavik, Iceland, 
13 November 2001; See also FAO Fisheries Department, The Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries, FAO 
Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries No 4, Suppl 2 (Rome: FAO, 2003); United Nations 
General Assembly (UNGA), Fifty-eighth Session, Item 53 of the Preliminary List, Oceans and Law 
of the Sea, Report of the Secretary General, A/58/65, 03 March 2003, para. 117; See also J.F. Caddy, 
and K.L. Cochrane, ‘A Review of Fisheries Management Past and Present and Some Future 
Perspectives for the Third Millennium’, 44 Ocean and Coastal Management (2001), at 653–682.

    5 See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and Food and Agriculture 
Organization (OECD/FAO), Globalisation and Fisheries: Proceedings of an OECD-FAO Workshop 
(OECD/FAO, 2007), at 13 and 114.

    6 See Richard Ellis, The Empty Ocean: Plundering the World’s Marine Life (Washington: Island 
Press, 2003), cf  Thomax Huxley, ‘The Fisheries Exhibition’, 28 Nature (1883), at 176–177; Daniel 
Hawthorne and Francis Minot, The Inexhaustible Sea (New York: Collier Books, 1961). See also 
Helen M. Rozwadowski, The Sea Knows No Boundaries: A Century of Marine Science Under ICES 
(Seattle: ICES and the University of Washington Press, 2002).

    7 FAO, The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2006 (Rome: FAO, 2007), at 3.
    8 Ibid., at 29–31. Examples of fully exploited or overexploited stocks are anchoveta (Engraulis 

ringens) in the Southeast Pacifi c, Alaska Pollock (Theragra chalcogramma) in the North Pacifi c, 
blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou) in the Northeast Atlantic, Atlantic herring (Clupea haren-
gus) in the North Atlantic, Japanese anchovy (Engraulis japonicus) in the Northeast Pacifi c, the 
Chilean jack mackerel (Trachurus murphyi) in the Southeast Pacifi c, and the yellowfi n tuna (Thunnus 
albacares) in the Atlantic and Pacifi c oceans.

    9 FAO, State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2004 (Rome: FAO, 2004), at 86.
10 Ibid.

conservation objectives that take into account marine habitats and ecosystems.4 

Third, sustainable fi sheries management has been embraced by the entire fi sher-

ies sector; creating a responsibility for all relevant State and non-State actors to 

ensure that benefi ts accrue from sustainable fi shing activities.5 However, despite 

the adoption of a conservation-orientated approach to the management of fi sher-

ies resources, the deterioration of global fi sh stocks persists.

The current trend in the production of global marine fi sheries resources presents 

an alarming concern for food security and sustainable development. Some of the 

fi sheries resources which were previously regarded as inexhaustible are now 

either seriously depleted or overexploited.6 World capture fi sheries production 

decreased from 87 million tonnes in 2000 to 84 million tonnes in 2005.7 According 

to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), of the major marine fi sh stocks 

or species groups, 52 per cent are fully exploited, 17 per cent are overexploited, 

25 per cent are underexploited or moderately exploited, and the remaining 

6 per cent of the stocks are becoming signifi cantly depleted.8 In areas where 

stocks are considered depleted, the Northeast Atlantic, the Mediterranean and 

Black Seas, Northwest Atlantic, the Southeast Atlantic, the Southeast Pacifi c and 

the Southern Oceans have the greatest need for recovery.9 In addition, it is pre-

dicted that the demand for fi sh may reach 180 million tonnes in 2030 and neither 

aquaculture nor any terrestrial food production could supplement the protein pro-

duction provided by marine fi sheries.10
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11 The fi rst industrialisation is characterised by the mechanisation of capture, particularly through 
the use of vessels powered by steam and diesel oil. The second industrialisation started with the 
invention of stern factory trawler, power block purse seiner, radar, and acoustic fi sh fi nder. See 
D.H. Cushing, The Provident Sea (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988).

12 FAO, State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2004, supra note 9, at 28; UNGA, Fifty-ninth 
Session, Item 51(a) of the Preliminary List, Oceans and the Law of the Sea, Report of the Secretary-
General, A/59/62, 4 March 2004, para. 206; See also Lauretta Burke, Yumiko Kura, et al., Pilot 
Analysis of Global Ecosystems: Coastal Ecosystems (Washington, D.C.: World Resources Institute, 
2001), at 53.

13 FAO, State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2004, supra note 9, at 28.
14 Daniel Pauly, Villy Christensen, Sylvie Guénette, Tony J Pitcher, U. Rashid Sumaila, Carl 

J. Walters, R. Watson and Dirk Zeller, ‘Towards Sustainability in World Fisheries,’ 418 Nature 
(2002), at 692.

15 Toward the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, Johannesburg, Ensuring the 
Sustainable Development of Oceans and Coasts, Co-Chairs’ Report from the Global Conference on 
Oceans and Coasts, 03–07 December 2001, UNESCO, Paris, at 33; UNGA, Fifty-ninth Session, 
Item 50(b) of the Provisional Agenda, Oceans and the Law of the Sea, Sustainable Fisheries, includ-
ing through the Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the Conservation and Management 
of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks, and Related Instruments, Report of the 
Secretary-General, A/59/298, 26 August 2004, paras. 17, 118, and 163.

16 Subsidy leaders in the world are Japan at an estimated USD750 million in yearly subsidies and 
the European Union at USD500 million. See Douglas C. Wilson, ‘Fisheries Management as a Social 
Problem’, in Charles R.C. Sheppard, (ed.), Seas at the Millennium: An Environmental Evaluation, 
Vol. III: Global Issues and Processes (Amsterdam: Pergamon Elsevier Science, 2000), at 155.

17 UNGA A/59/62, supra note 12, paras. 215–216.
18 Ibid., para. 209.
19 Toward the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, supra note 15, at 33.
20 UNGA A/59/62, supra note 12, para. 206; UNGA A/59/298, supra note 15, para. 7; See also 

Dominique Gréboval, Report and Documentation of the International Workshop on Factors 
Contributing to Unsustainability and Overexploitation in Fisheries, Bangkok, Thailand, 4–8 
February 2002, FAO Fisheries Report No. 672 (Rome: FAO, 2002).

21 The impact of globalisation on fi sheries is a complex issue. There are both positive and  negative 
impacts of globalisation. Positive impacts or benefi ts that may be derived from globalisation include 

The decline in global fi sheries resources has been attributed to a number of 

interrelated factors, such as industrialisation,11 overfi shing;12 environmental fac-

tors affecting stock productivity;13 open access nature of many fi sheries;14 overca-

pacity in the world fi shing fl eet;15 provision of subsidies;16 unreliable fi sheries 

information;17 and unsustainable fi shing practices which include the use of non-

selective fi shing gear that adversely affect juvenile fi sh, dependent, and associ-

ated species.18 The depletion of fi sheries resources is also associated with the high 

levels of non-compliance by fi shing vessels, often refl agging to open register 

States to avoid fi sheries regulations;19 failure of fi shing authorities to set sustain-

able limits on the basis of scientifi c advice; and the reluctance of fl ag States to 

ensure compliance by their vessels with fi shing regulations and fi sheries manage-

ment measures.20

Globalisation also presents challenges to the sustainability of fi sheries.21 

Economic integration, the rise of new markets and expansion of fi shing opportuni-

ties have increased pressure on fi sh stocks and affected the way States manage 
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access to and diversifi cation of markets, increase in intra-regional trade, access to  technological 
improvements, increase in the contribution to foreign currency earnings, and increased competitive-
ness in international markets. On the other hand, the negative impacts of globalisation include 
increased production costs, high prices for tradable fi sh products in domestic markets, and diffi cul-
ties to meet scales of production. See FAO, Impacts of Globalisation, www.fao.org. Accessed on 
02 February 2009.

22 Vlad M. Kaczynski and David L. Fluharty, ‘European Policies in West Africa: Who Benefi ts 
from Fisheries Agreements?’, 26 Marine Policy (2002), at 88.

23 OECD/FAO, Globalisation and Fisheries, supra note 5, at 16.
24 FAO, International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported, and 

Unregulated Fishing, adopted at the Twenty-fourth Session of COFI, Rome, Italy, adopted on 23 
June 2001 at the 120th Session of the FAO Council. Hereinafter referred to as IPOA-IUU.

25 UNGA, Fifty-fourth Session, Agenda Items 40(a) and (c), Oceans and the Law of the Sea; Law 
of the Sea; Results of the Review by the Commission on Sustainable Development of the Sectoral 
Theme of “Oceans and Seas”, Oceans and the Law of the Sea, Report of the Secretary-General, 
A/54/429, 30 September 1999, para. 249.

26 UNGA A/59/298, supra note 15, para. 36.
27 UNGA, United Nations Open-ended Informal Consultative Process on Ocean Affairs 

(UNICPOLOS), First Meeting, 30 May–02 June 2000, Discussion Panel A Responsible Fisheries 
and Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported Fisheries, A/AC.259/1, 15 May 2001, para. 1.

their resources. The inability of developing States to harvest resources in their 

exclusive economic zones (EEZ) compels them to enter into access agreements 

with distant water fi shing nations for fees that generate comparatively insignifi cant 

amount of revenue compared to the value of the resources harvested.22 Furthermore, 

the composite linkages within the fi sheries sector and the interaction of the differ-

ent stakeholders involved from fi sh production to consumption hinder States from 

ensuring responsible fi shing practices at every stage of the fi sheries chain. Other 

factors such as the general inaccessibility of international markets to small scale 

fi sheries, continuous tariff escalation and imposition of non-tariff barriers to trade 

and the evolving standard-setting by consumers have also placed additional bur-

dens on producers to meet the increasing demand for sustainably caught fi sh.23

1.1. Concept of IUU Fishing

Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fi shing or “IUU fi shing” is a term popular-

ised by the FAO International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate 

Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing (IPOA-IUU) adopted in 2001.24 The 

term encompasses most of the issues identifi ed above as contributing to the 

decline of global fi sheries resources. According to the Report of the United 

Nations (UN) Secretary-General, IUU fi shing is considered as “one of the most 

severe problems affecting world fi sheries”25 and the “main obstacle in achieving 

sustainable fi sheries in both areas under national jurisdiction and the high seas.”26 

IUU fi shing is also regarded as one of the factors that can lead to the collapse of 

fi sheries resources or that which can seriously affect efforts to rebuild fi sh stocks 

which have already been depleted.27
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28 See Kevin Bray, ‘A Global Review of Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing,’ in 
FAO, Report of and Papers Presented at the Expert Consultation on Illegal, Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing, Sydney, Australia, 15–19 May 2000, FAO Fisheries Report No. 666 (Rome: 
FAO, 2001), at 88–134.

29 Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF), Pirates and Profi teers: How Pirate Fishing Fleets are 
Robbing People and Oceans, London, UK, 2005, www.ejfoundation.org, Accessed on 15 February 
2006, at 2; See also footnote 39 of this chapter, quoting Marine Resources Assessment Group Ltd 
(MRAG), Review of Impacts of Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing on Developing 
Countries: Final Report, London, UK, July 2005. www.high-seas.org. Accessed on 10 February 
2006, at 44.

The concept of IUU fi shing is new; however its components, i.e. “illegal fi sh-

ing”, “unreported fi shing”, and “unregulated fi shing” are not. What the IUU ter-

minology did was to galvanise international efforts to address existing fi sheries 

management concerns and problems in a more coherent and globalised way. The 

IUU fi shing concept also confi rms how fi sheries problems have become more 

complex and global in scope. The references in the IPOA-IUU to activities of 

domestic and foreign fi shing vessels, as well as vessels without nationality, ves-

sels fl ying the fl ags of non-parties to regional fi sheries agreements and fi shing 

entities in areas under the sovereignty and sovereign rights of States and on the 

high seas recognise the extensive scope of activities which may be considered 

IUU fi shing. Chapter 2 provides a detailed analysis of the scope and content of 

each of the components of IUU fi shing. As will be evident in later chapters, IUU 

fi shing does not only diminish the sustainable capture of fi sh, but also impacts on 

other aspects of the globalised fi sheries sector such as trade and post-harvest 

activities. This necessitates the adoption of comprehensive measures that will 

effectively address IUU-related activities.

1.1.1. Extent of IUU Fishing

The fi rst global review of IUU fi shing, conducted in 2000, identifi ed major con-

cerns within coastal State fi sheries jurisdictions, management areas of regional 

fi sheries organisations and the high seas. These concerns included poaching, ille-

gal fi shing by vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-members of regional fi sheries man-

agement organisations (RFMOs) and misreported and under-reported fi shing.28 

Since then, a number of studies examining the extent of the IUU problem, includ-

ing quantifying the economic loss of illegal and unreported fi shing and impact of 

such activities on the health of ecosystems, have been undertaken.

It is estimated that IUU fi shing accounts for almost one third of the total catch 

in some important fi sheries and may represent an overall cost to developing coun-

tries of between USD2 billion to USD15 billion a year.29 The Sea Around Us 

project of the University of British Columbia mapped out the number of vessels 

fi shing illegally between 1980 and 2003 and showed that IUU fi shing is a global 
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30 U.R. Sumaila, J. Alder, and H. Keith, ‘Global Scope and Economics of Illegal Fishing’, 30 
Marine Policy (2006), at 3.

31 John P. Croxall and Phil N. Trathan, ‘The Southern Ocean: A Model System for Conserving 
Resources’, in Linda K. Glover and Sylvia A. Earle, (eds.), Defying Ocean’s End: An Agenda for 
Action (Washington: Island Press, 2004), at 83.

32 Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR), Report 
of the Twenty-third Meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 25 October–05 November 2004, 
CCAMLR-XXIII, Tasmania, Australia, 2004, at 31.

33 Denzil G.M. Miller, ‘Patagonian Toothfi sh-The Storm Gathers’, in OECD, Fish Piracy: 
Combating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (Paris: OECD, 2004), at 111.

34 CCAMLR, Report of the Twenty-fi fth Meeting of the Commission, Hobart, Australia, 23 
October-03 November 2004, CCAMLR-XXIII, Tasmania, Australia, 2006.

35 Kjartan Hoydal, ‘IUU Fishing in NEAFC: How Big is the Problem and What Have We Done?’ 
in OECD, Fish Piracy: Combating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (Paris: OECD, 
2004), at 161.

36 Ibid.
37 Statement by the Coalition for Fair Fisheries Arrangements (CFFA) and Greenpeace, The 17th 

Session of the Fishery Committee for the East Central Atlantic (CECAF), Dakar, Senegal, 24–27 
May 2000. www.globefi sh.org. Accessed on 14 February 2006.

38 Bray, Global Review of IUU Fishing, supra note 28, at 23.
39 Daniel Pauly and Jay Mclean, ‘In a Perfect Ocean: The State of Fisheries and Ecosystems in the 

North Atlantic Ocean’, cited in MRAG, Review of Impacts of Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 
Fishing on Developing Countries: Final Report, supra note 29, at 16.

phenomenon, occurring mainly in Central and Pacifi c South America, East Africa, 

Southeast Asia, and the Northwest Pacifi c.30

RFMOs have confi rmed the wide extent of IUU fi shing within their areas of 

competence. IUU catches of toothfi sh in the Indian Ocean reached 100,000 tonnes 

in 1996.31 About 16.5 per cent of the total catch of toothfi sh in the management 

area of the Commission for the Conservation for Antarctic Marine Living 

Resources (CCAMLR) in 2003–2004 came from IUU fi shing.32 The cumulative 

fi nancial losses arising from IUU fi shing in the CCAMLR area was USD518 mil-

lion in 2003.33 During the 2005–2006 season, the total estimated IUU catch of 

toothfi sh in the CCAMLR area was 3,080 tonnes.34 Similarly, the Northeast 

Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) estimated that up to 27 per cent of red-

fi sh landed in 2002 was caught by IUU vessels.35 IUU fi shing in the NEAFC 

regulatory area includes activities of vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-members.36 

The Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF) identifi ed the 

lack of selectivity of fi shing gears employed in some demersal fi sheries, particu-

larly bottom trawling and shrimp fi sheries, as one of the major IUU fi shing prob-

lems in the area.37 The Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC) reported that 

nearly 100,000 tonnes or 10 per cent of reported landings from its management 

area are derived from IUU fi shing.38

In general, it is estimated that about 25 to 30 per cent of the global fi sh catch is 

unreported.39 In areas where there are bilateral or regional fi sheries access agree-

ments, the degree of under-reporting can be up to 75 per cent, while on the high 
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seas it may be 100 per cent.40 According to the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 

Organization (NAFO), unreported fi shing, particularly inaccurate recording of 

catch, is the most common IUU activity in its regulatory area.41 There are various 

estimates of unreported fi shing in regional fi sheries management areas. The 

International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) 

reported that about one to fi ve per cent of Atlantic bluefi n catches were unre-

ported from 1994 to 200242 while CCAMLR estimated that unreported catches in 

its management area increased from 254 tonnes in 1983–1984 to 28,291 tonnes in 

1998–1999.43 The North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO) 

also estimated that about 27 to 41 per cent of the salmon catch has been unre-

ported from 1997 to 2003.44

The number of vessels engaging in IUU fi shing in RFMO areas has been on 

the rise. Vessels presumed to be conducting IUU fi shing in the ICCAT area 

increased from fi ve in 2005 to 22 in 2008.45 The number of vessels on the NEAFC 

IUU-B List increased from 18 to 21 in the same period.46 CCAMLR listed a total 

of 23 IUU vessels of both members and non-members on its IUU list from 2003 

to 200647 and 18 fi shing vessels in 2008.48 The Inter-American Tropical Tuna 

Commission (IATTC) placed a total of 22 vessels on its IUU list in 2008.49 

Similarly, in 2008 the IOTC placed three vessels on its IUU list;50 while NAFO 

listed 23 vessels on its IUU list.51
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Many States have also reported signifi cant increases in IUU fi shing activities 

in their EEZs.52 An estimated 700 foreign-owned vessels were engaged in illegal 

fi shing in Somalia’s EEZ in 2005.53 In 2005 Australian authorities apprehended 

or intercepted a record of 607 vessels fi shing illegally in the northern waters of 

the Australian Fishing Zone. This represented a 100 per cent increase over the 

number of illegal fi shing vessels apprehended in 2004.54

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) region reported over 

600 port visits by unlicensed small longline foreign vessels in 2007.55 IUU fi sh-

ing is also a persistent problem in the Arctic region, particularly in the Barents 

Sea.56 High levels of IUU fi shing in the salmon, crab, and Alaskan pollock fi sher-

ies occur in the Western Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk.57

Unreported fi shing is a major issue for many States. For example, under-

reporting of fi sh catch can be as high as 50 per cent in Kenya and 75 per cent in 

the shrimp fi shery in Mozambique.58 From the 1950s to the 1980s, it was esti-

mated that about 10,000 to 20,000 tonnes of catch went unrecorded every year in 

British Columbia, Canada for salmon and groundfi sh fi sheries.59 From 2003 to 

2004, the estimated unreported catch of toothfi sh landed at Southern Africa and 

Mauritius ports was estimated to be 74,000 to 82,200 tonnes.60

There have also been increasing reports of IUU fi shing activities in different 

areas of the world which target high value, endangered, or by-catch species. In 

2007, authorities in Canadian and the United States of America (U.S.) reported 

smuggling of internationally protected endangered species such as queen conch 

meat, which are transported to South America as a seafood delicacy.61 In Africa, 

there was more than a ten-fold increase in confi scated abalone between 1996 and 
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2006, which were traded illegally in dried, frozen, or canned form.62 These 

accounts of IUU fi shing are merely examples and do not fully capture the global 

picture of IUU fi shing.

1.1.2. Impacts and Causes of IUU Fishing

IUU fi shing is known to have negative economic, environmental, ecological, and 

social impacts. The Marine Resource Assessment Group Ltd (MRAG) estimates 

that the total loss as a result of IUU fi shing in Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, 

Angola, Namibia, Mozambique, Kenya, and Somalia, as well as in Seychelles 

and Papua New Guinea amount to USD372 million or 19 per cent of the total 

value of catch or 23 per cent of the declared value of catch.63 More specifi cally, it 

is estimated that Guinea is losing in excess of 57,997 tonnes of fi sh (equivalent to 

USD105 million) every year due to illegal fi shing; Liberia, USD12 million; Sierra 

Leone, USD29 million; Angola, USD49 million; Mozambique, USD38 million; 

Kenya, USD3.8 million; Somalia, USD94 million; Seychelles, USD7.5 million; 

and Papua New Guinea, USD34.2 million.64 Non-governmental environment 

organisations estimate that trade in IUU fi shing deprives some developing States 

of USD9 billion per year, of which USD1 billion is lost by African States.65 A 

follow up study in April 2008 by MRAG and the Fisheries Centre at the University 

of British Columbia estimated that the total value of losses from illegal fi shing is 

between USD10 billion and USD23 billion annually, representing 11.06 million 

to 25.91 million tonnes of fi sh.66 These estimates are based on information gath-

ered from a number of different species in 60 States and 17 FAO statistical areas, 

representing only 46 per cent of global catches based on FAO statistics.

In the Asia Pacifi c region, IUU fi shing has been estimated to cost between 

USD4.5 billion and USD5.8 billion a year.67 The quantity of fi sh taken by IUU 

fi shing activities in the region is between 3.45 million tonnes to 8.12 million 

tonnes which account for about eight to 16 per cent of the total reported catch per 

year.68 In the Sulawesi Sea of the Asia Pacifi c region for example, the fi nancial 
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loss from IUU fi shing has been conservatively estimated at about a third of the 

total annual value of the marine fi sheries in the area.69 This estimate for the 

Sulawesi Sea does not include the social and environmental costs associated with 

loss of future access to the fi sheries resources. It is estimated that Indonesia loses 

USD4 billion a year due to illegal fi shing.70 In the Philippines, the estimated eco-

nomic loss due to illegal fi shing is USD894 million.71 Another estimate from the 

World Resource Institute suggests that the total net loss from blastfi shing in the 

Philippines is USD1.2 billion.72 IUU fi shing also affects the export markets of 

some countries.

IUU fi shing activities cause damage to fi sheries habitats and the marine 

 environment, particularly coral reefs. The productive capacity of coral reefs is 

reduced to a fi fth of their original capacity as a result of dynamite fi shing.73 An 

explosive of the size of a coca cola bottle can shatter to pieces all stony corals 

within a radius of three metres.74 Studies suggest that fi sh diversity and coral 

areas damaged by moderate blast fi shing and poison fi shing may take 25 years to 

recover.75 If 50 per cent of live coral is destroyed, recovery to the initial state is 

predicted to take about 60 years.76 In the case of the Philippines, destructive fi sh-

ing methods caused the degradation of about 70 per cent of the coral reefs and 

reduced the annual fi sheries production by about 177,500 metric tonnes in the 

1990s.77

IUU fi shing results in high levels of by-catch of both juvenile fi sh and non-

target species. Migratory oceanic sharks, seabirds, marine mammals are not 
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directly targeted by commercial fi sheries but become a large component of the 

by-catch of longline, purse seine, and driftnet fi sheries.78 It is estimated that about 

100,000 seabirds, including tens of thousands of endangered albatrosses, are 

killed each year by illegal longline vessels in the Southern Ocean.79 In some tuna 

fi sheries, turtle mortality is observed to be in excess of 40 per cent.80 The use of 

destructive fi shing methods such as trawling also exacerbates the problem of by-

catch and discards.81

A number of social impacts of IUU fi shing have been identifi ed.82 Some IUU 

fi shing vessels are known to recruit their crew from States where there is a lack of 

alternative employment opportunities83 and who may be unaware of the vessels’ 

illegal operations.84 IUU fi shing has not only been equated to “stealing food from 

some of the poorest of the world”85 but is also known to cause the displacement 

of legitimate fi shers. IUU fi shing can further lead to lower employment and 

reduction in household incomes, both of which exacerbate poverty, particularly 

among coastal and artisanal fi shers.86 Social impact studies show that IUU fi shing 

not only affects industrial fi shing, but is also a concern in small scale fi sheries.87

Numerous social and economic factors have been identifi ed as “drivers” of 

IUU fi shing. These factors include the profi tability of conducting IUU fi shing 

activities as a result of lower administrative and management costs,88 lesser crew 

costs that offset the possibilities of high maintenance and other operating costs,89 

overcapacity in the world fi shing fl eet, insuffi cient monitoring, control, and 

surveillance (MCS) operations, inadequate levels of penalties, inappropriate 
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 management frameworks, governance failure, corruption, subsidies, and poor 

economic and social conditions.90

For developing States, a major challenge in addressing IUU fi shing is the lim-

ited operational capacity to manage vast expanses of ocean spaces under their 

jurisdiction. For example, the enforcement of fi sheries laws in the EEZ of Ghana 

is considered weak, making it diffi cult to assess the level of illegal fi shing and 

catch by foreign vessels.91 The lack of enforcement capabilities in other African 

States also hinders their ability to monitor fi shing operations in their waters.92 

IUU fi shing has been associated with corruption of fi sheries offi cials in some 

States.93 Some IUU fi shing activities are also associated with the operations of 

transnational criminal groups94 and other illegal activities such as fuel smuggling, 

fi sh smuggling, and traffi cking of fi shing crew.95 Political instability and govern-

ance failure exacerbate the IUU fi shing problem in some parts of the world. 

Increased IUU fi shing in the EEZ of Somalia is a good case in point.96

Because of the enormity of the IUU fi shing in many parts of the world, address-

ing it has become a global concern. IUU fi shing issues have been raised not only 

by the FAO97 but also by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA),98 the 
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United Nations Open-ended Informal Consultative Process (UNICPOLOS)99 and 

the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD).100 The need to 

address IUU fi shing was reiterated in the 2005 Rome Declaration on Illegal, 

Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing.101 Furthermore, IUU fi shing was consid-

ered a major concern in the informal consultations of the States Parties to the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement.102 During the UN Fish Stocks Agreement Review 

Conference, IUU fi shing was identifi ed as a problem that undermines the provi-

sions of the Agreement which needs to be addressed collectively by States.103

The call to strengthen global efforts to combat IUU fi shing has encouraged 

several RFMOs and other regional organisations to adopt measures to combat 

IUU fi shing.104 The European Union (EU)105 and the Lake Victoria Fisheries 
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Organization (LVFO) have adopted their respective regional plans of action to 

prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fi shing.106 The EU has adopted a comprehen-

sive and far-reaching regulation establishing a Community system to combat IUU 

fi shing.107 In the Asia-Pacifi c region, Southeast Asian countries have adopted a 

regional plan of action to promote responsible fi sheries and combat IUU fi sh-

ing108 while SADC has adopted a Statement of Commitment to eradicate IUU 

fi shing.109 Similarly, a number of States have developed national plans of action 

to address the IUU fi shing problem.110 The IUU related measures adopted by 

RFMOs and States under resolutions and national plans of actions are analysed in 

Chapters 9 and 10.

1.2. Legal and Policy Framework to Address IUU Fishing

Needless to say, the extent and impacts of IUU fi shing described above require 

the adoption and implementation of adequate legal and policy measures by States 

and regional organisations. This is particularly important if the global sustainabil-

ity of fi sheries resources is to be promoted or maintained.

The legal and policy framework for the sustainability of fi sheries, including 

addressing IUU fi shing comprises a number of fi sheries and non-fi sheries specifi c 
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binding and non-binding instruments. The IPOA-IUU is the main international 

instrument which addresses IUU fi shing. Aside from being elaborated within the 

framework of the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries,111 the IPOA-

IUU is also based on relevant rules of international law, particularly the United 

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC),112 the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement,113 and the FAO Compliance Agreement,114 as well as World Trade 

Organization (WTO) and International Maritime Organization (IMO) agreements, 

rules and principles.115 The trade related agreements include the General 

Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT) and other WTO agreements such as the 

Agreements on Technical Barriers to Trade, Pre-shipment Inspection, Rules of 

Origin, Import Licensing Procedures, and Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. 

Maritime safety and labour related agreements for fi shing vessels, which are part 

of the international legal framework for fi sheries, include the 1993 Torremolinos 

Protocol for the Safety of Fishing Vessels,116 the 1995 International Convention 

on Training, Certifi cation and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessels,117 and the Work 

in Fishing Convention in 2007 (C188),118 supplemented by the Work in Fishing 

Recommendation 2007 (R199).119 There are also environment related instruments 

of general relevance to combating IUU fi shing. These include the Convention on 

Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Ramsar 

Convention),120 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
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Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES),121 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 

Species of Wild Animals (CMS),122 Agenda 21, particularly Chapter 17,123 and 

the Convention on the Conservation of Biological Diversity (CBD).124 Chapter 3 

discusses these international instruments.

1.2.1. The IPOA-IUU

The objective of the IPOA-IUU is “to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fi shing 

by providing States with comprehensive, effective, and transparent measures by 

which to act, including through appropriate regional fi sheries management organ-

isations, established in accordance with international law.”125 Signifi cantly, the 

IPOA-IUU applies to members and non-members of the FAO, fi shing entities, 

subregional, regional and global organisations, whether governmental and non-

governmental, and all persons concerned with the conservation of fi sheries 

resources and management and development of fi sheries, such as fi shers, those 

engaged in the processing and marketing of fi sh and fi shery products and other 

users of the aquatic environment in relation to fi sheries.126 This covers the whole 

spectrum of actors involved in fi sheries management; thus giving the IPOA-IUU 

a wider scope of application than other international instruments.

The IPOA-IUU is considered a comprehensive “toolbox”, which contains a 

range of measures that can be used by fl ag States, port States, coastal States, and 

“market States” or States which engage in the international trade in fi sh, to address 

various manifestations of IUU fi shing.127 Measures that cut across the responsi-

bilities of fl ag, coastal, port, and market States are categorised under “All State 

Responsibilities”. These measures include the implementation of relevant 
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 international instruments, adoption of national plans of action to combat IUU 

fi shing, application of sanctions of suffi cient severity, control of nationals, elimi-

nation of economic incentives for vessels engaged in IUU fi shing, effective MCS 

measures, cooperation among States, measures in respect of vessels without 

nationality and vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-cooperating States to RFMOs, and 

publicity on IUU fi shing.128

As a “toolbox,” the IPOA-IUU attempts to embrace all existing measures 

which States, acting alone or in cooperation with other States or through RFMOs, 

may adopt to combat IUU fi shing.129 States should be able to fi nd an appropriate 

tool or a combination of tools in the IPOA-IUU, to address any incident of IUU 

fi shing.130 Consequently, the IPOA-IUU does not necessarily require States to 

adopt all of the measures outlined in the instrument, but to select the measures 

most appropriate and applicable to particular circumstances. There are some 

overlaps in the application of these measures, although no contradictory meas-

ures can be found within the IPOA-IUU. Most of the measures are also addressed 

in other fi sheries related international instruments, which will be discussed in 

succeeding chapters.

A closer examination of the text of the IPOA-IUU reveals the lack of connec-

tion between Part II on the nature and scope of IUU fi shing and Part IV on the 

implementation of measures to combat IUU fi shing. While Part II of the IPOA-

IUU discusses the scope of each component of IUU fi shing, reference is only 

made to the general term “IUU fi shing” in Part IV. The IPOA-IUU does not spec-

ify which measures address illegal fi shing, unreported fi shing, or unregulated 

fi shing. This has resulted in some States adopting fl ag, coastal, port, market, and 

all State measures as part of their compliance with the requirements under Part IV, 

without examining how the IUU fi shing concept applies within a national con-

text, and how such measures can address specifi c IUU fi shing issues. This prac-

tice is refl ected in the national plans of action formulated by many States. 

A number of States have incorporated specifi c measures against IUU fi shing in 

their national plans of action, but simply adopted the IUU fi shing concept under 

paragraph 3 of the IPOA-IUU without directly specifying how it relates to fi shing 

activities within their EEZ or to vessels fl ying their fl ag which are conducting 

fi shing operations on the high seas and RFMO areas.131
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The IPOA-IUU establishes a clear link with other international instruments.132 

Paragraphs 10 to 15 of the IPOA-IUU recognise the signifi cance of full and effec-

tive implementation of other international instruments in addressing IUU fi shing. 

Paragraph 13 in particular, provides that no clause in the IPOA-IUU affects or 

should be interpreted as affecting the rights and obligations of States under inter-

national law, with particular mention of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement and the 

FAO Compliance Agreement. There are also general references and repetitive 

clauses in the IPOA-IUU on the need to interpret the provisions of the IPOA-IUU 

in accordance with these international instruments.133

One of the problems in the IPOA-IUU is the overkill of the references, “in 

accordance with international law” and “in conformity with international law.”134 

This redundancy may give rise to a mischievous argument that, where such a 

clause is not affi xed to a particular provision, it would imply that international 

law is not a constraint.135 Indeed, such repetitive clauses could have been replaced 

by a few clear paragraphs that would have elaborated on the relationship between 

the IPOA-IUU and international instruments and international law in general.

The relationship between the IPOA-IUU and other international instruments 

can be better appreciated by discussing the legal nature of the instrument. Similar 

to the FAO Code of Conduct, the IPOA-IUU is a voluntary instrument.136 The 

defi nition of a voluntary instrument has not been explained any further in the text 

of the IPOA-IUU. However, with the non-mandatory language used, the absence 

of fi nal clauses found in most multilateral treaties, and from the general context 

in which all the negotiations took place, “voluntary” means that the IPOA-IUU 

does not give rise to any legally binding obligations.137 However, it does not mean 

that the IPOA-IUU is devoid of any legal effect.138 This is because it contains 

provisions that may be or have already been given binding effects by or through 

other international legal instruments.139 In this case, the IPOA-IUU as a voluntary 

instrument allows States to assume binding obligations in an indirect way.
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The point needs to be made that instruments which have been accepted 

 voluntarily can, nevertheless, be developed into a system of well defi ned uniform 

legal consequences.140 Although initially non-binding, once expressly accepted 

by a State, these instruments are applied by States, creating a legal effect.141 This 

would illustrate one of the strongest possible impacts that a non-binding instru-

ment such as the IPOA-IUU could have, not only in respect of binding agree-

ments, but also in the development of customary international law.142 Achievements 

in harmonising national, sub-regional, and regional laws have been made in the 

fi eld of fi sheries conservation and management through these voluntary instru-

ments, particularly through their adoption in national legislation and regional 

agreements.143

The formulation of the IPOA-IUU as a voluntary instrument has its advantages 

and disadvantages. One of the advantages is that the IPOA-IUU can gain a wider 

acceptance among States compared to instruments such as the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement and the FAO Compliance Agreement which are binding only on their 

respective parties. The IPOA-IUU also provides guidance to States by establish-

ing minimum standards to address IUU fi shing which have been agreed upon at 

the international level. The IPOA-IUU reiterates fi sheries management obliga-

tions already found in binding agreements and further includes other obligations 

or useful fi sheries management measures which may be diffi cult to incorporate in 

binding instruments.

The disadvantage of having the IPOA-IUU as a voluntary instrument is that it 

might not have a direct and binding effect at the national level if it is not adopted 
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by States. However, the increasing interest and attention being paid by interna-

tional and regional organisations and individual States to the issue of IUU fi shing 

suggests that the IPOA-IUU is becoming one of the most accepted voluntary 

instruments since the FAO Code of Conduct. It can also be noted that these two 

outwardly similar instruments have had quite different impacts. While the FAO 

Code of Conduct is often cited as the principal voluntary text, the much more 

tightly drafted IPOA-IUU has arguably had much greater impact in practical 

terms than has the FAO Code of Conduct.

1.2.2. Measures to Address IUU Fishing

The relevant provisions of binding and non-binding international instruments that 

would need to be implemented by States are analysed in Chapters 4 to 8. In gen-

eral, a comprehensive framework to address IUU fi shing comprises the applica-

tion of fl ag, coastal, port, market, and all State measures.

According to the IPOA-IUU and relevant international instruments, fl ag State 

measures involve the effective exercise of jurisdiction over vessels by fl ag States 

through, among other things, the implementation of a fi shing vessel registration 

and authorisation to fi sh or licensing system.144 An effective fi shing vessel regis-

tration and licensing system takes into account the history of fl agging and the 

IUU fi shing activities of a vessel.145 This allows a fl ag State to regulate the opera-

tions of its vessels to ensure that only vessels which comply with international, 

regional, and national fi sheries regulations and conservation and management 

measures are registered and granted authorisations to fi sh.146 A fl ag State is also 

required to maintain a record of fi shing vessels which includes not only the basic 

information on a vessel, but also details of actual fi shing operations.147 Ideally, 

the information contained in a national record of fi shing vessels would need to be 

easily cross-referenced with other fi sheries related databases on quota allocations, 

catch and landing statistics and fi sheries violations in order to ascertain the com-

pliance of fi shing vessels with national fi sheries laws and regulations. Flag State 

enforcement is necessary in order to ensure compliance not only with internation-

ally agreed fi sheries conservation and management measures, but also those 

adopted under bilateral, subregional, or regional agreements or arrangements. 

Enforcement actions that may be taken by the fl ag State include investigation of 

alleged violations, cooperation with other States, and institution of proceedings 
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against vessels entitled to fl y their fl ag which are believed to have contravened 

fi sheries laws and regulations.148

Coastal State measures to combat IUU fi shing focus on the implementation of 

effective MCS measures in the EEZ.149 Such measures include licensing of for-

eign fi shing vessels,150 and the implementation of a vessel monitoring system 

(VMS)151 and observer programmes.152 Coastal State measures also include 

enforcement related actions such as boarding, inspection, and arrest of vessels,153 

hot pursuit,154 and application of sanctions of suffi cient severity.155 Effective MCS 

measures require the establishment of procedures for the confi dentiality and secu-

rity of commercially sensitive fi sheries information156 and the admissibility of 

electronic evidence and technologies in courts.157 Ensuring compliance with fi sh-

eries management and enforcement measures is not limited to the application of 

sanctions, but also incentives that will encourage obedience and self compliance 

among fi shing vessels and fi shers.

A number of port State and trade related measures have been identifi ed by the 

IPOA-IUU and other relevant instruments. Port State measures include the 

requirement for an advanced notice of port entry,158 fi shing vessel inspections in 

port159 and port enforcement actions such as denying the entry of a vessel into 

port and refusing the landing or transshipment of fi sh.160 Trade related measures 

include the implementation of eco-labelling,161 catch certifi cation, and trade doc-

umentation schemes.162 Trade restrictions such as prohibiting the importation or 

exportation of fi sh may be applied by States to combat IUU fi shing.163 These port 

State and trade related measures must be adopted and implemented in a fair, 

transparent and non-discriminatory manner and consistent with international 

trade law rules.164
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Lastly, the IPOA-IUU provides for the application of all State measures. The 

specifi c measures discussed in this book that fall under this category are the rati-

fi cation and implementation of international fi sheries specifi c and non-fi sheries 

specifi c instruments,165 adoption of applicable legislation166 and national plan of 

action,167 State control over nationals apart from fi shing vessels,168 and elimina-

tion of economic incentives against IUU vessels.169

1.3. Purpose and Outline of the Book

This book analyses the concept of IUU fi shing and examines the legal and policy 

measures adopted under international fi sheries related instruments to address IUU 

fi shing. The book also examines some of the international developments, meas-

ures and practices of RFMOs and some States to combat IUU fi shing. The book 

is divided into 11 chapters. This introductory chapter highlighted the impact of 

IUU fi shing on the sustainability of fi sheries resources and the need for establish-

ing and implementing an effective framework to address the problem. In the suc-

ceeding chapters, a background to IUU fi shing is provided; the international legal 

and policy framework is reviewed; and regional and State practices in dealing 

with the IUU fi shing problem are presented and analysed.

More specifi cally, Chapter 2 reviews the history of IUU fi shing and examines 

the scope of the different components of the IUU terminology based on the IPOA-

IUU, as well as other international instruments and developments. Chapter 3 

examines the existing international legal and policy framework to address IUU 

fi shing within the context of sustainable fi sheries. This framework comprises 

both binding and non-binding fi sheries and non-fi sheries specifi c instruments, 

including instruments related to environment, trade, and safety. Chapters 4 to 8 

provide analysis of all State, fl ag State, coastal State, port State, and market and 

trade related measures adopted in the IPOA-IUU and other relevant international 

instruments to combat IUU fi shing. Examples of relevant practices of RFMOs, 

regional economic integration organisations and individual States in implement-

ing these measures are elaborated in Chapters 9 and 10.

The concluding chapter identifi es a number of emerging IUU related issues 

which require further consideration by States and RFMOs to strengthen interna-

tional cooperative efforts to combat IUU fi shing. The issues identifi ed include the 
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responsibility, as opposed to duty, and liability of fl ag States for the IUU fi shing 

activities of their vessels, the importance of port, market, and trade related meas-

ures in addressing IUU fi shing, IUU fi shing within the context of biodiversity 

conservation and environmental protection, and the possible link between IUU 

fi shing and transnational organised crime.
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Chapter Two

History and Scope of IUU Fishing

2.1. History of IUU Fishing Terminology

A chronology of events led to the emergence of the term “illegal, unreported, and 

unregulated fi shing” and its formal inclusion in the IPOA-IUU in 2001.1 The IUU 

fi shing concept evolved from several discussions in regional and international 

fora from the early 1990s. Much of the earlier discussions on IUU fi shing took 

place in the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 

(UNCED), the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living 

Resources (CCAMLR), the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), the Food 

and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the UN Commission on Sustainable Devel-

opment, the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the Sydney FAO 

Experts Consultations and the Joint FAO/IMO Ad hoc Working Group on IUU 

Fishing.

2.1.1. UNCED and Agenda 21

The fi rst post-LOSC instrument to identify elements of what is now termed IUU 

fi shing was Agenda 21, one of the products of UNCED in 1992.2 Chapter 17 of 

Agenda 21 identifi ed several factors hindering the sustainable management of 

high seas fi sheries, including “unregulated fi shing, overcapitalization, excessive 

fl eet size, vessel refl agging to escape controls, insuffi ciently selective gear, unre-

liable databases and lack of suffi cient cooperation between States.”3 Chapter 17 

of Agenda 21 then called on the international community to take urgent action 

at the bilateral, subregional, and regional levels to address these issues in the 
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management of fi sheries resources, particularly highly migratory species and 

straddling stocks. In taking such cooperative action, States were to address con-

cerns such as “inadequacies in fi shing practices, as well as in biological knowl-

edge, fi sheries statistics and improvement of systems for handling data.”4 

Although the term IUU fi shing was not specifi cally mentioned in Chapter 17 of 

Agenda 21, the various issues identifi ed, in broad terms, cover some of the ele-

ments of IUU fi shing in the IPOA-IUU.

2.1.2. CCAMLR Sessions

Specifi c concerns about illegal and unreported fi shing were fi rst raised during the 

Fifteenth Session of CCAMLR in 1996.5 A number of CCAMLR members dis-

cussed the extent of illegal fi shing in the Convention area by its members6 as well 

as by non-members of the Commission.7 Vessels of non-members had been 

observed to be fi shing with total disregard for CCAMLR conservation measures 

and provided no reports of their catches from the Convention area.8 Some vessels 

which were fi shing illegally in CCAMLR waters were also found to be refl agged 

to members of the Commission.9 Illegal fi shing, particularly in the longline fi sh-

ery for toothfi sh and its expansion in the Southern Ocean was identifi ed as a par-

ticular challenge for CCAMLR.10 The report of the Fifteenth meeting of CCAMLR 

also highlighted the continued high incidence of daylight setting of longlines in 

contravention of established conservation measures.11

At the Fifteenth Session, the Scientifi c Committee of CCAMLR noted the high 

level of unreported catches in certain sub-areas covered by the Convention.12 

Although the term “unreported fi shing” was not elaborated on during the Fifteenth 

Session, there were references to what fi shing related activities should be reported 

by members of the Commission. It was agreed that reports to CCAMLR should 

not only provide a list of member vessels intending to fi sh in a particular season,13 

but also information on the fi shing vessels of members operating in the Convention 
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19 Ibid., para. 2.13.
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22 Ibid., Annex 6, SCOI Report, para. 1.20.
23 Ibid., para. 5.100.
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area.14 It was further agreed that CCAMLR members provide, in as close to real 

time as possible, available information on vessels that fi shed or intended to fi sh in 

the Convention area which were either on their registers and vessels which had 

been renamed, or which had been refl agged to other States.15

Discussions on “illegal” and “unreported” fi shing during the Sixteenth Session 

of the CCAMLR in 1997 led to the fi rst formal mention of IUU fi shing. The term 

“unregulated fi shing” was also used although not defi ned. The terms appeared as 

“Agenda Item 1, Illegal, Unregulated, and Unreported Fishing in the Convention 

area” at the Seventh Session of the Standing Committee on Observation and 

Inspection and as “Agenda Item 5 at the Sixteenth Session of the Commission.”16 

In its Sixteenth Session, CCAMLR identifi ed the high level of illegal, unregu-

lated and unreported fi shing as a major concern.17

Particular emphasis was placed on resolving problems of unregulated fi shing 

in the Sixteenth Session. The Scientifi c Committee recommended to the Commis-

sion to take the strongest possible action to eliminate unregulated fi shing,18 which 

was estimated to be several times greater than regulated fi shing.19 It was also 

noted that unregulated fi shing resulted in the depletion of several non-targeted 

species.20 This problem was compounded by the non-reporting of data by vessels 

conducting unregulated fi shing.21

Unlike in the Fifteenth Session, discussions at the Sixteenth Session of 

CCAMLR clearly distinguished the term “unregulated fi shing” from “illegal fi sh-

ing.”22 “Unregulated fi shing” was used to describe the fi shing activities of vessels 

fl ying the fl ags of non-CCAMLR members within the jurisdiction of members and 

on the high seas within the CCAMLR area. “Illegal fi shing” was referred to as an 

activity that severely compromised the management of the Patagonian toothfi sh, 

resulting in an unsustainable level of fi shing.23 Mention was also made of “illegal 

catches” as capture that exceeded the legal catch limit set by CCAMLR.24
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In the Sixteenth Session, “unreported fi shing” was described as unreported 

catch which had deleterious impacts on the management and conservation of 

fi sheries resources.25 The Scientifi c Committee drew attention to the substantial 

amount of unreported catches of Patagonian toothfi sh, particularly in the Southern 

Ocean but within the jurisdiction of coastal States.26 It was noted that the fi sh 

stock had been heavily fi shed around the sub-Antarctic region within the 

CCAMLR area and had been the most signifi cant challenge that the Commission 

was facing in the protection of Antarctic marine living resources.27 A strong rela-

tionship was established between unregulated and illegal fi shing.28 It was noted 

that unreported fi shing, when combined with illegal and unregulated fi shing, 

resulted in unsustainable levels of fi shing.29

From 1997, the term IUU fi shing was used regularly at CCAMLR meetings. In 

1999, the term found its way into meeting reports of international organisations, 

including the FAO, the IMO and the UN Commission on Sustainable Development, 

and other regional fi sheries organisations.30

2.1.3. UN General Assembly

The fi rst reference made to “unregulated fi shing” by the UNGA was in 1994 in 

the context of “unauthorised fi shing in zones under national jurisdiction.”31 In the 

Forty-ninth Session of UNGA, States were called upon “to take measures to 

ensure that no fi shing vessels entitled to fl y their fl ags fi sh in zones under the 

national jurisdiction of other States unless duly authorised by the competent 

authorities of the States concerned.”32 In subsequent years, the UN General 

Assembly discussed “unauthorised fi shing” in the context of other international 

fi sheries concerns.33
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In 1999, IUU fi shing was formally mentioned in the UNGA when the Secretary-

General of the UN noted that IUU fi shing is

…one of the most severe problems currently affecting world fi sheries. IUU fi shing is often 

undertaken by fi shing vessels of States or entities that are not members of fi sheries organi-

sations or arrangements and do not consider themselves bound by the restrictions imposed 

by those management organisations and arrangements. IUU fi shing is also undertaken by 

vessels that were formerly registered in a State member of regional fi sheries organisations 

or arrangements but were subsequently registered in a non-member State (refl agging 

to a fl ag of convenience) to avoid compliance with conservation and management 

measures…34

Similar to CCAMLR, the UNGA identifi ed the activities of fi shing vessels fl ying 

the fl ags of non-members of RFMOs as a major IUU fi shing concern. Other IUU-

related issues identifi ed by the UNGA include illegal catch; catching beyond 

allowable quota; non-reporting of catches; unsustainable fi shing practices and 

use of non-selective fi shing gears; by-catch, discards and incidental catch of non-

target species; deliberate loss of gear to evade sighting and inspection; and over-

capacity in the fi shing industry.35

2.1.4. FAO Sessions

Discussion of IUU fi shing at the Twenty-third Session of the Committee on 

Fisheries (COFI) in February 1999 was largely based on the paper prepared by 

Australia.36 The paper urged the FAO to develop an international plan of action to 

prevent IUU fi shing. Concerns about IUU fi shing were discussed in the Twenty-

third Session, together with the problems of fi shing vessels under “fl ags of con-

venience”.37 Shortly after the Twenty-third Session in March 1999, the Rome 

Declaration on Responsible Fisheries was adopted by the FAO Ministerial 
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Meeting on Fisheries. The Declaration raised concern about the growing inci-

dents of IUU fi shing activities, including fi shing vessels under “fl ags of conven-

ience”.38 The meeting declared that the FAO Ministers and their representatives 

would develop a global plan of action to address such issues.39

In April 1999, regional fi sheries bodies and States were informed of the FAO 

mandate to develop an International Plan of Action to combat IUU fi shing. States 

and regional fi sheries organisations were invited to provide information on the 

types and impacts of IUU fi shing activities in their respective jurisdictions. The 

global review of IUU fi shing identifi ed the most common aspects of IUU fi shing, 

including the lack of effective control of fi shing vessels by some fl ag States; dif-

fi culty experienced by regional fi sheries bodies in applying fi sheries management 

and conservation measures to vessels of non-members, especially those fl ying 

“fl ags of convenience”; ineffectiveness of measures implemented by coastal 

States; and the lack of adequate human and fi nancial resources.40

The Report of the Twenty-third Session of COFI was adopted at the 116th 

Session of the FAO Council in June 1999. The Council stressed the importance of 

implementing the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries in promoting 

the sustainability of global fi sheries,41 and noted that illegal, unauthorised and 

unreported fi shing, including fi shing by vessels fl ying “fl ags of convenience”, 

undermine the conservation and management of fi sheries resources.42 It is worth 

noting that in the latter remark made by the Council, “unauthorised fi shing” was 

used instead of “unregulated fi shing.” It was agreed that the FAO should develop 

an international plan of action to address the problem of IUU fi shing within the 

framework of the FAO Code of Conduct.43
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2.1.5. UN Commission on Sustainable Development

The UN Commission on Sustainable Development, in its Seventh Session in 1999 

declared that IUU fi shing and unsustainable and uncontrolled distant water fi sh-

ing constitute threats to the sustainable use of the oceans and seas.44 The 

Commission supported the Rome Declaration endorsing the need to develop a 

global plan of action to deal with IUU fi shing.45 According to the Commission, 

the plan of action should include the following elements: effective fl ag State 

jurisdiction, control over vessels which operate in a manner that undermines 

international law or conservation and management measures, as well as coordi-

nated efforts among States, FAO, RFMOs and other relevant international agen-

cies such as the IMO.46 The Commission specifi cally called on the IMO to ensure 

that all fl ag States comply with relevant international rules and standards and to 

develop effective port State control measures.47

Delegates to the Seventh Session of the Commission recognised the increasing 

problem of IUU fi shing and fi shing activities of fi shing vessels under “fl ags of 

convenience” and identifi ed the urgent need to eradicate IUU fi shing.48 Similar to 

the discussions in CCAMLR, UNGA and the FAO, the Seventh Session of the 

UN Commission on Sustainable Development highlighted the unregulated fi sh-

ing activities of “fl ags of convenience” vessels.

2.1.6. IMO Sessions

The results of the Twenty-third session of COFI were discussed at the Seventy-

fi rst Session of the IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee (MSC). In this session, the 

FAO invited the Committee to note concerns about the increasing reports of IUU 

fi shing activities and their negative impact on the management and conservation 

of living resources on the high seas.49

IUU fi shing was also discussed during the Eighth Session of the IMO’s Sub-

Committee on Flag State Implementation (FSI) in January 2000 where it was 

agreed that effective cooperation between the FAO and IMO to address the prob-

lem was needed. It was stressed that the impacts of IUU fi shing transcend fi sher-

ies management.50 There is a direct linkage between IUU fi shing and issues such 
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as vessel safety, fi shing vessel casualties and pollution of the marine environ-

ment, which are well within the mandate and jurisdiction of the IMO.51 Most 

importantly, the Eighth Session of FSI emphasised the lack of implementation of 

fl ag State duties and vessel refl agging as the root causes of IUU fi shing.52 The 

formation of a joint IMO/FAO Ad Hoc Working Group to further examine the 

matter was proposed.53

The Forty-fourth Session of IMO’s Marine Environment Protection Committee 

(MEPC) considered the recommendation of the Report of the FSI at its Eighth 

Session and agreed that the IMO should provide assistance to the FAO in dealing 

with IUU fi shing, especially with respect to safety and pollution prevention from 

fi shing vessels and other related issues.54 The MSC also supported the recom-

mendation of the FSI for the creation of a joint ad hoc working group and pro-

posed that the group prepare a checklist of the necessary elements for effective 

fl ag State control over fi shing vessels.55

2.1.7. Sydney Experts Consultation Meeting

Following consultations with RFMOs, the government of Australia, in coopera-

tion with the FAO, convened an FAO Expert Consultation on IUU Fishing in 

May 2000. The report of the Expert Consultation appended the text of a draft plan 

entitled the “International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, 

Unreported and Unregulated Fishing”.56

The draft text of the International Plan of Action provided a vague scope of 

IUU fi shing. Paragraph 3 of the draft stated that IUU fi shing encompasses “fi sh-

ing and related activities, including fi shing in areas under national jurisdiction 

without the authorisation of the coastal State; fi shing which contravenes or under-

mines conservation and management measures; failure to effectively exercise the 

required jurisdiction or control over vessels and nationals; and failure to fully and 

accurately meet fi shery and fi shing vessel data collection and reporting require-

ments.”57 Key measures for combating IUU fi shing were also identifi ed in the 

draft International Plan of Action. These include all State, fl ag State, and port 
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State measures, internationally-agreed market measures, research, the role of 

RFMOs, special requirements of developing States, reporting, and the role of 

FAO.58

While discussion among States at the UNGA refl ected the general view that 

illegal fi shing primarily involves activities of foreign fi shing vessels in the EEZs 

of coastal States,59 the Expert Consultation Meeting alluded to IUU fi shing 

in small scale fi sheries which is normally conducted by fi shing vessels in the 

internal, territorial, or archipelagic waters of their own States or neighbouring 

States.60

2.1.8. FAO Technical Consultations

The draft prepared at the Sydney Experts Consultation Meeting provided the 

basis for discussion and negotiation at the First FAO Technical Consultation 

on IUU fi shing which was held in Rome in October 2000.61 The Technical 

Consultation improved on the draft from the Sydney Experts Meeting and noted 

that further work was needed on two sections, namely, port State measures and 

the role of RFMOs, and proposed that a section on coastal State measures be 

added.62 A second session was convened to refi ne the draft International Plan of 

Action prior to its submission to the Twenty-fourth Session of the COFI. The 

most notable addition to the draft text was the scope of IUU fi shing. The nature 

and scope of each component of IUU fi shing was refi ned and the phrase “related 

activities” which was included in the earlier draft was removed.

2.1.9. Joint FAO/IMO Ad Hoc Working Group on IUU Fishing

The Joint FAO/IMO Ad Hoc Working Group on IUU Fishing was established 

in October 2000.63 At its fi rst meeting, the Ad Hoc Working Group focused 

the scope of IUU fi shing under two themes: the identifi cation of the necessary 
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elements for effective fl ag State control over fi shing vessels and the review of 

measures that may be taken by port States for the inspection of foreign fi shing 

vessels entering their ports.64 A checklist for fl ag State control was also formu-

lated which covered not only fi shing vessels but also transport and support ves-

sels.65 The checklist included the registration of fi shing vessels, authorisation to 

fi sh, records of fi shing vessels, position reporting, and catch data reporting.

2.1.10. FAO Twenty-Fourth Session

The IPOA-IUU was adopted on 02 March 2001 by COFI and endorsed by the 

FAO Council at its 120th Session in June 2001. The IPOA-IUU provides the scope 

and various components of IUU fi shing which are discussed in greater detail in 

the following section.

2.2. Scope of Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing

2.2.1. Defi nitions of “Fishing” and “Fishing Vessel”

The concept of IUU fi shing needs to be understood in the wider international 

legal context of the terms “fi shing vessel” and “fi shing”. The defi nitions of these 

terms are not provided in the IPOA-IUU or in most international agreements. 

Various provisions of the LOSC refer to fi shing,66 fi shing vessel,67 and fi sheries 

laws and regulations68 without any defi nition of these terms. However some of 

the post-LOSC instruments and regional fi sheries agreements have incorporated 

varying defi nitions of “fi shing” and “fi shing vessel”.

2.2.1.1. Fishing Vessel

The FAO Compliance Agreement defi nes a fi shing vessel as “any vessel used or 

intended for use for the purposes of the commercial exploitation of living marine 

resources, including mother ships and any other vessels directly engaged in such 

fi shing operations.”69 This defi nition may be interpreted to cover vessels used for 
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 establishing a Community system to prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated 

the harvesting of fi sh using different gears,70 fi sh factory ships, fi sh carriers, and 

other vessels engaged in fi shing. Because the defi nition focuses on the exploita-

tion of fi sheries resources, it may not necessarily include support vessels for the 

purpose of resupplying fi shing vessels, as well as reefer vessels or other refriger-

ated cargo vessels carrying fi sh products that have not been previously landed 

in ports. Indeed, transshipment operations were implicitly excluded from the 

FAO Compliance Agreement. The most that could be achieved was a passing 

 reference to vessels engaged in the transshipment of fi sh in the preamble. 

However, two years later when the UN Fish Stocks Agreement was fi nalised, no 

defi nition of “fi shing vessel” was provided, while there were several references to 

“transshipment”.71

The defi nition of “fi shing vessel” provided in the FAO Compliance Agreement 

has been adopted in the FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries72 

and further expanded on in the FAO Model Scheme on Port State Measures to 

Combat IUU Fishing to specifi cally include support ships and carrier vessels.73 

This defi nition has also been incorporated into a number of regional fi sheries 

management agreements, which made specifi c reference to vessels engaged in 

the transshipment of fi sh.74 The European Union (EU) regulation on IUU fi shing 

of 2008 (EC Regulation No 1005/2008) provides the most explicit description of 

the term “fi shing vessel” consistent with the defi nition provided in international 

and regional fi sheries agreements. This regulation defi nes a fi shing vessel as “any 

vessel of any size used or intended for use for the purposes of commercial exploi-

tation of fi shery resources, including support ships, fi sh processing vessels, ves-

sels engaged in transshipment and carrier vessels equipped for the transportation 

of fi shery products, except container vessels.”75
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fi shing, amending Regulations (EEC) No 2847/93, (EC) No 1936/2001 and (EC) No 601/2004 and 
repealing Regulations (EC) No 1093/94 and (EC) No 1447/1999, OJ L 286/1 29.10.2008, Art. 2(5).

76 Convention for the Prohibition of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the South Pacifi c, Wellington, 
New Zealand, concluded on 24 November 1989, and its Protocols, Noumea, New Caledonia, con-
cluded on 20 October 1990, in force 17 May 1991, 1899 UNTS 3; 29 ILM 1454 (1990). Hereinafter 
referred to as the Wellington Convention, Art. 1(c).

77 See for example WCPF Convention, Art. 1(d); SEAFO Convention, Art. 1(h); Southern Indian 
Ocean Fisheries Agreement, Art. 1(g).

78 For example, Vanuatu, Fisheries Act No. 55 of 2005, Art. 1; Tonga, Fisheries Management Act 
2002, Art. 1; New Zealand, Fisheries Act 1996 No. 88, Part I Art. 2(d); Australia, Fisheries 
Management Act 1991 (Cth), Sec. 4.

79 See for example International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), The M/V Saiga Case 
(Saint Vincent and the Grenadines v. Guinea) (Prompt Release), Case No. 1, Judgment of 04 
December 1997, para. 64.

2.2.1.2. Fishing

One of the earliest international attempts to defi ne “fi shing” was in the Convention 

for the Prohibition of Fishing with Long Driftnets in the South Pacifi c in 1989 

(Wellington Convention). Under this convention, “driftnet fi shing” is defi ned to 

mean:

(i) catching, taking or harvesting fi sh with the use of a driftnet;

(ii) attempting to catch, take or harvest fi sh with the use of a driftnet;

(iii) engaging in any other activity which can reasonably be expected to result in the 

catching, taking or harvesting of fi sh with the use of a driftnet, including searching for and 

locating fi sh to be taken by that method;

(iv) any operations at sea in support of, or in preparation for any activity described in this 

paragraph, including operations of placing, searching for or recovering fi sh aggregating 

devices or associated electronic equipment such as radio beacons;

(v) aircraft use, relating to the activities described in this paragraph, except for fl ights in 

emergencies involving the health or safety of crew members or the safety of a vessel; or

(vi) transporting, transhipping and processing any driftnet catch, and cooperation in the 

provision of food, fuel and other supplies for vessels equipped for or engaged in driftnet 

fi shing.76

Since then, other regional fi sheries instruments have defi ned “fi shing” in terms 

similar to that of the Wellington Convention.77 Defi nitions in many domestic fi sh-

eries legislation, specifi cally in Pacifi c Islands region and Australia and New 

Zealand have adopted similar expanded defi nition of “fi shing”.78

The terms “fi shing” and “fi shing vessel” in international and regional fi sheries 

conventions provide the scope for what activities may be considered IUU fi shing 

under these instruments. Similarly in domestic fi sheries legislation, the terms 

“fi shing” and “fi shing vessel”, if at all defi ned, will provide the starting point 

for identifying what constitutes IUU fi shing. One of the main issues however is 

the lack of uniform defi nition which may create confl icting interpretation and 

application across jurisdictions.79
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80 The use of “waters under the jurisdiction of a State” in the IPOA-IUU with respect to address-
ing IUU fi shing should, however, be distinguished from the specifi c and limited usage of the term 
“areas under national jurisdiction” under Article 3(1) of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement in terms of 
the obligations of States to cooperate and achieve compatibility of measures in respect of conserving 
and managing straddling fi sh stocks and highly migratory species. Given that the duty to cooperate 
under the LOSC applies only to the EEZ and the high seas, it can be argued that this narrows the 
scope of “areas under national jurisdiction” under the UN Fish Stocks Agreement to Part V of the 
LOSC, i.e the EEZ.

81 See Part II heading of the IPOA-IUU. The paragraphs that followed which state that illegal fi sh-
ing, unreported fi shing, and unregulated fi shing “refers to activities…” also support the argument 
that the IPOA-IUU does not provide a strict defi nition of IUU fi shing.

82 FAO, Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, Adopted at the 28th Session of the FAO 
Conference, Rome, Italy, 31 October 1995. Hereinafter referred to as FAO Code of Conduct.

2.2.2. IUU Fishing

The term “IUU fi shing” was not defi ned in the IPOA-IUU; however, the scope of 

each of the components of the term has been identifi ed. Collectively, IUU fi shing 

encompasses a wide range of fi shing activities which can be considered in viola-

tion of or without regard to, applicable international, regional, or national fi sher-

ies regulations and standards. IUU fi shing activities may be conducted by all 

fi shing vessels, with or without nationality in internal waters, archipelagic waters, 

territorial seas, exclusive economic zones (referred to as “waters under the juris-

diction of a State” in paragraph 3.1 of the IPOA-IUU) and on the high seas, 

whether nor not under the competence of RFMOs.80

By referring to “Nature and Scope of IUU Fishing”, the IPOA-IUU appears 

merely to offer a description or an explanation of what may constitute “illegal 

fi shing”, “unreported fi shing”, or “unregulated fi shing”, and not a strict defi nition 

of these terms.81 Indeed, some of the terms are explained by using the very term 

that is being explained, such as in “unreported fi shing”, which is not normal draft-

ing practice for a formal legal defi nition. As will be discussed in the sections that 

follow, the interpretation of these terms varies in the laws, regulations, and meas-

ures adopted by States and regional organisations. While the IPOA-IUU distin-

guished between the three components of IUU fi shing, activities related to each 

element were not enumerated. A broad classifi cation has the advantage of giving 

States the fl exibility to determine which activities may fall within the scope of 

IUU fi shing under the IPOA-IUU, rather than providing an exhaustive list of 

activities which may be considered as IUU fi shing.

The components of IUU fi shing are not explicitly identifi ed nor defi ned in 

other fi sheries related international instruments such as the LOSC, UN Fish 

Stocks Agreement, FAO Compliance Agreement, and FAO Code of Conduct for 

Responsible Fisheries.82 However, some of the provisions of these international 

instruments, when considered together with the IPOA-IUU, assist in identifying 

which activities may be characterised as constituting illegal, unreported, or 

unregulated.
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2.2.2.1. Illegal Fishing

“Illegal fi shing” is the most common aspect of the IUU fi shing terminology. 

Paragraph 3.1 of the IPOA-IUU provides:

Illegal fi shing refers to activities:

3.1.1 conducted by national or foreign vessels in waters under the jurisdiction of a State, 

without the permission of that State, or in contravention of its laws and regulations;

3.1.2 conducted by vessels fl ying the fl ag of States that are parties to a relevant regional 

fi sheries management organisation but operate in contravention of the conservation and 

management measures adopted by that organisation or by which the States are bound, or 

relevant provisions of the applicable international law; or

3.1.3 in violation of national laws or international obligations, including those under-

taken by cooperating States to a relevant regional fi sheries management organisation.

“Illegal fi shing” has three main components: the scope of illegal fi shing activi-

ties, areas of jurisdiction, and application to different types of fi shing vessels. 

Illegal fi shing includes all fi shing activities conducted in contravention of national 

and international laws as well as agreed regional fi sheries management and con-

servation measures. In terms of areas of jurisdiction, paragraph 3.1.1 of the IPOA-

IUU refers to illegal fi shing activities being conducted in waters under the 

jurisdiction of a State while paragraph 3.1.2 refers to illegal fi shing in areas within 

the competence of RFMOs. The vague reference to “international obligations” 

could also mean that any fi shing activity on the high seas, as long as they are con-

ducted contrary to internationally agreed fi sheries conservation and management 

measures, may be considered illegal fi shing.

The application of the concept of “illegal fi shing” to fi shing vessels varies 

depending on the maritime zone the fi shing activity takes place. Paragraph 3.1.1 

of the IPOA-IUU, which applies to waters under the jurisdiction of a State places 

no restriction on the types of vessels which may be considered to be conducting 

illegal fi shing. Therefore, illegal fi shing within national waters may be conducted 

by all types of vessels, both national and foreign. Within areas of competence of 

RFMOs, paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 of the IPOA-IUU respectively only apply the 

concept to “vessels fl ying the fl ag of States that are Parties to a relevant regional 

fi sheries management organisation” and “cooperating States to a relevant fi sher-

ies management organisation.” This limits the scope and application of the term 

illegal fi shing and suggests that the activities of fi shing vessels fl ying the fl ags of 

States which are not members of relevant RFMOs would not be considered 

illegal. However, the fi shing activities of third party vessels in the area of 

competence of an RFMO can be classifi ed as “unregulated fi shing”, as discussed 

in Section 2.2.2.3.

Illegal fi shing may take various forms. In waters under the jurisdiction of 

a State, the scope of illegal fi shing will be determined by national legislation. 
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83 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(a); FAO Code of Conduct, para. 8.2.2.
84 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(c).
85 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(d).
86 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(b).
87 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(c).
88 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(c).
89 FAO Code of Conduct, para. 8.4.2.
90 Australia, Fisheries Management Act 1991 (Cth) as Amended, Part 2 Secs. 15 and 15A.
91 Canada, Fisheries Act, R.S., c. F–14, s.1, Arts. 23–33 and 35.
92 New Zealand, Fisheries Act 1996, Part 13, Art. 233.

It may include fi shing without licence or appropriate fi shing vessel registration 

papers.83 It may include fi shing beyond allocated catch limits,84 taking of juvenile 

fi sh,85 taking of prohibited fi sh species,86 fi shing during closed seasons, or fi shing 

in closed areas.87 Illegal fi shing may also include the use of unauthorised fi shing 

gears or fi shing contrary to the regulations on the types, sizes, and number of ves-

sels allowed.88 It may pertain to the use of destructive fi shing methods such as 

explosives and poisons, use of small mesh fi shing nets, highly destructive fi shing 

gears, methods and techniques, use of unauthorised traps and weirs, wilful 

destruction of corals in reef fi sheries, and catching juvenile fi sh. These activities 

are prohibited under the FAO Code of Conduct89 and may be conducted by both 

national and foreign vessels.

The fi sheries legislation of many States prohibit most of the activities identi-

fi ed above. For example, illegal fi shing under the Australian Fisheries Man-
agement Act 1991 (Cth) include engaging in commercial fi shing without a permit 

or concession, fi shing contrary to the condition of the licence, using a foreign 

boat for recreational fi shing in the Australian Fishing Zone, landing of fi sh by 

a foreign vessel without permit, and large-scale driftnet fi shing.90 Canada also 

identifi es a number of prohibitions in its Fisheries Act, including the use of explo-

sives, use of seines and nets that obstruct navigation or the passage of fi sh, unlaw-

ful sale or possession of fi sh, processing or exporting of fi sh without permit, and 

harmful alteration of fi sh habitat.91 The Fisheries Act 1996 of New Zealand pro-

hibits similar fi shing activities and further considers as an offence knowingly tak-

ing, possessing, receiving, procuring, processing, conveying, or selling any fi sh 

or aquatic life contrary to the Act to obtain benefi t.92 These fi sheries offences and 

prohibitions are very similar to those identifi ed under international and regional 

fi sheries instruments.

Paragraph 3.1.1 of the IPOA-IUU includes the activities of fi shing vessels con-

ducted contrary to the provisions of bilateral fi shing access agreements. Most 

fi shing access agreements stipulate the terms and conditions within which vessels 

may conduct their operations. For example, fi sheries partnership agreements 

entered into by the EU contain provisions relating to the total allowable catch, 

number of fi shing vessels, declaration of catches, by-catch, mesh size, position 
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93 See Annexes of bilateral protocols and administrative arrangements to fi sheries partnership 
agreements entered into by the EU with third countries such as Cape Verde, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, 
Gabon, Gambia, Greenland, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Kiribati, Madagascar, 
Mauritania, Mauritius, Federated States of Micronesia, Morocco, Mozambique, Sāo Tomé and 
Príncipe, Senegal, Seychelles, and Solomon Islands. For example Protocol setting out the fi shing 
opportunities and fi nancial contribution provided for in the Fisheries Partnership Agreement between 
the European Community and the Republic of Cape Verde on fi shing off the Coast of Cape Verde for 
the period from 1 September 2006 to 31 August 2011, 30.12.2002 EN OJ L 414/8; Protocol setting 
out the fi shing opportunities and fi nancial contribution provided for in the Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and the Islamic Federal Republic of the Comoros on fi shing off the 
Comoros for the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2010; Protocol setting out the fi shing 
opportunities and fi nancial contribution provided for in the Agreement between the European 
Community and the Republic of Guinea on fi shing off the coast of Guinea for the period from 
1 January 2009 to 31 December 2012, 19.6.2009 EN L 156/40.

94 Protocol setting out the fi shing opportunities and fi nancial contribution provided for the in the 
Fisheries Partnership Agreement between the European Community and Republic of Kiribati for 
the period from 16 September 2006 to 15 September 2012, 7.8.2007 EN OJ L 205/8, Annex Chap -
ter II(1); Protocol setting out the fi shing opportunities and fi nancial contribution provided for the in 
the Partnership Agreement between the European Community and the Federated States of Micronesia 
on fi shing in the Federated States of Micronesia, 6.6.2006 EN OJ L 151/8, Annex Chapter II(1).

95 Protocol setting out the fi shing opportunities and payments provided for in the Partnership 
Agreement between the European Community and Solomon Islands on fi shing off Solomon Islands, 
13.4.2006 EN OJ L 105/39, Annex Chapter IX(9).

96 Council Regulation (EC) No 41/2006 of 21 December 2006 fi xing for 2007 the fi shing oppor-
tunities and associated conditions for certain fi sh stocks and groups of fi sh stocks, applicable in 
Community waters and, for Community vessels, in waters where catch limitation are required, 
20.1.2007 EN OJ L 15/1, Art. 26.

97 Fisheries Partnership Agreement between the Republic of Madagascar and the European 
Community, 17.12.2007 EN J OL 331/7, Appendix IV.

98 See Treaty on Fisheries Between the Governments of Certain Pacifi c Islands States and the 
Government of the United States of America, Port Moresby, concluded on 2 April 1987, in force 
15 June 1988, ATS 1988 No 42, with subsidiary agreements in force 15 June 1993.

reporting, and landing of catches.93 In addition, some States make it an offence 

for any foreign licensed fi shing vessels to fi sh in specifi ed areas,94 undertaking 

transshipment at sea,95 fi shing during closed seasons,96 and non-compliance with 

vessel monitoring system requirements.97 Failure to observe the conditions of 

these access agreements constitutes illegal fi shing.

In the Pacifi c Islands region, fi shing vessels of the United States (U.S.) which 

are permitted to engage in fi shing under the Treaty on Fisheries Between the 

Governments of Certain Pacifi c Islands States and the Government of the United 

States of America (U.S. Treaty) are required to do so in accordance with the terms 

and conditions stipulated in the Treaty, as well as the applicable national laws of 

the Pacifi c Island parties involved.98 These conditions apply with respect to 

licensing, fi shing in closed areas, transshipment of fi sh, position and catch report-

ing, and placement of observers on board U.S. vessels. Any activity contrary to 

these agreed conditions may be considered illegal fi shing under the U.S. Treaty.

On the basis of paragraph 3.1.2 of the IPOA-IUU, conservation and manage-

ment measures adopted by RFMOs may also determine what activities constitute 

illegal fi shing on the high seas. In general, RFMOs have adopted conservation 
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    99 International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), Resolution by 
ICCAT Further Defi ning the Scope of IUU Fishing, Resolution 01–18GEN, 22 March 2002.

100 Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), Scheme of Control and Enforcement, 
2009, Art. 29.

101 NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement 2009, Art. 29.
102 Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO), Conservation and Enforcement Measures, 

NAFO/FC Doc. 09/1, Serial No. N5614, 2009, Art. 37.
103 Article 3(3) of the NAFO Conservation and Enforcement Measures provides that each 

Contracting Party which has not been allocated a quota of a particular stock listed may be allowed to 
fi sh on the quota allocated to “Others” with the permission of the organisation.

104 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures 2009, Art. 37(1).
105 Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC), Resolution 09/03 on Establishing a List of Vessels 

Presumed to Have Carried Out Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported Fishing in the IOTC Area, 
2009, para. 1; ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish a List of Vessels Presumed to Have 

and management measures relating to the quantity of fi sh that may be caught, 

periods in which fi shing may occur, size and sex of any species which may be 

taken, by-catch, fi shing gear and technology which may be used, level of fi shing 

effort, vessel types, and other measures protecting specifi c fi sheries. Any activi-

ties contrary to these measures may be considered illegal. Some RFMOs have 

specifi cally defi ned what constitutes illegal fi shing activity.

The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) 

defi ned IUU fi shing in general as “any fi shing not in compliance with relevant 

ICCAT conservation and management measures, in the Convention Area or other 

areas.”99 The Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) defi nes “seri-

ous infringements” to include fi shing without a valid authorisation to fi sh issued 

by the fl ag State member, fi shing without a quota or after exhausting quota limits, 

or use of prohibited gear.100 Other types of serious infringements include directed 

fi shing for a stock which is subject to a moratorium or for which fi shing is pro-

hibited; falsifying or concealing of the markings, identity or registration of a fi sh-

ing vessel; preventing an inspector from carrying out his or her duties; and 

concealing, tampering with or disposing of evidence relating to an investiga-

tion.101 The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) defi nes fi shing 

activities which are considered serious infringements102 similar to those provided 

by the NEAFC. In addition, NAFO considers “fi shing on an Other’s quota”103 

without prior notifi cation to the NAFO Executive Secretary, or more than seven 

days after fi shing on such quota has been closed, as serious infringements,104 and 

therefore illegal.

The Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC), ICCAT and CCAMLR also 

 provide a list of fi shing activities which may be considered illegal. These activi-

ties include harvesting of species without being registered or licensed, viola-

tion of the conditions of licence, fi shing without quotas or effort allocation, 

fi shing  contrary to the laws and regulations of member States, or fi shing with a 

vessel without nationality,105 the taking or landing of undersized fi sh, fi shing 
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Carried Out Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing Activities in the ICCAT Convention Area, 
02–23 GEN, 04 June 2003, para. 1.

106 Some RFMOs have created an IUU list or a record of vessels engaged in IUU fi shing. See 
Chapter 9.

107 IOTC, Resolution 09/03 on IUU Vessel Listing, para. 1; ICCAT, Recommendation on IUU 
Vessel Listing, para. 1;

108 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10–06 (2008), Scheme to Promote Compliance by 
Contracting Party Vessels with CCAMLR Conservation Measures, para. 5; CCAMLR, Conservation 
Measure 10–07 (2009), Scheme to Promote Compliance by Non-Contracting Party Vessels with 
CCAMLR Conservation Measures, para. 9.

109 For example, CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 32–02 (1998) on the Prohibition of Directed 
Fishing for Finfi sh in Statistical Subarea 48.1; Conservation Measure 32–09 (2007) on the Prohibition 
of Directed Fishing for Dissotichus spp. Except in Accordance with Specifi c Conservation Measures 
in the 2007/08 Season; Conservation Measure 32–17 (2003) on the Prohibition of Directed Fishing 
for Electrona carlsbergi in Statistical Subarea 48.3.

110 LOSC, Art. 119.
111 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art. 21(5).
112 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Arts. 18(3) and 21(11).
113 FAO Compliance Agreement, Arts. III(1), V(1), and V(2).

 during closed fi shing periods or in closed areas, use of prohibited gear, 

 transshipment with  vessels included in the IUU list,106 and engaging in at sea 

or port transshipment activities without authorisation.107 Similar activities 

are  considered IUU fi shing under CCAMLR conservation measures.108 In 

 addition, CCAMLR has developed various regulations prohibiting directed fi sh-

ing of certain types of fi sh in  particular parts of its management area,109 the viola-

tion of which constitutes an act  undermining the Commission’s conservation 

measures.

There are parallel measures against illegal fi shing activities on the high seas, 

which refl ect paragraph 3.1.3 of the IPOA-IUU. Under the LOSC, it can be 

argued that fi shing which undermines high seas conservation and management 

measures with respect to the total allowable catch, fi shing patterns, interdepend-

ence of stocks, and dependent species constitute illegal fi shing.110 Similarly, under 

the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, any activity of a fi shing vessel undertaken con-

trary to established conservation and management measures would constitute a 

violation of the agreement.111 The UN Fish Stocks Agreement defi nes a serious 

violation to include fi shing without a valid licence; fi shing in a closed area; fi sh-

ing during a closed season or fi shing without a quota established by relevant 

RFMOs; fi shing for a stock which is subject to moratorium or for which fi shing is 

prohibited; using prohibited gears; or other multiple violations which constitute a 

disregard of conservation and management measures.112

The FAO Compliance Agreement requires vessels fi shing on the high seas 

not to engage in any activity that undermines the effectiveness of interna -

tional conservation and management measures.113 Although the FAO Com -

pliance Agreement does not enumerate these activities, it provides that any act 
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114 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. III(8).
115 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. III(8); FAO Code of Conduct, Art. 8.2.7.
116 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Arts. 18(3)(a) and (b)(ii); FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. III(2); 

FAO Code of Conduct, Art. 8.2.2.
117 UNGA, Large-scale pelagic drift-net fi shing and its impact on the living marine resources of 

the world’s oceans and seas, 79th Plenary Meeting, A/RES/46/215, 20 December 1991, para. 3(c). 
See also Agenda 21, para. 17.54; Wellington Convention, supra note 76; ICCAT, Resolution by 
ICCAT on Large-scale Pelagic Driftnets, 96–15 GEN, 03 February 1997.

118 Agenda 21, para. 17.53; FAO Code of Conduct, Art. 8.4.2.

undermining conservation and management measures is considered illegal.114 

Similarly, the FAO Code of Conduct refers to the contravention of applicable 

conservation and management measures as “illegal activities”.115 The FAO 

Compliance Agreement and the FAO Code of Conduct also emphasise that only 

fi shing vessels with licences or authorisation to fi sh and carrying out their activi-

ties in accordance with such licences or authorisation may have the right to fi sh 

on the high seas.116

Under the UNGA resolutions and other international and regional instruments, 

the operation of large scale pelagic driftnet fi shing is classifi ed as illegal.117 

Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 and the FAO Code of Conduct call on States to prohibit 

dynamiting, poisoning, and other destructive fi shing practices by vessels fl ying 

their fl ags and fi shing on the high seas.118 These activities may be classifi ed as 

illegal fi shing under paragraph 3.1.3 of the IPOA-IUU.

The Western and Central Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) provides a 

good illustration of RFMO implementation of the provisions of the UN Fish 

Stocks Agreement in respect of activities constituting serious violation, and 

which are therefore illegal. The WCPFC High Seas Boarding and Inspection 

Procedures identify a range of activities which constitute “serious violation on 

the high seas.” These include: fi shing without a licence, permit or authorisation 

issued by the fl ag State member; failure to maintain suffi cient records of catch 

and catch related data in accordance with the Commission’s reporting require-

ments or signifi cant misreporting of such catch and/or catch related data; fi shing 

in a closed area; fi shing during a closed season; intentional taking or retention of 

species in contravention of any applicable conservation and management meas-

ure adopted by the Commission; signifi cant violation of catch limits or quotas in 

force pursuant to the Convention; using prohibited fi shing gear; falsifying or 

intentionally concealing the markings, identity or registration of a fi shing vessel; 

concealing, tampering with or disposing of evidence relating to investigation of a 

violation; multiple violations which taken together constitute a serious disregard 

of measures in force pursuant to the Commission; refusal to accept a boarding 

and inspection, other than as provided in the High Seas Boarding and Inspection 
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119 Western and Central Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (WCPFC), Boarding and Inspection 
Procedures, Conservation and Management Measure 2006–08, 15 December 2006, para. 37.

120 Western and Central Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (WCPFC), Conservation and Management 
Measure to Establish a List of Vessels Presumed to Have Carried Out Illegal, Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing Activities in the WCPO, Conservation and Management Measure 2007–03, 
7 December 2007, para. 3.

Procedures; assaulting, resisting, intimidating, sexually harassing, interfering 

with, or unduly obstructing or delaying an authorised inspector; intentionally 

tampering with or disabling the vessel monitoring system; and such other viola-

tions as may be determined by the Commission.119 This list of violations of 

WCPFC conservation and management measures is supported by IUU fi shing 

activities listed under the WCPFC Conservation and Management Measure 

2007–03 on IUU Vessel Listing.120

2.2.2.2. Unreported Fishing

According to paragraph 3.2 of the IPOA-IUU:

Unreported fi shing refers to fi shing activities:

3.2.1 which have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the relevant national 

authority, in contravention of national laws and regulations; or

3.2.2 undertaken in the area of competence of a relevant regional fi sheries management 

organisation which have not been reported or have been misreported, in contravention of 

the reporting procedures of that organisation.

Under the IPOA-IUU, therefore, unreported fi shing can be categorised as non-

reporting, misreporting, or under reporting of fi sheries data that a State or an 

RFMO requires under its laws, regulations, or adopted conservation and manage-

ment measures. Unreported fi shing may also include reporting of data contrary to 

the reporting procedures of a State or an RFMO.

In practice, the distinction between “illegal fi shing” and “unreported fi shing” 

may not be easy to draw. The use of phrases “in contravention of national laws 

and regulations” and “in contravention of the reporting procedures of that organi-

sation” in paragraph 3.2 of the IPOA-IUU can result in considerable overlap 

between “unreported fi shing” and “illegal fi shing”. Since any fi shing activity by 

national or foreign vessels in contravention of national laws and regulations may 

be considered illegal fi shing under paragraph 3.1.1 of the IPOA-IUU, it follows 

that the reporting of catch contrary to national laws and regulations is also 

illegal. Similarly, under paragraph 3.2.2 of the IPOA-IUU, any fi shing activity 

undertaken in areas of competence of a relevant RFMO which have not been 

reported or have been misreported, in contravention of the reporting procedures 

of that organisation may be illegal and at the same time unreported. In certain 
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121 LOSC, Art. 62(4)(e).
122 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. III(7).
123 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art. 18(3)(e) and Annex I, Art. 1(1).
124 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Annex I, Arts. 3 and 4.
125 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Annex I, Art. 5.
126 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art. 21(11)(b).

circumstances, therefore, unreported fi shing may be simply a subset of illegal 

fi shing.

In areas under the competence of RFMOs, unreported fi shing applies to fi shing 

activities which are undertaken by vessels fl ying the fl ag of members, vessels 

without nationality and vessels fl ying the fl ag of non-members contrary to the 

reporting procedures of the relevant RFMO. In this case, unreported fi shing under 

paragraph 3.2.2 of the IPOA-IUU may overlap with unregulated fi shing under 

paragraph 3.3.1 of the IPOA-IUU. In practice, failure by vessels fl agged to mem-

bers of the RFMO and cooperating non-members to report, contrary to the meas-

ures instituted by the RFMO, will also constitute illegal fi shing under paragraph 

3.1.2 of the IPOA-IUU.

Similar to illegal fi shing, prohibition on unreported fi shing is well established 

in international law. In the EEZ, the LOSC permits coastal States to make laws 

and regulations “specifying information required of fi shing vessels, including 

catch and effort statistics and vessel position reports.”121 The FAO Compliance 

Agreement has a broader provision on reporting of fi sheries data and mandates 

a State to ensure that fi shing vessels fl ying its fl ag provide all information on 

their operations as may be necessary to fulfi l the State’s obligations under the 

agreement.122

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement emphasises the importance of the timely col-

lection and reporting of relevant fi sheries data in accordance with subregional, 

regional, and global standards.123 Relevant reporting requirements under the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement include the total catch in number and/or weight (for both 

target and non-target species, by fi shery, fl eet, and fi shing method); fi shing loca-

tion; date and time fi shed; composition of catch according to length, size and 

weight; and vessel related information (identifi cation, vessel type, fi shing gear 

description).124 States are also required to ensure that vessels fl ying their fl ag sub-

mit logbook data on catch and effort, including data on fi shing operations on the 

high seas at suffi ciently frequent intervals to meet national requirements and 

regional and international obligations.125 The UN Fish Stocks Agreement catego-

rises some activities related to fi sheries data reporting as serious violations. These 

include the failure to maintain accurate records of catch and catch related data 

required by subregional and regional fi sheries management organisations and 

serious misreporting of catch contrary to the reporting requirements of such 

organisations.126 Fishing vessels are not only required to report fi sheries related 
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data and information, but also to make sure that such data is accurate and reported 

in a timely manner.

Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 requires “a full, detailed, accurate and timely report-

ing” of catches and effort.127 The FAO Code of Conduct builds on the require-

ments under Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 and elaborates on the type of information 

needed to generate a sound fi sheries statistical analysis.128 Any reporting that does 

not fulfi l this description may be considered unreported fi shing.

On a regional level, catch reporting is based on various conservation measures 

relating to data reporting.129 RFMOs have a number of catch reporting require-

ments for fi shing vessels. The basic requirements include the maintenance of 

fi shing logbooks containing detailed record of catches (by species, management 

area, type of gear) and other information such as the number of operations, entry 

into and exit from the regulatory area, transshipment and the daily or periodic 

reporting of such information to RFMOs.130 Some RFMOs require fi shing vessels 

to comply with catch documentation requirements. The RFMOs in this category 

include the CCAMLR Dissostichus catch document (DCD),131 the Inter-American 

Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) Bigeye Tuna Statistical Document,132 the 

Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefi n Tuna (CCSBT) Catch 

Documentation Scheme,133 and the IOTC Bigeye Tuna Statistical Document 

Programme.134 Similar to international fi sheries instruments, RFMOs emphasise 
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the need for the recording and timely reporting of vessel position, catch of target 

and non-target species, fi shing effort and other relevant fi sheries data including 

an estimate of discards.135

Misrecording of catches and violations of catch communication requirements 

are listed as serious infringements under NAFO and NEAFC regulations.136 Non-

compliance with catch reporting requirements may also be a ground for a fi shing 

vessel to be included on the IUU lists of various RFMOs. ICCAT, CCAMLR, 

IATTC and IOTC consider failure to record or report catches or the provision of 

false reports in their areas of competence as clear evidence that a vessel is engaged 

in IUU fi shing.137

There are a few gaps in the scope of unreported fi shing under the IPOA-IUU. 

As shown above, under the IPOA-IUU unreported fi shing is confi ned to activities 

within waters under the jurisdiction of a State and RFMO areas. This would 

exclude activities on the high seas not regulated by any RFMO. Therefore, unless 

there is a legal requirement under domestic laws for vessels fl ying the fl ag of a 

State to report their high seas fi shing activities, such activities would fall outside 

the scope of unreported fi shing. Further, the IPOA-IUU limits unreported fi shing 

to those activities conducted contrary to national and regional fi sheries regula-

tions and does not consider unreported fi shing as an activity contrary to the 

reporting requirements of international fi sheries instruments. The scope of unre-

ported fi shing under the IPOA-IUU does not seem to take into account the possi-

bility that States and RFMOs may fail to promulgate appropriate reporting 

regulations, thus encouraging their fi shing vessels not to report, misreport, or 

under-report their catches. The failure to establish adequate regulations on report-

ing may result in a State or RFMO sponsoring or condoning unreported fi shing, 

which may also become unregulated fi shing.

2.2.2.3. Unregulated Fishing

Under paragraph 3.3 of the IPOA-IUU unregulated fi shing includes fi shing 

activities:

3.3.1 in the area of application of a relevant regional fi sheries management organisation 

that are conducted by vessels without nationality, or by those fl ying the fl ag of a State not 
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party to that organisation, or by a fi shing entity, in a manner that is not consistent with or 

contravenes the conservation and management measures of that organisation; or

3.3.2 in areas or for fi sh stocks in relation to which there are no applicable conservation 

or management measures and where such fi shing activities are conducted in a manner 

inconsistent with State responsibilities for the conservation of living marine resources 

under international law.

The main characteristic of unregulated fi shing is the lack of regulations govern-

ing a particular area, fi sh stock, or type of vessel. Thus, the cause of unregulated 

fi shing can either be the failure of governance by States and RFMOs or the fail-

ure by fl ag States to discharge their fl ag State duties to control the activities of 

their vessels on the high seas, such as through high seas fi shing authorisation or 

permits.

Unlike illegal and unreported fi shing, the term “unregulated  fi shing” is directly re -

ferred to in international instruments. The UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Agenda 21, 

and FAO Code of Conduct all identifi ed unregulated fi shing as one of the prob-

lems affecting the conservation and management of fi sheries on the high seas.138 

Unregulated fi shing is also referred to as “unauthorised fi shing” by the UNGA 

and regional fi sheries bodies.139

The analogous reference to “unregulated fi shing” and “unauthorised fi shing” 

in waters under the jurisdiction of a State and the high seas may lead to some 

confusion between the terms “unregulated fi shing” and “illegal fi shing.” Par-

agraphs 3.1.2 and 3.3.1 of the IPOA-IUU provide a clear distinction between 

illegal and unregulated fi shing. Illegal fi shing outside areas under national juris-

diction takes place when vessels fl ying the fl ags of members of an RFMO fail to 

comply with conservation and management measures adopted by the RFMO; 

while unregulated fi shing occurs when vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-members 

conduct fi shing operations in the management areas of RFMOs. Unregulated 

fi shing may also be undertaken by fi shing vessels fl ying the fl ag of a member of 

an RFMO which then subsequently refl ags to a non-member State to avoid com-

pliance with RFMO regulations.140

The prevalence of unregulated fi shing on the high seas may be partly  attributable 

to the limited rules of international law governing the activities of non-members 

of RFMOs. Under international law, treaties do not create obligations or rights 

for third States without their consent.141 Although the LOSC and the UN Fish 

Stock Agreement provide for the duty of all States to cooperate in the  management 
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of fi sheries resources on the high seas,142 the extent to which vessels of non-mem-

bers of RFMOs are bound by conservation and management measures is not 

clear. According to Article VIII of the FAO Compliance Agreement, Parties must 

“cooperate” and “exchange information” with respect to vessels of non-Parties, 

or “encourage” any non-Party to accept or adopt laws and regulations consistent 

with the Agreement. These provisions are ambiguous143 and provide very little 

clarifi cation of the legal measures that may be undertaken to regulate the fi shing 

activities by vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-Parties to the FAO Compliance 

Agreement.

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement contains few provisions with respect to non-

members of RFMOs or non-participants in subregional or regional fi sheries man-

agement arrangements. A State which is not a member of an RFMO is not 

discharged from the obligation to cooperate in the conservation and management 

of straddling and highly migratory fi sh stocks on the basis of the LOSC and the 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement.144 Such a State is required not to authorise vessels 

fl ying its fl ag to engage in fi shing activities in the areas of competence of 

RFMOs.145 However, since this provision is not binding on non-parties to the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement, it is not clear how the provision will be implemented in 

practice.

In order to address issues related to the law of treaties, some regional fi sheries 

management agreements have incorporated provisions on unregulated fi shing by 

non-Contracting Party vessels. For example, the Convention on Future Multilateral 

Cooperation in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries “invites the attention of any 

Non-Contracting Party to the Convention relating to fi sheries activities in the 

Convention area which appear to affect adversely the attainment of the objec -

tives of the Convention.”146 Similarly, the Convention for the Conservation of 

Anadromous Stocks in the North Pacifi c Ocean “encourages any State or entity 

not Party to the Convention to adopt laws and regulations consistent with the 

provisions of the Convention and invite the attention of such States and entities 

which could adversely affect the conservation of anadromous stocks within the 

Convention area.”147 The Southeast Atlantic Fisheries Organisation (SEAFO) 

agreement contains a provision requesting non-Parties to cooperate fully with the 
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organisation either by becoming party to the Convention or by agreeing to apply 

the conservation and management measures adopted by the Commission.148

The weak requirements relating to unregulated fi shing activities in regional 

fi sheries agreements are remedied by specifi c enforcement measures adopted by 

RFMOs. For example, ICCAT, IATTC, and NEAFO have procedures to identify 

vessels fl ying the fl ag of non-members that diminish the effectiveness of their 

conservation measures and actions that may be taken against these vessels.149 

Measures adopted by NEAFC, CCAMLR, IOTC, IATTC, and NAFO provide that 

non-member vessels sighted fi shing in their regulatory areas would be presumed 

to be undermining the effectiveness of conservation and enforcement measures 

adopted by the respective organisations.150 Although the activities of non-member 

vessels in RFMO areas of competence may not be illegal under the IPOA-IUU, 

based on paragraph 3.3.1 of the IPOA-IUU, such activities may be classifi ed as 

unregulated fi shing. In this case, it is the failure of fl ag States to regulate their ves-

sels which turns the activities of their vessels into unregulated fi shing.

According to paragraph 3.3.1 of the IPOA-IUU, unregulated fi shing includes 

activities of vessels without nationality or stateless vessels in RFMO areas. 

Fishing vessels may become stateless when it sails under the fl ag of two or more 

States, using them according to convenience,151 or where a fl ag State revokes the 

registration of the vessel because of the vessel’s continued disregard of the laws 

of the fl ag State.152 Since vessels without nationality are outside the management 

framework of RFMOs, their activities are considered unregulated.

Another gap in the current international regulatory framework is the non-

representation of all actors in RFMOs. A particular case in point is the diffi culty 

that some RFMOs face in including Taiwan (or Chinese Taipei) as a fi shing entity 

in their respective organisations, largely because of international relations 
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 concerns and politics within the UN concerning the status of Taiwan.153 RFMOs 

which operate under the framework of FAO such as the IOTC are only open to 

Members and Associate Members of the FAO and those which are members of 

the United Nations.154 Such membership conditions limit the participation of 

Taiwan in the IOTC to “Invited Experts”, and not as members, despite its signifi -

cant fi shing activities in the management area, its expression of interest to become 

a member of the Commission, and participation in the Commission meetings.155

Recent developments in international fi sheries law have provided the legal 

basis for, and the rights and responsibilities of fi shing entities.156 The UN Fish 

Stocks Agreement provides that the agreement applies mutatis mutandis to fi sh-

ing entities whose vessels fi sh on the high seas.157 Implementation of this provi-

sion has resulted in Taiwan enjoying certain rights and assuming obligations 

almost similar to those of State Parties of the Agreement.158 Some RFMOs which 

operate outside the FAO framework have developed schemes to provide for the 

participation of Taiwan. Resolutions have been adopted by ICCAT,159 CCSBT,160 

and IATTC161 to allow Taiwan to participate as a fi shing entity in their respective 

commissions. Taiwan is also a member of the WCPFC as a fi shing entity, having 

expressed its legal commitment to be bound by the regime established by the 

Convention for the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish 

Stocks in the Western and Central Pacifi c (WCPF Convention).162 Unless the par-

ticipation of Taiwan in all RFMOs is addressed as a global fi sheries management 

issue, the international political system itself will be creating conditions for 

unregulated fi shing.
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Paragraph 3.3.2 of the IPOA-IUU may be interpreted to apply to high seas 

areas where there exists no conservation and management measure. Any fi sh 

stocks in RFMO areas falling outside the scope of species managed by that 

RFMO or on the high seas where no regulations have been established may be 

considered unregulated.

The so-called discrete fi sh stocks, which are not covered under the UN Fish 

Stocks Agreement, may also be unregulated. Examples of such discrete stocks 

include orange roughy and alfonsino in the high seas of the Indian Ocean.163 This 

gap in the management of fi sheries resources on the high seas is partially being 

addressed through the adoption of the Southern Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement 

(SIOFA).164 Similarly, the management of other marine living resources in the 

Indian Ocean which are not covered under existing regional fi sheries agreements 

is being dealt with through the Southwest Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission 

(SWIOFC).165 In addition to the deep sea stocks of the Southern Indian Ocean,  

the UNGA has identifi ed the Southeast Pacifi c Ocean beyond the limits of the 

IATTC area as a possible management gap,166 and consequently unregulated. In 

2006, Australia, Chile, and New Zealand initiated a process to establish the South 

Pacifi c Regional Fisheries Management Organisation (SPRFMO) which will 

focus on the discrete high seas stocks and some pelagic and demersal stocks 

which straddle the high seas and the EEZs of coastal States.167 Over 20 States are 
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involved in the process of establishing the new RFMO which has adopted interim 

measures to be applied to vessels fl ying the fl ag of negotiating members fi shing 

for non-highly migratory species on the high seas of the South Pacifi c ocean.168

The continued existence of unregulated fi shing on the high seas illustrates a 

gap in the overall global governance of fi sheries.169 This gap is recognised in 

paragraph 3.4 of the IPOA-IUU, which provides that “certain unregulated fi shing 

may take place in a manner which is not in violation of applicable international 

law, and may not require the application of measures envisaged under the 

International Plan of Action.” However, until specifi c measures are adopted by 

RFMOs and implemented by States, unregulated fi shing will continue to exist.

The IUU fi shing terminology is now fi rmly established in international fi sher-

ies law and practice. Since the adoption of the IPOA-IUU, a number of States, 

regional organisations and RFMOs have elaborated on the concept and have 

applied it in different ways. Other terminologies to describe IUU fi shing, coined 

largely by environmental non-governmental organisations, have emerged since 

the adoption of the IPOA-IUU. These terms include: “pirate fi shers” or “pirate 

fi shing-fl ags of convenience”, “rogue fi shing”, “predatory fi shing,” “plundering 

of ocean stocks”, and “bad actors of ocean fi sheries”.170

Although as illustrated in this Chapter, there are three distinct and often inter-

related components of the term “IUU fi shing,” what has emerged since the adop-

tion of the IPOA-IUU is a tendency to equate IUU fi shing with illegal fi shing. 

This tendency may result in the failure to develop comprehensive measures and 

processes to address all components of the IUU fi shing problem. Another danger 

in equating IUU fi shing with illegal fi shing is that States and RFMOs will con-

veniently fail to recognise their signifi cant roles and responsibilities in develop-

ing governance measures to address unregulated fi shing. Without a comprehensive 

and holistic approach to IUU fi shing, global, regional and national measures to 

address IUU fi shing will remain half-baked.
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Chapter Three

The International Legal and Policy Framework 
for Sustainable Fisheries

3.1. Introduction

The prevention, deterrence, and elimination of IUU fi shing is a key component of 

promoting the sustainable management of fi sheries resources. Because of this, 

the international legal framework to address IUU fi shing justifi ably lies within 

the scope of the international framework for sustainable fi sheries as a whole. This 

framework comprises a very diverse range of instruments embracing legally 

binding treaties and non-binding, voluntary instruments adopted both within the 

fi sheries sector and in related sectors such as shipping, trade, environment, and 

labour relations.

The complex nature of fi sheries entails the adoption of management measures 

that may vary from one type of fi shery to another. Sustainable fi sheries manage-

ment is also infl uenced by the social and economic conditions of a State, available 

scientifi c data, and administrative structures in place. Given this complexity, 

fi sheries management is conditioned by a number of factors including resource 

considerations, environmental constraints, biodiversity and ecological factors, 

technological development and socio-economic considerations.1 Accordingly, the 

legal framework for achieving sustainable fi sheries management not only includes 

fi sheries specifi c instruments but also non-fi sheries specifi c agreements. These 

non-fi sheries specifi c instruments provide additional tools which address a broad 

range of issues and challenges relating to the conservation and management of 

fi sheries resources and are environment, trade, and maritime safety related. 

Together, these instruments provide the wider legal and policy context for the 

implementation of all State, fl ag State, coastal State, port State, internationally 

agreed market State and RFMO measures to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing as discussed in Chapters 4 to 9. Some of the emerging instruments rele-

vant for addressing IUU fi shing are also examined in this chapter.
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Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas, Rome, Italy, concluded on 24 November 1993, 
entered into force 24 April 2003, 33 ILM 968. Hereinafter referred to as the FAO Compliance 
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5 Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling 
Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks, concluded on 4 September 1995, in force 11 
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6 FAO, Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, Adopted at the 28th Session of the FAO 
Conference, Rome, Italy, 31 October 1995. Hereinafter referred to as FAO Code of Conduct.

7 UN General Assembly, 79th Plenary meeting, A/RES/46/215 Large-scale pelagic drift-net fi sh-
ing and its impact on the living marine resources of the world’s oceans and seas, 20 December 1991; 
UNGA, Forty-seventh Session, Decision 47/443 Large-scale pelagic drift-net fi shing and its impact 
on the living marine resources of the world’s oceans and seas, adopted on 22 December 1992; 
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on the living marine resources of the world’s oceans and seas, adopted on 21 December 1993; 
UNGA, Forty-ninth Session, Decision 49/436 Large-scale pelagic drift-net fi shing and its impact on 
the living marine resources of the world’s oceans and seas, adopted on 19 December 1994; UNGA, 

3.2. International Fisheries Specifi c Instruments Supporting the 

Implementation of the IPOA-IUU

Developments in the international law regulating fi sheries may be characterised 

by a continuous pursuit of measures that were intended to effectively conserve 

and manage global fi sheries resources. The adoption of measures to control 

fi shing access started when the classical doctrine of the freedom of the high seas 

was slowly eroded and replaced by the principles of sustainable and shared use 

under the LOSC.2 Restrictions on access to fi sheries, particularly on the high 

seas, were deemed to be necessary to prevent the occurrence of a ‘tragedy of the 

commons.’3

The modern international legal and policy framework regulating fi sheries can 

be divided into two categories: legally binding multilateral agreements and non-

binding instruments, or so-called “soft law” instruments. Major fi sheries related 

legal instruments adopted prior to the IPOA-IUU such as the FAO Compliance 

Agreement4 and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement,5 as well as non-binding instru-

ments such as the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries6 and UN reso-

lutions on driftnet fi shing7 do not deal directly with IUU fi shing. However, these 
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    8 These IUU fi shing issues were discussed in Chapter 2.
    9 The 2005 Rome Declaration on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, Adopted by the 

FAO Ministerial Meeting on Fisheries, Rome, 12 March 2005,
10 FAO, Model Scheme on Port State Measures to Combat Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 

Fishing (Rome: FAO, 2007).
11 Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 

Unregulated Fishing, Adopted in November 2009, Appendix V of the FAO Council, Hundred and 
Thirty-seventh Session, Rome, 28 September-02 October 2009, Report of the 88th Session of the 
Committee on Constitutional and Legal Matters (CCLM), 23–25 September 2009, CL 137/5, 
September 2009.

instruments attempt to address numerous fi sheries management concerns, some 

of which are direct forms of or issues related to IUU fi shing8 and have provided 

the catalyst for the development of international regulations to address IUU fi sh-

ing. International instruments, including declarations and resolutions adopted 

after the IPOA-IUU, such as various UN resolutions on sustainable fi sheries, the 

Rome Declaration on IUU Fishing,9 the FAO Model Scheme on Port State 

Measures,10 and the Agreement on Port State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing11 

provide direct reference to the need to address IUU fi shing and also form part of 

the broader framework for the implementation of the IPOA-IUU.

3.2.1. Legally Binding Instruments

There are four major global agreements directly related to fi sheries: the LOSC, 

FAO Compliance Agreement, UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and the Port State 

Measures Agreement.
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12 LOSC, Preamble.
13 LOSC, Arts. 2 and 49(1).
14 Ellen Hey, ‘The Fisheries Provisions of the LOS Convention’ in Ellen Hey, (ed.), Developments 

in International Fisheries Law (Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1999), at 20.
15 Ibid., at 27.
16 LOSC, Part V.
17 LOSC, Art. 61(2).
18 LOSC, Art. 62(1).

3.2.1.1. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea which came into force on 

16 November 1994 provides a general framework for the management of ocean 

spaces and its resources. One of the principles adopted under the LOSC which 

provides the basis for all fi sheries provisions of the Convention is the equitable, 

effi cient utilisation, and conservation of living resources.12 These principles are 

most applicable to the management of fi sheries resources in the EEZ and on the 

high seas. In the case of the internal waters, archipelagic waters, and the territo-

rial sea,13 the LOSC does not contain specifi c provisions on the management of 

fi sheries resources primarily because these zones fall exclusively under coastal 

State sovereignty. On this point, Hey (1999) correctly observed:

The LOS Convention does not contain provisions that require the coastal state or archipe-

lagic state to conserve or optimally utilise the fi sheries resources that are subject to its 

sovereignty. On the basis of the LOS Convention, coastal states and archipelagic states 

thus have a wide margin of discretion in regulating the use of the resources in maritime 

internal waters, archipelagic waters and the territorial sea. They also are entitled to the 

benefi ts to be obtained from the fi sheries resources in these zones, subject to the explicit 

condition that in archipelagic waters existing treaties and traditional fi shing rights are to 

be respected.14

The development of the legal regime of the EEZ under the LOSC marked a sig-

nifi cant change in the management of fi sheries resources as it placed about 90 per 

cent of marine living resources under the jurisdiction of coastal States.15 The 

regime of the EEZ recognises the sovereign rights of coastal States in conserving 

and managing the living resources in the zone.16 Coastal States are given sover-

eign rights in respect of the living resources in their EEZs and are subject to the 

basic duties of ensuring that the fi sheries resources therein are not endangered by 

over-exploitation17 and promoting the objective of optimum utilisation of such 

resources.18 The LOSC confers on coastal States the discretion to formulate con-

servation measures to implement those obligations, such as adopting laws and 

regulations with regard to access by foreign fi shing vessels in the EEZ. These laws 

and regulations may relate to the licensing of fi shers, fi shing vessels and equip-

ment; determining the type and amount of species to be caught; seasons and areas 

of fi shing; the types, sizes, and amount of gear, and the types, sizes, and number 

of fi shing vessels that may be used; fi xing the age and size of fi sh and other 
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September 1962, 13 UST 2312; 450 UNTS 11.
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24 LOSC, Arts. 117 and 118; See also High Seas Fishing Convention, Arts. 1(2), 3, and 4.
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31 LOSC, Art. 66.

 species that may be caught; specifying information required of fi shing vessels; 

placing of observers on board vessels; landing of catch; terms and conditions on 

joint ventures and other cooperative arrangements; and enforcement procedures.19 

The determination of the effectiveness of such regulations is left solely to coastal 

States. While the regime of the EEZ benefi ted a signifi cant number of coastal 

States, it also created some negative impacts on other States. The EEZ resulted in 

fl eet dislocation in distant water fi shing States which aggravated the problem of 

overcapacity,20 a major issue associated with IUU fi shing.

The LOSC also contains provisions on fi shing on the high seas.21 When the 

freedom of the high seas was codifi ed under the 1958 Convention on the High 

Seas22 and eventually superseded by the LOSC, the right of States for their nation-

als to engage in fi shing on the high seas was already subject to some form of 

regulation. Limitations on the right to fi sh on the high seas were primarily based 

on treaty obligations, interests and rights of other coastal States, and conservation 

and management measures embodied in these international conventions.23 Under 

the LOSC, States are required to fulfi l three general obligations. The fi rst obliga-

tion is to adopt measures for the conservation of the living resources of the high 

seas.24 The second obligation is to ensure that the nationals of States adhere to 

those measures and the third is to cooperate with other States to achieve the same 

objective.25

Another signifi cant provision in the LOSC which links fi sheries conservation 

and management provisions in the EEZ and the high seas relates to cooperation 

to manage transboundary stocks.26 The LOSC not only provides for the duty to 

cooperate among States on the conservation and management of living resources 

in areas of the high seas,27 but also stipulates the obligation of States to cooperate 

more specifi cally on the management of straddling stocks,28 highly migratory 

species,29 anadromous stocks,30 and catadromous species.31 Such duty to  cooperate 

underpins the establishment of regional fi sheries management organisations 

(RFMOs), as well as the development of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement.
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35 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. II(1).
36 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. II(2).
37 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. II(2)(a) and (c) and III. Article III provides that in a fi shing 

region where bordering coastal States have not yet declared EEZs, or equivalent zones of national 
jurisdiction over fi sheries, such coastal States as Parties to the Agreement may agree to establish a 
minimum length of fi shing vessels below which the Agreement shall not apply.

38 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. III(1)(b). The defi nition of fi shing vessels only include those 
engaged in fi shing operations, and does not include support vessels Art. I(a). See Chapter 2 Section 
2.2.1.

39 FAO Compliance Agreement, Art. I(b).

3.2.1.2. FAO Compliance Agreement

The Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and 

Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas was adopted on 

24 November 1993 within the framework of the FAO, and it entered into force 

on 24 April 2003. The FAO Compliance Agreement began as an effort to solve 

the problem of “refl agging”.32 This issue was taken up by the FAO Technical 

Consultation Council on High Seas Fishing in September 1992 which requested 

the FAO Secretariat to bring the matter to the attention of the FAO Committee on 

Fisheries.33 At the 102nd Session of the FAO Council, it was “agreed that the 

issue of refl agging of fi shing vessels into fl ags of convenience to avoid compli-

ance with agreed conservation and management measures…should be addressed 

immediately by FAO, with a view to fi nding a solution which could be imple-

mented in the near future.”34

The FAO Compliance Agreement applies to all fi shing vessels that are used 

or intended for fi shing on the high seas,35 except for vessels of 24 metres or less 

in length36 subject to certain conditions.37 The agreement emphasises the obliga-

tion of States to take effective compliance measures with respect to exempt 

vessels.38

The FAO Compliance Agreement reiterates the provisions of the LOSC with 

respect to the effective control of fi shing vessels on the high seas; and specifi es 

measures that fl ag States are required to implement to ensure the compliance of 

their vessels with international conservation and management measures on the 

high seas. These international conservation and management measures not only 

pertain to fi sheries, but also all measures needed to conserve and manage one or 

more species of living marine resources in accordance with the LOSC and other 

relevant rules of international law.39 These measures include the issuance of 
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authorisations to fi sh,40 maintenance of records of fi shing vessels41 and coopera-

tion among States for the exchange of information,42 which are critical elements 

for addressing IUU fi shing.

3.2.1.3. UN Fish Stocks Agreement

The Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the 

Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory 

Fish Stocks outlines international standards for the conservation and management 

of straddling and highly migratory fi sh stocks to ensure that there are effective 

mechanisms for compliance and enforcement of those measures on the high seas 

and compatibility of measures between the EEZ and the high seas.43 Unlike the 

FAO Compliance Agreement, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement aims to facilitate 

the implementation of the provisions of the LOSC only with regard to straddling 

fi sh stocks and highly migratory species. The UN Fish Stocks Agreement gener-

ally applies to the high seas, although some of its provisions are also applicable to 

the EEZ, based on the principle of compatibility of conservation and manage-

ment measures.44 In addition to the fl ag State duties stipulated in the FAO 

Compliance Agreement, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement enumerates additional 

fl ag State duties such as the marking of fi shing vessels and gear, vessel monitor-

ing systems, observer programmes, boarding and inspection and port State meas-

ures.45 Part III of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides mechanisms for 

international cooperation, particularly through the creation of subregional and 

regional fi sheries management organisations and arrangements. Provisions in the 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement on high seas boarding and inspection46 are major 

developments in international fi sheries law that allow States other than the fl ag 

State to take limited action against fi shing violations on the high seas.47 The UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement also recognises the special requirements of developing 

States in implementing their obligations under the agreement.48
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53 Ibid.

Another signifi cant aspect of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement is the emphasis 

on cooperation among States to conserve and manage straddling and highly 

migratory fi sh stocks through appropriate regional or sub-regional fi sheries man-

agement organisations and arrangements.49 Cooperation in the conservation and 

management of resources on the high seas is not only an obligation of RFMO 

members, but is also extended to non-members of or non-participants in such 

organisations. In particular, Article 8(3) of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement stipu-

lates that States fi shing for the stock on the high seas may choose not to join or 

participate in relevant RFMOs but are still obligated not to undermine the conser-

vation and management measures adopted by RFMOs. Under Article 17(1) of the 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement, States which are not members of RFMOs or which 

do not agree to apply the conservation and management measures established by 

such RFMOs, are not discharged from the obligation to cooperate in the conser-

vation and management of relevant straddling fi sh stocks and highly migratory 

fi sh stocks.50 The UN Fish Stocks Agreement further provides that only States 

which are members of relevant RFMOs or agree to apply the conservation and 

management measures of such RFMOs are entitled to have access to the fi sheries 

resources to which the measures apply.51

The provisions of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement noted above qualify the tra-

ditional freedom of fi shing on the high seas. The linkage between access to fi sh-

eries and membership in RFMOs or acceptance to apply regional conservation 

and management measures adopted through RFMOs suggests that RFMOs have 

the exclusive competence to regulate straddling and highly migratory fi sh stocks 

on the high seas.52 Thus, States cannot simply escape their obligation to cooperate 

by not participating in RFMOs while their fi shing vessels continue to fi sh on the 

high seas.53

The provisions of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement on the duty to cooperate also 

seek to address, to a certain extent, the legal problems associated with the appli-

cation of treaties to non-parties under Article 34 of the Vienna Convention on the 

Law of Treaties. As explained in Section 2.2.2.3, under international law, a non-

party to a regional fi sheries management agreement cannot be bound by such 

agreement without its express consent. However, if a non-member of an RFMO 

is a party to the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, it is bound to cooperate under the 

agreement; hence, it would need to become a member of or participate in the 
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organisation or arrangement (for example, as a cooperating non member), or 

apply the conservation and management measures adopted by RFMOs in their 

areas of competence.

3.2.1.4. FAO Port State Measures Agreement

Under international law, States have full sovereignty over their ports, with minor 

exceptions such as non-discriminatory treatment of vessels of different nationali-

ties and admission of vessels in distress.54 Because the development and imple-

mentation of port State measures is essentially within the sovereign discretion of 

each State, international conventions refrain from prescribing any generally 

applicable standards for port States. This is confi rmed by Article 23(4) of the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement which provides that “(n)othing in this article affects the 

exercise by States of their sovereignty over ports in their territory in accordance 

with international law.”

In the context of global efforts to combat IUU fi shing, the discretion States 

have to impose conditions of entry into their ports give rise to differential stand-

ards among members of RFMOs in terms of inspection procedures, information 

to be provided by vessels intending to enter into port and penalties imposed. This 

is generally perceived to weaken the effectiveness of international conservation 

and management measures to combat IUU fi shing.

To address this gap in the regulatory framework, the Twenty-seventh Session 

of the FAO Committee on Fisheries agreed to the development of a legally bind-

ing agreement on port State measures to combat IUU fi shing.55 Following an 

Expert Consultation and several Technical Consultations,56 a fi nal text of the 

Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, 
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Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (FAO Port State Measures Agreement)57 

was agreed to in August 2009, under Article XIV of the FAO Constitution. The 

preamble to the FAO Port State Measures Agreement recognises “that port State 

measures provide a powerful and cost-effective means of preventing, deterring 

and eliminating illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing.” The FAO Port State 

Measures Agreement reiterates the sovereignty of port States in adopting meas-

ures to combat IUU fi shing. In particular, Article 4(1) of the FAO Port State 

Measures Agreement provides that

1. Nothing in this Agreement shall prejudice the rights, jurisdiction and duties of Parties 

under international law. In particular, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to 

affect:

(a) the sovereignty of Parties over their internal waters, archipelagic and territorial waters 

or their sovereign rights over their continental shelf and in their exclusive economic 

zones;

(b) the exercise by Parties of their sovereignty over ports in their territory in accordance 

with international law, including their right to deny entry thereto as well as to adopt more 

stringent port State measures than those provided for in this Agreement, including such 

measures adopted pursuant to a decision of a regional fi sheries management organization.”

The FAO Port State Measures Agreement is based largely on the FAO Model 

Scheme on Port State Measures and contains provisions on the integration of port 

State measures with other relevant measures to address IUU fi shing, cooperation 

and exchange of information among national authorities and States, requirements 

for prior entry into port, use of ports, port inspection procedures, training of 

inspectors, the role of fl ag States, requirements of developing States, dispute set-

tlement, dealing with non-parties, and monitoring and review of the implementa-

tion of the agreement.

The FAO Port State Measures Agreement will enter into force thirty days after 

the date of deposit with the Depositary of the twenty-fi fth instrument of ratifi ca-

tion, acceptance, approval or accession.58 If it gains wide ratifi cation, the FAO 

Port State Measures Agreement will help to establish common procedures for 

inspection and agreed measures against IUU fi shing vessels. The implementation 

of the measures provided under the FAO Port State Measures Agreement will 

also promote harmonisation of port State measures across RFMOs and strengthen 

global measures to address IUU fi shing.

3.2.2. Non-binding Instruments

A range of non-binding fi sheries instruments also provide the policy context for 

modern international fi sheries law and general framework to combat IUU 

fi shing.
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3.2.2.1. UN Resolutions on Driftnet Fishing

International efforts to regulate large scale pelagic driftnet fi shing started with 

concerns about the negative impacts of driftnet fi shing on targeted and non-

targeted species of fi sh, marine mammals, seabirds, and other living marine resour-

ces which become entangled in such driftnets.59 Large scale pelagic driftnet fi shing 

proliferated in the North Pacifi c, Central and South Pacifi c, Indo-Pacifi c and 

Indian Ocean, Atlantic and the Mediterranean in the late 1980s and early 1990s.60 

Regional initiatives developed in the North Pacifi c Ocean,61 Caribbean,62 and 

South Pacifi c63 in response to the problem all emphasised the need for strong and 

concerted action by the international community to address the problem.

As a result, in 1991, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted 

Resolution 46/215 which imposed a global moratorium on large scale pelagic 

driftnet fi shing.64 The UNGA Resolution specifi cally called on States to reduce 

large scale pelagic driftnet fi shing effort by 50 per cent and to ensure that the 

areas of operation for driftnet fi shing vessels did not expand.65 UNGA Resolution 

46/215 further encouraged States to take measures, individually or collectively, 

to prevent large scale pelagic driftnet fi sheries on the high seas and enclosed and 

semi-enclosed seas.66 The need for the full implementation of the global morato-

rium on large scale pelagic high seas driftnet fi shing, together with associated 

issues such as unauthorised fi shing in zones of national jurisdiction and by-catch 

and discards, was reiterated in succeeding UN General Assembly resolutions.67 

The UNGA resolutions urged all States to take greater enforcement responsibility 

to ensure compliance with UNGA Resolution 46/215 and to impose appropriate 

sanctions against acts contrary to the terms of the resolution. The issue of large 

scale pelagic driftnet fi sheries has been included in further resolutions of the UN 

General Assembly on sustainable fi sheries.68
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3.2.2.2. The Declaration of Cancun

The Declaration of Cancun was adopted on 8 May 1992 and called upon States to 

draft an International Code of Conduct for Responsible Fishing, as well as con-

vene an intergovernmental conference on high seas fi sheries.69 This declaration 

also highlighted the need to reach agreement on measures to promote interna-

tional trade in fi sh products consistent with the WTO General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade and principles of responsible fi shing.70

3.2.2.3. The Rome Consensus on World Fisheries

In March 1995, the Rome Consensus on World Fisheries reiterated the impor-

tance of bringing to conclusion the FAO Code of Conduct and UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement, as well as the acceptance of the FAO Compliance Agreement.71 In 

addition, the Rome Consensus on World Fisheries also urged governments and 

international organisations to take prompt action to eliminate overfi shing, mini-

mise wasteful fi sheries practices, rehabilitate fi sh habitats, review fi shing fl eet 

capacity, and ensure the effectiveness of fi sheries conservation and management 

measures.72
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3.2.2.4. FAO Code of Conduct

A signifi cant development in the fi eld of the international management of fi sher-

ies is the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, which is a voluntary 

instrument adopted on 31 October 1995 to provide internationally agreed princi-

ples and standards applicable to the conservation, management and development 

of all fi sheries.73 The FAO Code of Conduct not only deals with the management 

of capture fi sheries but also covers other aspects of fi sheries development such as 

aquaculture, processing, and trade of fi sh. Because of its comprehensive nature, 

the FAO Code of Conduct contains applicable principles and measures address-

ing a wide range of IUU fi shing related activities, particularly illegal fi shing such 

as destructive fi shing practices74 and fi shing without authorisation.75 The FAO 

Code of Conduct is global in scope and is directed at members and non-members 

of the FAO, fi shing entities, subregional, regional, and global governmental or 

nongovernmental organisations, and all persons concerned with the management 

and development of fi sheries.76

Apart from its all encompassing nature, there are two other reasons for the 

international signifi cance of the FAO Code of Conduct. First, it highlights the 

precautionary approach to fi sheries as well as emphasises the need for the intro-

duction of new understanding and methods of dealing with the uncertainties 

inherent to fi sheries management.77 The other signifi cance of the FAO Code of 

Conduct relates to its legal effect. Voluntary instruments such as the FAO Code of 

Conduct are considered to be an important supplement to treaties and customary 

international law. They provide useful and provisional norms which, by the con-

sent of States, can later be adopted as binding measures in treaties.78 The wide-

spread acceptance and implementation of the FAO Code of Conduct may provide 

evidence of the development of new norms or principles of international law 

applicable to sustainable fi sheries management.79

3.2.2.5. IPOA-Capacity

The International Plan of Action for the Management of Fishing Capacity (IPOA-

Capacity) is a voluntary instrument developed to implement the FAO Code of 
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Conduct in order to address the problem of excess fi shing capacity.80 The IPOA-

Capacity recognises that excess fi shing capacity threatens the long term sustain-

ability of fi sheries by contributing substantially to overfi shing, degradation of 

marine resources, and decline of food production potential.81 The objective of the 

IPOA-Capacity is for States and regional fi sheries organisations to achieve an 

effi cient, equitable and transparent management of fi shing capacity at the global 

level.82 The IPOA-Capacity contains “urgent actions” and identifi es mechanisms 

to promote its implementation. Some of these “urgent actions” include the assess-

ment and monitoring of fi shing capacity and preparation and implementation of 

national plans of action.83 The specifi c actions stated in the IPOA-Capacity are 

similar to those adopted in the IPOA-IUU, such as the development of national 

plans, establishment of records of fi shing vessels, and elimination of subsidies 

and economic incentives that build up excessive fi shing capacity.

3.2.2.6. IPOA-Seabirds

The International Plan of Action for Reducing Incidental Catch of Seabirds in 

Longline Fisheries (IPOA-Seabirds) is another instrument elaborated within the 

framework of the FAO Code of Conduct.84 It applies to States in the waters of 

which longline fi shing is being conducted by their own or foreign vessels and to 

States whose vessels conduct longline fi shing on the high seas and the EEZ of 

other States.85 Key longline fi sheries in which incidental catch of seabirds are 

known to exist are tuna, swordfi sh and billfi sh, Patagonian toothfi sh in the 

Southern Ocean, and halibut and cod in the Pacifi c and Atlantic Oceans,86 most of 

which fall under the competence of RFMOs.

The IPOA-Seabirds provides a guide in developing a national plan of action 

and adopts technical and operational measures for reducing the incidental catch 

of seabirds in longline fi sheries. States may prescribe appropriate mitigation 

measures provided in the IPOA-Seabirds and include them in their national plans 

of action based on their assessment of the extent and nature of the problem. Other 
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elements of the national plan of action may include plans for research and devel-

opment to improve technologies and practices in reducing the incidental capture 

of seabirds and data collection.

3.2.2.7. IPOA-Sharks

Similar to the IPOA-Capacity and IPOA-Seabirds, the International Plan of 

Action for the Conservation and Management of Sharks (IPOA-Sharks) is a non-

binding instrument that implements the FAO Code of Conduct.87 It applies to all 

States with shark fi sheries, including those whose vessels catch sharks on the 

high seas.88 For the purpose of the IPOA-Sharks, shark catch is taken to include 

directed, bycatch, commercial, recreational, and other forms of taking sharks.89

The IPOA-Sharks provides for the development of a national plan of action for 

the conservation and management of sharks (Sharks-plan). The Sharks-plan 

should aim to ensure that shark catches, whether directed or non-directed fi sher-

ies, are sustainable. It would also need to assess threats to sharks population and 

determine critical habitats, and facilitate the identifi cation, monitoring, and 

reporting of shark catches and species specifi c biological and trade data.90

3.2.2.8. UN Resolutions on Sustainable Fisheries

Since 2004, the UNGA has been adopting resolutions on sustainable fi sheries 

which contain specifi c provisions on IUU fi shing.91 These resolutions emphasise 

that the FAO Code of Conduct, together with its associated international plans of 

action, set out principles and global standards for responsible fi shing practices.92 

The resolutions also express concern that IUU fi shing threatens to seriously 

deplete populations of certain fi sh species and signifi cantly damage marine eco-

systems to the detriment of sustainable fi sheries and food security.93 The UNGA 

resolutions support some of the measures adopted under the FAO Code of 
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Conduct, the FAO Compliance Agreement, and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, 

such as effective control over nationals, monitoring and control of transshipments 

on the high seas, vessel monitoring systems, record of fi shing vessels, port State 

measures, intergovernmental cooperation, and development and implementation 

of national and regional plans of action.94 In these resolutions, the IMO has been 

called upon to examine and clarify the concept of genuine link in relation to fl ag 

State duties, prevent the operation of sub-standard vessels, and eliminate subsi-

dies that contribute to IUU fi shing.

The UNGA Resolution 60/31 adopted in 2006 encourages States and other 

international organisations to develop more effective measures to trace fi sh and 

fi shery products to enable importing States to identify fi sh caught in a manner 

that undermines international conservation and management measures.95 It also 

urges States, individually and through RFMOs to adopt and implement interna-

tionally agreed market related measures to address IUU fi shing.96 This resolution 

further supports the development of a comprehensive global record of fi shing 

vessels within the FAO.97 UNGA resolutions adopted in 2007 and 2008 promote 

the development of a legally binding instrument on minimum standards for port 

State measures.98 These resolutions also encourage fl ag and port States to share 

data on landing and catch quotas.99 Furthermore, UNGA Resolution 62/177 sup-

ports actions of RFMOs against IUU fi shing such as the development of a com-

mon list of vessels identifi ed as having conducted IUU fi shing, as well as the 

denial of port access to vessels appearing on such list.100

In addition to these measures, the UNGA Resolution 61/105 adopted in 2006 

contains some ambitious goals. It includes an important new section on responsi-

ble fi sheries in the marine ecosystem. The UNGA Resolution 61/105 sought to 

build upon the achievements of the Reykjavik Declaration on Responsible 

Fisheries in the marine ecosystem. However, its most signifi cant component is 

the specifi c call for action to be taken with respect to bottom fi sheries. In particu-

lar, paragraph 83 of the resolution called upon RFMOs, with competence to regu-

late bottom fi sheries “to adopt and implement measures in accordance with 

precautionary approach, ecosystem approaches and international law” by 31 

December 2008.101 UNGA Resolution 61/105 also calls for the identifi cation of 
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vulnerable marine ecosystems and an assessment of the impacts of bottom fi shing 

activities on such ecosystems and to the long term sustainability of deep sea fi sh 

stocks. Paragraph 83(c) stated:

(c) In respect of areas where vulnerable marine ecosystems, including seamounts, hydro-

thermal vents and cold water corals, are known to occur or are likely to occur based on the 

best available scientifi c information, to close such areas to bottom fi shing and ensure that 

such activities do not proceed unless conservation and management measures have been 

established to prevent signifi cant adverse impacts on vulnerable marine ecosystems.

In addition to calling on RFMOs, the UNGA resolution in paragraph 83(d) calls 

on members of RFMOs to require vessels fl ying their fl ag to cease bottom fi shing 

activities in areas where vulnerable marine ecosystems are encountered in the 

course of fi shing operations, and to report the encounter so that appropriate meas-

ures can be adopted in respect of the relevant site. Similar requirements are also 

imposed on fl ag States whose vessels are engaged in bottom fi sheries on the high 

seas where there are no RFMOs or regional fi sheries management arrangement 

with the competence to regulate such fi sheries. In this case fl ag States are called 

upon either to adopt and implement interim measures or cease to authorise bot-

tom fi shing activities in such areas.102

3.2.2.9. FAO Model Scheme on Port State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing

A Model Scheme on Port State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing was adopted by 

the FAO in 2004103 which outlines principles and guidelines to be used by States 

as a reference for the negotiation and adoption of regional memoranda of under-

standing (MOUs), adoption of resolutions within RFMOs, or measures to be 

adopted at the national level.104 The FAO Model Scheme is the fi rst international 

policy document to outline a list of activities considered as IUU fi shing based on 

the IPOA-IUU. Paragraph 4 of the FAO Model Scheme provides that a foreign 

fi shing vessel is believed to have engaged in, or supported IUU fi shing activities, 

if there is reasonable evidence that the vessel has, among other things, fi shed 

without a valid authorisation issued by the fl ag State or the relevant coastal State, 

fi shed in a closed area, fi shed during a closed season, or fi shed without or after 
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 attainment of a quota, engaged in directed fi shing for a stock which is subject to a 

mor atorium or for which fi shing is prohibited, used prohibited fi shing gear, and 

falsifi ed or concealed the markings, identity or registration of the vessel. The 

FAO Model Scheme also provides that IUU fi shing includes multiple violations 

which together constitute a serious disregard of relevant conservation and man-

agement measures.105

In addition, the FAO Model Scheme provides guidelines for carrying out 

inspections of foreign vessels in ports, a list of information that should be pro-

vided by vessels in advance to port States before entry, expected results from port 

inspections, training of port inspectors, and information sharing system among 

port States.106 The Model Scheme conforms to the measures adopted under the 

IPOA-IUU and all relevant rules of international law. The universal adoption of 

the Model Scheme would help establish common procedures for port inspections 

of fi shing vessels globally and strengthen measures against IUU fi shing vessels.

3.2.2.10. Rome Declaration on IUU Fishing

The Rome Declaration on IUU Fishing was adopted in 2005 to enlist the commit-

ment of States to fully implement international fi sheries instruments for the sus-

tainable use of marine living resources. This declaration reiterated the need to 

implement measures adopted in the IPOA-IUU, such as the review of national 

legislation to ensure compliance with fi sheries management measures, imple-

mentation of internationally agreed boarding and inspection procedures, and 

implementation of vessel marking requirements.107 The Rome Declaration on 

IUU Fishing called for the adoption of new actions, such as measures to address 

fl eet overcapacity, and exchange of VMS and observer data.108

The Rome Declaration further called on States “to develop a comprehensive 

record of fi shing vessels within FAO, including refrigerated transport vessels and 

supply vessels, that incorporates available information on benefi cial ownership, 

subject to confi dentiality requirements in accordance with national law.”109 This 

call for action led to the study by FAO to determine the feasibility and viability of 

developing a comprehensive record of fi shing vessels. The study confi rmed that 

there is neither a complete record of the number of fi shing vessels in the world, 
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nor a complete, single source of information from which it would be possible to 

trace individual vessels and ownership.110

3.2.2.11. FAO Guidelines

International guidelines relevant to sustainable fi sheries that also address IUU 

fi shing have been formulated under the FAO after the adoption of the IPOA-

IUU.111 An example is the FAO Guidelines for the Eco-labelling of Fish and 

Fishery Products from Marine Capture Fisheries112 which provides the principles, 

minimum substantive requirements and criteria, and procedural and institutional 

aspects of eco-labelling of fi sh and fi shery products. The FAO Guidelines on Eco-

labelling of Fish and Fish Products also provide procedural guidelines for setting 

standards for sustainable fi sheries, accreditation of independent certifying bodies, 

and certifi cation that a fi shery and the product chain of custody are in conformity 

with required standards and procedures. These guidelines provide a framework 

for ensuring that fi sh and fi shery products which are awarded eco-labels are 

obtained from well managed marine capture fi sheries.

The International Guidelines for the Management of Deep-sea Fisheries in the 

High Seas113 were adopted in September 2008 and are directly related to UNGA 

resolutions on large scale driftnet fi shing and sustainable fi sheries and aim to 

implement UNGA Resolution A/RES/61/105. In general, the FAO Guidelines on 

Deep-sea Fisheries call for the establishment and implementation of national 

legal and institutional frameworks for the effective management of deep sea fi sh-

eries and their impacts on vulnerable marine ecosystems, particularly through 

fl ag, port, and market State measures and by exercising jurisdiction over nation-

als.114 The guidelines also provide for the need to strengthen the capacity of exist-

ing RFMOs with the competence to manage deep sea fi sheries, as well as the 

need to cooperate in the establishment of new RFMOs or arrangements to regu-

late bottom fi sheries.115
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3.3. Environment Related Instruments

Traditionally, global international environmental instruments dealing with renew-

able natural resources were designed to operate as checks against the over-

exploitation of species or the destruction of habitats of high conservation value. 

This is achieved through, for example, the regulation and prohibition of the tak-

ing of designated species, the protection of habitat by creating protected areas 

and the regulation of international trade in endangered species. During the 1980s 

a change in the approach to conservation began to occur as it became apparent 

that effective conservation depends on the adoption of strategies which take 

into account the interrelationship between individual species, their gene pools 

and the ecosystems on which they depend. There was a corresponding interna-

tional acceptance and promotion of the value of components of biological diver-

sity, not only as resources to be exploited, but as part of the network that is 

necessary to sustain the quality of life on earth for current and future 

generations.

This sub-section describes global environmental instruments most relevant to 

sustainable fi sheries management in general. The relevant instruments include 

the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Waterfowl 

Habitat (Ramsar Convention),116 the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES),117 and the Convention on 

the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (Bonn Convention)118 

and the Convention on the Conservation of Biological Diversity (CBD).119 

Although these Conventions are not specifi cally considered in the context of glo-

bal efforts to combat IUU fi shing, their effective implementation will promote a 

sustainable fi shing culture and indirectly contribute to the eradication of IUU 

fi shing. Some of these instruments, especially CITES, can also play a positive 

role in supporting the development and application of internationally agreed trade 

measures to combat IUU fi shing.
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125 Ramsar Convention, Resolution IX.5, Synergies with other international organisations deal-
ing with biological diversity; including collaboration on, and harmonisation of, national reporting 
among biodiversity-related conventions and agreements, Adopted at the Ninth Conference of the 
Contracting Parties, Kampala, Uganda, 8–15 November 2005.

3.3.1. Ramsar Convention

The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Waterfowl 

Habitat provides the legal framework for the conservation and sustainable use of 

wetlands and their resources through local, regional and national actions and 

international cooperation. The Convention provides for the designation of wet-

lands within national territory for inclusion on the List of Wetlands of International 

Importance,120 as well as the formulation and implementation of plans for the 

conservation of such wetlands.121 Part of the responsibilities of the Ramsar 

Convention is based on the expectation of common and equitably shared trans-

parent accountability.122 Some States have included Ramsar obligations in national 

law and policy.123

The Ramsar Convention has adopted a Classifi cation of Wetland Type which 

includes 42 types, grouped into three categories, namely marine and coastal wet-

lands, inland wetlands, and human-made wetlands. The Conference of Contracting 

Parties has developed criteria for identifying wetlands of international impor-

tance.124 Group A of the Criteria includes sites containing representative, rare or 

unique wetland types. Group B of the Criteria includes sites of international 

importance for conserving biological diversity. There are several criteria for 

Group B wetland types, including criteria based on species and ecological com-

munities and specifi c criteria based on waterbirds, fi sh, and other taxa. Because 

of the clear relationship between wetlands and biodiversity concerns, the 

Conference of the Contracting Parties of the Ramsar Convention agreed to 

develop ways and means at the national level for improving liaison between the 

authorities implementing the Ramsar Convention and focal points for related 

conventions and agreements such as biodiversity related conventions.125

Resolutions have been adopted by the Conference of the Parties of the Ramsar 

Convention recognising the importance that marine wetlands play in support-

ing aquatic species populations and resources. Resolution IX.4 adopted in 2005 

on fi sheries resources urges Ramsar Convention Contracting Parties and invites 
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Report No. 746 (Rome: FAO, 2004).

134 CITES, Art XI.

relevant organisations to use the habitat and species conservation provisions of 

the Ramsar Convention to support the introduction and implementation of man-

agement measures that mitigate the environmental impacts of fi shing.126 The res-

olution is particularly concerned with ecologically damaging fi shing gears used 

in many fi sheries and signifi cantly alter habitat structure and prevent the move-

ment of species.127

3.3.2. CITES

The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 

Flora aims to ensure that the international trade in specimens of wild animals and 

plants does not threaten their survival. CITES lists species according to the degree 

of the protection they need128 and provides for the control of the international 

trade in these endangered species through a system of permits and certifi cates.129 

Appendix I of CITES includes species threatened with extinction, in which trade 

is permitted only in exceptional circumstances.130 Appendix II of CITES includes 

species not necessarily threatened with extinction, but in which trade must be 

controlled in order to avoid utilisation incompatible with their survival.131 

Appendix III contains species that are protected in at least one country, which 

has requested other CITES Parties for cooperation in controlling the trade.132 

CITES regulates the trade of species listed under these appendices in terms of 

export, re-export, import, and introduction from the sea.133 The Conference of 

Parties of CITES, which is the decision-making body of the Convention and com-

prises all its member States,134 has agreed to a set of biological and trade related 

criteria to help determine whether a species should be included in Appendices 
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136 CITES Website, The CITES Species. www.cites.org. Accessed on 22 April 2008.
137 “Commercially-exploited aquatic species” in relation to CITES has been agreed within FAO to 

encompass resources exploited by fi sheries in marine and large freshwater bodies. See FAO, Report 
of the Technical Consultation on the Sustainability of the CITES Criteria for Listing Commercially-
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FAO, 2000), at para. 8; FAO, Report of the Technical Consultation on Implementation Issues 
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25–28 May 2004, FAO Fisheries Report No. 741 (Rome: FAO, 2004), at para. 11.

138 FAO, An appraisal of the suitability of the CITES criteria for listing commercially-exploited 
aquatic species, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 954 (Rome: FAO, 2000), at 1.

139 Ibid.
140 FAO, Report of the Second Technical Consultation on the Sustainability of the CITES Criteria 

for Listing Commercially-exploited Aquatic Species, Windhoek, Namibia, 22–25 October 2001, 
FAO Fisheries Report No. 667 (Rome: FAO, 2001), at Appendix F.

141 FAO Fisheries Report No. 741, supra note 137, at para 24.
142 Article IV(2)(a) of CITES provides the requirement for a scientifi c authority of the State of 

export to advise that such export will not be detrimental to the survival of that species as one of the 
conditions for the granting of an export permit for a species listed in Appendix II.

143 FAO Fisheries Circular No. 954, supra note 138, at 32.
144 Ibid., at 33.

I and II.135 There are about 5,000 species of animals and 28,000 species of plants 

currently protected by CITES, including 15 species of fi sh listed in Appendix I 

and 71 species in Appendix II, as well as whales, turtles, and corals.136

One of the basic issues about the implementation of CITES with respect to 

fi sheries is its application to commercially exploited species.137 CITES primarily 

focused on the listing of species other than exploited aquatic fi shes or inverte-

brates until the early 1990s.138 Since then, concerns have been raised about the 

appropriateness of the CITES listing criteria for exploited and managed fi shery 

resources.139 Some of the criteria for listing species under Appendices I and II are 

deemed to be only applicable to a few exploited marine species.140 There are also 

cases where little is known about the sustainable catch of a particular species,141 

and it may be diffi cult to ascertain if trade in such species would be detrimental to 

their survival.142 Concerns have also been expressed about possible “false alarms” 

(i.e. classifi cation of species which are not at risk of extinction to a category 

requiring trade restrictions) and “misses” (i.e. failure to classify species at risk 

under categories offering them necessary protection from trade) in applying the 

present CITES criteria for the listing of commercially exploited aquatic species.143 

This may not be perceived as a critical error for purposes of conservation; how-

ever, the unnecessary prevention of trade may have severe economic conse-

quences, particularly for harvesting developing States.144 This may, in turn, 

inadvertently promote or encourage IUU fi shing.

A number of legal issues are associated with the application of CITES to com-

mercially exploited aquatic species. One issue is whether a CITES listing, par-

ticularly for Appendix I or Appendix II, would contravene the LOSC and related 
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Hutton and Barnabas Dickson (eds.), Endangered Species Threatened Convention: The Past, Present 
and Future of CITES (London: Earthscan Publications Ltd, 2000), at 49.
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151 Bonn Convention, Art. III.
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153 Bonn Convention, By-catch, UNEP/CMS/Resolution 8.14, Adopted at the Conference of the 

Parties at its Eighth Meeting, Nairobi, 20–25 November 2005.

instruments by diminishing the rights and obligations to fi sh, including the free-

dom to fi sh on the high seas.145 More particularly, the concern relates to the har-

vesting of species in the EEZ or on the high seas which could not be subsequently 

introduced into the ports of a CITES Party because of the listing of such species 

in Appendix I.146 Other issues include the tedious process and high administrative 

cost of reversing decisions on listing of species under Appendices I and II.147 

These issues are continuously being addressed in expert consultations conducted 

within the FAO.148

3.3.3. Bonn Convention

The Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species requires its Parties to 

conserve migratory species and their habitat by taking action, either individually 

or in cooperation with other States.149 The Bonn Convention provides for meas-

ures that may be applied by range States150 in conserving migratory species listed 

under Appendices I and II of the Convention. Appendix I of the Convention lists 

migratory species which are endangered throughout all or a signifi cant proportion 

of their range, and for which States are required to strive for strict protection of 

such species.151 Appendix II lists migratory species with an unfavourable conser-

vation status or which would benefi t signifi cantly from international cooperation, 

such as global and regional agreements that would conserve and manage indi-

vidual or a group of species.152

The Conference of Parties of the Bonn Convention has recognised by-catch as 

a major cause of mortality of migratory species listed on Appendices I and II of the 

Convention, including seabirds, sharks, turtles, marine mammals and sturgeons.153 
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Consequently, the Conference of Parties to the Bonn Convention has adopted a 

resolution calling on its Parties to implement the IPOA-Seabirds and the IPOA-

Sharks and develop and implement national plans required by these international 

plans of action.154 The resolution urges States to implement measures adopted by 

regional environmental and fi sheries organisations to address by-catch issues.155 

Because of their similar concerns on endangered species, the Secretariats of the 

Bonn Convention and CITES have entered into a memorandum of understanding 

to ensure compatibility of measures, in respect of certain species, such as marine 

turtles, whale sharks, and sturgeons.156

The Bonn Convention has broad applicability to fi sheries issues through its 

framework, approach, and requirements for Parties and participating States to 

undertake conservation measures aimed not only at migratory species but also the 

habitats and species upon which they may be dependent. A number of commer-

cially fi shed species could potentially be suitable for listing under the Bonn 

Convention, although efforts to have such species listed have so far failed. The 

fl exibility of the Bonn Convention framework has however enabled the develop-

ment of and adoption of a range of issue specifi c memoranda of understanding 

and subsidiary agreements. Of the thirteen memoranda of understanding and sub-

sidiary agreements currently in place under the Bonn Convention umbrella, six 

apply to marine species including marine turtles, pinnipeds, cetaceans and sea-

birds.157 There is potential for commercially fi shed species to also be covered by 

such agreements.

3.3.4. Convention on the Conservation of Biological Diversity

Biological diversity is defi ned by the Convention on Biological Diversity as “the 

variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, 

 terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes 

of which they are part: this includes diversity within species, between species 
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and of  ecosystems.”158 The primary objective of the CBD is to conserve biologi-

cal diversity, including the sustainable use of its components and the fair and 

equitable sharing of benefi ts arising out of the utilisation of genetic resources.159 

A basic principle under the CBD is that States have sovereign rights to exploit 

their own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, and the respon-

sibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause 

damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national 

jurisdiction.160

CBD provides for the application of in-situ and ex-situ conservation measures 

such as the establishment of a system of protected areas, protection of ecosys-

tems, rehabilitation and restoration of degraded ecosystems, and recovery of 

threatened species.161 The Convention also provides for the introduction of appro-

priate procedures requiring impact assessment of projects that are likely to have 

signifi cant adverse effects on biological diversity.162 Furthermore, it outlines the 

obligation of Contracting Parties to provide incentives that would promote the 

conservation and sustainable use of components of biological diversity.163 

However, none of the conservation obligations set out in the CBD are absolute in 

nature.164 The obligations are qualifi ed by the phrase “as far as possible and as 

appropriate” which weaken the obligations to conserve biological diversity to a 

large extent.165

As part of achieving its objective, the Conference of Parties has agreed to 

set targets and goals, some of which are fi sheries related. The goals set out 

under Decision VIII/15 of the CBD Conference of Parties include the conser-

vation of genetic diversity of harvested species of trees, fi sh and wildlife and 

other valuable species conserved and the sustainable use and consumption of 

all exploited fi sheries products.166 Some fi sheries concerns are more specifi cally 

covered in the decisions adopted by the CBD Conference of Parties on marine 

and coastal biological diversity, particularly with respect to the elimination of 

destructive fi shing practices and use of selective fi shing gear in order to avoid 
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or minimise by-catch.167 Similar to other relevant international conventions, the 

Secretariats of the CBD and CITES have entered into a memorandum of 

 understanding to coordinate their programme activities and investigate opportu-

nities whereby CITES can become a partner in the implementation of appropriate 

provisions of the CBD.168

3.3.5. Johannesburg Plan of Implementation

At the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in 2002, the Johanne

sburg Declaration on Sustainable Development and Plan of  Imple mentation were 

adopted. The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development recognised 

the continuous depletion of fi sh stocks and loss of biodiversity as part of environ-

mental deterioration.169 This political declaration also affi rmed the commitments 

of States under the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and 

Agenda 21.170

The Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, which was adopted to build on the 

achievements made since the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development (UNCED), provides that sustainable fi sheries and ensuring the sus-

tainable development of the oceans require effective coordination and cooperation, 

including at the global and regional levels, between relevant bodies, and actions at 

all levels.171 To achieve sustainable fi sheries, the Johannesburg Plan of 

Implementation encourages States to ratify or accede to and effectively implement 

the relevant United Nations and, where appropriate, associated regional fi sheries 

agreements or arrangements, the FAO Code of Conduct, as well as relevant IPOAs 

and technical guidelines of the FAO.172 The Johannesburg Plan of Implementation 

further urges States to establish effective monitoring, reporting, enforcement and 

control of fi shing vessels to further the IPOA-IUU and eliminate subsidies that 

contribute to IUU fi shing and overcapacity.173 This plan of implementation also 

promotes the conservation and management of the oceans with due regard to other 

relevant international instruments such as the CBD and the Ramsar Convention.174
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3.4. Trade Related Agreements

The WTO has not adopted a separate agreement with specifi c rules on fi sheries 

matters. Fisheries remains covered by General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT) 1994, as well as specifi c agreements such as the Agreements on Technical 

Barriers to Trade, Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, Pre-shipment Inspection, 

Rules of Origin, Import Licensing Procedures, and Subsidies and Countervailing 

Measures.175 These agreements elaborate on the use of trade related measures for 

conservation purposes subject to certain safeguards against abuse.176 These agree-

ments are most relevant in addressing IUU fi shing.

3.4.1. GATT 1994

The relevant provisions of GATT 1994 in addressing IUU fi shing are Articles III, 

VIII, X, XI, XIII, and XX. These provisions have a direct bearing on the adop-

tion of measures by States covering fi sh and fi shery products that may enter into 

international trade, including those which may have been caught through IUU 

means. Article III on National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation 

provides that there should be no differentiation between domestic and imported 

products.177 Article VIII on Fees and Formalities requires minimisation of com-

plex import and export formalities and simplifi cation of import and export docu-

mentation requirements.178 Article X of GATT 1994 states that no measures 

imposing restrictions on imports may be enforced before such measures have 

been offi cially published. Furthermore, each State is required to administer in 

a uniform, impartial and reasonable manner its trade laws and regulations. 

Article XI of GATT 1994 prohibits the application of any restriction on the 

 importation of any product from a Contracting Party of the agreement other 

than duties, taxes or other charges.179 An exception to the general prohibition on 

quotas is with respect to import restrictions on any agricultural or fi sheries prod-

uct necessary for the enforcement of governmental measures that restrict the 
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marketing or production of like domestic products, removal of a temporary sur-

plus of a like domestic product, or restriction of the production of any animal 

product that is directly dependent on the imported commodity.180 This exception 

allows WTO Members to ensure that imports of agricultural and fi sheries prod-

ucts do not interfere with domestic programmes designed to support or allocate 

agriculture and fi sheries production.181 Article XIII also prohibits non-discrimina-

tory quantitative restrictions.

Lastly, Article XX of GATT 1994 provides exceptions to GATT obligations. It 

says that nothing in GATT 1994 prevents the adoption or enforcement of meas-

ures “relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such meas-

ures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or 

consumption.”182 However, based on the chapeau of Article XX, even if a meas-

ure falls within the exception of the article, such measures are not to be applied in 

a manner that would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifi able discrimina-

tion, or be disguised as a restriction on international trade, between countries 

where the same conditions prevail. These provisions strengthen the relationship 

between trade and conservation and management of fi sheries resources.

3.4.2. Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade

The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade recognises that the problem of 

non-tariff barriers to trade is mainly due to the disparities between national stand-

ards, technical regulations and procedures for approval and certifi cation, creating 

the need for the development of international standards.183 Consistent with the 

provisions of the GATT 1994, the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 

requires WTO Members to provide equal treatment to national and imported 

products184 and that technical regulations adopted do not create unnecessary 

obstacles to international trade.185 Technical regulations cannot be made trade 

restrictive except when required to fulfi l legitimate objectives, such as national 

security requirements, the prevention of deceptive practices, protection of human 

health or safety, animal or plant life or health, or the environment.186 Actions to 

address IUU fi shing may be construed as a legitimate objective that would address 

deceptive practices and assist in protecting the environment. However, in order to 
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ensure that no unnecessary trade restrictions are applied, the Agreement on 

Technical Barriers to Trade provides that if a WTO Member requires, another 

Member would need to justify a technical regulation which may have an effect on 

trade.187 Technical regulations shall not be maintained if the circumstances or 

objectives giving rise to their adoption no longer exist or if the changed circum-

stances or objectives can be addressed in a less trade restrictive manner.188

3.4.3. Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspection

The Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspection allows WTO Members to conduct 

pre-shipment inspections across all exporters affected by such programmes so 

long as they are carried out in a non-discriminatory manner.189 Pre-shipment 

inspection activities include all activities relating to the verifi cation of the quality, 

quantity, price, including currency exchange rate and fi nancial terms, and/or the 

customs classifi cation of goods to be exported to the territory of the user 

Member.190 The Agreement requires pre-shipment inspections to be conducted in 

a transparent manner,191 ensure confi dentiality of business information,192 and not 

cause unnecessary delays.193 Relevant authorities can either issue a Clean Report 

of Findings or provide a detailed written explanation specifying the reasons for 

non-issuance following a pre-shipment inspection.194 Such pre-shipment inspec-

tion may be used to certify that an export fi sh or fi sh product has not been caught 

through IUU fi shing.

3.4.4. Agreement on Rules of Origin

Rules of origin are defi ned under the WTO Agreement on Rules of Origin as 

“those laws, regulations and administrative determinations of general application 

applied by any Member to determine the country of origin of goods provided 

such rules of origin are not related to contractual or autonomous trade regimes 

leading to the granting of tariff preferences going beyond the application of 

paragraph 1 of Article I of GATT 1994.”195 Rules of origin also apply within the 
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204 Agreement on Rules of Origin, Art. 4 and Annex I.
205 WTO, Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures, Geneva, concluded on 12 April 1979, in 

force 1 January 1980, 1186 UNTS 372, Art. 1.1.
206 Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures, Art. 1.2

context of the most favoured nation treatment,196 anti-dumping and countervail-

ing duties,197 safeguard measures,198 origin marking requirements,199 any discrim-

inatory quantitative restrictions or tariff quotas, and rules of origin used for 

government procurement and trade statistics.200 Similar to Clean Report of 

Findings issued under the Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspections, certifi cates of 

origin may also be used for preventing trade in IUU-caught fi sh.

Article 2 of the Agreement on Rules of Origin provides that rules of origin shall 

not themselves create restrictive, distorting or disruptive effects on international 

trade201 and must be administered in a consistent, uniform, impartial and reasonable 

manner.202 For the purpose of establishing harmonised rules of origin, the country 

determined to be the origin of a particular good is either the country where the good 

has been wholly obtained or, when more than one country is concerned in the pro-

duction of the good, the country where the last substantial transformation has been 

carried out.203 A Committee on Rules of Origin and a Technical Committee on Rules 

of Origin under the Customs Cooperation Council have been established to consult 

on matters relating to the harmonisation and application of rules of origin.204

3.4.5. Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures

Import licensing under the Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures involves 

the administrative procedures requiring the submission of an application or other 

documentation, other than that required for customs purposes, to the relevant 

administrative body as a prior condition for importation into the customs territory 

of the importing Member.205 The Agreement requires Members to ensure that the 

administrative procedures used to implement import licensing rules are in conform-

ity with the relevant provisions of GATT 1994, including its annexes and protocols. 

The objective is to prevent trade distortions that may arise from an inappropriate 

operation of those procedures, taking into account the economic development pur-

poses and fi nancial and trade needs of developing country Members.206
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The Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures requires WTO Members to 

publish rules and all information concerning procedures for the submission of 

applications, including the eligibility of persons, fi rms and institutions to make 

such applications, the administrative body or bodies to be approached, and the 

lists of products subject to the licensing requirement, at least 21 days prior to 

their effective date, in order to enable governments to be familiar with them.207 

Any exception, derogations or changes in or from the rules concerning licensing 

procedures or the list of products subject to import licensing are also required to 

be published in the same manner and within the same time period.208

The Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures contains provisions on auto-

matic import licensing where approval of the application is granted in all cases.209 

It also provides for non-automatic import licensing. A WTO Member who has an 

interest in the trade of the product included in the non-automatic import licensing 

may require the information. Such information may include the administration of 

the restrictions, the import licences granted over a recent period, the distribution 

of such licences among supplying countries, and where practicable, import statis-

tics with respect to the products subject to import licensing.210 Import licensing 

procedures may include requirements to ascertain whether a fi shery product being 

imported has not been obtained from IUU-related activities.

3.4.6. Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures

The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS 

Agreement) aims to establish a multilateral framework for the development, 

adoption and enforcement of sanitary and phytosanitary measures in order to 

minimise their negative effects on trade and ensure that such measures are not 

applied in a manner which constitutes a disguised restriction on international 

trade. The SPS Agreement requires Members to ensure that any sanitary or 

 phytosanitary measure is applied only to the extent necessary to protect human, 

animal or plant life or health, and should be based on scientifi c principles and is 

not maintained without suffi cient scientifi c evidence.211 In cases where relevant 

scientifi c evidence is insuffi cient, a WTO Member may provisionally adopt sani-

tary or phytosanitary measures on the basis of available pertinent information, 

including that from the relevant international organisation as well as from meas-

ures applied by other Members.212 The application of such measures should take 
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into account the special needs of developing WTO Members, particularly least 

developed Members.213 As will be discussed in Chapter 8, although the SPS 

Agreement is currently not directly relevant to addressing IUU fi shing, it is a 

critical component of the general framework for international trade in fi sh and 

fi sh products.

3.4.7. Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures

The WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM 

Agreement) provides a framework for addressing subsidies, although it is not 

specifi c to fi sheries. Part I of the SCM Agreement applies to subsidies that are 

specifi cally provided to an enterprise or industry group while Parts II and III con-

tain rules and procedures on prohibited subsidies and actionable subsidies. Part V 

establishes the substantive and procedural requirements that must be fulfi lled 

before a Member may apply a countervailing measure against subsidised imports. 

Parts VI and VII establish the institutional structure and notifi cation/surveillance 

modalities for the implementation of the SCM Agreement. Part VIII contains 

special and differential treatment rules for various categories of developing coun-

try Members. Part IX contains transition rules for developed country and former 

centrally planned economy Members. Parts X and XI contain dispute settlement 

and fi nal provisions.

Article 1 of the SCM Agreement states that a subsidy is deemed to exist if a 

fi nancial contribution or income or price support is provided by a government, 

and a benefi t is conferred, and that such subsidy is specifi c. Article 2 defi nes the 

concept of specifi city, which is deemed to exist when accesses to the subsidy is 

limited, explicitly or in fact, to certain enterprises. The SCM Agreement classi-

fi es specifi c subsidies into three: prohibited, actionable (i.e., permitted, but poten-

tially subject to action), and non-actionable (i.e. permitted, and shielded from 

action). Prohibited subsidies are irrefutably presumed to distort trade. Certain 

kinds of subsidies within the actionable category were deemed, via rebuttable 

presumption, to cause serious prejudice to other members of the WTO.

The focus of the SCM Agreement is to ensure that the subsidies applied by 

States do not cause an injury to the domestic industry of another WTO Member 

and that such subsidy does not nullify nor impair any benefi t accruing directly or 

indirectly to other WTO Members.214 The SCM Agreement further prohibits sub-

sidies which create serious prejudice to the interests of other Members.215 Serious 

prejudice in this context includes effects of subsidies such as the displacement or 
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impediment of imports or exports of a like product between WTO Members and 

a third country, and a signifi cant price undercutting by the subsidised product in 

the same market.216

The WTO has acknowledged that fi sheries subsidies are trade distorting and 

undermine the sustainable use of fi sheries resources.217 Within the WTO, there 

have been arguments that positive subsidies or subsidies that reduce excessive 

fi shing capacity should be allowed.218 However, there is still debate on how cer-

tain fi sheries subsidies contribute to overcapacity in the fi shing fl eet and affect 

the sustainability of fi sheries resources.219 It is also diffi cult to fi nd a WTO 

Member that could not be perceived as applying one or more types of fi sheries 

subsidies that may fall within the ambit of the SCM Agreement.220 While the 

SCM Agreement provides a framework to prevent industries from gaining unfair 

advantage over others through government subsidies, it is not yet clear how such 

disciplines on subsidies may be applied consistently to fi sheries matters across 

WTO Members.

3.4.8. Draft WTO Rules on Fisheries Subsidies

The WTO conducts continuous discussions on subsidy reduction and elimination 

to identify measures that would achieve benefi ts for both trade and the environ-

ment.221 Discussions on WTO disciplines on fi sheries subsidies started in 2001 

when WTO members agreed “…to clarify and improve WTO disciplines on 

 fi sheries subsidies, taking into account the importance of this sector to develop-

ing countries.”222 However, it was only in November 2007 that a draft text was 

circulated by the Chair of the Doha Round negotiations group on rules on fi sher-

ies subsidies. The draft text is proposed to be inserted as Annex VIII to the SCM 

Agreement. The proposed Annex VIII contains provisions on prohibited subsi-

dies223 and non-prohibited224 subsidies. Examples of prohibited subsidies are those 
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the benefi ts of which are conferred on any vessel engaged in IUU fi shing.225 It 

also provides certain exemptions from prohibited subsidies, such as least devel-

oped country members.226 The proposed amendment to the SCM Agreement 

made reference to the FAO Code of Conduct, FAO Compliance Agreement, and 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement as basis for the provisions of Annex VIII which are 

aimed at preventing overfi shing.227 Furthermore, Article IV of the draft Annex 

VIII provides that no WTO Member shall cause, through the use of any subsidy, 

depletion of or harm to, or creation of overcapacity in respect of straddling or 

highly migratory fi sh stocks whose range extends into the EEZ of another mem-

ber, or stocks in which another member has identifi able fi shing interests such as 

quota allocations.

The draft Annex VIII on fi sheries subsidies may provide a sound basis for the 

facilitation of discussions on the matter in WTO; however, the application of fi sh-

eries specifi c instruments and international regulations on subsidies to address 

fi sheries concerns, including IUU fi shing, is a complex issue that would require 

intensive negotiation by WTO members. There have been different positions on 

how to improve the application of the WTO discipline on fi sheries subsidies.228 

These varying positions of States, together with different national fi sheries man-

agement frameworks in place, are major impediments to concluding a trade 

related agreement on fi sheries subsidies.

3.5. Maritime Safety and Labour Related Agreements

Fishing vessel safety has been a matter of concern for the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO). However, the differences in design and operation of fi shing 

vessels prevent them from being regulated by the International Convention for 

the Safety of Life at Sea 1974, as amended (SOLAS Convention) and the 

International Convention on Load Lines 1966, as amended. The IMO and FAO 

are currently promoting the adoption of an international mandatory safety regime 

for fi shing vessels, in the form of the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol for the Safety 

of Fishing Vessels,229 the 1995 International Convention on Training, Certifi cation 
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and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessels,230 as well as a number of fi shing vessel 

safety codes and voluntary guidelines. Both of the international conventions and 

protocol are yet to enter into force.

In the case of protecting and promoting the rights of fi shers onboard fi shing ves-

sels, the International Labour Organization (ILO), the global body responsible for 

formulating and overseeing international labour standards, has adopted The Work 

in Fishing Convention in 2007 (C188),231 which is supplemented by the Work in 

Fishing Recommendation 2007 (R199).232 The new standards revised existing ILO 

instruments addressing conditions of workers in the fi shing sector.233 Similar to the 

IMO Conventions directly affecting fi shing vessels, the Work in Fishing Convention 

is yet to enter into force. It will enter into force after ratifi cation by ten of ILO’s 

180 Member States, which should include eight coastal States.234

Other ILO Conventions that have provisions which apply to commercial mari-

time fi shing include the Shipowners’ Liability (Sick and Injured Seamen) 

Convention; 1936 (C55), Seafarers’ Welfare Convention, 1987 (C163); Health 

Protection and Medical Care (Seafarers) Convention, 1987 (C164); Social 

Security (Seafarers) Convention (Revised), 1987 (C165); Repatriation of 

Seafarers Convention, (Revised), 1987 (No. 166); Labour Inspection (Seafarers) 

Convention, 1996 (No. 178); Recruitment and Placement of Seafarers Convention, 

1996 (C179); and the Seafarers’ Hours of Work and the Manning of Ships 

Convention, 1996 (No. 180).

3.5.1. Torremolinos Convention and its Protocol

The 1977 Torremolinos Convention for the Safety of Fishing Vessels was the 

fi rst international convention on the safety of fi shing vessels. The 1977 Torremo-

linos Convention applied to fi shing vessels of 24 metres in length and over, 

including those vessels processing their catch.235 It contained safety and  stability 
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 requirements for the construction and equipment of new, decked, and seagoing 

fi shing vessels.

The 1977 Torremolinos Convention was superseded by the 1993 Torremolinos 

Protocol which took into account the technological developments in the interven-

ing years, particularly the large scale distant and deep water fi shing operations. 

The 1993 Torremolinos Protocol applies to the same types of fi shing vessels and 

contains provisions on machinery installations and spaces, lifesaving appliances 

and arrangements, vessel requirements, protection of the crew, and shipborne 

navigational equipment and arrangements.

3.5.2. STCW-F

The International Convention on Standards of Training, Certifi cation and 

Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel or STCW-F was adopted in 1995 as 

the fi rst attempt to make standards of safety for crews of fi shing vessels manda-

tory. Similar to the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol, the STCW-F is short and con-

tains technical guidance on the certifi cation of skippers, offi cers, engineer offi cers, 

and radio operators.

3.5.3. The 2007 Work in Fishing Convention

The 2007 Work in Fishing Convention applies to all fi shers and all fi shing vessels 

engaged in commercial fi shing operations.236 This Convention, together with the 

Work in Fishing Recommendation 2007 provide the minimum requirements for 

work onboard fi shing vessels and conditions of service, particularly in respect of 

minimum age for work, requirement for medical examination, manning and 

hours of rest, maintenance of a crew list, repatriation of fi shers, recruitment and 

placement of fi shers, payment, and accommodation and food. Provisions on 

accommodation are adopted to ensure that fi shing vessels are constructed in a 

manner that would ensure suitable living conditions for workers on board vessels. 

New standards have also been adopted under the Work in Fishing Convention 

on improved occupational health and safety, medical care at sea and ashore, 

protection of a work agreement, and social security protection. In addition to 

technical standards, the Work in Fishing Convention provides for the right of ILO 
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Members to establish a system of inspections, monitoring, complaint procedure, 

penalty and corrective measures to ensure compliance with the provisions of the 

Convention.237

3.5.4. Voluntary Codes and Guidelines

Apart from these international agreements, the IMO has also developed a number 

of non-mandatory instruments, in collaboration with FAO and the ILO. These 

include the FAO/ILO/IMO Document for Guidance on Fishermen’s Training and 

Certifi cation,238 revised Code of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels,239 and 

revised FAO/ILO/IMCO Voluntary Guidelines for the Design, Construction and 

Equipment of Small Fishing Vessels.240

The Document for Guidance on Fishermen’s Training and Certifi cation is a 

response to the call by the IMO Maritime Safety Committee to prepare guidelines 

and recommendation for the training and certifi cation of personnel on board fi sh-

ing vessels of 12 metres in length and over and for the prevention of fatigue of 

fi shing vessel personnel.241 This Guidance also respects the FAO Code of Conduct, 

particularly Article 8 on Fishing Operations which provides for the need for 

States to enhance the education, skills, and professional qualifi cation of fi shers 

through education and training.242 The Code of Safety was formulated with the 

desire to coordinate facilities provided by various fi shing nations to improve 

safety and health of fi shermen and fi shing vessels at sea.243 Lastly, the Voluntary 

Guidelines for Small Fishing Vessels was developed to provide a generally appli-

cable code of safe practice for the design, construction, and equipment of new 

decked fi shing vessels of 12 metres in length and over but less than 24 metres in 

length.244
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Chapter Four

All State Measures

4.1 General Framework for All State Responsibilities

IUU fi shing is a global problem and therefore requires action by the international 

community, including coastal, port, fl ag and market States. In recognition of the 

global character and impact of IUU fi shing, the IPOA-IUU identifi es a range of 

measures that need to be implemented by “All States” to combat IUU fi shing. 

These measures include the implementation of international instruments; enact-

ment of national legislation; development of national plan of action; control of 

nationals; jurisdiction over vessels without nationality; imposition of sanctions of 

suffi cient severity; actions against non cooperating States, avoidance of economic 

incentives to IUU fi shing activities; monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS); 

cooperation between States; publicity; and provision of technical capacity and 

resources. In the implementation of the IPOA-IUU, it is important to bear in mind 

that all the actions listed under “All State Responsibilities” cut across and overlap 

with coastal State, port State, fl ag State, market State, and RFMO measures to 

combat IUU fi shing. This Chapter focuses on aspects of “All State Measures” 

that are not discussed in other Chapters which are critical to combating IUU fi sh-

ing. The measures analysed by way of examples include the ratifi cation and 

implementation of international instruments, adoption of national plans of actions 

and legislation to combat IUU fi shing, control of nationals, and elimination of 

economic incentives.

4.2 Ratifi cation and Implementation of International Instruments

The IPOA-IUU provides for the responsibility of States to give effect to relevant 

norms of international law, as refl ected in the LOSC, to combat IUU fi shing.1 It 

also encourages all States to ratify, accede to, accept, and implement international 

fi sheries instruments such as the FAO Compliance Agreement, UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement, and the FAO Code of Conduct and its associated International Plans 
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of Action.2 However, as seen from the discussion in Chapter 3, the international 

instruments relevant to combating IUU fi shing are wide ranging and include fi sh-

eries specifi c instruments and non-fi sheries specifi c instruments. Therefore in 

order to adequately address IUU fi shing, States would need to take into account 

all of the fi sheries, trade environment, and maritime safety related instruments. 

The important role that international instruments play in the global fi ght against 

IUU fi shing has been emphasised by the FAO by stating that “IUU fi shing contra-

venes existing international standards for fi shery conservation and management. 

In other words, if all States were fully implementing those international stand-

ards, there would be much less IUU fi shing.”3

Some of the relevant international fi sheries instruments fall squarely within the 

domain and competence of fi sheries agencies, while others fall outside the area of 

responsibility of national fi sheries authorities, thus requiring a wider inter-agency 

cooperation at the domestic level. At the end of the day, the effectiveness of inter-

national instruments to combat IUU fi shing depends largely on the extent of their 

implementation at the national level. This requires the development of appropri-

ate policies and national legislation to give effect to obligations under relevant 

international instruments.

Although many States are quick to ratify international instruments, ratifi cation 

is only the start of addressing IUU fi shing. The real challenge facing many States 

is not so much the ratifi cation of relevant instruments, but the domestic imple-

mentation of the provisions of these instruments through legislation and manage-

ment measures. Many States, particularly developing States, are handicapped in 

terms of capacity to translate international obligations into national implementa-

tion measures such as legislation. This challenge has been recognised by many of 

the international instruments which have made provisions for technical and fi nan-

cial assistance to developing States in implementing their obligations. 

A number of international institutions and developed States have programmes to 

provide such assistance to developing States to implement sustainable fi sheries 

management practices.4
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4.3 Adoption of National Legislation and National Plan of Action

A fundamental obligation of States is to bring domestic law into conformity with 

obligations under international law.5 This is reiterated in the IPOA-IUU which 

provides the need for States to give full effect to relevant norms of international 

law in order to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fi shing.6 There are two principal 

ways by which States can implement the IPOA-IUU: fi rst is the adoption of meas-

ures in national legislation;7 and second is the development and implementation 

of national plans of action (NPOA-IUU).8 The IPOA-IUU provides for the devel-

opment of NPOA-IUU by 2004, or three years after the adoption of the IPOA-

IUU.9 The IPOA-IUU also provides for the review of the implementation of the 

NPOA-IUU at least every four years after its adoption.10

In a review conducted in 2003 on the progress of implementing the FAO Code 

of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries and the international plans of action, 

70 FAO Members indicated that they have taken steps in implementing the IPOA-

IUU.11 However, to date only a small number of States have fi nalised their national 

plans of action.12 Some States are still in the process of drafting and fi nalising 

their NPOA-IUU.13 While the limited number of NPOA-IUU may suggest a lack 

of compliance or inadequate support from States to implement the IPOA-IUU, 

the current trend in domestic legislation indicates the adoption of measures which 

are more stringent than those provided under the IPOA-IUU.
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14 FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries No. 9, supra note 3, at 12–14. See for 
example, New Zealand, Fisheries Act 1996 Amendment Act (No. 2) 1999, Art. 113A; Australia, 
Fisheries Management Act 1991 (Cth), Part 6, Division 5A.

15 See for example, Republic of Chile, Ministry of Economy and Energy, National Plan of Action 
to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, 2004; Ghana, 
National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 
Fishing, June 2004; Canada, National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, 
Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, March 2005; Republic of Seychelles, Fisheries Profi le and 
National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 
Fishing, 2004; Spain, National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing, November 2002; New Zealand, Ministry of Fisheries, Plan of Action to 
Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, May 2004; Republic of 

The implementation of the IPOA-IUU through NPOA-IUU and legislative 

measures entails a better understanding of the different forms and impacts of IUU 

fi shing, a thorough review of relevant national, bilateral, and regional regulations 

and practices, and formulation of applicable fl ag, coastal, port, market, and all 

State measures. Such understanding will help strengthen the legal and policy 

framework to effectively combat IUU fi shing. Ideally, NPOAs would need to be 

supported by national policy and adequate legislation. This will ensure that such 

measures are translated into enforceable measures for relevant government agen-

cies, non-government entities, and most importantly the fi shing sector.

4.3.1 Legislative Measures

A number of legislative measures have been adopted by States to address IUU 

fi shing. In addition to fl ag, coastal, port, and market measures, some States have 

incorporated provisions in national legislation to strengthen measures related to 

addressing IUU fi shing, including effective control over nationals. Some States 

have made it a violation in their laws for their nationals to engage in fi shing activ-

ities that violate fi sheries conservation and management laws of any other State 

or that undermine the effectiveness of conservation and management measures 

adopted by a relevant RFMO.14 More recently, extensive legislative measures 

directly addressing IUU fi shing have been adopted by the United States (U.S.) 

and the European Union (EU), which are discussed in Chapter 10.

4.3.2 National Plans of Action

Most NPOA-IUU submitted to FAO by States follow the structure of the IPOA-

IUU and contain a number of components, namely the importance of fi sheries to 

the economy of the State, scope and nature of IUU fi shing, applicable national 

legislation and relevant institutions, ratifi cation and adoption of relevant interna-

tional instruments, specifi c measures being undertaken as a fl ag, coastal, port, 

and market State in combating IUU fi shing, and participation in regional organi-

sations.15 The two areas of signifi cant importance to States in the adoption of 
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Korea, Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and 
Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, no date; Australia, Department of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, 
Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, July 2005; Republic of Namibia, National Plan of Action to 
Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, January 2007; The 
Republic of Zambia, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Fisheries Department, National Plan 
of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, Lusaka, 
Zambia, 09 October 2007.

16 New Zealand NPOA-IUU, sec. 1.3; Republic of Korea NPOA-IUU, sec. 3; Ghana NPOA-
IUU, at 7.

17 Chile NPOA-IUU, para. 3.

national plans to combat IUU fi shing are the scope and nature of IUU fi shing and 

measures undertaken to address the problem.

Two trends can be observed in existing NPOA-IUU with respect to the use of 

the term IUU fi shing. The fi rst trend is the general reference to the scope and 

nature of IUU fi shing provided under paragraph 3 of the IPOA-IUU.16 The sec-

ond trend is the adoption of a much wider defi nition of each of the components of 

the terminology based on the provisions of the IPOA-IUU. As an example, Chile 

has developed a defi nition of IUU fi shing in its NPOA-IUU which is much 

broader than what is provided for under the IPOA-IUU. According to paragraph 

3 of the Chilean NPOA-IUU:

Illegal fi shing means extractive fi shing activities carried out by industrial or artisanal ship 

owners with or without a vessel or by domestic or foreign vessels, in waters under national 

jurisdiction or on the high seas, in violation of standing domestic regulations or those 

established by Regional or International Agencies, regardless of Chile’s condition of party 

or non-party thereof.

Also considered illegal fi shing is the use of resources in violation of standing interna-

tional and national regulations, in activities such as processing, trade or transportation of 

such resources or by-products.

Unregulated fi shing activities are those carried out over aquatic animals, in respect of 

which no management measures are applied and that are not in accordance to the respon-

sibilities of the State in terms of conservation of marine resources in light of international 

law; and those activities carried out by vessels without nationality or those operating in an 

area subject to the application of management measures by a Regional Organisation, 

which fl ag a fl ag of a State that is not part of such organisation.

Unreported fi shing means such fi shing activities that have not been reported on a timely 

basis or that have been reported in an imprecise manner to the competent authority, in 

violation of domestic and international regulations.17

In terms of measures adopted to address IUU fi shing, most NPOA-IUU only 

either list or describe measures available in existing fi sheries regulations. The 

NPOA-IUU of Ghana, Seychelles, Tonga, Spain, New Zealand, Namibia, and 

Zambia also focus on recommended actions that would need to be taken in order 
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18 Canada, National Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing, March 2005.

19 Australian NPOA-IUU, Annex 4 with Attachment 1.
20 Australian NPOA-IUU, Annex 5.
21 IPOA-IUU, paras. 9.1, 28, and 78–84.
22 Commission of the European Communities, Communication from the Commission, Community 

Action Plan for the Eradication of Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, COM(2002) 180 
fi nal, Brussels, 28 May 2002.

to address gaps in the existing policy and legal framework on fi sheries. These 

recommendations largely conform to the provisions of the IPOA-IUU.

Other States take a broader strategic approach in addressing IUU fi shing. 

Canada, for example, in its NPOA-IUU provides for the review and strengthen-

ing of its fi sheries policies through efforts to streamline fi sheries programmes, 

modernising the governance of fi sheries, amendment of its Fisheries Act, and 

implementation of the Atlantic Fisheries Policy Review.18 Canada’s NPOA-IUU 

also includes measures to improve MCS operations and dockside monitoring pro-

gramme, and implementation of market related measures, as well as proposals to 

strengthen RFMO mechanisms to address IUU fi shing. Similarly, Australia has 

highlighted specifi c measures and actions taken by its states and territory govern-

ments to ensure responsible fi sheries management, particularly with respect to 

addressing illegal and unreported fi shing for particular species such as abalone, 

rock lobster and fi nfi sh.19 Furthermore, Australia has included in its NPOA-IUU 

the cooperative efforts it is undertaking with Papua New Guinea in the Torres 

Strait region and the support it provides in the Pacifi c to address IUU fi shing.20

4.3.3 Regional Plans of Action

The IPOA-IUU does not specifi cally call for the development of regional plans of 

action to combat IUU fi shing; however this is implied from several references to 

cooperation between and among States and the role of RFMOs to combat IUU 

fi shing.21 In regional areas outside the framework of RFMOs, some States have 

entered into cooperative arrangements to address common problems of IUU fi sh-

ing. The EU is one of the fi rst regional organisations to adopt a Community action 

plan in 2002 for the eradication of IUU fi shing.22 The Community Action Plan 

contained 15 actions related to the control of nationals, identifi cation and moni-

toring of IUU vessels, identifying and quantifying illegal catches, certifi cation 

and documentation of catch, improvement of information on fi shing vessels, 

international cooperation, and provision of assistance for developing States to 

control illegal fi shing. Four years later, the EU adopted a Strategy to Combat IUU 

Fishing which shifted the focus from fl ag State implementation to the control 

of IUU-caught fi sh and fi shery products from third countries which enter the 
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23 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, On the new strategy for the 
Community to prevent, deter, and eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, Brussels, 
17.10.2007, COM(2007) 601 fi nal.

24 Examples of these criticisms include the possible exclusion of products from developing States 
from the EU markets due to stricter controls and the lack of capability of States in implementing 
certifi cation systems for fi shery products. See Consultation on the Elaboration of a new Strategy 
against IUU fi shing by the European Community, Response Document Resulting from a Stake-
holder Consultation Meeting, Brussels, 20 February 2007, http://ec.europa.eu/fi sheries/cfp/external_
relations/illegal_fi shing_en.htm, 16 March 2007, at 4.

25 The RPOA was approved by Indonesia, Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Malaysia, 
Papua New Guinea, The Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Timor-Leste and Vietnam. See Joint 
Ministerial Statement, Regional Ministerial Meeting on Promoting Responsible Fishing Practices 
including Combating Illegal, Unreported, Unregulated (IUU) Fishing in the Region, Bali, Indonesia, 
04 May 2007; Regional Plan of Action (RPOA) to Promote Responsible Fishing Practices including 
Combating Illegal, Unreported, Unregulated (IUU) Fishing in the Region, Bali, Indonesia, 04 May 
2007.

EU market.23 This strategy aims to fi ll the gap in the enforcement of fi sheries 

regulations to cover fi shing vessels entering EU waters and fi sh and fi shery prod-

ucts that enter EU territories. Despite a number of criticisms on the strategy,24 the 

EU Strategy to Combat IUU Fishing has become the basis for the adoption of the 

EU Regulation on IUU Fishing which is discussed in Chapter 10.

In the Southeast Asian region, the Regional Plan of Action (RPOA) to Promote 

Responsible Fishing, including Combating IUU Fishing in the Region was 

adopted in 2007.25 The RPOA draws on core principles from already established 

international fi sheries instruments for promoting responsible fi shing practices, 

including the IPOA-Sharks, IPOA-Capacity, IPOA-IUU, IPOA-Seabirds, and the 

FAO Model Scheme on Port State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing. The objec-

tive of the RPOA is to enhance and strengthen the overall level of fi sheries man-

agement in the region. The actions adopted under the RPOA cover conservation 

of fi sheries resources and their environment, managing fi shing capacity, and com-

bating IUU fi shing in three areas: the South China Sea, the Arafura-Timor Seas, 

and the Sulu-Sulawesi Seas (Celebes Sea).

The range of actions adopted under the RPOA include the compilation of infor-

mation on artisanal and industrial fi shing, assessment of the current status of fi sh 

stocks, trade fl ows and markets; improvement of data collection systems; sharing 

of information about vessels, fi shing effort, catch levels, fi sh landings and sales 

of fi sh and fi sh products; development of a regional approach to identify, compile 

and exchange information on vessels; introduction of management measures to 

prevent overfi shing and reduction of overcapacity; cooperation to manage strad-

dling stocks; and provision of assistance to traditional, artisanal and small scale 

fi sheries. The RPOA also calls on its participants to standardise catch and landing 

documentation and implement trade certifi cation schemes for high value  products, 
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26 See reports of the Workshop on Monitoring, Control and Surveillance for the Implementation 
of the Regional Plan of Action to Promote Responsible Fishing Practices including Combating IUU 
Fishing in the Region, 4–6 March 2008, Bali, Indonesia; Pre-meeting of the Regional Plan of Action 
to Promote Responsible Fishing Practices including Combating IUU Fishing in the Region 
Coordination Committee on Monitoring, Control and Surveillance for the implementation of the 
RPOA, 28 April 2008, Manila, Philippines.

27 Southern African Development Community, Statement of Commitment by SADC Ministers 
Responsible for Marine Fisheries on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, 04 July 2008, 
Windhoek, Namibia, Preamble.

28 SADC Statement of Commitment, para. 15.

monitor and control the transshipment of fi sheries resources, strengthen MCS 

measures, and implement fl ag and port State measures.

A Coordination Committee comprising offi cials from participating States has 

been established in order to provide strategic advice to the RPOA members. 

Regular meetings are held to discuss and monitor the implementation of the 

RPOA. At its initial meeting, fi ve strategic priority areas were identifi ed by RPOA 

participating countries for the purpose of strengthening and implementing further 

measures. These areas are MCS, coastal State responsibilities, regional capacity 

building, evaluation of the current resource and management situation in the 

region, and port State measures.26 Although the implementation of the RPOA is 

at its early stages, RPOA participating countries are cooperating and coordinating 

their activities to implement the regional plan of action. Some of the RPOA mem-

bers have adopted domestic measures consistent with the RPOA actions. Brunei 

for example, has developed a national plan of action to combat IUU fi shing based 

on the RPOA.

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) is another regional 

organisation that has undertaken actions to combat IUU fi shing. In July 2008, a 

Statement of Commitment by SADC Ministers Responsible for Marine Fisheries 

on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing was adopted. Four priority areas 

have been identifi ed by SADC: improving regional and inter-regional coopera-

tion; strengthening of fi sheries governance and legal frameworks to eliminate 

illegal fi shing; development of a regional MCS strategy; and strengthening of 

MCS capacity.27 The SADC Statement of Commitment also pledged to imple-

ment no later than 2010, measures consistent with the IPOA-IUU and the FAO 

Model Scheme on Port State Measures, such as vessel monitoring system, pro-

gressive ban on transshipment at sea in the SADC region, and prohibition of port 

access to IUU vessels.28 In order to achieve the goals set under its Statement of 

Commitment, SADC directed its offi cials to work towards developing a plan of 

action by June 2009.

Other regional economic and political organisations have recognised the prob-

lem of IUU fi shing and encourage cooperation among their members to address 

this concern. The Asia Pacifi c Economic Cooperation (APEC) for example, has 
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29 Asia Pacifi c Economic Cooperation (APEC), Seoul Oceans Declaration, Adopted at the First 
APEC Ocean-related Ministerial Meeting, 25–26 April 2002, Seoul, Korea, para. 6.
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Blueprint, Adopted at the 14th ASEAN Summit, 26 February-01 March 2009, Cha-am, Phetchaburi, 
Thailand, para. B.4.1.xiv.

33 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Trade and Agriculture 
Directorate, Past Work Programmes, www.oecd.org. Accessed on 15 March 2009.

34 The Task Force members included ministers from Australia, Canada, Chile, Namibia, New 
Zealand, and the UK.

35 See High Seas Task Force, Closing the Net: Stopping Illegal Fishing on the High Seas, 
Governments of Australia, Canada, Chile, Namibia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, WWF, 
IUCN and the Earth Institute at Columbia University (London: DEFRA, 2006).

called on its member economies to eliminate IUU fi shing in the region,29 particu-

larly through the use of at-sea, port State, and trade related measures in accord-

ance with international law.30 APEC has also endeavoured to assess the extent 

and impacts of IUU fi shing in the region.31 More recently, the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) adopted a Political-Security Community 

Blueprint which called for close cooperation among ASEAN member States to 

address non-traditional security issues such as IUU fi shing, including through the 

implementation of the IPOA-IUU and the establishment of an ASEAN Fisheries 

Consultative Forum.32 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) has also adopted a programme of work for its Committee 

for Fisheries to study the environmental, economic and social effects of IUU 

fi shing.33

A less formal example of cooperation at a multilateral level is the creation of a 

Ministerially led Task Force on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing on 

the High Seas in 2003 by a group of fi sheries ministers and international non-

government organisations.34 The High Seas Task Force developed an action plan 

designed to combat IUU fi shing on the high seas and identifi ed nine practical 

initiatives to expose and deter IUU fi shing activities. These activities include the 

commitment to the International MCS Network, development of a global infor-

mation system on high seas fi shing vessels, adoption of a preliminary set of 

guidelines on fl ag State performance, improvement of port State controls, and 

addressing the specifi c needs of developing States.35 The members of the High 
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36 United Kingdom, The UK Action Plan on Implementing the Recommendations of the High Seas 
Task Force on Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported (IUU) Fishing, May 2006.

37 FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries No. 9, supra note 3, at 12
38 IPOA-IUU, para. 18.
39 IPOA-IUU, para. 18.
40 For example, the fi nal preambular paragraph of the LOSC provides that: “Affi rming that 

matters not regulated by this Convention continue to be governed by rules and principles of inter-
national law”.

41 LOSC, Art. 92.
42 These qualifi cations, as outlined in the Article 116 of the LOSC, are treaty obligations, the 

rights and duties as well as the interests of coastal States provided in Article 63 paragraph 2, and 
Articles 64 to 67, and the provisions of Part VII Section 2 of the LOSC.

Seas Task Force continue to conduct activities to achieve these proposed initia-

tives. The United Kingdom has adopted an action plan to implement the recom-

mendations of the High Seas Task Force on IUU Fishing.36

4.4 State Control over Nationals

According to the FAO, “(o)ne of the reasons why IUU fi shing has been such a 

persistent problem is that many States have not been successful in controlling the 

fi shing activities of their nationals”.37 Accordingly, the IPOA-IUU identifi es State 

control over their nationals as one of the primary measures to be addressed by 

“All States” to combat IUU fi shing.38 The implementation of the control of nation-

als requirements under the IPOA-IUU is to be achieved in accordance with the 

relevant provisions of the LOSC and “without prejudice to the primary responsi-

bility of the fl ag State on the high seas.”39

The LOSC, which permits States to draw on general international law,40 gives 

exclusive jurisdiction over events on board a vessel on the high seas to the fl ag 

State.41 One of the recognised bases of criminal jurisdiction in international law is 

jurisdiction based on the nationality of the perpetrator of a criminal act. This is 

often referred to as the active nationality principle. There is therefore no funda-

mental principle which would prevent a State from enacting a law that punishes 

its nationals for taking part in IUU fi shing operations, even if that national is on 

board a vessel fl ying the fl ag of another State.

In the context of the IPOA-IUU, an important preliminary question is the defi -

nition of “nationals”. This issue is important because under international law, 

nationals can be defi ned to include individuals, companies and vessels. The start-

ing point for a discussion of the scope and content of the control of national 

requirement is the LOSC. Article 116 of the LOSC grants all States “the right for 

their respective nationals to engage in fi shing on the high seas” subject to specifi c 

qualifi cations.42 Article 117 of the LOSC then goes on to provide that: “All States 

have the duty to take, or to cooperate with other States in taking such measures 
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43 For a discussion of this term in the context of the high seas provisions of the LOSC, see William 
Edeson, ‘Tools to AIUU Fishing: the Current Legal Situation’, in FAO, Report of and Papers 
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for their respective nationals as may be necessary for the conservation of the liv-

ing resources of the high seas.” Article 118 of the LOSC further requires States 

whose nationals fi sh on the high seas to cooperate in conserving and managing 

living resources on the high seas. Finally, Article 119(3) of the LOSC requires 

States whose nationals fi sh on the high seas to cooperate in conserving the living 

resources on the high seas, and in so doing, “shall ensure that conservation meas-

ures and their implementation do not discriminate in form or in fact against fi sh-

ermen of any State.”

Signifi cantly, all these articles use the term “national” or “fi shermen,” thus 

suggesting that the term “nationals” takes its ordinary meaning of individuals of 

the relevant nationality. The narrow approach taken by the LOSC is in contrast to 

the preceding 1958 Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living 

Resources of the High Seas, where it is apparent that the term “nationals” is used 

in a different way. It is defi ned in Article 14 of the 1958 High Seas Fishing 

Convention retained the traditional meaning of “nationals” as “fi shing boats or 

craft of any size having the nationality of the State concerned, according to the 

law of that State, irrespective of the nationality of the members of their crews”. 

However, this defi nition was dropped from the LOSC.

The initiative to develop a global plan of action to address IUU fi shing has 

taken up the matter of control of nationals. In this regard, the IPOA-IUU 

provides:

18. In the light of Article 117 of the 1982 UN Convention, and without prejudice to the 

primary responsibility of the fl ag State on the high seas, each State should, to the greatest 

extent possible, take measures or cooperate to ensure that nationals subject to their juris-

diction do not support or engage in IUU fi shing. All States should cooperate to identify 

those nationals who are operators or benefi cial owners of vessels involved in IUU 

fi shing.

19. States should discourage their nationals from fl agging fi shing vessels under the juris-

diction of a State that does not meet its fl ag State responsibilities.

What is interesting about these provisions is that the term “nationals” has been 

used with a deliberate ambiguity. On the one hand, it was merely a call to use 

existing jurisdiction over nationals on the basis of the so called active nationality 

principle of jurisdiction in international law. On the other hand, it was also 

intended to leave untouched the ambiguous reference in Articles 116 to 119 of the 

LOSC about the use of that term.43
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In the context of combating IUU fi shing, using jurisdiction over nationals may 

be considered as the last throw of the dice—in other words, if all else fails, a 

State may urge the State whose nationality an individual bears to take action. 

While the right of a State to exercise jurisdiction over its nationals wherever they 

are is not in dispute, there are important practical problems associated with this 

type of jurisdiction. A critical problem arising out of jurisdiction over nationals 

is a practical one: how does the State effectively enforce such jurisdiction in 

its law?

Apart from the issues of determining nationality and having dual nationality, 

there are likely to be evidential problems in cases dealing with nationals outside 

the jurisdiction of one State, for example witnesses to an event might not be read-

ily accessible or documentary evidence may not be easily obtained. There may 

also be diffi culties in obtaining custody of the alleged offender if the events 

occurred on board a foreign fi shing vessel. Thus, while the control of nationals 

provision in the IPOA-IUU is an important addition to the weaponry for tackling 

IUU fi shing at a theoretical level, there may not be many opportunities at the 

practical level to use it.

The possibility of a person being subject to more than one jurisdiction is 

another real issue granting that many people have dual nationality these days. 

The line of defence against second prosecutions could be to put in a clause to 

the effect that, where one State has already exercised jurisdiction over a national 

in respect of the same offence, whether that led to a conviction or not, then 

another State should not exercise jurisdiction over that offence. Another approach 

is to rely on the fact that most States have fundamental human rights provisions 

which will or at least should protect a person from autrefois convict and autrefois 
acquit. In other words, if a person has already been convicted or acquitted in 

respect of the same offence, then that person should not be punished a second 

time. The unknown element here is whether the human rights provisions would 

operate in respect of an offence committed elsewhere under the laws of another 

State.

A particularly strong example of the implementation of the control of nationals 

requirements is found in s 133E of the New Zealand Fisheries Act 1996 which 

give effect to the UN Fish Stocks Agreement:

(1) No New Zealand national may use a vessel that is not registered under the Ship 

Registration Act 1992, or a tender of that vessel, to take (by any method) on the high seas 

any fi sh, aquatic life, or seaweed for sale, or to transport any fi sh, aquatic life, or seaweed 

taken on the high seas, except in accordance with an authorisation issued by a state speci-

fi ed in subsection (2).

The authorisations referred to in subsection 2 may be issued by a Party to either 

the UN Fish Stocks Agreement or the FAO Compliance Agreement, or by a State 

that is Party to or has accepted the obligations of a global regional or subregional 
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organisation or arrangement to which the authorisation relates.44 The provision 

relates further to an authorisation by a State that “(i) is a signatory to the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement; and (ii) has legislative and administrative mechanisms to 

control its vessels on the high seas in accordance with that agreement.”45 Any 

person who contravenes this provision commits an offence and is liable to a 

penalty. Section 113F of the New Zealand Fisheries Act 1996 also provided a 

number of exemptions from the application of s 113E.46 The importance of 

this provision is that it does not leave action solely to the fl ag State to con-

trol unauthorised fi shing on the high seas. However, one important safeguard is 

written into the New Zealand legislation, namely that the consent of the 

 Attorney-General is required before proceedings can be instituted under these 

provisions.47 These provisions are mechanisms intended to ensure that the pri-

macy of the jurisdiction of the fl ag State is protected, as well as providing a means 

of avoiding the risk of double jeopardy, jurisdictional confl icts, and other diffi cul-

ties which might arise.

The application of the New Zealand legislation was given its judicial test in 

2007 in the case of Ministry of Fisheries v Tukunga.48 The defendants in this case, 

Sekope Tukunga, a Tongan citizen who has New Zealand permanent residence 

and Glen John Boyes, a New Zealand citizen, were charged with offences pursu-

ant to s 113A of the New Zealand Fisheries Act 1996, namely that they took or 

transported fi sh in the national fi sheries jurisdiction of Australia other than in 

accordance with the laws of that jurisdiction. The key question before the Court 

was whether New Zealand had jurisdiction to prosecute the defandants under the 

control of nationals provisions of the Fisheries Act 1996 and whether a person 

who holds a foreign passport but who resides in New Zealand and holds perma-

nent New Zealand residency is a “New Zealand national” for the purposes of 

s 113A. The court examined all the complexities associated with implementing 

the control of nationals requirements under relevant international fi sheries instru-

ments such as the LOSC, UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and the IPOA-IUU and 

convicted the defendants accordingly.
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The Court justifi ed the conviction of Boyes, a New Zealand citizen on the 

grounds that assertion of such jurisdiction is justifi ed by the LOSC, UN Fish 

Stocks Agreement and the IPOA-IUU. The court decided that “(n)o authority is 

needed for the proposition that, apart altogether from treaty law, international law 

recognises the right of states to legislate in respect of the conduct of their own 

nationals wherever such conduct may have occurred.”49 Additionally, “the inter-

national instruments collectively demonstrate the purpose of the international 

community to control illegal, unregulated and unreported fi shing, by mandating 

states parties to legislate in respect of their own nationals and ships fl ying their 

own fl ags, wherever such nationals and such ships might be found.”50 In relation 

to the fi rst defendant, the Court held that Mr Tukunga was born in Tonga, is not a 

New Zealand citizen, and does not hold a New Zealand passport. However, the 

defi nition of a “New Zealand national” in s 2 of the Fisheries Act 1996 is wider 

than that, and relevantly includes “a person who is ordinarily resident in New 

Zealand”. It follows that, in principle, a foreign passport holder who is ordinarily 

resident in New Zealand can be a “New Zealand national” for the purposes of 

s 113A”.51

4.5 Elimination of Economic Incentives

The IPOA-IUU requires States to avoid providing subsidies and economic sup-

port to companies, vessels or persons that are involved in IUU fi shing.52 The FAO 

provides that there is no justifi cation for States to continue assisting those who 

carry out IUU fi shing.53

Provision of subsidies occurs in different fi shing regions of the world. In the 

Caribbean region, subsidised fuel, duty concessions on the purchase of fi shing 

gear, equipment, fi shing boats and engines, and subsidised loans to fi shers are 

provided.54 In the South Pacifi c, although governments no longer provide signifi -

cant subsidies to their fi sheries, many of the fi sheries in this region were  developed 

49 Ibid., para. 40.
50 Ibid., para. 42.
51 Ibid., para. 54. The court decided that should counsel determine that an issue remains as to 

whether Mr Tukunga is a “New Zealand national” for the purposes of s 113A, they will agree on a 
set of facts upon which to argue the issue. See para. 139 of the Ministry of Fisheries v Tukunga 
(2007).

52 IPOA-IUU, para. 23.
53 FAO Technical Guidelines No. 9, supra note 3, at 17.
54 FAO, Report of the Third Ad Hoc Meeting of Intergovernmental Organisations on Work 

Programmes Related to Subsidies in Fisheries, Rome, Italy, 23–25 July 2003, FAO Fisheries Report 
No. 719 (Rome: FAO), at 3.
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with the support of subsidies.55 The EU fi sheries support reached nearly USD600 

million in 1990, excluding the support provided by individual States.56

As discussed in Chapter 3, the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing 

Measures provides a concrete defi nition of subsidies to include grants, loans, 

equity infusion, loan guarantees, tax credits, provision of goods and services 

other than general infrastructure, and government support of prices and incomes.57 

In the case of fi sheries, the FAO categorises different forms of subsidies such as 

direct government payments to or on behalf of the industry; tax waivers and 

deferrals; government fi shery loans; loan guarantees and insurance; implicit pay-

ment to, or charges against, the fi sheries industry; and other general programmes 

that affect fi sheries.58 More specifi cally, fi sheries subsidies under these categories 

include grants to purchase new or old vessels; vessel decommissioning payments; 

compensation for damage to fi sh stocks; transport subsidies; fuel tax exemption; 

and grants to small fi sheries and direct aid to participants in specifi c fi sheries.59 If 

paragraph 23 of the IPOA-IUU on the elimination of subsidies and economic 

support is read consistent with the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and 

Countervailing Measures, it would mean than these fi sheries subsidies should be 

denied from those involved in IUU fi shing. It also implies that a mechanism 

would need to be in place in order to determine whether a vessel owner or com-

pany is entitled to receive subsidies based on a record of compliance with fi sher-

ies regulations.

Subsidies in fi sheries are associated with overcapacity in the fi shing fl eet and 

inadvertently cause IUU fi shing. Some economic incentives also create negative 

environmental effects as they tend to reinforce overfi shing and overinvestment in 

fi sheries60 not only in the EEZ but also on the high seas.61 In such cases, the elimi-

nation of economic incentives on the basis of the IPOA-Capacity applies.
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Some of the proposed methods for the reduction of excess capacity include 

fl eet reduction programmes, including buy back schemes,62 which is referred to 

as conservation subsidies and one of the incentive blocking measures to control 

fi shing fl eet capacity.63 Examples of the States which have operated buy back 

programmes include Japan, the U.S., Canada, Norway, Australia and some EU 

member States.64

62 A buy back programme buys and removes vessels, licences or vessel capacity units from a fl eet 
to decrease capacity. See J.M. Ward, J.E. Kirkley, R. Metzner, and S. Pascoe, Measuring and 
Assessing Capacity in Fisheries. 1. Basic Concepts and Management Options, FAO Fisheries 
Technical Paper No. 433/1 (Rome: FAO, 2004) at 33.

63 FAO, Report of the FAO Technical Working Group on the Management of Fishing Capacity, 
La Jolla, United States of America, 15–18 April 1998 FAO Fisheries Report No. 586 (Rome: FAO, 
1998), at para. 59.

64 FAO Fisheries Technical Paper No. 433/1, supra note 62, at 33.
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Chapter Five

Flag State Measures

5.1. Freedom of the High Seas and Flag State Jurisdiction

The freedom of the seas, as propounded by Hugo Grotius in the 1600s, has 

evolved into one of the principles of customary international law known as the 

freedom of the high seas. It began as an attempt to contest the monopoly of Spain 

and Portugal over trade and navigation to what was called the ‘New World’.1 

In his dissertation, Grotius stated that “the sea is common to all, because it is 

so limitless that it cannot become a possession of any one, and because it is 

adapted for the use of all, whether we consider it from the point of view of navi-

gation or of fi sheries.”2 Since then, this doctrine has been widely proclaimed 

and supported3 and has been the legal basis for the development of fl ag State 

jurisdiction.

The freedom of the high seas was codifi ed in the 1958 Convention on the High 

Seas and the LOSC. Under the 1958 Convention on the High Seas, the freedom 

of the high seas includes the freedom of navigation, freedom of fi shing, freedom 

to lay submarine cables and pipelines, and freedom to fl y over the high seas.4 

Other types of high seas freedom were later on added under the LOSC, to include 

the freedom to construct artifi cial islands and other installations and the freedom 

of scientifi c research.5 Related to these freedoms is the right of every State to sail 

ships fl ying its fl ag on the high seas,6 signifying the primacy of the authority of 
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the fl ag State of the vessels. This right, however, is subject to a number of condi-

tions. Article 87 of the LOSC provides that these freedoms are to be exercised 

under the conditions laid down by the LOSC and by other rules of international 

law, with due regard for interests of other States in their exercise of the freedom 

of the high seas, and also with due regard for rights with respect to the activities 

in the Area.7 Similarly, as part of the freedom of fi shing, all States have the right 

for their nationals to engage in fi shing on the high seas, subject to the provisions 

of the LOSC, treaty obligations, and rights and duties as well as interests of 

coastal States with respect to shared and straddling stocks.8

As will be explained in this chapter, fl ag State duties with respect to fi sheries 

conservation and management are embodied in the LOSC, the FAO Compliance 

Agreement, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and the FAO Code of Conduct for 

Responsible Fisheries. Under international law, the fl ag State has the duty to con-

trol the fi shing activities of its vessels, no matter where they operate. If the vessel 

is fi shing in the waters of the fl ag State, the jurisdiction of the fl ag State is exclu-

sive. If the vessel is fi shing on the high seas, the fl ag State has the exclusive 

responsibility for controlling the activities of the vessel. However, as will be dis-

cussed in later chapters, a number of international agreements have given States 

other than the fl ag State, certain rights to take action with respect to fi shing ves-

sels on the high seas in order to ensure that such vessels do not undermine inter-

national conservation and management measures. Vessels fi shing in waters under 

the sovereignty and sovereign rights of coastal States are also subject to the 

enforcement jurisdiction of that coastal State.

The IPOA-IUU emphasises the need for a State to ensure that vessels fl ying its 

fl ag do not engage in IUU fi shing. International fi sheries instruments such as the 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement and FAO Compliance Agreement further provide the 

requirement for a fl ag State to authorise vessels to fi sh only when the State is able 

to exercise effectively its responsibilities with respect to the activities of its ves-

sels.9 The fact that IUU fi shing activities continue to be a global fi sheries problem 
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suggests the failure of fl ag States to exercise effective control over their vessels.10 

In order to combat IUU fi shing and discharge their duties, fl ag States are required 

under the IPOA-IUU and other international instruments to adopt four general 

measures to effectively address IUU fi shing: fi shing vessel registration, authori-

sation to fi sh, record of fi shing vessels, and fl ag State enforcement actions.

5.2. Fishing Vessel Registration

The LOSC provides the right of every State to sail ships fl ying its fl ag on the high 

seas.11 This right is balanced with the obligation to fi x the conditions for the grant 

of its nationality to ships, for the registration of ships in its territory, and for the 

right to fl y its fl ag.12 Article 91(1) of the LOSC also provides that “there must 

exist a genuine link between the State and the ship”. On the basis of these condi-

tions, ships acquire the nationality of the State whose fl ag they are entitled to fl y 

and are required to sail under the fl ag of that State only.13 The LOSC further pro-

vides that a ship may not change its fl ag during a voyage or while in a port of call, 

except in the case of a real transfer of ownership or change of registry.14 Apart 

from these general provisions, the LOSC does not elaborate on the conditions 

that may be imposed by fl ag States to register vessels.

There are two aspects of vessel registration. The fi rst pertains to the public law 

function of registration which includes the allocation of a vessel to a specifi c 

State and subjection of the vessel to the jurisdiction of that State. It also involves 

the conferment of the right to fl y the fl ag, the right to diplomatic and naval pro-

tection, and the right to engage in activities such as fi shing.15 The second pertains 

to the private law functions of registration including the protection of the title of 

the registered owner and the preservation of priorities between persons holding 

security interests over the vessel such as mortgages, liens, and encumbrances.16 

A vessel that is registered and given the right to fl y the fl ag of a State is entered 

into a public record or a Register, and sometimes in the case of fi shing vessels, a 

Register of Fishing Vessels.
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The FAO Code of Conduct and the FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible 

Fisheries No. 1 provide some guidance for States in allocating their fl ags to fi sh-

ing vessels. According to the FAO Code of Conduct and the FAO Technical 

Guidelines, a fl ag State needs to ensure that vessels to which it has allocated its 

fl ag carry onboard the original Certifi cate of Registry or a document that would 

attest to the nationality of the fi shing vessels.17 In the case of a newly built or 

newly sold fi shing vessel en-route to the fl ag State, the FAO Technical Guidelines 

provide that a fl ag State may issue a document in which it calls on all other States 

to recognise that the vessel is sailing under its protection.18 On arrival in the new 

fl ag State, a Certifi cate of Registry or a Provisional Certifi cate of Registry would 

normally be issued.19 In the case of closure of registry, a fl ag State may require 

information such as the reason for closure (i.e. decommissioning, scrapping, or 

sale), and if applicable the names(s) and nationality or nationalities of the new 

owners.20 The details of the closure must then be submitted to the appropriate 

international organisations and to State Parties to any relevant international 

agreement.21

International law imposes obligations on a fl ag State to effectively exercise its 

jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical, and social matters over ships 

fl ying its fl ag.22 Effective control and jurisdiction over fi shing vessels are there-

fore not only limited to the registration of fi shing vessels but also to generally 

accepted international regulations on the construction, equipment, seaworthiness 

of ships, safety at sea, and labour standards, which are embodied in IMO and ILO 

conventions, regulations, and standards. The LOSC provides the requirement for 

a fl ag State to adopt measures necessary to ensure:

That each ship, before registration and thereafter, is surveyed by a qualifi ed • 

surveyor of ships, and has on board navigational equipment and nautical publi-

cations appropriate for the safe navigation of ships;

That each ship is in the charge of a master and offi cers who possess appropriate • 

qualifi cations; and

That the master, offi cers, and to the extent appropriate, the crew are fully con-• 

versant with and required to observe international regulations concerning 

the safety of life at sea, the prevention of collisions, the prevention, reduction 
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and control of marine pollution, and the maintenance of communications 

by radio.23

Consistent with the general fl ag State duty to exercise jurisdiction and control in 

administrative, technical, and social matters over ships, the safety and labour 

standards for fi shing vessels are covered under the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol 

for the Safety of Fishing Vessels,24 the 1995 International Convention on Training, 

Certifi cation and Watchkeeping for Fishing Vessels (STCW-F),25 as well as a 

number of fi shing vessel safety codes and voluntary guidelines.

Similar to the FAO Compliance Agreement, the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol 

for the Safety of Fishing Vessels applies to fi shing vessels of 24 metres in length 

and over.26 The Annexes to the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol provide regulations 

for the construction and equipment of fi shing vessels, which include the require-

ment to conduct an initial survey, and periodical surveys and inspections at appro-

priate intervals, on the vessel to ensure their safety.27 An International Fishing 

Vessel Safety Certifi cate is issued if a vessel complies with the requirements 

of these regulations. In terms of certifi cation of fi shing vessel crew, the 1995 

STCW-F provides the specifi c minimum requirements for the certifi cation of per-

sonnel on board various types of fi shing vessels, particularly open and decked 

fi shing vessels of less than 12 metres, decked fi shing vessels of 12 metres in 

length and over but less than 24 metres or fi shing vessel with less than 750 kW 

propulsion power, and fi shing vessels of 24 metres in length and over or with 

750 kW propulsion power and more. While these regulations promote the safety 

of fi shing vessels, they are yet to be fully implemented because of the lack of rati-

fi cation of the 1993 Torremolinos Protocol and STCW-F by fi shing States.

The uniform standards formulated jointly by FAO, ILO, and IMO on the Code 

of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels (Fishing Vessel Code) also provide 

some guidelines on promoting the improvement of safety and health on board 

fi shing vessels. The Fishing Vessel Code provides information on the use of navi-

gational equipment, mechanical equipment, and safety on deck.28 The Code also 

covers the safety of fi shing operations, particularly trawling, purse seining, 

Danish seining, longline fi shing, tuna pole and line fi shing, and fi sh and ice 
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 handling, which are not discussed in any other international guidelines or codes. 

The FAO, ILO, and IMO have also formulated guidelines on the construction and 

design of smaller fi shing vessels from 12 metres to 24 metres, as well as meas-

ures to protect and accommodate crew on these vessels.29 The additional focus on 

smaller fi shing vessels is necessary if proper fl ag State jurisdiction is to be exer-

cised, since such vessels comprise the majority of the world’s fi shing fl eet and are 

distributed across coastal waters. The structure and technological capacities and 

training needs of personnel in such vessels vary greatly from large vessels.

Effective jurisdiction and control of States in social matters over ships fl ying 

their fl ags further involves the adherence to maritime labour standards. These 

standards are related to the minimum age, medical examination, accommodation, 

articles of agreement, competency certifi cates, vocational training, and hours of 

work, which are included in the comprehensive Maritime Labour Convention of 

2006, and the most recently adopted Work in Fishing Convention 2007 (No. 188) 

and Work in Fishing Recommendation 2007 (No. 199).30 These conventions 

provide the overall responsibility of fl ag States to ensure the rights of fi shers in 

relation to their service on board fi shing vessels, as well as to adopt laws and 

regulations that will ensure fi shing vessel owners are responsible for making 

available to fi shers agreements that will address their living and working 

conditions.

In addition, the Work in Fishing Convention 2007 specifi cally provides that 

“(E)ach member shall effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control over ves-

sels that fl y its fl ag by establishing a system for ensuring compliance with the 

requirements of this Convention including, as appropriate, inspections, reporting, 

monitoring, complaint procedures, appropriate penalties and corrective measures, 

in accordance with national laws or regulations.”31 As part of compliance and 

enforcement mechanisms under the Convention, State parties are required to 

establish an effective system of inspection and issuance of documents concerning 

living and working conditions onboard fi shing vessels.32 As a safeguard, each 

State party is required to apply the Work in Fishing Convention in such a way as 

to ensure that fi shing vessels fl ying the fl ag of any State that has not ratifi ed this 

Convention do not receive more favourable treatment than fi shing vessels that fl y 

the fl ag of any Member that has ratifi ed it.33
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Another fl ag State duty is to establish requirements for the marking of fi shing 

vessels in accordance with the FAO Standard Specifi cations for the Marking and 

Identifi cation of Fishing Vessels.34 These standard specifi cations are based on the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Radio Call Signs (IRCS) system 

which is an established international system from which the identity and nation-

ality of vessels can be readily determined. Under these standard specifi cations, 

vessels should be marked with their IRCS.35 Vessels to which an IRCS has not 

been assigned shall be marked with characters allocated by the ITU to the fl ag 

State, followed by the licence or registration number assigned by the fl ag State.36 

According to the FAO Standard Specifi cation for the Marking and Identifi cation 

of Fishing Vessels, apart from the name of the vessel or identifi cation mark and 

the port of registry required by international practice or national legislation, the 

marking system shall be the only other vessel identifi cation mark consisting of 

letters and numbers to be painted on the hull or superstructure.37 Technical speci-

fi cations are also provided on the use of letters and number and display of the 

marking on the fi shing vessels.38

Flag States are also required to mark fi shing gears in accordance with uniform 

and internationally recognisable vessel gear marking systems.39 The FAO has 

proposed legal and technical measures for the marking of fi shing gears. The FAO 

Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries provide that national legislation 

should contain a requirement for the marking of fi shing gear and fi shing imple-

ments, including nets, lines and fi sh aggregating devices (FADs), in order to iden-

tify the owner of the gear.40 Furthermore, the FAO has developed proposals that 

call for the adoption of a system for the marking of fi shing gears that will refl ect 

the special requirements of vessels fi shing on the high seas, vessels fi shing in 

waters of States other than those of the fl ag State, and vessels of a coastal State 

fi shing in its own waters.41

The IPOA-IUU enumerates other measures that a fl ag State needs to take into 

consideration when registering fi shing vessels. These include requirements for 

the State to ensure that fi shing vessels fl ying its fl ags, including chartered vessels, 
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do not engage in IUU fi shing,42 the requirement to avoid fl agging vessels with a 

history of non-compliance,43 and the requirement to deter vessels from refl agging 

or fl ag-hopping for the purposes of non-compliance with conservation and man-

agement measures.44 Under the IPOA-IUU, a fl ag State is required to avoid fl ag-

ging vessels with a history of non-compliance except under two conditions. The 

fi rst condition is where the ownership of the vessel has subsequently changed and 

the new owner has provided suffi cient evidence demonstrating that the previous 

owner or operator has no further legal, benefi cial or fi nancial interest in, or con-

trol of, the vessel.45 The second condition is when the fl ag State determines that 

fl agging the vessel would not result in IUU fi shing.46 Similar measures are pro-

vided in other international instruments.47

Two major interrelated issues emerge from the fl ag State duty to register and 

exercise effective jurisdiction and control over vessels fl ying its fl ag. These issues 

relate to the concept of a genuine link and controlling the activities of vessels fl y-

ing the fl ags of non-parties to regional fi sheries management agreements. Article 

91 of the LOSC provides the right of every State to register and grant its national-

ity to ships. The same article states that “(t)here must exist a genuine link between 

the State and the ship.” The acquisition by a vessel of the nationality of a State 

generates legal rights and obligations for both the vessel and the fl ag State.48 The 

genuine link requirement would also allow the fl ag State to regulate the opera-

tions of its vessels, ensure that such vessels comply with fi sheries conservation 

and management measures, and consequently ensure that those vessels do not 

engage in IUU fi shing. Although the genuine link concept has been discussed 

since the First United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS I);49 

its scope and content are yet to be elaborated clearly in international law.

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) con-

siders the concept of a genuine link as an economic link.50 UNCTAD maintains 
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that several elements are normally relevant in determining whether a genuine link 

exists. These elements include: the contribution of the merchant fl eet to the 

national economy of the country; the treatment of revenues and expenditure of 

shipping in the national balance of payment accounts; the employment of nation-

als on vessels; and the benefi cial ownership of vessels.51 Hence, it can be said that 

a vessel which fl ies the fl ag of an open registry State is one that has no real eco-

nomic connection with the country whose fl ag it fl ies.52 In this case, the exercise 

of effective jurisdiction and control by a fl ag State, whether it is a traditional reg-

ister or open register State, is a separate issue.

The International Tribunal on the Law for the Sea (ITLOS), in the M/V Saiga 

case, decided that the purpose of the LOSC on the need for a genuine link between 

a ship and a fl ag State is “to secure more effective implementation of the duties of 

the fl ag State and not to establish criteria by reference to which the validity of the 

registration of ships in a fl ag State may be challenged by another State.”53 The 

meeting of the Joint FAO/IMO Ad Hoc Working Group on IUU Fishing in 2001 

suggested that there is little benefi t in defi ning the concept of genuine link; but 

rather that States focus on what might constitute effective fl ag State control over 

fi shing vessels.54

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) sug-

gests that the problem with the identifi cation of the benefi cial owners of vessels 

not only lies with the ship registration procedures of a fl ag State but also with the 

general corporate instruments that provide the principal measures to effectively 

cloak the identity of vessel owners.55 The ability of corporations to be registered 

as owners of vessels provide mechanisms whereby nominee shareholders, 

nominee directors, corporate shares, or intermediaries may act on the behalf of 

owners.56 Similarly, there are institutional means that require the minimal involve-

ment of benefi cial owners.57 Although more common in open registries, these 
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mechanisms are also available to fi shing vessels fl agged to States with traditional 

registers. In such cases, a fl ag State would need to strengthen its corporate gov-

ernance framework that includes at the very least, mechanisms that would enable 

authorities to maintain and obtain information on benefi cial ownership and share 

such information with other regulators and enforcement authorities, both domes-

tically and internationally, taking into account confi dentiality of information.58

The vagueness of the concept of genuine link is also usually associated with 

two issues related to IUU fi shing. The fi rst issue is the increasing number of fi sh-

ing vessels fl ying the fl ags of open register States while the second is the continu-

ous refl agging of vessels, or fl ag-hopping, for the purposes of avoiding compliance 

with conservation and management measures. However, while vessels fl ying the 

fl ags of open register States are more likely to engage in IUU fi shing, there is no 

guarantee that vessels fl ying the fl ag of traditional register States do not engage in 

IUU fi shing. All fl ag States share a common problem when it comes to IUU fi sh-

ing, which is the lack of effective control over fi shing vessels.

A number of case studies illustrate the good level of jurisdiction and control 

exercised by open register States over their fi shing vessels. For example, Belize 

has been reported to have taken 17 enforcement actions against fi shing vessels on 

its registry from 1997 to 2001.59 Such enforcement actions included the imposi-

tion of fi nes as well as the deletion of vessels from its registry.60 Cyprus and 

Panama have taken similar actions, including the imprisonment of owners or 

operators of the vessels.61 These examples do not suggest, however, that open 

register States are more effective in addressing IUU fi shing nor imply that estab-

lishing a genuine link between the vessel and the fl ag State is not ideal. They 

merely show that even with the absence of a real connection between the vessel’s 

owners and the fl ag State, mechanisms are available to all fl ag States to exercise 

effective control over fi shing vessels to combat IUU fi shing.

Compared to other international agreements, the 1986 Convention on the 

Registration of Ships (Ship Registration Convention),62 although not yet in force, 

sets out more detailed requirements for the registration of ships. The Ship 
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Registration Convention aims to strengthen the genuine link between a fl ag State 

and vessels entitled to fl y its fl ag, including bareboat chartered vessels, by pro-

viding conditions that would determine the legitimate interest of owners or oper-

ators in the management and operation of their vessels. These conditions include 

the identifi cation of the owner and operator of the vessels,63 the participation of 

the nationals of the fl ag State in the operation of the vessels,64 manning of ships,65 

and establishment of the principal place of business of the shipowning company 

in the territory of the fl ag State.66 Although the Ship Registration Convention is 

not in force, it can potentially form the basis for any future initiative by the FAO 

to provide some guidelines with respect to the registration and establishing the 

genuine link of fi shing vessels.67

There is no internationally agreed registration system exclusively for fi shing 

vessels. Similarly, most national vessel registration processes do not distinguish 

fi shing vessels from other vessels, hence contributing to the failure to address 

specifi c issues related to the registration of fi shing vessels. A good benchmark 

practice is EU procedures for communicating information about the characteris-

tics and identifi cation features of EU vessels. These procedures include the 

requirement for EU member States to collect and transmit vessel information to 

the European Commission for inclusion on its fi shing vessel register, including: 

the internal number;68 updating indicator;69 country of registration; fl ag; registra-

tion number; name of vessel; port of registration, international radio call sign; 

external marking; type(s) of fi shing gear; length overall; length between perpen-

diculars; tonnage; engine power; hull material; date of entry into service; year of 

construction; importing/exporting country; name of agent; agent’s address; name 

of owner; owner’s address; and place of construction.70 These data requirement 

seem numerous, however, they do not include information that would disclose 

the history of ownership and nationality of a fi shing vessel.
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Another shortcoming of the international ship registration requirements is that 

they do not adequately respond to the issue of refl agging of fi shing vessels to 

avoid compliance with fi sheries laws and regulations. Measures related to the 

jurisdiction and control in the administrative, technical, and social matters of ves-

sels do very little to address concerns about fl ag hopping. While the collection of 

information that would clearly identify owners and operators of vessels is impor-

tant, it is argued that unless the activities of such vessels are closely monitored, 

the frequency of refl agging of a particular vessel would be diffi cult to trace.

A practical approach to avoid the continuous refl agging of fi shing vessels for 

the purpose of avoiding compliance with fi sheries laws and regulations is to 

require vessel owners seeking to register fi shing vessels to provide full informa-

tion on previous owners and fl ag States, and explain any frequent changes in the 

registration of the vessel.71 Should a pattern of possible fl ag-hopping emerge from 

such information, it may be presumed that the vessel has been used in IUU fi sh-

ing72 and be denied the right to fl y the fl ag of that State. This approach would also 

enable a fl ag State to identify persons or entities with legitimate interest in the 

fi shing vessel and those who may be held responsible for the activities of the 

vessel.

Flag States would also need to address the issue of the registration of chartered 

fi shing vessels to ensure that such vessels do not engage in IUU fi shing. To this 

end, paragraph 37 of the IPOA-IUU provides that “States involved in a chartering 

arrangement, including fl ag States and other States that accept such arrangements, 

should, within the limits of their respective jurisdictions, take measures to ensure 

that chartered vessels do not engage in IUU fi shing”. To achieve this, transpar-

ency in the chartering arrangement would need to be required. For example, a 

fl ag State would need to require the foreign register to provide details of the legal 

owners, mortgages, liens, and other encumbrances.73 The underlying registration 

would also need to be cancelled for the period of the charter.74

In order to effectively address IUU fi shing, there is further need for States to 

register all types and categories of fi shing vessels.75 This would enable States to 

assess the history of compliance of fi shing vessels before they are granted the 

right to fl y their fl ag.76 Maintaining a register of all types of fi shing vessels, for 

example small scale and commercial fi shing vessels, would also facilitate the 
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monitoring of the activities of such vessels within national jurisdiction and on the 

high seas. Admittedly, the implementation of these measures may pose a chal-

lenge particularly for developing States considering the signifi cant number of 

small and traditional fi shing vessels that operate in their coastal waters.

5.3. Authorisation to Fish

A fl ag State can exercise effective control over fi shing vessels not only through 

vessel registration but also through the issuance of licences or authorisations to 

fi sh. The IPOA-IUU provides the link between the two measures. Paragraph 40 

of the IPOA-IUU provides that fl ag States would need to consider conducting the 

separate functions of registration and licensing of fi shing vessels in a manner that 

ensures each gives appropriate consideration to the other. For example, a fl ag 

State should consider making its decision to register a fi shing vessel conditional 

upon it being prepared to provide an authorisation to fi sh to that vessel.77 

Furthermore, according to the FAO Compliance Agreement, if a fi shing vessel 

that has been authorised to be used for fi shing on the high seas by a Party to the 

Agreement ceases to be entitled to fl y the fl ag of that Party, the authorisation to 

fi sh on the high seas shall be deemed to have been cancelled.78 Since the func-

tions of fi shing vessel registration and licensing often fall under the jurisdiction 

of different authorities, cooperation and information sharing between responsible 

agencies at the national level will be critical.79

A fl ag State has the duty to issue licences to fi shing vessels on the high seas, 

including in areas managed by RFMOs to which the fl ag State is a member. 

Similarly, a fl ag State needs to provide licences to vessels fi shing in areas under 

the jurisdiction of a coastal State where an access agreement or arrangement 

exists. Under international fi sheries instruments, there is a requirement for a fl ag 

State to ensure that only vessels with authorisations to fi sh conduct operations in 

areas under the jurisdiction of RFMOs or on the high seas.80 Article III(5)(a) of 

the FAO Compliance Agreement specifi cally provides that no Party shall author-

ise any fi shing vessel previously registered in the territory of another Party 

that has undermined the effectiveness of international conservation and manage-

ment measures to be used for fi shing on the high seas, unless it is satisfi ed that 

two conditions have been met. The fi rst condition is where any period of suspen-

sion by another Party of an authorisation to fi sh on the high seas has expired. 
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The second condition is where no authorisation to fi sh on the high seas for such 

fi shing vessel has been withdrawn by another Party within the last three years. 

Article III(5)(b) extends to fi shing vessels previously registered in the territory of 

a State which is not a Party to the FAO Compliance Agreement, provided that 

suffi cient information is available on the circumstances in which the authorisa-

tion to fi sh was suspended or withdrawn. A fl ag State Party to the Agreement 

may issue an authorisation to fi sh to a vessel if the ownership of that vessel has 

subsequently changed, and the new owner has provided suffi cient evidence dem-

onstrating that the previous owner or operator has no further legal, benefi cial or 

fi nancial interest in, or control of the fi shing vessel.81 A fl ag State may also issue 

an authorisation to fi sh if, after having taken into account all relevant facts, that 

fl ag State has determined that to grant an authorisation to fi sh on the high seas to 

the vessel would not undermine the object and purpose of the FAO Compliance 

Agreement.82

The effectiveness of a fi shing vessel licensing system to combat IUU fi shing 

does not solely depend on the issuance of a valid authorisation to fi sh, but more 

specifi cally on the enforcement of the terms and conditions of a fi shing licence. 

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that one of the duties of a fl ag State is 

to establish regulations for the application of certain terms and conditions on a 

fi shing licence;83 however, it does not provide any details on these terms and 

conditions.

The IPOA-IUU enumerates some of the conditions under which a fi shing 

licence may be issued. A fi shing licence must contain basic information such as 

the name of the vessel, and where appropriate, the natural or legal person author-

ised to fi sh, as well as the areas, scope and duration of the authorisation, and 

authorised species and fi shing gear and other applicable management measures.84 

Additional conditions that may be attached to fi shing licences, include:

vessel monitoring systems;• 

catch reporting conditions;• 

conditions related to transshipment, if permitted;• 

observer coverage;• 

maintenance of fi shing and related logbooks;• 

navigational equipment;• 

marking of fi shing vessels and gears according to international standards;• 

use of internationally recognised fi shing vessel identifi cation number; and• 
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compliance with measures related to maritime safety, protection of the marine • 

environment, and other conservation and management measures.85

One of the conditions that would need to be included in every authorisation to 

fi sh is the requirement for the recording and timely reporting of vessel position, 

catch of target and non-target species, fi shing effort and other relevant fi sheries 

data in accordance with sub-regional, regional and global standards for the col-

lection of data.86 Fisheries data that would need to be reported include: time series 

of catch and effort statistics; total catch in number, nominal weight, or both, by 

species (both target and non-target); discard statistics reported as number or nom-

inal weight by species; effort statistics for each fi shing method; and fi shing loca-

tion, date and time fi shed and other statistics on fi shing operations.87 Means to 

verify the accuracy of reported data also need to be developed by the fl ag State, 

such as routine inspections at port and use of independent observers on board 

vessels.

The marking of fi shing vessels is also an important condition of an authorisa-

tion to fi sh. Although such a condition may vary in detail in particular circum-

stances, an authorisation to fi sh would need to include a requirement to provide 

information relating to the gear type, principal target species,88 the reporting of 

fi shing gear lost, abandoned or otherwise discarded, as well as the disposal of old 

and unwanted fi shing gears.89 The authorisation to fi sh would also need to include 

conditions relating to the deployment of fi sh aggregating devices (FADs), type of 

FADs to be used, their location, and the fi shing activities permitted around 

FADs.90

Authorisation to fi sh must also ensure that transport and support vessels do not 

support or engage in IUU fi shing. To this end, fl ag States are required under the 

IPOA-IUU to ensure that all fi shing, transport and support vessels involved in 

transshipment at sea have a prior authorisation to transship.91 As such, a fi shing 

licence may include requirements relating to the date and location of all their 

transshipments of fi sh at sea, the weight by species and area of the catch trans-

shipped, information related to the identifi cation of the vessels involved in trans-

shipment, and the port of landing of the transhipped catch.92

The conditions of a fi shing licence also need to take into account the regulatory 

regime present on the high seas where a fi shing vessel is entitled to conduct its 
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operations. These conditions include the obligations under conservation and man-

agement measures of an RFMO to which the fl ag State is a member and any other 

internationally agreed fi sheries management measures. Similarly, if a State has 

entered into an agreement or an arrangement with another State under which fi sh-

ing vessels fl ying its fl ag are entitled to fi sh, the fl ag State may also impose condi-

tions on the authorisation to fi sh based on the provisions of the agreement.

The mere imposition of these conditions would not result in control of fl ag 

States of the activities of their fi shing vessels. Flag State control would not be 

effective without the capacity to monitor the compliance of fi shing vessels with 

the terms and conditions of their licences. Furthermore, since breach of any of the 

conditions of a fi shing licence is illegal fi shing, the measures that a fl ag State 

adopts to address such violations would determine how effective a licensing sys-

tem is to combat IUU fi shing.

5.4. Record of Fishing Vessels

Related to the obligations of registering and licensing fi shing vessels is the 

requirement under international fi sheries instruments for States to maintain a 

record of fi shing vessels.93 A record of fi shing vessels is a record of vessels enti-

tled to fl y the fl ag of a State which are authorised to fi sh on the high seas. Article 

VI(1) of the FAO Compliance Agreement enumerates the information that is 

required to be entered in a record of fi shing vessels, including the name of fi sh-

ing vessel, registration number, previous names (if known), and port of registry; 

previous fl ag (if any); name and address of owner or owners; where and when 

built; type of vessel; and length. Non-mandatory information that may be entered 

in the record of fi shing vessels and provided to the FAO under the FAO Com-

pliance Agreement include the name and address of operator(s) or manager(s), 

types of fi shing method(s), moulded depth, beam, gross register tonnage, and 

power of main engine or engines.94 Article 4 of Annex I of the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement also provides for the collection of similar vessel related data, although 

it does not specifi cally require Parties to include such data in their record of fi sh-

ing vessels.

Article VI of the FAO Compliance Agreement provides the basis for the 

establishment of the High Seas Vessels Authorization Record (HSVAR), a data-

base available on the FAO website which contains distinctive and descriptive ele-

ments of vessels fi shing on the high seas, as well as information on their 

identifi cation, registration, authorisation status, infringements, and other related 
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information.95 For the purpose of HSVAR, fi shing vessels include any vessels 

used or intended for use for the commercial exploitation of living marine re -

sources, including mother ships and any other vessels directly engaged in such 

fi shing operations.96

The HSVAR was developed in 1995 when FAO requested States which have 

accepted the FAO Compliance Agreement to provide data on vessel authorisation 

to facilitate the testing of the database. The U.S., Canada, Norway, Japan, and the 

EU initially agreed to provide the requested information which resulted in the 

inclusion of 5,672 fi shing vessels in the database.97 In 2003, the FAO reminded 

States which have accepted the Agreement to comply with their obligations under 

Article VI, particularly on the exchange of information on vessels authorised to 

fi sh on the high seas. There are now 5,943 fi shing vessels from 12 States on the 

HSVAR database.98

In addition to the information provided under Article VI of the FAO Compliance 

Agreement, the IPOA-IUU also identifi ed the following information that may be 

included in a record of fi shing vessels: the previous names of the fi shing vessel, if 

any and if known; name, address and nationality of the natural or legal person in 

whose name the vessel is registered; name, street address, mailing address and 

nationality of the natural or legal persons responsible for managing the opera-

tions of the vessel; name, street address, mailing address and nationality of natu-

ral or legal persons with benefi cial ownership of the vessel; name and ownership 

history of the vessel, and, where this is known, the history of non-compliance by 

that vessel, in accordance with national laws, with conservation and management 

measures or provisions adopted at a national, regional or global level; and vessel 

dimensions, and where appropriate, a photograph, taken at the time of registra-

tion or at the conclusion of any more recent structural alterations, showing a side 

profi le view of the vessel.99

This information not only pertains to the basic characteristics of fi shing vessels 

but also determines the history of registration and benefi cial ownership of ves-

sels, as well as the history of non-compliance with conservation and management 

measures adopted at the national, regional, or global levels. The IPOA-IUU also 

provides that fl ag States may require the inclusion of this information in their 

record of fi shing vessels on fi shing vessels that are not authorised to fi sh on the 
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high seas.100 Such information will enable States to identify fi shing vessels which 

have engaged in IUU fi shing.

The international obligation to establish and maintain a national record of fi sh-

ing vessels is intended to enable a fl ag State to effectively exercise control over 

its vessels. Chapter 9 analyses the measures adopted by RFMOs that require fl ag 

States to submit records of vessels authorised to fi sh in the areas of competence 

of RFMOs. Together, national and RFMO records of fi shing vessels are effective 

means not only to establish the reporting obligations of fi shing vessels but also to 

determine the history of their fl ags and ownership. However, for the purpose of 

ascertaining that fi shing vessels are not engaged in IUU fi shing, the information 

provided in the records of fi shing vessels may not suffi ce because such records do 

not necessarily include details on the actual operations of a fi shing vessel, for 

example data on catches, transshipment, landings, or violations of national and 

regional fi sheries regulations. Therefore, there is need for the record of fi shing 

vessels to be integrated with relevant databases on quota allocations, catch and 

landing statistics, post-harvest activities, refuelling and resupply activities, 

number and type of violations, and other fi sheries related information in order to 

allow States to establish whether a fi shing vessel has engaged in or supported 

IUU fi shing. Records of fi shing vessels would also need to be linked to registers 

of fi shing vessels.

Similar challenges exist with respect to the maintenance of an international 

record of fi shing vessels such as HSVAR. Apart from the lack of apparent con-

nection between the general details of fi shing vessels and their fi shing activities, 

there are other issues related to the maintenance of HSVAR. HSVAR is limited to 

the scope of application of the FAO Compliance Agreement; hence, the database 

only includes vessels of 24 metres in length and over which are authorised to fi sh 

on the high seas. HSVAR is known to contain poor quality and inadequate quan-

tity of data.101 For example, there is inadequate information on the benefi cial 

owners of vessels because such information is not frequently provided to FAO by 

fl ag States.102 This is linked with the third problem with the implementation of 

HSVAR which is that not all States provide their vessel information to be included 

in the database.

In order to address these issues, FAO convened an Expert Consultation on 

the Development of a Comprehensive Global Record of Fishing Vessels, 

Refrigerated Vessels, and Fishing Support Vessels in February 2008 to deter -

mine the feasibility of a global record and how such an initiative can be 
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progressed.103 The Expert Consultation considered four options. The fi rst option 

is to rename HSVAR the FAO Global Record. The second option is to develop or 

extend HSVAR into a new and extensive vessel database. This could be done by 

combining the existing HSVAR data with data from Lloyds Register Fairplay, 

RFMOs registries and State registries, to produce a comprehensive Global Record 

of vessels. The third option is to amend the HSVAR-related provisions of the 

FAO Compliance Agreement and the contents of the database in order to estab-

lish the Global Record. The new regime is considered to correct the shortcomings 

in the existing regime. The fourth option is to attach the Global Record to a new 

legally binding instrument, such as the FAO Port State Measures Agreement. The 

Expert Consultation recommended that the FAO Committee on Fisheries (COFI) 

consider progressing the Global Record through both mandatory and market 

driven approaches such as the use of international binding or non-binding instru-

ments and any other means such as catch certifi cation, trade documentation and 

port State measures.104

Since the FAO Global Record aims to include all types and sizes of vessels, 

including refrigerated transport vessels and supply vessels, the Expert Consultation 

proposed a phased approach starting with vessels of 100GT and above, followed 

by vessels of 55GT and above but less than 100GT, and then fi nally by vessels of 

10GT and above but less than 55GT.105 It was further agreed that the Global 

Record would need to use a system of unique vessel identifi ers which would not 

change, even if a vessel changed fl ag, owner or name.106

A number of legal and operational issues must be resolved in establishing a 

Global Record of Fishing Vessels. There is a need to determine the legal basis for 

the submission of fi shing vessel information to the global record. The operational 

requirements for the creation and maintenance of a global record and its technical 

and fi nancial implications for developing States would need to be considered. 

The proposed extensive coverage of the global record may impose a burden on 

some States to collect data from a large number of fi shing vessels. Another issue 

that needs to be considered is the determination of the main purpose of the Global 

Record of Fishing Vessels and how States may use the information included in 

the record. It is essential to determine if the global record will only be a database 

of vessel information or if it will provide any legal basis for determining whether 

a fi shing vessel has engaged in IUU fi shing. Although a Global Record of Fishing 

Vessels will provide a complete picture of the fi shing capacity in the world, this 
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initiative is quite ambitious and may require considerable amount of effort and 

resources to establish and maintain. Without clear and specifi c objectives and 

proper implementation, the Global Record of Fishing Vessels may not be an 

effective global tool to combat IUU fi shing.

5.5. Flag State Enforcement

Article 94(5) of the LOSC provides that in exercising effective jurisdiction and 

control over its vessels, the fl ag State is required to take any steps which may be 

necessary to secure observance of generally accepted international regulations, 

procedures and practices. Article 217 of the LOSC specifi cally provides the 

enforcement powers of a fl ag State with respect to the control, reduction, and 

prevention of marine pollution. Article 217(1) provides the right and obligation 

of fl ag States to provide effective enforcement of relevant rules, standards, laws 

and regulations, irrespective of where a violation occurs. A fl ag State is required 

to investigate any matter, cooperate with other States, institute proceedings, and 

take other actions with respect to any alleged violation involving any maritime 

casualty, incident of navigation, serious injury to nationals of another State, or 

damage to ships or the marine environment.107 A fl ag State is also required to 

promptly inform other relevant States and international organisations of the out-

come of any investigation or action taken against the vessel.108

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement lays down the obligations of a State to ensure 

that fi shing vessels fl ying its fl ag comply with subregional and regional conserva-

tion and management measures for straddling and highly migratory fi sh stocks. 

Article 19 of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that the duties of a fl ag 

State are to:

enforce measures irrespective of where the violations occur;• 

investigate immediately and fully any alleged violation of subregional or • 

regional conservation and management measures, which may include the phys-

ical inspection of the vessels concerned, and report promptly to the State alleg-

ing the violation on the progress and outcome of the investigation;

require any vessel fl ying its fl ag to give information to the investigating author-• 

ity regarding vessel position, catches, fi shing gear, fi shing operations and 

related activities in the area of the alleged violation;

if satisfi ed that suffi cient evidence is available in respect of an alleged viola-• 

tion, refer the case to its authorities with a view to instituting proceedings with-

out delay in accordance with its laws, and detain the vessel if appropriate;
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ensure that the vessel does not engage in fi shing operations on the high seas • 

until such time as all outstanding sanctions imposed by the fl ag State in respect 

of the violation has been complied with; and

carry out investigations and judicial proceedings expeditiously.• 

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement also provides the obligation of a fl ag State to 

cooperate with other States in enforcing subregional and regional conservation 

and management measures. A fl ag State conducting an investigation of an alleged 

violation of conservation and management measures for straddling and highly 

migratory fi sh stocks may request the assistance of any other State whose coop-

eration may be useful in the conduct of that investigation.109 A fl ag State has a 

further duty to cooperate with the coastal State where one of its fi shing vessels 

has conducted unauthorised fi shing to take appropriate enforcement action.110 In 

cases where a fl ag State is a Party to a subregional or regional fi sheries manage-

ment agreement or arrangement, it may take action in accordance with estab-

lished procedures under that agreement or arrangement.111

In general therefore, a fl ag State is required to take enforcement measures with 

respect to its vessels which act in contravention of internationally agreed conser-

vation measures, conservation and management measures adopted by RFMOs, 

and bilateral agreements or arrangements. Flag State enforcement action is neces-

sary to combat IUU fi shing. The effectiveness of fl ag State enforcement action, 

however, will depend on a sound framework for fi sheries sanctions, which include 

making the contravention of international conservation measures an offence 

under national legislation.112 Similarly, non-compliance with measures adopted 

under bilateral, subregional, or regional agreements or arrangements would need 

to be considered an offence under national laws.

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement and the FAO Compliance Agreement provide 

that sanctions for violating high seas fi sheries conservation and management 

measures may involve the withdrawal or suspension of the authorisation to fi sh of 

a vessel by the fl ag State.113 The FAO Compliance Agreement provides that if a 

fi shing vessel, previously registered in another State, has undermined the effec-

tiveness of international conservation and management measures, the State Party 

to the Agreement may refuse to issue an authorisation to fi sh.114 A fi shing licence 

may also be withdrawn, suspended, or cancelled if a fi shing vessel has contra-

vened the provisions of the FAO Compliance Agreement.115 Under the UN Fish 
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Stocks Agreement the authorisation to fi sh of a vessel may be cancelled if the 

master of the vessel refuses, upon the direction of the fl ag State, to submit to high 

seas boarding and inspection procedures.116 A vessel which has engaged in a seri-

ous fi sheries violation may not engage in fi shing on the high seas until all out-

standing sanctions imposed by the fl ag State have been met.117

With respect to areas of the high seas managed by RFMOs, members of 

regional fi sheries and economic organisations have the primary responsibility as 

fl ag States to take enforcement actions against their vessels which are believed to 

have carried out IUU fi shing activities. In addition to the power of the fl ag States 

to institute sanctions against vessels fl ying their fl ags, RFMOs can also adopt 

trade related sanctions such as the prohibition of imports or landings to effec-

tively address IUU fi shing activities. These measures are further discussed in 

Chapter 9.
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Chapter Six

Coastal State Measures

6.1 General Framework for Coastal State Measures

The declaration of fi sheries zones and exclusive economic zones (EEZ) by coastal 

States in the 1970s and 1980s resulted in the vast areas of the most lucrative fi sh-

ing grounds coming under coastal State jurisdiction. The subsequent adoption of 

the LOSC displayed the old freedom of fi shing for most parts of the oceans and 

provided the legal basis for coastal States to manage, control, regulate and obtain 

economic rent from distant water fi shing nations seeking access to their EEZs.

The establishment of fi sheries zones and EEZs created favourable conditions 

for IUU fi shing in a number of ways. The sheer size of these zones placed enor-

mous burden on coastal States in terms of effective management and enforcement 

of jurisdiction, thus providing fertile ground for IUU fi shing. A classic illustra-

tion of this problem is in the South Pacifi c islands region where EEZ claims have 

resulted in large areas of ocean space coming under the fi sheries jurisdiction of 

Pacifi c Island States. For example, Kiribati has an EEZ of 3.1 million square km 

and a land area of only 690 square km, resulting in a land to sea ratio of 1:6000.1 

Additionally, problems such as marginal high seas fi shing, underreporting and 

misreporting of fi sh catches, the use of effi cient and destructive fi shing technol-

ogy and the widespread refl agging of fi shing vessels, result in the increase in IUU 

fi shing activities in the waters of Pacifi c Island States.

Recognising the constraints facing many coastal States in policing their EEZs, 

the IPOA-IUU identifi es a number of tools that coastal States can use to prevent, 

deter and eliminate IUU fi shing. Paragraph 51 of the IPOA-IUU provides that 

“(i)n the exercise of the sovereign rights of coastal States for exploring and 

exploiting, conserving and managing the living marine resources under their 

jurisdiction, in conformity with the LOSC and international law, each coastal 

State should implement measures to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing in 

the exclusive economic zone.”2 The IPOA-IUU then goes on to enumerate eight 

specifi c measures, including effective monitoring, control and surveillance 
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(MCS), cooperation and exchange of information with other States, issuance of 

valid authorisations to fi sh, maintenance of records of fi shing vessels, mainte-

nance of logbooks, control of at-sea transhipment, regulation of fi shing access 

and avoiding granting licences to vessels with known history of IUU fi shing.3 It 

is worth noting that the various coastal State measures identifi ed in paragraph 51 

of the IPOA-IUU are not new, but simply reiterate the existing powers available 

to coastal States under the LOSC.

In practical terms, many of the coastal State measures outlined in IPOA-IUU 

overlap with the actions that may be taken by all States, fl ag States and port States 

to combat IUU fi shing. For example, in cases where IUU fi shing activities are 

conducted by vessels fl ying the fl ag of the coastal State itself, the coastal State is 

also the fl ag State. As such, the coastal State would also need to discharge its 

duties as a fl ag State with respect to its vessels operating in the EEZs of other 

States and on the high seas. The coastal State will also be acting under the 

umbrella of “All States” in implementing some of the measures identifi ed by the 

IPOA-IUU in respect of All State Responsibilities discussed in Chapter 4. In 

addition, the coastal State will be acting as a port State if it takes action to pro-

hibit IUU fi shing vessels from entering into its ports. Because of these overlaps, 

it is important for coastal States to develop comprehensive measures across all 

areas of action identifi ed by the IPOA-IUU to effectively combat IUU fi shing. 

This chapter focuses on a range of measures which are particularly unique to 

coastal States.

6.2 Coastal State Fisheries Jurisdictional Framework

The LOSC provides the primary legal framework for coastal State measures to 

combat IUU fi shing. As discussed in Chapter 3, the LOSC recognises two broad 

maritime zones that come under the jurisdiction of coastal States. These are zones 

under the sovereignty of coastal States (comprising the internal waters, archipe-

lagic waters and territorial seas); and zones under the sovereign rights of coastal 

States (encompassing the EEZ and the continental shelf). For fi sheries purposes, 

it is important to note that the contiguous zone is part of the EEZ.

In terms of the sanctions imposed by the coastal State on IUU fi shers, coastal 

State measures in maritime zones under sovereignty would need to be distin-

guished from coastal State measures in maritime zones under sovereign rights. 

This is precisely because the LOSC only constraints the exercise of fi sheries pow-

ers by coastal States in maritime zones under sovereign rights, leaving the coastal 

State with more fl exibility in its maritime zones under sovereignty.
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6.2.1 Coastal State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing in Maritime 
Zones under Sovereignty

The internal waters, archipelagic waters and territorial sea fall under the full 

 sovereignty of coastal States. Sovereignty under international law is absolute and 

is limited only by the expressed international obligations of States.4 The LOSC 

does not contain specifi c provisions on the management of fi sheries resources in 

these zones.5

Consistent with coastal State sovereignty, the navigational freedoms permitted 

by the LOSC also place some limitations on foreign fi shing vessels traversing 

maritime zones under the sovereignty of coastal States. For example the laws and 

regulations that the coastal State is permitted to implement relating to innocent 

passage of foreign vessels through its territorial sea include the conservation of 

the living resources of the sea.6 It is a violation of the right of innocent passage 

for a foreign vessel to engage in any fi shing activities while passing through the 

territorial sea of the coastal State.7 Similarly, in straits used for international navi-

gation, most of which fall within territorial seas, the coastal State has the power 

to regulate fi shing vessels, including the stowage of fi shing gear.8 Some States 

have specifi cally adopted provisions in their national legislation on maritime 

zones in this regard.9

For various policy reasons, including food security and protection of artisanal 

fi sheries, many coastal States prohibit the licensing of foreign fi shing vessels in 

their territorial seas and archipelagic waters.10 Unlike the EEZ, the LOSC also 

does not constrain the enforcement powers of the coastal State for fi sheries viola-

tions by foreign fi shing vessels in maritime zones under its sovereignty. The 

coastal State measures proposed by the IPOA-IUU to combat IUU fi shing only 

apply in the EEZ.11 This is more a recognition of the sovereignty of coastal States 
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in the maritime zones under their sovereignty to take any actions they deem fi t, 

and not a suggestion that IUU fi shing does not take place in the internal waters, 

archipelagic waters and territorial sea.

Some coastal States draw a distinction between penalties for fi sheries viola-

tions in maritime zones under their sovereignty and violations in the EEZ. For 

example, under the Australian Fisheries Management Act 1991 (Cth), the penalty 

for using a foreign fi shing vessel in the territorial sea within the Australian 

Fisheries Zone12 include both fi ne and imprisonment, while only fi nes apply for a 

similar offence in the Australian Fisheries Zone outside the territorial sea.13 Strict 

liability also applies to fi sheries offences in the territorial sea.14 Similarly, under 

the Territorial Waters Act of Grenada, any foreign vessel found guilty of fi shing 

in the territorial sea is liable on conviction to a fi ne not exceeding $10,000 or 

imprisonment for a term not exceeding fi ve years or both; or on summary convic-

tion to a fi ne not exceeding $5,000 or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 

2 years of both.15

Other States, however, do not distinguish between zones under sovereignty 

and EEZs in applying sanctions. For example, in Indonesia, any person who 

intentionally conducts prohibited fi shing activities within the fi sheries manage-

ment areas (which includes archipelagic waters, the territorial sea and the EEZ) is 

liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding ten years or a fi ne of up to two 

billion rupiahs.16 The lack of distinction between penalties for fi sheries violations 

in zones under sovereignty and zones under sovereign rights is the legacy of 

the 1970s practice of fi sheries zone declarations extending from the baseline to 

200 nautical miles. The key issue for coastal States in this category is the danger 

of contravening the fi sheries enforcement limitations under Article 73 of the 

LOSC in respect of violations by foreign fi shing vessels in the EEZ. The enforce-

ment power of coastal States and its limitations are discussed in the succeeding 

sections.

6.2.2 Coastal State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing in Maritime 
Zones under Sovereign Rights

The two maritime zones of jurisdiction subject to the sovereign rights of the 

coastal State are the EEZ and the continental shelf. The jurisdictional competence 
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of the coastal State in the EEZ and on the continental shelf is characterised by the 

LOSC in terms of “sovereign rights” as opposed to “sovereignty ”. The concept 

of sovereign rights means that the coastal State only has a right of jurisdiction 

that is related to specifi c purposes identifi ed in the LOSC.17 Beyond the specifi ed 

purposes, the coastal State has no jurisdiction over foreign vessels and their activ-

ities. The sovereign rights of coastal States extend to the exploration, exploita-

tion, conservation, and management of natural resources of the seabed, subsoil 

and superjacent waters.18

The coastal State’s sovereign rights on the continental shelf apply largely to 

non-living resources, but also to sedentary species, defi ned as “organisms which, 

at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed or are unable 

to move except in constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil.”19 

Globally, IUU fi shing on the continental shelf is not yet a signifi cant issue largely 

because of the physical constraints on fi shing on the continental shelf.20 In 

 practice, coastal States exercise continental shelf fi sheries enforcement powers 

through EEZ fi sheries powers.

Articles 62(4) and 73 of the LOSC provide the scope and content of coastal 

State measures to combat IUU fi shing in the EEZ which are enumerated in para-

graph 51 of the IPOA-IUU. Article 62(4) which deals largely with licensing of 

foreign fi shing vessels requires nationals of other States fi shing in the EEZ to 

comply with the conservation measures and with the other terms and conditions 

established in the laws and regulations of the coastal State. Article 73(1) of the 

LOSC reinforces Article 62(4) by providing the scope of the enforcement powers 

of the coastal State in respect of both licensed and unlicensed fi shing vessels. The 

enforcement powers of the coastal State under Article 73(1) include boarding, 
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inspection, arrest and judicial proceedings, as may be necessary to ensure com-

pliance with the laws and regulations adopted by the coastal State.

Article 62(4) of the LOSC is primarily directed at licensed fi shing vessels 

while Article 73(1) addresses both licensed and unlicensed fi shing vessels. In 

theory, the two Articles combined provide the framework for coastal States to 

combat IUU fi shing. However, the critical challenge facing many coastal States is 

their capacity to develop and effectively implement the necessary tools to give 

effect to these provisions of the LOSC.

6.3 Monitoring, Control and Surveillance

The implementation of measures under Articles 62(4) and 73(1) of the LOSC to 

combat IUU fi shing requires effective MCS measures, which have been identi-

fi ed as the “best hope for preventing, deterring, and eliminating IUU fi shing.”21 

Accordingly, the IPOA-IUU calls on States to apply specifi c MCS related meas-

ures from the commencement of the fi shing activity to the fi nal destination of 

caught fi sh.22 These measures include the issuance of fi shing licences; mainte-

nance of a record of fi shing vessels; implementation of vessel monitoring system 

(VMS); observer programmes; boarding and inspection measures; acquisition, 

storage, and dissemination of MCS data; training and education of all persons 

involved in MCS operations; and promoting understanding of MCS in national 

judicial systems.23

Following the defi nitions outlined by FAO, MCS is generally defi ned as 

having three distinct, but interrelated components:

Monitoring – the continuous requirement for the measurement of fi shing effort character-

istics and resource yield;

Control – the regulatory conditions under which the exploitation of the resources may be 

conducted; and

Surveillance – the degree and types of observations required to maintain compliance with 

the regulatory controls imposed on fi shing activities.24

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) has adopted a similar 

defi nition of MCS. According to the SADC Protocol on Fisheries, monitoring is 
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not only limited to the requirement to measure fi shing effort but also involves the 

collection and analysis of fi sheries and all fi sheries-related activities.25 SADC 

defi nes control to include the enforcement of legal and administrative measures,26 

and considers surveillance as not limited to “observations” but also the supervi-

sion of fi shing activities to ensure compliance with control measures.27

Traditionally the term MCS has been associated with deterrence, principally 

law enforcement, through boarding and inspections at sea. Currently however, 

MCS is viewed differently and has two aspects, namely, preventative MCS and 

deterrent MCS.28 Both aspects of MCS provide information to support the design 

and implement fi sheries management plans at national and regional levels, as 

well as enforce such plans.

There are three spatial components of MCS: land, sea, and air.29 The land com-

ponent of MCS serves as the base of operations and involves the coordination of 

MCS activities and deployment of available resources. It also includes port 

inspections and monitoring of transshipment in port, as well as the trade in fi sh. 

The sea component of MCS includes the surveillance of maritime zones through 

the use of several tools such as vessel platforms. The air component includes air 

surveillance, which is usually the fi rst level of response against IUU fi shing activ-

ities. It also includes the use of satellite based technology to identify possible 

fi sheries violations.30 States use different approaches to implementing these spa-

tial components of MCS, depending on their fi nancial capability, fi sheries man-

agement risks and priorities and organisational structure. MCS tools at the 

national level also include appropriate participatory management plans developed 

with stakeholder input, enforceable legislation and control mechanisms such as 

licensing, data collection systems such as dockside monitoring, deployment of 

observers, sea and port inspections, supporting communication systems, and 

linked land based monitoring.31

In summary, an MCS system is the totality of coastal State measures designed 

to compel obedience to fi sheries laws and regulations. It requires and has increas-

ingly come to involve an elaborate network of institutions, rules, procedures 

and specialised personnel. While some aspects of an MCS system are located 
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within the fi sheries administration, other aspects function outside the scope of 

fi sheries. The large number of agencies required to ensure an effective MCS sys-

tem creates the potential for administrative complexity which requires coordina-

tion and careful management. An effective MCS response against IUU fi shing 

requires a co-ordinated approach at the national level in which the fi sheries MCS 

task becomes part of a total system concerned with maritime MCS as a whole. 

This approach is particularly effective where IUU fi shing is intertwined with 

other illegal activities, such as drug traffi cking and armed robbery. The inter-

agency mechanism adopted by States must not only maximise the effi ciency of 

operational MCS but would also need to be able to strategically respond to the 

changing nature of maritime enforcement threats and issues. Additionally, estab-

lishing an effective coordinating mechanism for all national maritime agencies 

can reduce duplication of effort and jurisdictional confl icts, as well as facilitate 

exchange of information required for MCS operations.

The sections below examine some specifi c examples of MCS tools that coastal 

States can employ to combat IUU fi shing in their maritime zones of jurisdiction.

6.3.1 Licensing of Fishing Vessels in the EEZ

At the heart of coastal State MCS measures to combat IUU fi shing is effective 

and transparent licensing system for fi shing vessels. The signifi cance of the role 

of the licensing system in terms of combating IUU fi shing is underscored by the 

fact that six out of the eight examples of coastal State measures enumerated in 

paragraph 51 of the IPOA-IUU relate to licensing. These include: authorisation to 

fi sh; establishment of records of fi shing vessels; maintenance of logbooks for 

licensed vessels; authorisation and control of transshipment activities; regulating 

of fi shing access generally to the EEZ; and denying licences to vessels with 

known history of IUU fi shing.

The LOSC provides suffi cient legal basis for the licensing authority of the 

coastal State. The LOSC requires the coastal State to determine its capacity to 

harvest the living resources in the EEZ, and where it does not have the capacity to 

harvest the total allowable catch, allow other States access to the surplus resources 

through agreements.32 It is therefore the sovereign right of the coastal State to 

prescribe laws and regulations pertaining to access to fi sheries resources in its 

EEZ by foreign fi shing vessels.33

Among the terms and conditions the coastal State can impose on foreign fi sh-

ing vessels under Article 62(4) of the LOSC include:

licensing of fi shermen, fi shing vessels and equipment, including payment of • 

fees and other forms of remuneration, which, in the case of developing coastal 
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States, may consist of adequate compensation in the fi eld of fi nancing, equip-

ment and technology relating to the fi shing industry;

determining the species which may be caught, and fi xing quotas of catch, • 

whether in relation to particular stocks or groups of stocks or catch per vessel 

over a period of time or to the catch by nationals of any State during a specifi ed 

period;

regulating seasons and areas of fi shing, the types, sizes and amount of gear, • 

and the types, sizes and number of fi shing vessels that may be used;

fi xing the age and size of fi sh and other species that may be caught;• 

specifying information required of fi shing vessels, including catch and effort • 

statistics and vessel position reports;

requiring, under the authorisation and control of the coastal State, the conduct • 

of specifi ed fi sheries research programmes and regulating the conduct of such 

research, including the sampling of catches, disposition of samples and report-

ing of associated scientifi c data;

the placing of observers or trainees on board such vessels by the coastal • 

State;

the landing of all or any part of the catch by such vessels in the ports of the • 

coastal State;

terms and conditions relating to joint ventures or other cooperative • 

 arrange ments;

requirements for the training of personnel and the transfer of fi sheries technol-• 

ogy, including enhancement of the coastal State’s capability of undertaking 

fi sheries research; and

enforcement procedures.• 

The regulatory competence of the coastal State under Article 62(4), which is not 

exhaustive, can be grouped into three categories.34 The fi rst category includes 

provisions which are directed at regulating fi shing effort and the areas of fi shing. 

The second category covers the collection and verifi cation of data, while 

the third category involves enforcement mechanisms.35 Although the licensing 

requirements under Article 62(4) are directed at foreign fi shing vessels, the point 

needs to be made that most of the requirements listed under the Article are equally 

applicable to domestic fi shing vessels. Implementation of these terms and condi-

tions across the entire fi sheries will ensure that the conservation and management 

objectives of the coastal State are met to help prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU 

fi shing in the EEZ.

In a study conducted by the World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF), several 

elements have been identifi ed as essential in any access agreement in order to 
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prevent the depletion of fi sheries resources in the EEZs of coastal States.36 These 

elements include access authorisation, catch and effort restrictions, closed areas 

and seasonal restrictions, requirement to comply with laws of the coastal State, 

fl ag State responsibilities, licensing and fees, vessel reporting requirements, 

observers, transshipment, discards, waste and non-target species, other MCS 

measures, including enforcement and penalties, port access, and other restrictions 

on fi shing operations. A coastal State may also include general provisions in an 

access agreement, such as cooperation on scientifi c research, dispute resolution, 

transparency and confi dentiality, as well as review, entry into force, and termina-

tion of the agreement.37 These elements represent a comprehensive list of require-

ments that are imposed by coastal States around the world on foreign fi shing 

vessels and fi shers accessing their EEZs.

State practice in the Pacifi c Island region provide the international benchmark 

of the range of terms and conditions that coastal States may impose on foreign 

fi shing access to their EEZs. The Pacifi c Islands Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) 

Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions for Foreign Fishing Vessel Access 

require, as a condition of licence, that all foreign fi shing vessels comply with a 

range of measures, including conditions relating to: the maintenance and submis-

sion of catch logs in EEZs and high seas; vessel reporting; port to port VMS 

reporting; carriage of observers; appointment of agents; port State requirements; 

and acceptance of fl ag State or fi shermen’s associations responsibilities.38 In 

2008, the Pacifi c Island States which are Parties to the Nauru Agreement (PNA) 

agreed to impose additional conditions relating to full catch retention, prohibition 

on the use of fi sh aggregating devices during specifi ed periods and, more signifi -

cantly, prohibition on fi shing in certain high seas pockets by foreign fi shing ves-

sels licensed to fi sh in the waters of the PNA countries.39
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As part of their licensing systems, coastal States may also establish records of 

foreign fi shing vessels which are granted access in their EEZ. Vessels with known 

history of violations, may be excluded from the register, and are consequently 

denied licences. A good illustration is the FFA Regional Register of Foreign 

Fishing Vessels under which all foreign fi shing vessels wishing to obtain a 

national fi shing licence from any FFA Member State must apply for good stand-

ing on the FFA vessel register.40 The acquisition of a good standing status is based 

on data obtained from fi shing vessel registration and the VMS.41 The FFA Vessel 

Register also creates an additional “layer” for verifying the validity of vessel 

information contained in national fi shing vessel registers of FFA Members.

6.3.2 Observer Programmes

In order to ensure that fi shing operations are documented and that fi shing vessels 

comply with conservation and management measures, States are encouraged to 

establish observer programmes.42 Similar to the implementation of VMS dis-

cussed in the next section, the LOSC and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provide 

the legal basis for the implementation of observer programmes. Under the LOSC, 

States have the right to place observers on board vessels in exercising their sover-

eign rights over marine resources in their EEZs.43 There is also a duty under the 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement to implement national observer programmes, partici-

pate in subregional or regional observer programmes, and permit observers of 

other States to carry out functions agreed under such programmes.44 These inter-

national instruments, however, do not provide the specifi c functions of and the 

process involved in conducting observer programmes.

Observer programmes are usually implemented in order to generate data 

for fi shery science and compliance purposes.45 Implementation of an observer 

programme for fi shery science involves the estimation of total catch and effort, 
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including by-catch and discards, and biological sampling of catches.46 To ensure 

compliance with fi sheries laws and regulations, observers may be given the power 

to validate logbooks and inspect other relevant documents, visit fi shing vessels, 

and collect catch data.47 The information obtained from both scientifi c and com-

pliance observer programmes is necessary for effective fi sheries management.48 

However, the implementation of observer programmes to collect information for 

compliance purposes may be considered more relevant in effectively addressing 

IUU fi shing as such a programme directly assists in the monitoring of illegal and 

unreported fi shing activities.

A number of States have implemented national observer programmes. Papua 

New Guinea has an observer unit within the MCS Group of the National Fisheries 

Authority, which is responsible for placing trained observers on board licensed 

fi shing vessels.49 The national observer programme of Papua New Guinea gathers 

information for both fi shery science and compliance purposes.50 In Canada, a 

corps of observers is deployed for about 22,000 days of at sea monitoring a year.51 

The objectives of the Canadian observer programme vary, although in general, it 

is to monitor compliance with regulations and gather data for stock assessment to 

provide input into opening and closing of fi sheries.52 The Namibian observer pro-

gramme has similar objectives.53

The primary advantage of establishing an observer programme is that it col-

lects data required for determining the status of living marine resources and the 

consequences of commercial fi shing operations.54 Two of the most developed 

national observer programs in terms of scope and length of implementation and 

use in fi sheries management are those of the U.S. and Australia. The U.S. started 

using observers to collect fi sheries data from 1972 for a range of conservation 

and management issues. Through the National Marine Fisheries Service, the U.S. 

deploys over 60,000 observers at sea annually to monitor 42 different fi sheries 

and collect catch and bycatch data from U.S. commercial fi shing and processing 
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vessels.55 Australia started its observer programme in 1991 by employing observ-

ers to accompany foreign fi shing vessels to monitor compliance with licensing 

and access arrangement, collect data on all species caught, gears, and other infor-

mation. The number of observers deployed at sea has signifi cantly increased to 

cover 18 fi sheries in 2007. This increase was driven mainly by the ongoing 

need to enhance monitoring of fi shing activities, as well as to address gaps high-

lighted in fi sheries strategic assessments, by-catch action plans, and ecological 

risk assessments.56

As a component of MCS, an observer programme allows for the verifi cation of 

reported fi sheries data, such as information recorded by fi shing vessels in their 

logbooks, which is an effective means to detect unreported fi shing. Observer 

records and information may also be required as evidence in the prosecution of a 

violation by a vessel, owner or company.57 Such evidence will be more admissi-

ble if the observer programme has developed standardised formats, methods and 

protocols for recording and handling compliance related issues.58 For the purpose 

of using observer reports in establishing a fi sheries violation, there is a need for 

the competence of observers to be established, particularly in the event of litiga-

tion, by means of standard training.59 Aside from the proper execution of his or 

her rights and responsibilities, there is also a need for an observer to have a com-

mon understanding of the interpretation of the provisions of relevant legal instru-

ments or agreements.60

6.3.3 Vessel Monitoring Systems

The IPOA-IUU encourages States to implement, where appropriate, a VMS, in 

accordance with relevant national, regional or international standards, including 

the requirement for vessels under their jurisdiction to carry VMS on board.61 The 

implementation of a VMS has its legal basis in the LOSC and the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement. The LOSC empowers coastal States to require vessels of other States 

fi shing in their EEZs to provide certain information, such as vessel position 

reports.62 Similarly, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that one of the duties 

of fl ag States is the development and implementation of VMS in accordance with 
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regional, subregional or global programmes.63 Therefore VMS can either be a 

compliance tool by the coastal State to monitor the activities of licensed fi shing 

vessels in its maritime zone of jurisdiction, or it can be a tool by the fl ag State to 

monitor the activities of vessels fl ying its fl ag fi shing on the high seas or in the 

jurisdiction of other States. The analysis here focuses on the use of the VMS as a 

compliance tool by the coastal State.

VMS responds to the international requirement of collecting and verifying 

fi shing catch and effort, and other fi shing activities for more effective fi sheries 

management. There are different types of VMS. The more conventional type of 

VMS relies on vessel movement report through radio, aerial or surface surveil-

lance, land based radar, sea based sonar, observer programmes or incidental 

reports by other fi shing vessels or airplanes.64 This type of VMS is used to moni-

tor areas in the immediate vicinity and is therefore more local in coverage. The 

other type of VMS is satellite based. This type of VMS depends on satellite sys-

tems such as Inmarsat, Argos, and Euteltracs which may be used for fi sheries 

monitoring and other purposes.

Satellite based VMS consists of several components, namely a transmitter or 

receiver, an automated reporting system, and a communications system. The 

transmitter or transreceiver is carried by each fi shing vessel participating in the 

system and is capable of fi xing a position and calculating the speed and course of 

the vessel. The Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver is used to transmit ves-

sel data because of its high level of accuracy, availability, and relatively low 

equipment cost. The automated reporting system then controls the transmission 

of the position data and other data through a communications system. It is the 

communication system that conveys the data to a monitoring agency.65

An increasing number of States are now implementing satellite based VMS.66 

In general, VMS provides monitoring agencies with accurate locations, at peri-

odic time intervals, of fi shing vessels participating in the VMS. In the South 

Pacifi c, the FFA recognises the principal role of VMS as support to existing sur-

veillance assets such as patrol vessels, surveillance fl ights, and observer pro-

grammes that currently operate in the Western and Central Pacifi c Ocean. One of 

the conditions for the operation of the FFA VMS is the installation, maintenance, 
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and operation of a registered mobile transceiver unit (MTU) on board foreign 

fi shing vessels in accordance with the specifi cations and operating instructions of 

manufacturers and FFA standards.67 Pacifi c Island States have also adopted and 

implemented VMS standards in their domestic legislation consistent with FFA 

regulations.68

There are a number of advantages in implementing a VMS. First, the use of 

VMS has revealed its utility in stock assessment, management and conservation.69 

Satellite imagery can give a good indication of vessel densities in specifi c regions 

over specifi c periods of time.70 Second, VMS positions can provide timely access 

to the positions of all licensed vessels which gives the authorities a considera-

ble advantage in detecting unlicensed vessels.71 Third, the awareness by vessel 

operators that they are being tracked encourages compliance with fi sheries 

regulations.72

In terms of IUU fi shing, while VMS may detect illegal fi shing activities of ves-

sels in areas where fi shing is prohibited, it does not necessarily provide informa-

tion on other IUU fi shing activities which are not directly associated with the 

location of a vessel in a fi sheries management area, such as fi shing beyond allow-

able quota or other catch allocation, use of an illegal fi shing method, or restric-

tion of fi shing activities on the basis of nationality or licence status. It is therefore 

imperative that the implementation of VMS be supplemented by other traditional 

MCS tools such as fi shing patrols, at sea boarding and port inspections and other 

technologies.

An effective legal framework is required to make the VMS an effective MCS 

tool. A number of legal considerations will need to be taken into consideration in 

implementing VMS. The legal issues will differ depending on whether a particu-

lar VMS is intended to regulate national fi shing vessels exclusively, foreign fi sh-

ing vessels, or meant to discharge fl ag State duties on the high seas. Legislation 

implementing VMS should be unambiguous, regardless of whether or not it is 

acceptable by those it seeks to regulate and conducive to effective and easy 

enforcement. Penalties should be adequate in severity to deter violations of VMS 

regulations. More specifi cally related to satellite-based VMS, the use of logbooks 
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and automatic location communicators (ALCs) should be underpinned by a 

number of requirements aimed at avoiding obstruction of regulatory efforts.

Although the legal requirements in every State with regard to the VMS will 

differ, there are certain core issues which must be covered in the regulatory 

framework for any VMS. The key components of an effective VMS legislation 

include clear identifi cation of types and length of vessels to have the VMS 

installed, specifi cation of technical requirements such as hardware specifi cation, 

communication specifi cation, installation and service activation requirements and 

operational requirements, clear provisions on communication service providers, 

procedures governing the installation and operation of approved ALCs, provi-

sions on confi dentiality of VMS data and information, ownership of VMS data 

and information, evidentiary issues such as admissibility of VMS data in court 

proceedings, and penalties for breach of VMS requirements.

6.3.4 Requiring Entry and Exit Reports in the EEZ

Article 58(1) of the LOSC grants the freedom of navigation to foreign fi shing 

vessels through EEZs of coastal States. The exercise of such freedom is subject to 

the sovereign rights of the coastal State in the EEZ. Given the large sizes of EEZs 

under the jurisdiction of coastal States, some of which are adjacent to areas of the 

high seas, and the limited surveillance and enforcement assets by many coastal 

States, Article 58 has the potential to provide a loophole for IUU fi shing by unli-

censed foreign fi shing vessels in the EEZ.

Consistent with its sovereign rights under the LOSC, the coastal State can 

legitimately regulate the activities of unlicensed foreign fi shing vessels exercis-

ing their freedom of navigation through the EEZ of the coastal State, provided 

freedom of navigation is not denied. Foreign vessels exercising their freedom of 

navigation through the EEZ shall have due regard to the rights and duties of the 

coastal State and shall comply with the laws and regulations adopted by the 

coastal State in accordance with the provisions of the LOSC.73

A number of coastal States have taken legislative and enforcement measures to 

ensure that freedom of navigation through their EEZs by foreign fi shing vessels 

is not used as a cover for IUU fi shing. Foreign fi shing vessels wishing to navigate 

through the EEZ of a coastal State without conducting fi shing activities are nor-

mally required to notify relevant authorities their entry into and exit from the 

EEZ within a certain period.74 They are also required to abide by the applicable 

laws of the State in the EEZ, such as the stowing of fi shing gears while on transit, 
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and providing information required by the State such as the name of the vessel, 

fl ag State, and location.

6.4 Enforcement of Fisheries Laws and Regulations

As highlighted earlier in this chapter, Articles 62(4) and 73(1) of the LOSC pro-

vide the international legal basis for coastal State enforcement measures to com-

bat IUU fi shing. Under Article 62(4), the laws and regulations coastal States may 

implement pursuant to their sovereign rights in the EEZ include enforcement pro-

cedures.75 This provision is reinforced by Article 73(1) which provides that the 

enforcement powers of the coastal State in the EEZ include “boarding, inspec-

tion, arrest and judicial proceedings, as may be necessary to ensure compliance 

with the laws and regulations adopted by it in conformity with this Convention.”

For analytical purposes the fi sheries enforcement powers of the coastal State 

can be categorised into two, namely: the procedures or mechanisms which are 

“active” in character in the sense that they involve a police function as their prin-

cipal characteristic; and those requirements which are relatively “passive”. The 

active procedures include surveillance over fi shing vessel activity, inspection of 

fi shing vessels both at sea and in port, and hot pursuit of alleged offenders. The 

passive enforcement actions available to coastal States which should supplement 

the active enforcement process include intelligence gathering and sharing and use 

of VMS data. The succeeding discussions focus on the “active” fi sheries enforce-

ment powers of coastal States.

6.4.1 Boarding, Inspection, and Arrest of Vessels

In general boarding and inspection involves fi ve key steps: detection, approach, 

boarding, inspection, and disembarkation.76 It may involve a routine boarding 

and inspection or boarding with suspected violation. In case of the latter, the des-

ignated authority of a coastal State which is responsible for conducting board-

ing and inspection would need to establish the violation of the fi shing vessel and 

take into account the safety of the vessel in its approach to, boarding of, and dis-

embarkation from the vessel. The actual at sea inspection of fi shing vessels 

focuses on data gathering primarily to determine compliance with the terms of 

the licence and fi sheries regulations. The verifi cation of the logbooks should 
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 enable a fi sheries offi cer to reconstruct the fi shing activities of the vessel since its 

entry into the EEZ of the coastal State.77

However, an effective legal framework for boarding and inspection in the EEZ 

does not stop with the acts of boarding and inspection.78 It also involves arrest of 

vessels and seizure of fi shing gears and other fi shing implements, and documents 

and other records, as well as the prosecution of fi sheries offenders and applica-

tion of sanctions and penalties.

6.4.2 Hot Pursuit

Another enforcement power granted to a coastal State, but which is not directly 

provided in the IPOA-IUU, is the right of hot pursuit. Hot pursuit was based 

on Article 23 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas, which pro-

vided for this right in the internal waters, territorial sea, and contiguous zone of 

a coastal State. The LOSC has extended the application of the right of hot pur-

suit to archipelagic waters, EEZ, and the continental shelf.79 Hence, the right of 

hot pursuit is conferred on a coastal State to pursue and arrest on the high seas 

a ship which has violated its laws and regulations within the limits of national 

jurisdiction, including those pertaining to the conservation and management of 

fi sheries resources.

The LOSC attaches a number of conditions to the exercise of the right of hot 

pursuit by coastal States. Hot pursuit may only be commenced while a foreign 

fi shing vessel is within the relevant zone of jurisdiction where the alleged viola-

tion has taken place and only after a visual or auditory signal to stop which ena-

bles it to be seen or heard by the foreign ship.80 Furthermore, the pursuit should 

not be interrupted and should cease as soon as the ship pursued enters the territo-

rial sea of its own State or of a third State. The LOSC also provides that the right 

of hot pursuit may be exercised only by warships or military aircraft, or other 

ships or aircraft clearly marked and identifi able as being on government service 

and authorised to serve such purpose.81 In case of an aircraft carrying out the hot 

pursuit, the aircraft giving the order to stop must itself pursue the ship until a ship 

or another aircraft of the coastal State, summoned by the aircraft, arrives to take 

over the pursuit.82 It is not suffi cient to justify an arrest outside the territorial sea 

that the ship was merely sighted by the aircraft as an offender or suspected 
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83 For more discussions on the right of hot pursuit by an aircraft, see Nicholas Grief, Public 
International Law in the Airspace of the High Seas (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1994).

84 See Nicholas M. Poulantzas, The Right of Hot Pursuit in International Law (Hague: Martinus 
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offender, if it was not both ordered to stop and pursued by the aircraft itself or 

other aircraft or ships which continued the pursuit without interruption.83

Poulantzas (2004) has not only analysed extensively the right of hot pursuit 

under international law but has also documented numerous State legislation and 

practices on hot pursuit around the world.84 According to him, coastal States have 

incorporated similar procedures on hot pursuit in domestic legislation even before 

the codifi cation of international law of the sea. Various coastal States exercise the 

right of hot pursuit for the purpose of protecting other coastal rights, including 

customs, fi scal, security, sanitary, and fi shing.85 With proper procedure and effec-

tive implementation, hot pursuit can be an effective coastal State enforcement 

measure to prevent and deter IUU activities of foreign fi shing vessels.

6.4.3 Application of Sanctions

International fi sheries instruments such as the IPOA-IUU, UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement, FAO Compliance Agreement, and FAO Code of Conduct all require 

States to develop and apply consistent and transparent sanctions with suffi cient 

severity to effectively prevent IUU fi shing and to deprive offenders from accru-

ing benefi ts from such activities.86

There are two basic requirements for the application of sanctions against fi sh-

ing violations. The fi rst relates to the application of sanctions in a consistent and 

transparent manner while the second is instituting sanctions of suffi cient severity. 

The purpose of applying consistent and transparent sanctions is to ensure that the 

measures are fair and non-discriminatory.87 The need for sanctions to be of suffi -

cient severity arises from the fact that IUU fi shing provides avenue for potential 

illegal gain from the activity;88 therefore, to deter IUU fi shing, the penalties 

imposed would need to outweigh the benefi ts derived from conducting any IUU 

fi shing activity. However, no guidelines have been provided in the IPOA-IUU as 

to what may constitute transparent and consistent sanctions which are severe 

enough to combat IUU fi shing. Apart from the general criteria in applying fi sher-

ies related sanctions, the IPOA-IUU does not clearly stipulate the different forms 

of penalties that may be imposed on fi shing vessels or persons engaged in IUU 
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89 Tanzania, Territorial Sea and EEZ Act, 1989, Sec. 17(f); Federated States of Micronesia, 
Chapter 3 of Title 18 of the Code of Federated States of Micronesia-Regulation of Foreign Vessels, 
Sec. 317; Malaysia, Fisheries Act 1985 (Act 317), Sec. 25; Barbados, Fisheries Act, Cap. 391 
Fisheries (Management) Regulations, 1998, Sec. 15; Nigeria, Sea Fisheries Decree 1992 (No. 71 of 
1992), Art. 10.

90 Grenada, Territorial Waters Act, No. 17 of 1978, Sec. 12(2).
91 Iceland, Act Regarding Fisheries Within the Fisheries Jurisdiction of Iceland, 1976, Art. 20.
92 Indonesia, Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 31 of 2004 Concerning Fisheries, Art. 20; 

Malawi, Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, 1997 (No. 25 of 1997), Sec. 12 and 13.
93 LOSC, Art. 73(1).
94 LOSC, Art. 73(3); See also LOSC, Art. 292. These restrictions on the enforcement only apply 

in the EEZ and not in other areas of national jurisdiction such as the internal waters, archipelagic 
waters, and territorial sea where coastal States may exercise full sovereignty. See LOSC, Art. 2.

95 M/V Saiga was an oil tanker registered under the Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. On 
28 October 1997, in one of its bunkering operations, it was boarded and arrested by Guinean authori-
ties in the EEZ. The master of the vessel was charged for crimes of contraband, fraud and tax eva-
sion. Its fl ag State submitted to ITLOS a request for the prompt release of the M/V Saiga and its crew 
under Article 292 of the LOSC. The Judgment ordered that Guinea promptly release the M/V Saiga 
and its crew upon posting of a reasonable bond or security by Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. 
The security consisted of the gas oil discharged from the Saiga by the authorities of Guinea plus an 
amount of $400,000.

fi shing. This is a matter left to each coastal State to address in accordance with 

national policy. Some States treat fi shing violations by national and foreign fi sh-

ing vessels, particularly in their territorial seas as criminal actions. States such as 

Tanzania, Micronesia, Malaysia, Barbados, and Nigeria provide for the imprison-

ment of masters, owners, and charterers of foreign fi shing vessels for up to two 

years.89 Grenada provides for the punishment of two to fi ve years imprisonment 

of foreign fi sheries offenders90 while Iceland limits imprisonment of skippers to 

6 months.91 Other States such as Indonesia and Malawi provide for the imprison-

ment of foreign offenders for up to 10 years.92

Unlike in maritime zones under sovereignty, the application of sanctions 

against fi sheries violations in the EEZ is, however, constrained by Article 73 of 

the LOSC. Pursuant to its sovereign rights in the EEZ, a coastal State may take 

measures such as the arrest of foreign fi shing vessels and subjecting them to judi-

cial proceedings.93 Arrested vessels and their crews are to be promptly released 

upon posting of a reasonable bond or other security. The LOSC also provides that 

sanctions for fi sheries violation in the EEZ by foreign fi shing vessels may not 

include imprisonment, unless provided in agreements between States concerned, 

or any form of corporal punishment.94

The issue of the “reasonableness” of a bond has been a major point of conten-

tion. There is no minimum or maximum amount fi xed for a bond or fi nancial 

security to be considered reasonable. Different elements are also taken into 

account in determining the reasonableness of a bond. In its judgment in the M/V 
Saiga case,95 the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) stated 

that the criterion of reasonableness encompasses the amount, nature, and form of 
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    96 ITLOS, The M/V Saiga Case (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines v. Guinea) (Prompt Release), 
Case No. 1, Judgment of 04 December 1997, para. 82.

    97 Camuoco is a Panamanian fl agged fi shing vessel engaged in longline fi shing. On 28 September 
1999, the Camuoco was boarded by French authorities in the EEZ of the Crozet Island for unlawful 
fi shing. The French confi rmed the arrest of the Camouco and ordered that the release of the arrested 
vessel would be subject to the condition that prior payment be made of a bond in the amount of FF20 
million. The vessel owner and the master of the Camuoco fi led a summons before the court of fi rst 
instance in order to secure prompt release of seized items and seek a reduction of the bond. The Tribunal 
decided that the bond imposed was not reasonable and that France must promptly release the Camuoco 
and its master upon posting of a bond or other fi nancial security in the amount of FF8 million.

    98 ITLOS, The “Camuoco” Case (Panama v. France) (Prompt Release), Case No. 5, Judgment of 
07 February 2000, para. 67.

    99 ITLOS, The “Monte Confurco” Case (Seychelles v. France) (Prompt Release), Case No. 6, 
Judgment of 18 December 2000, para. 76.

100 ITLOS, The “Volga” Case (Russian Federation v. Australia) (Prompt Release), Case No. 11, 
Judgement on 23 December 2002, para. 77.

101 Ibid.
102 P. Cacaud, M. Kuruc, and M. Spreij, Administrative Sanctions in Fisheries Law, FAO 

Legislative Study No. 82 (Rome: FAO, 2003), at 2.

the bond or fi nancial security.96 In the Camuoco case,97 ITLOS considered other 

factors in the assessment of the reasonableness of bonds and other fi nancial secu-

rity, such as the gravity of the alleged offences, the penalties imposed or imposa-

ble under the laws of the detaining State, the value of the detained vessel and of 

the seized cargo, and the amount of the bond imposed by the detaining State and 

its form.98 The Tribunal also clarifi ed that these criteria do not represent a com-

plete list of factors that are relevant in assessing the reasonableness of a bond or 

fi nancial security, nor does ITLOS intend to lay down rigid rules as to the exact 

weight to be attached to each of the factors.99 ITLOS jurisprudence also suggests 

that a reasonable bond or other security in Article 73(2) of the LOSC refers to 

bond or security of a fi nancial nature; hence, non-fi nancial conditions cannot be 

 considered as components of a valid bond or fi nancial security with respect to an 

alleged fi sheries violation of a foreign fi shing vessel in the EEZ of a coastal 

State.100 According to ITLOS:

The object and purpose of article 73, paragraph 2, read in conjunction with article 292 of 

the Convention, is to provide the fl ag State with a mechanism for obtaining the prompt 

release of a vessel and crew arrested for alleged fi sheries violations by posting a security 

of a fi nancial nature whose reasonableness can be assessed in fi nancial terms. The inclu-

sion of additional non-fi nancial conditions in such a security would defeat this object and 

purpose.101

Some States utilise administrative sanctions to punish fi shing violations in their 

EEZs. Administrative sanctions refer to “sanctions imposed by an administrative 

agency or an independent institution for a breach of a regulation or rule estab-

lished by that agency or institution or enacted by parliament without intervention 

by a court.”102 There are certain advantages in instituting administrative penalties 

for fi sheries violations. Administrative procedures are alternatives to criminal 
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proceedings and entail a lesser burden of proof and swift and economic settle-

ment of violations, including negotiated settlements.103 The use of administrative 

sanctions avoids lengthy processes involved in criminal proceedings.104 It also 

represents a less expensive way of enforcing fi sheries prohibitions, compared to 

judicial proceedings.105

Even though international and regional fi sheries instruments stipulate the 

requirement to impose adequate sanctions against fi sheries violations, these 

instruments do not provide clear guidelines on how severe the penalties should be 

to effectively address IUU fi shing. This issue has been raised by Tonga when a 

fi shing vessel FV Chu Huai No 638 fl ying the fl ag of Taiwan (Chinese Taipei) 

was caught fi shing illegally in Tongan waters in January 2008. Taiwan took action 

against the vessel according to its national fi sheries regulations by suspending the 

fi shing licence of the vessel for three months, as well as the licence of the captain 

of the vessel for six months in addition to the training that he needs to undertake 

in his home country.106 Tonga upheld that the measures taken by Taiwan towards 

FV Chu Huai No 638 were not severe enough for the offences that it has commit-

ted under Tongan legislation, and required the vessel to pay a penalty of $500,000 

pan’ga (or about USD238,000).107

Another issue which requires further development in relation to the application 

of sanctions is the need for penalties that refl ect all economic and environmental 

costs of an IUU fi shing activity. The economic and environmental costs to be 

considered include, at the very least, the value of the resource affected by unsus-

tainable fi shing practices, the effect of the loss of that resource to the ecosystem, 

and the impact of the activity on the environment.

6.5 Cooperation with Other States

In combating IUU fi shing, a coastal State is not only required to cooperate with a 

fl ag State in respect of the licensing of fi shing vessels accessing the EEZ, but is 

also required to cooperate with other coastal States with regard to the manage-

ment of shared fi sheries resources. A coastal State, under international law, is 

required to cooperate with other States either directly or through subregional or 

regional management organisations to ensure the conservation and development 
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109 LOSC, Art. 64.
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of straddling stocks,108 highly migratory species,109 anadromous stocks,110 and cat-

adromous species.111 In the case of straddling and highly migratory fi sh stocks, 

a coastal State also has the obligation to cooperate with States fi shing on the high 

seas to ensure that compatible measures are applied in respect of those stocks in 

the EEZ and on the high seas.112 Thus, in granting access to its EEZ, the coastal 

State would also need to take into account conservation and management meas-

ures established by RFMOs. This would require the coastal State to monitor the 

compliance of foreign fi shing vessels with relevant regional fi sheries conserva-

tion and management measures. The coastal State may also require compliance 

with these regional measures as a condition for access to its EEZ. States border-

ing an enclosed or semi-enclosed sea also have the obligation to cooperate and 

coordinate the management, conservation, exploration, and exploitation of the 

living resources of the sea.113

Given the various limitations on the ability of coastal States to individually 

enforce their fi sheries jurisdictions, cooperation between and among coastal 

States can be a powerful tool to overcome some of these shortcomings. Inter-

coastal State cooperation can take a variety of form, including intelligence shar-

ing, mutual criminal assistance, sharing of assets, logistics support, joint patrols 

and coordinated patrols.

The Niue Treaty on Cooperation in Fisheries Surveillance and Law Enforcement 

in the South Pacifi c Region (Niue Treaty)114 provides one of the best global exam-

ples of the benefi ts of bilateral and regional cooperation among coastal States 

to combat IUU fi shing. Article III of the Niue Treaty provides a general obliga-

tion for the parties to cooperate in the enforcement of their fi sheries laws and 

regulations and to develop regionally agreed procedures for the conduct of fi sher-

ies surveillance and law enforcement. Other provisions of the Niue Treaty deal 

with cooperation with regard to exchange of information,115 prosecution116 and 

enforcement of penalties.117 Article VI of the Niue Treaty on the development and 
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implementation of subsidiary agreements, is perhaps one of the important corner-

stones of cooperation under the treaty. Article VI(1) and (2) provide:

1. A Party may, by way of provisions in a Subsidiary Agreement or otherwise, permit 

another Party to extend its fi sheries surveillance and law enforcement activities to the ter-

ritorial sea and archipelagic waters of that Party. In such circumstances, the conditions 

and method of stopping, inspecting, detaining, directing to port and seizing vessels shall 

be governed by the national laws and regulations applicable in the State in whose territo-

rial sea or archipelagic waters the fi sheries surveillance or law enforcement activity was 

carried out.

2. Vessels seized by another Party pursuant to an agreement under paragraph 1 of this 

Article in the territorial sea or archipelagic waters of a Party shall, together with the per-

sons on board, be handed over as soon as possible to the authorities of that Party.

These provisions provided the avenue for some of the parties to the Niue Treaty 

to cooperate effectively on fi sheries enforcement matters in their EEZs.118

The 2003 Treaty119 and the 2007 Agreement120 between Australia and France 

provide another illustration of bilateral MCS cooperation. The 2003 Australia-

France Treaty covers cooperative surveillance of fi shing vessels within the Area 

of Cooperation,121 the exchange of information on the details of fi shing vessels, 

including their licensing, cooperative surveillance activities and prosecution,122 

and logistical support for the exercise of hot pursuit.123 The 2007 Australia-France 

Agreement gives effect to some aspects of the 2003 Treaty by making provisions 

for bilateral cooperative enforcement activities and hot pursuit.124

The provisions of this bilateral agreement on hot pursuit, although still subject 

to interpretation with respect to the LOSC, provide an important development in 

State practice in response to IUU fi shing.125 The 2007 Australia-France Agreement 

goes further than the state practice demonstrated in the pursuits of the South 
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Tomi126 and Viarsa 1127 in the Southern Oceans not only by providing that an 

authorised vessel of either Party may commence a hot pursuit, but also by specifi -

cally providing that an authorised vessel of one State may “take over” the pursuit 

commenced by an authorised vessel of the other State.128 However, what South 
Tomi and Viarsa 1 demonstrated is that cooperative arrangements for hot pursuit 

need not necessarily be through formalised treaty provisions but can be under-

taken on an ad hoc basis. Molenaar (2004) explains how “multilateral” hot pur-

suit can be interpreted as consistent with Article 111 of the LOSC, as well as the 

IPOA-IUU.129 The author maintains that should an international court or tribunal 

be asked to rule on the legality of hot pursuit cases involving government ships 

and aircrafts of several nationalities, it may take into account State practice, 

including bilateral and regional agreements on surveillance and enforcement.

Another example of coastal State cooperation to combat IUU fi shing is the 

International Network for the Cooperation of Fisheries-related Monitoring, 

Control and Surveillance Activities (International MCS Network). The Interna-

tional MCS Network was created in 2000 to improve the effi ciency and effective-

ness of fi sheries related MCS activities through enhanced cooperation, 

coordi nation, information collection and exchange among national organisations 

and institutions responsible for fi sheries related MCS.130 The Network aims to 

strengthen MCS capabilities in participating countries through coordination and 

cooperation with the goal of deterring, reducing, and eliminating IUU fi shing and 

other harmful activities to living marine resources in the world’s oceans. It is 

designed to support States in their attempts to meet their obligations arising from 

international agreements and their national responsibilities in performing MCS 

functions.





1 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Montego Bay, Jamaica, concluded on 
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2 High Seas Task Force, Promoting Responsible Ports, HSTF/06, (Paris: OECD, 2005). www
.high-seas.org. Accessed on 12 February 2006, at 1.

Chapter Seven

Port State Measures

7.1 The Importance of Port States in Addressing IUU Fishing

Fishing vessels seek port access for many reasons, including refuelling, reprovi-

sioning, landing catch, transshipment of fi sh, effecting repairs, and in emergen-

cies. In recognition of the signifi cance of port access for fi shing vessels, port 

State control is now considered one of the most important tools to prevent, deter 

and eliminate IUU fi shing. The growing importance of port State measures in the 

global fi ght against IUU fi shing also stems from the failure by fl ag States to exer-

cise effective control and jurisdiction over vessels fl ying their fl ags. Since not all 

fl ag States are capable or willing to discharge their fl ag State duties to combat 

IUU fi shing, the adoption and implementation of port State measures addresses 

this shortcoming to a certain extent.

As provided in Chapter 3, international law provides for the exclusive jurisdic-

tion of States over their ports and the discretion to determine conditions for entry 

by foreign vessels.1 Therefore it follows that a port State can adopt measures that 

would supplement the prescriptive and enforcement actions taken by both fl ag 

States against their own vessels and coastal States against fi shing vessels that fi sh 

illegally in their waters. In this respect, port State measures would ensure that 

IUU vessels which escape detection by fl ag and coastal States and enter or are 

about to enter ports are made accountable for their actions and reported to the 

concerned States. The application of port State measures also limits the extent to 

which some port States provide shelter to vessels engaged in IUU fi shing by 

allowing the transit of fi sh derived from IUU fi shing.

A port State can play a critical role in preventing IUU caught fi sh from enter-

ing the market and international trade, hence reducing the fi nancial incentives 

that may be gained from such activities. Port State control can also act as a disin-

centive to IUU operators by increasing the cost of their operations, for example 

by forcing them to call into more remote ports with less stringent port State meas-

ures.2 Port State measures are therefore effective means to make the movement of 

IUU fi sh from the shore to the consumer more diffi cult.
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6 Joseph E Vorbach, ‘The Vital Role of Non-Flag State Actors in the Pursuit of Safer Shipping’, 
32 Ocean Development and International Law (2001), at 34.

IUU fi shing is not only caused by ineffective fl ag State control and inadequate 

coastal State enforcement. A major gap that contributes to the proliferation of 

IUU fi shing is the existence of “ports of convenience”. In the maritime world, 

“ports of convenience” is a term used to describe ports and terminals around the 

world which apply substandard shipping and labour standards. In the fi sheries 

context, “ports of convenience” also refer to ports where authorities have no 

established rules and procedures to ensure that only legally caught fi sh are landed 

or transhipped in their ports. Such ports often conduct inadequate inspection of 

fi shing vessels, gears, and fi sh catch, or provide little to no investigation into the 

origin of the fi sh, compliance with fi sheries regulations, and the authenticity of 

relevant documents.3 Ports of convenience provide easy avenue for the launder-

ing of fi sh and are deemed to “undermine, frustrate and neutralise efforts to pre-

vent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing”.4

An associated issue is the lack of capacity of most port States, particularly in 

developing States, to conduct adequate port inspection and take enforcement 

action against IUU vessels. The general lack of port State mechanisms and capa-

bilities to monitor the activities of fi shing vessels that land or transship their fi sh, 

create opportunities for vessels conducting IUU fi shing to take advantage of ports 

with more lenient regulations or those with inadequate capacities to monitor fi sh-

ing activities.

The IMO process has addressed the lack of effective fl ag State control and 

inadequate domestic procedures for port inspection through the establishment 

of regional port State control regimes, starting from the Paris Memorandum 

of Understanding on Port State Control adopted in 1982.5 Regional port State 

control mechanisms involve the exchange of information and harmonisation 

of port measures and are considered the basis for preventing substandard 

shipping, improving safety of shipping, and preventing and controlling marine 

pollution.6 On the basis of these regional mechanisms, IMO has developed a 
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global strategy for port State control which includes inspection procedures and 

training and qualifi cation of control offi cers.7

As discussed in Chapter 3, the FAO recognises the need to enhance port State 

measures as part of the international efforts to combat IUU fi shing through the 

adoption of the FAO Model Scheme to Combat Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 

Fishing developed in 20058 and the FAO Port State Measures Agreement to 

Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated in 2009.9 The 

FAO Model Scheme reinforces the relevant provisions of the IPOA-IUU and pro-

vides international best practice and guidance on a range of issues, including prior 

notifi cation requirements, inspection procedure, types of  information to be 

reported, training of inspectors, and exchange of information Most these measures 

have been adopted under the FAO Port State Measures Agreement.

The UN General Assembly, in its resolution in 2005 on sustainable fi sheries, 

urged States to cooperate, in particular at the regional level, and through RFMOs 

to apply the FAO Model Scheme and to promote its application.10 Similarly, in 

2006, the UN General Assembly further recognised the need for enhanced port 

State controls to combat IUU fi shing, and urges States to cooperate to adopt all 

necessary port measures, consistent with international law, taking into account 

Article 23 of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and to promote the development 

and application of minimum standards at the regional level.11

7.2 Application of Port State Measures

Because under international law States have full sovereignty over their ports and 

to control their nationals, discussions among States on port State measures have 

mostly concentrated on foreign vessels. Accordingly, the IPOA-IUU and the 
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FAO Model Scheme apply to foreign fi shing vessels12 seeking entry into a port 

within the jurisdiction of a State. The FAO Port State Measures Agreement fol-

lows this trend, with two exceptions. The fi rst exception includes “vessels of a 

neighbouring State that are engaged in artisanal fi shing for subsistence provided 

that the port State and the fl ag State cooperate to ensure that those vessels do not 

engage and/or support illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing.”13 The second 

exception applies to “container vessels that are not carrying fi sh or, if carrying 

fi sh, only fi sh that have been previously landed, provided that there are no clear 

grounds for suspecting that those vessels have engaged in illegal, unreported and 

unregulated fi shing related activities.”14 In these circumstances, the port State 

would need to ensure that such vessels are subject to effective measures that pre-

vent IUU fi shing.

The FAO Port State Measures Agreement takes the application of the IPOA-

IUU and FAO Model Scheme further and covers not only the actual taking or 

harvesting of fi sh but also fi shing related activities, which includes “any opera-

tion in support of, or in preparation for, fi shing, including the processing, trans-

shipment or transport of fi sh that have not been previously landed and offl oaded 

at a port, as well as the provision of personnel, fuel, gear and other supplies at 

sea.”15 The defi nition of fi shing related activities excludes the activities of reefer 

vessels.

The FAO Port State Measures Agreement requires a party to the agreement to 

take necessary measures against IUU fi shing and activities in support of IUU 

fi shing as laid out in the agreement. Similar to the FAO Model Scheme, the FAO 

Port State Measures Agreement sets the minimum requirements for entry into 

port, inspection, and enforcement actions on foreign fi shing vessels accessing 

ports and allows a port State the fl exibility to adopt more rigorous requirements 

as they deem appropriate under national law. In the exercise of sovereignty over 

their ports, port States may adopt more stringent measures in accordance with 

international law.16 The FAO Port State Measures Agreement also recognises rel-

evant measures adopted under RFMOs to combat IUU fi shing. However, the 

agreement provides that a party does not become bound by measures or decisions 

of any RFMO of which it is not a member.17
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7.3 Port State Measures to Combat IUU Fishing

Port State measures that may be applied to foreign fi shing vessels include the 

requirement for fi shing vessels to seek permission prior to their entry into ports; 

designation of ports where foreign fl agged vessels may be admitted; the inspec-

tion of fi shing vessels in ports; and enforcement actions such as the refusal to 

land or transship fi sh in ports if there is clear evidence that the fi shing vessel has 

engaged in IUU fi shing.18 There is a further requirement for port State measures 

to be formulated in accordance with international law and implemented in a fair, 

transparent, and non-discriminatory manner.19 In a case of force majeure, a port 

State has the obligation to give port access20 to fi shing vessels.21

It is generally accepted that once a vessel has voluntarily entered a port, it 

becomes subject to the laws, regulations and enforcement powers prescribed for 

permissible activities in the internal waters of the port State.22 The full sover-

eignty of a State with respect to ports in its territory is provided under the LOSC. 

A port State has the right to take necessary steps to prevent any breach of the 

conditions associated with a port call.23 A port State may also take action to inves-

tigate or institute proceedings with respect to any vessel discharge in violation of 

applicable international rules and standards when a vessel is voluntarily in its 

port or offshore terminal.24

The UN Fish Stocks Agreement contains a few but more direct provisions on 

port State control related to fi shing vessels. Article 23(1) of the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement provides for the right and duty of a port State to take measures to pro-

mote the effectiveness of subregional, regional and global conservation and man-

agement measures. A port State is given the right to inspect documents, fi shing 

gear and catch on board fi shing vessels when a fi shing vessel is in its ports or 

offshore terminals.25 The UN Fish Stocks Agreement also allows a port State to 

take enforcement actions such as the prohibition of landings and transshipments 

if it has been established that the catch has been taken in a manner which under-

mines the effectiveness of a conservation and management measure on the high 
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seas.26 Similar to the IPOA-IUU, the LOSC, UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and the 

FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries27 provide for the application 

only of non-discriminatory port State measures to vessels.28

The following sections examine specifi c port State measures embodied in 

international fi sheries instruments and national regulations.

7.3.1 Advanced Notice of Port Entry

The IPOA-IUU and the FAO Port State Measures Agreement require fi shing ves-

sels and vessels involved in fi shing related activities to provide a reasonable 

advance notice of their entry into port, a copy of their authorisations to fi sh, 

details of their fi shing trip and quantities of fi sh on board.29 The FAO Model 

Scheme and the FAO Port State Measures Agreement provide a list of specifi c 

information which States may require from foreign fi shing vessels prior to their 

entry into ports. The list include details related to the identity of the vessel, pur-

pose of port access, details on fi shing authorisation, information about the trip, 

and information on species caught. Other information may also be required of 

support ships and carrier vessels to provide an initial assessment of whether or 

not they have been involved in IUU fi shing. A number of port States require prior 

notifi cation from fi shing vessels in their national legislation. Examples include 

New Zealand,30 Côte d’Ivoire,31 Canada,32 Gambia,33 and Turkey.34

International fi sheries instruments do not specify what constitutes a reasonable 

advance notice of entry, this being left to individual national determination. For 

example, Canada, Fiji, and India require at least 24 hours advanced notifi cation 

of entry for foreign fi shing vessels before arrival35 while New Zealand and 

Gambia require a 72 hour notice.36
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7.3.2 Designation of Ports

Since foreign fi shing vessels are normally only admitted to certain ports which 

can cater to their landing and transshipment needs, it is imperative that a State 

designates ports where such foreign fi shing vessels may be admitted. This also 

enables port States to ensure proper monitoring and control of the activities of 

foreign fi shing vessels calling at their ports. Included in the responsibility to des-

ignate ports where foreign fi shing vessels may be permitted admission is the need 

to publicise such ports, and more importantly, ensure that such ports have the 

capacity to conduct inspections. Examples of States which provide for the desig-

nation of ports in their national legislation are Turkey,37 Slovenia,38 the 

Philippines,39 Guinea,40 Gabon,41 and Côte d’Ivoire.42 In Slovenia, the landing of 

fi sh in ports not designated by the Minister of Fisheries is considered an offence 

under national law.43

7.3.3 Inspection of Fishing Vessels

A port State is required to carry out inspections of foreign fi shing vessels for the 

purpose of monitoring compliance with relevant conservation and management 

measures. There are different elements in the inspection of foreign fi shing ves-

sels. These elements include the procedure for inspection, what to inspect, the 

precautions that need to be taken when inspecting vessels, information that needs 

to be collected, reporting of information to relevant authorities, and safeguarding 

and confi dentiality of information.

The FAO Model Scheme provides an inspection procedure for foreign fi shing 

vessels. The procedure starts with vessel identifi cation, inspection of authorisa-

tion to fi sh and other documentation, and examination of fi shing gear and fi sh and 

fi shery products.44 Vessel identifi cation involves the verifi cation of the validity of 

the identity documents and confi rmation, through appropriate contacts with fl ag 

States and RFMOs, that the fl ag, external identifi cation number and international 

radio call sign are correct. It also includes an examination of whether or not the 

vessel has changed fl ag and its port of registration and ownership.45 The FAO 
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Model Scheme requires that the inspection procedures must be publicised, includ-

ing a stipulation of the rights of the master of the vessel during the inspection, as 

well as his or her obligations in providing all the necessary assistance and infor-

mation to the inspector.

Under the FAO Port State Measures Agreement, each party is required to 

inspect the number of vessels in its ports required to reach an annual level of 

inspections suffi cient to achieve the objectives of the Agreement.46 Parties of the 

agreement are also required to seek the minimum levels for inspection of vessels 

through RFMOs. In inspecting vessels, parties need to give priority to vessels 

that have been denied entry or use of the port, those vessels which are requested 

to be inspected by other States, and other vessels for which there are clear grounds 

for suspecting that they have engaged in IUU fi shing.47

In general, an inspection is conducted on the vessel, documents, fi shing gears 

and other equipment, and fi sh and fi sh products onboard the vessel. Such inspec-

tion is necessary to ensure the compatibility of the information obtained from the 

vessel’s prior notice of entry and vessel identifi cation process and information 

collected during inspection. Apart from the fi shing authorisation, inspectors may 

also review the fi shing logbook, stowage plans, drawings or descriptions of fi sh 

holds, VMS reports, safety certifi cates, and if applicable, catch certifi cates. The 

inspection of fi shing gears and fi sh and fi shery products onboard the fi shing ves-

sel ascertains that the gears have been used and fi sh harvested in accordance with 

the conditions of the fi shing authorisation.

There are a number of precautions that need to be taken during inspection. 

First, inspections would need to be carried out by properly qualifi ed persons 

who need to make sure that they present appropriate identity documents to the 

master of the vessel. Second, inspectors need to make all possible efforts to avoid 

unduly delaying a vessel, ensure that the vessel suffers minimum interference and 

inconvenience, and prevent degradation of the quality of the fi sh. Third, inspec-

tors would need to be accompanied by an interpreter of the language of the 

inspected foreign vessel. Fourth, a port State would need to ensure that inspec-

tions are not conducted in a manner that would constitute harassment of any fi sh-

ing vessel. Such precautions signify the need for port States to provide proper 

training to their inspectors in areas of information collection, catch inspection of 

fi sh holds and gears, fi sh identifi cation and measurement, boarding of vessels, 

training in relevant languages, and the collection, evaluation, and preservation of 

evidence.

After port inspection of a foreign fi shing vessel, the reporting of the results of 

the inspection follows. A port State needs to ensure that the results of the 
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 inspection are presented to the master of the vessel and signed by both the 

 inspector and the master. The master would also need to be provided the opportu-

nity to add any comment to the report and contact the relevant authorities of the 

fl ag State if he or she is encountering serious diffi culties in understanding the 

report.48 The port State needs to report the results of its inspections to the fl ag 

State of the inspected vessel, other relevant States, and to relevant RFMOs.49 The 

basic information that may be remitted to the fl ag States and other relevant 

authorities include the fl ag State of the vessel and identifi cation details, name, 

nationality and qualifi cation of the master and crew, fi shing gear, catch onboard, 

and total landed and transshipped catch.50 Such details, together with other infor-

mation that may be required by RFMOs must be provided with due regard to the 

confi dentiality of information.51 This implies that port States need to establish 

domestic guidelines not only on the inspection of fi shing vessels but also on the 

type of information and the manner by which such information may be released 

to third parties.

7.3.4 Enforcement Actions

If there are reasonable grounds to believe that the vessel has engaged in or sup-

ported IUU fi shing, several measures may be undertaken by a port State. 

Enforcement actions that may be taken against a fi shing vessel are based on the 

presumption that the vessel has undertaken IUU activities. Such presumption 

would need to be established under national laws, based on domestic regulations, 

measures adopted by relevant RFMOs, and applicable international conservation 

and management measures. The FAO Model Scheme has provided a list of fi sh-

ing activities which may constitute as IUU fi shing and can provide a basis for 

detecting a fi sheries violation. The list of IUU fi shing activities include fi shing 

without a licence, failure to maintain accurate records, fi shing in closed areas, 

falsifying or concealing vessel marking, and failure to comply with VMS require-

ments.52 The FAO Port State Measures Agreement, on the other hand, does not 

provide a list of activities that may be considered IUU fi shing but refers back to 

the scope and nature of IUU fi shing provided under the IPOA-IUU.53 Another 

basis for ascertaining that a vessel has engaged in or supported IUU fi shing is if it 

is listed in an RFMO IUU list.54 Apart from direct forms of IUU fi shing, other 

actions may also constitute a fi sheries violation, and may warrant enforcement 
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actions, such as the obstruction of authorised port inspectors in carrying out their 

duties. The failure to provide required information and falsifi cation of documents 

may also be grounds for undertaking enforcement actions against fi shing vessels.

Following an inspection, the measures that may be taken against presumed 

IUU vessels include the denial of entry into port and prohibition of landing and 

transshipment of fi sh. Other means of enforcement such as monetary penalties for 

related fi sheries violations are discussed in Chapter 9.

7.3.4.1 Denial of Landing and Transshipment of Fish in Ports

The prohibition of landing and transshipment of fi sh is the most common port 

State measure undertaken against vessels which have undermined international 

and regional conservation and management measures. It may also be considered 

as one of the most effective measures in deterring IUU fi shing due to the fact that 

a restriction of this nature directly impacts on the marketing or trade of fi sh. There 

are examples of States which prohibit the landing and transshipment of fi sh by 

vessels engaged in IUU fi shing activities. Iceland bans the landing and transship-

ment of catch in its ports by foreign fi shing vessels found to be in violation of 

agreements on utilisation and preservation of living marine resources to which 

Iceland is a party.55 Canada also prohibits the loading, unloading, and transship-

ment of fi sh and fi sh products, or carrying out repairs in its ports if the foreign 

fi shing vessel is not in compliance with relevant conservation and management 

measures.56 Other States which provide similar port enforcement actions against 

illegal fi shing vessels in their national laws are Gambia57 and Ghana.58

7.3.4.2 Denial of Entry into or Use of Port

The denial of port access as an enforcement action against vessels which have 

failed to comply with fi sheries laws and regulations is not expressly set out in 

international fi sheries agreements such as the LOSC and the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement. However, the lack of direct reference to such legal measures in inter-

national agreements does not detract from the rights of a State to deny fi shing 

vessels entry into its ports.59 States, especially those belonging to RFMOs have 
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denied port entry to vessels engaged in IUU fi shing. In 2001, a New Zealand 

fl agged vessel was denied entry into a Uruguayan port on the ground that it has 

been involved in IUU fi shing.60 Australia also refused the entry of two Belize 

fl agged fi shing vessels on the ground that these vessels failed to show that the 

catch of Patagonian toothfi sh landed previously in Mauritius had been caught in 

accordance with conservation measures of CCAMLR.61

There are other States which deny the entry of vessels engaged in IUU-related 

activities. Norway denies port access to foreign fi shing vessels which have con-

ducted unregulated fi shing on the high seas.62 The U.S. also denies port privileges 

to fi shing vessels taking part in large scale driftnet fi shing on the high seas.63 

Under New Zealand law, if a foreign fi shing vessel which has undermined inter-

national conservation and management measure has already entered the internal 

waters or a port of New Zealand, it may be asked to leave those waters or that 

port, except in cases of force majeure.64

Port denial can be justifi ed on the basis of the general principle that the fi shing 

vessel is subject to the full sovereignty of a State while the vessel is in its ports. 

However, there is a need for a port State to ensure that the conditions for the 

denial of fi shing vessels and other port State procedures are duly published.65 In 

accordance with international law, a vessel cannot be denied port access in case 

of force majeure or distress.66

A principal concern in the implementation of port State control for fi shing ves-

sels is the formulation of fair, transparent, and non-discriminatory port State 

measures. There are no criteria to determine what constitutes a “fair, transparent, 

and non-discriminatory measure”. The vagueness of this clause may provide the 

basis of divergent practices. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) High Seas Task Force argues that a port State measure 

should be able to avoid unjustifi able discrimination between foreign vessels.67 In 

order to ensure that only non-discriminatory measures are implemented, the 

grounds upon which suspected IUU vessels may be detained, released and 

 prosecuted, or whose entry may be denied or landing and transshipment prohib-

ited, need to be made clear in the development of port State schemes.
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The question on the application of non-discriminatory measures also brings 

into question the treatment of foreign fi shing vessels vis-à-vis national fi shing 

vessels in ports. Since the requirements in international fi sheries instruments on 

port State measures only apply to foreign fi shing vessels, an issue may arise as to 

whether or not enforcement actions against foreign fi shing vessels are similar 

with those applied to national fi shing vessels and if disparity in the application of 

such measures may constitute a discrimination between those vessels. This sub-

ject is not clearly addressed in the current framework for port State measures for 

fi sheries. However, in the interest of effectively combating IUU fi shing in ports, 

it makes sense to increase efforts in applying stringent measures for all types of 

fi shing vessels, whether foreign or national fl agged, and in public and private 

ports, if practicable.

Compared to other port State measures such as advanced notice of port entry 

and inspection of fi shing vessels, an enforcement action similar to the prohibition 

of fi sh landings may incite more objections from other States because it also takes 

the form of a market or trade restriction.68 In the dispute between Chile and the 

EU on swordfi sh fi sheries in the South Eastern Pacifi c Ocean, the EU claimed 

that Chile has prescribed and implemented a measure in a discriminatory manner 

when it prohibited the unloading of swordfi sh in its ports.69 There has been no 

defi nitive ruling on the Chile-EU swordfi sh case yet; however, it can be argued 

that the burden to prove that the measure applied is non-discriminatory in nature 

will rest on Chile as a port State. Therefore it is crucial that port States not only 

prescribe clear national laws in controlling fi shing vessels in ports but also deter-

mine the scope of application of such laws and regulations. There is also a need 

for port States to formulate procedures to establish clear evidence that a fi shing 

vessel has engaged in IUU fi shing before an enforcement action is undertaken.

7.3.5 Cooperation with Flag States

While the exercise of state jurisdiction over its territories is provided under inter-

national law, the extent of port State jurisdiction over the actions of a foreign 

vessel outside its territory is subject to some uncertainty. Hence, it has been 

essential to empower a port State to undertake actions in such circumstances 

through treaties as recognised under the IPOA-IUU and the FAO Model Scheme 

which provide for the requirement for port States to cooperate with fl ag States in 

undertaking some of its measures. Two areas where such cooperation is impera-

tive are in undertaking enforcement actions and the exchange of information.
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Under the IPOA-IUU, the right to take enforcement action against an IUU 

vessel which has been granted port access is accompanied by the obligation to 

report the matter to the fl ag State of that vessel, especially if it has been  established 

that the vessel has conducted IUU fi shing in areas beyond the jurisdiction of the 

port State.70 In such a case, the port State may take other actions with the consent 

of, or upon the request of the fl ag State.71 The port State may also invite the fl ag 

State to participate in port inspections subject to appropriate arrangements.72

Cooperation with fl ag States is also provided in the FAO Compliance 

Agreement. This agreement states that when a fi shing vessel is voluntarily in its 

port and there are reasonable grounds for believing that the fi shing vessel has 

been used for an activity that undermines the effectiveness of international con-

servation and management measures, the port State is required to promptly notify 

the fl ag State.73 The fl ag and port States could enter into arrangements that would 

allow the port State to conduct investigations as may be considered necessary to 

establish the violation by the fi shing vessel.74 Similarly, the FAO Code of Conduct 

encourages a port State to provide assistance when it has been requested to estab-

lish the non-compliance of a fi shing vessel of a fl ag State.75 The U.S. has adopted 

the relevant provisions of the FAO Compliance Agreement in its domestic legis-

lation, which specifi cally provides that when a foreign fi shing vessel which has 

undermined international conservation and management measures is voluntarily 

in its ports, it shall promptly notify the fl ag State, and if requested by the fl ag 

State, make arrangements to undertake investigatory measures necessary to estab-

lish the violation of the vessel.76

The exchange of port inspection information with the fl ag State of the sus-

pected IUU vessel is necessary not only to inform the fl ag State of the activities 

of the vessel but also to enable it to take punitive or corrective actions against its 

vessel. A recent example of this is the de-registration of the vessel Paloma V 

from the Namibian registry on the basis of the information obtained from the port 

inspection conducted by New Zealand authorities which proved that the vessel 

has been involved in IUU fi shing. In May 2008, Paloma V, a fi shing vessel fl ying 

the fl ag of Namibia after having fi shed in the Southern Ocean, had entered New 

Zealand to access its port. An inspection was carried out on the vessel and 
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77 Omunkete Fishing (Pty) Limited, the owner of Paloma V, applied for a judicial review on the 
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80 See for example, EU, Council Regulation 601/2004 of 22 March 2004 laying down certain 

control measures applicable to fi shing activities in the area covered by the Convention on the conser-
vation of Antarctic marine living resources and repealing regulations (EEC) No. 3943/90, EC 66/98 
and (EC) 1721/1999, Art. 27(2).

 fi sheries offi cers found evidence that the vessel has been engaged in activities 

that breached CCAMLR conservation and management measures and the New 

Zealand Fisheries Act 1996.77 After New Zealand authorities informed the 

Namibian government of the conduct of its vessel, it undertook to de-register the 

fi shing vessel.78

Another area where cooperation of port States is crucial is when an inspecting 

State deems it necessary to bring the vessel to the nearest port if, following a 

boarding and inspection, it has clear grounds for believing that the vessel has 

committed a serious fi sheries violation and the fl ag State has failed to respond or 

take action against the vessel.79 In such a case, the port State has the obligation to 

render its assistance to the inspecting State, including taking all necessary steps 

to ensure the well-being of the crew. These measures adopted under international 

fi sheries agreements further illustrate the role of port States in assisting in the 

implementation of other enforcement measures, which may be taken by fl ag and 

coastal States.

7.3.6 Other Port State Measures

Based on State practice, there are a number of other measures currently applied to 

foreign fi shing vessels calling into ports which are not directly specifi ed under 

international fi sheries instruments. These measures include the requirement to 

provide a declaration of compliance, authorisation for port entry, authorisation 

for landing and transshipment, prohibition of access to port facilities, and port 

departure requirements.

Apart from an advanced notice of entry, some States also require foreign fi sh-

ing vessels to declare in writing that they have not engaged or supported IUU 

fi shing. Such requirement is more common among members of RFMOs, but also 

among EU member States.80 For such a requirement, port entry or access is 
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28 August-01 September 2006, FAO Fisheries Report No. 810 (Rome, FAO, 2007), at para. 61.

 usually dependent on a declaration that a vessel has not engaged in IUU fi shing. 

If it has been established by the port State that a vessel has been involved in IUU 

fi shing contrary to its declaration, the port State may undertake enforcement 

actions against such vessels.

Some States also require vessels entering into their ports to obtain authorisation 

for port entry, such as the U.S.81 and Canada.82 Another measure is the require-

ment for a foreign fi shing vessel to acquire a licence or authorisation to land or 

transship catch, as provided in the national regulations of Ghana,83 New Zealand,84 

Guinea,85 Benin,86 and Côte d’Ivoire.87 A number of States also provide for certain 

requirements prior to departure such as obtaining clearance for departure and sub-

mission of information such as its intended time and position of departure.88

In terms of undertaking actions against IUU vessels, some port States also pro-

hibit access to port service facilities from such vessels, in addition to denying the 

landing and transshipment of fi sh caught through illegal means.89 Denying access 

to supplies and services in ports is another effective measure that may be applied 

by a State to curtail IUU fi shing. However, such a measure would need to be sub-

ject to certain exemptions such as in cases of force majeure or when the vessel is 

in distress.

There are a whole range of measures that may be applied by a port State to 

address IUU fi shing within the rights accorded to it under international law. What 

is critical is that the requirements for port access and procedures for inspection 

and enforcement are incorporated in domestic legislation or bilateral and multi-

lateral treaties. Port State measures may also be developed within a system of 

other measures, such as monitoring, control and surveillance. In the case of the 

Pacifi c Island States, port access and inspection are an integral part of the regional 

harmonised minimum terms and conditions for fi shing access, the implementa-

tion of which has been considered as a contributing factor to the effectiveness 

of port related measures despite the limited capacity of most of these States.90 
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Port State schemes, specifi cally those adopted by RFMOs, are also essential 

components of national port State regimes, and are discussed in Chapter 9. A suc-

cessful implementation of a port State regime for fi sheries also involves effective 

collaboration between relevant national authorities with fi sheries, navy, customs, 

health and immigration functions, which can only be achieved through inter-

agency cooperation and legal and administrative arrangements.
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Chapter Eight

Trade and Market Measures

8.1 International Fish Trade and IUU Fishing Concerns

The FAO estimates that 45 per cent of the world fi sh catch is now traded interna-

tionally. In 2006, the total world exports of fi sh and fi sh products reached 

USD85.9 billion, which represents an increase of 55 per cent from 2000.1 

Similarly, the value of imports in the same period reached USD89.6 billion or an 

increase of 49 per cent.2 The most important fi sh and fi sh products that are traded 

internationally are shrimp, groundfi sh, salmon, tuna, and fi shmeal.3 While devel-

oped States such as Norway, U.S., Denmark, Canada, Spain, Netherlands, Japan, 

United Kingdom, Italy, France, and Germany are the top exporters and import-

ers of fi sh and fi sh products, the signifi cant contribution of developing States 

to the international trade of fi sh is undeniable. The net exports of fi sh by develop-

ing States have shown a continuous increasing trend over the decades, which 

is estimated at 49 per cent in value and 59 per cent in quantity of the total fi sh-

ery exports in 2006.4 For many developing States, fi sh trade represents a signifi -

cant source of food security, employment and income generation, and foreign 

currency earnings. This overall trend is primarily driven by China, which has 

now become the world’s largest exporter of fi sh.5 At the regional level, the EU is 

the world’s biggest market for fi sh, reaching USD41.3 billion in 2006, and is con-

tinuously expanding its dependence on imports for fi sh supply.6

The vast expansion of trade is attributed to the use of refrigeration and improved 

transportation and communication. In general, the rising trade values and vol-

umes for all fi sh commodities (except fi sh meal volumes) refl ect the increasing 

globalisation of the fi sheries value chain, in which production processing is being 

outsourced to Asia, as well as Central and Eastern Europe and North Africa.7 
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Outsourcing of fi sh processing takes place both at the regional and global levels, 

depending on the product form, labour costs and transportation time. Many spe-

cies, such as salmon, tuna, catfi sh, and tilapia are increasingly traded in their 

processed form.8 In addition, there has been a growth in the international or glo-

bal distribution channels through large retailers.9 It is this transformation and 

complexity of the international fi sh trade that makes it more challenging for States 

to address concerns on the sustainability of fi sheries resources, which has centred 

mostly on the production aspect of fi sheries. One needs to bear in mind that 

between the fi shing vessel that catches the fi sh and the end consumer, a long 

chain of stakeholders are involved in the fi sh trade, including fi sh processors, 

brokers and agents, and wholesalers and retailers. Ideally, these stakeholders 

would need to be involved in the regulation of fi shing activities in order to achieve 

the objective of sustainable use and management of fi sheries resources.

One of the concerns about the international trade of fi sh and fi sh products is 

IUU fi shing. There are no accurate data on how much of the fi sh and products 

traded internationally are derived from IUU fi shing. Without proper controls in 

place, it is particularly diffi cult for States to determine whether or not internation-

ally traded fi sh, or fi sh products which have undergone post-harvest processing or 

those which have been subject to re-exportation, have been caught through IUU 

means. Existing estimates and studies of the extent of illegal and unreported fi sh-

ing only lead to basic conclusions that some fi sh species that enter international 

trade, such as tuna, toothfi sh, and swordfi sh, have been widely targeted by IUU 

fi shers.

The development of the IPOA-IUU took place against the backdrop of a vari-

ety of multilateral efforts to restrict international trade in fi sh and fi shery products 

harvested through IUU fi shing.10 Thus, to appreciate how trade measures may be 

applied to address the IUU fi shing problem, an understanding of the relationship 

between international trade law and international fi sheries law is necessary. This 

chapter examines the legal framework for the international trade of fi sh and fi sh 

products, the issues being discussed within FAO with respect to promoting 

responsible fi sh trade, and concerns related to the application of the Convention 

on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES) 

on commercially exploited aquatic species. It also analyses the internationally 

agreed market related measures adopted under the IPOA-IUU, as well as some 

of the recent developments at the international level to strengthen market and 

trade measures to combat IUU fi shing, such as catch certifi cation and trade 
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 documentation, trade restrictive measures, traceability systems, use of  harmonised 

commodity coding systems, eco-labelling, and other market related measures.

8.2. Legal Framework for International Trade and Fisheries

There are three interrelated issues being dealt with in the international trade of 

fi sh and fi shery products: food safety and security, sustainability of fi sheries 

resources, and globalisation of fi sheries. Dealing with these issues requires an 

approach in the regulation of fi sh trade that takes into account all relevant fi sher-

ies, environment, and trade related instruments. There are two areas in the frame-

work for international trade and fi sheries which require examination. The fi rst 

involves the international trade of fi sh and fi shery products within the framework 

of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the FAO. The second is in regard of 

the international trade of endangered species, which includes a small number of 

aquatic species, under the legal framework of CITES.

8.2.1 International Trade in Fish and Fishery Products 
under the WTO and FAO

The international trade in fi sh and fi shery products is primarily governed by the 

international trade rules developed under the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) and related agreements of the WTO. The Preamble to the 

Marrakesh Agreement establishing the WTO, provides that

…trade and economic endeavour should be conducted with a view to raising standards of 

living, ensuring full employment and large and steadily growing volume of real income 

and effective demand, and expanding the production of and trade in goods and services, 

while allowing for the optimal use of the world’s resources in accordance with the objec-

tive of sustainable development, seeking both to protect and preserve the environment and 

to enhance the means for doing so in a manner consistent with their respective needs and 

concerns at different levels of economic development.11

Similarly, the FAO, in pursuing its objective of effective conservation, manage-

ment and development of marine living resources, promotes adherence to the 

principles, rights and obligations established in WTO Agreements. It is therefore 

the agreements, codes, and guidelines established under the purview of WTO and 

FAO which form part of the regime for the global trade in fi shery products.
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12 M. Rafi quil Islam, International Trade Law of the WTO (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2006), at 16.
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ment by any contracting party of measures:…(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 
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effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.”

The framework for the international trade in fi sh and fi shery products is 

guided by the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries. One of the gen-

eral principles under the FAO Code of Conduct is Article 6.14 which states that 

“(i)nternational trade in fi sh and fi shery products should be conducted in accord-

ance with the principles, rights and obligations established in World Trade 

Organization (WTO) Agreement and other relevant international agreements.” 

This makes it clear that international fi sh trade would need to achieve the funda-

mental goals of GATT, which includes the substantial reduction of tariffs and 

other barriers to trade, as well as the elimination of discriminatory treatment in 

international trade.

GATT has adopted two principles to ensure that multilateral trade is conducted 

on a non-discriminatory basis. These principles are the most favoured nation and 

national treatment principles provided in Articles I, II, and III. In general, GATT 

requires its Members to treat other members the way they treat their ‘most 

favoured’ members or the States with which they have the most unrestricted 

trade. It also requires WTO members to treat imported products from other WTO 

members no less favourably than their domestic products. GATT has also adopted 

the general system of preferences as an exemption to the most favoured nation 

principle, allowing some level of preferential treatment for developing WTO 

Members. The practice of the general system of preferences vary in terms of 

product coverage, benefi ts to developing members, the level of tariff cuts, rules 

of origin, or application of non-tariff barriers.12 Other provisions of GATT 1994 

which are relevant to fi sheries trade also point to the principle of non- 

discrimination, particularly Articles VIII, X, XI, and XIII which deal with rules 

on the importation of products. Even the general exceptions in Article XX of 

GATT 1994, which is of most relevance to fi sheries conservation and manage-

ment and trade, would need to be applied in a non-discriminatory manner.13

Article 6.14 of the FAO Code of Conduct also provides the requirement for 

States to ensure that their policies, programmes and practices related to trade in 

fi sh and fi shery products do not result in obstacles to fi sheries trade, environmen-

tal degradation or negative social, including nutritional impacts. However, with 

the application of a number of related WTO agreements on fi sheries, concerns 

have been raised that the importation of fi sh products result in other forms of 
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 barriers to trade apart from import duties, such as control or sanitary measures, 

technical requirements, as well as trade distortions through subsidies and dump-

ing.14 As discussed in Chapter 3, the major WTO Agreements which are rele-

vant to fi sheries trade are the Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement), Agreement on Technical Barriers to 

Trade (TBT Agreement), Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of GATT 

1994 (Anti-dumping), Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures, Agreement 

on Safeguards, and Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property.

Article 11 of the FAO Code of Conduct elaborates on the principle under 

Article 6.14 by outlining two aspects of trade in fi sh that would need to be taken 

into account: post harvest practices and international trade. The specifi c provi-

sions under Article 11 address four goals with respect to post harvest and interna-

tional trade: (a) safety and quality of fi sh; (b) food security; c) sustainable 

development and utilisation of fi sheries resources; and (c) international trade 

consistent with WTO Agreements. It can be noted that Article 11 of the FAO 

Code of Conduct does not specifi cally address concerns about IUU fi shing, but 

nevertheless forms part of the general framework under which international trade 

in fi sh and fi shery products must be conducted.

8.2.1.1 Maintaining Food Safety and Quality

One of the general principles of the FAO Code of Conduct is that the harvesting, 

handling, processing and distribution of fi sh must be carried out in a manner 

which will maintain the nutritional value, quality and safety of the products, 

reduce waste, and minimise negative impacts on the environment.15 The FAO 

Code of Conduct provides a number of measures that promote the safety and 

quality of fi sh. It requires States to establish and maintain effective national safety 

and quality assurance systems to ensure the right of consumers to safe fi sh and 

fi shery products.16 Traditional quality control programmes were based on estab-

lishing effective hygiene control through inspection of facilities to ensure adher-

ence to established and generally accepted Codes of Good Hygiene Practices 

(GHP) and Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP).17 Examples of more recent 

safety and quality assurance methods and systems include Hazard Analysis 

Critical Control Point (HACCP), Quality control (QC), International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality Management (QM) 
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Codex Standard for Canned Finfi sh, Codex Stan 119-1981, Rev. 1-1995; Codex Standard for Boiled 
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Standards, Quality Systems, and Total Quality Management (TQM).18 These pro-

grammes are supposed to be implemented throughout the industry in compliance 

with the quality standards agreed within the context of the FAO/WHO Codex 

Alimentarius Commission and other relevant organisations and arrangements.19 

The Codex Alimentarius is a collection of standards, codes of practice, guidelines 

and other recommendations which deal with detailed requirements relating to a 

food or food group, operation and management of production processes, or the 

operation of government regulatory systems for food safety and consumer 

protection.20

A number of standards have been formulated under the Codex Alimentarius 

related to fi sheries, such as standards for frozen, canned, smoked, and other forms 

of processed fi sh and other fi sh products.21 Some of these standards are now 

included in the combined Code of Practice for Fish and Fishery Products, which 

has further been modifi ed to incorporate guidance on the use of HACCP.22 This 

Code covers technological guidelines and the essential requirements of hygiene 

in the production of fi sh, shellfi sh and their products to ensure that such products 

are safe for human consumption and meet the requirements of the appropriate 

Codex product standards.23
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24 See World Organisation for Animal Health Website, www.oie.int. Accessed on 13 July 2008.
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15 December 1993, in force 01 January 1995, GATT Doc. MTN/FA Ii-A1A-4, 33 ILM XXX, Art. 
2(2). Hereinafter referred to as SPS Agreement. Art. 5(3).

26 FAO Code of Conduct, Art. 11.1.4; SPS Agreement, Art. 3; and WTO, Agreement on Technical 
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28 Ibid., para. 59.

Other relevant organisations for the promotion of food safety include the World 

Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) through its Aquatic Animal Health Code 

and WTO through the SPS Agreement. The OIE has adopted the Aquatic Animal 

Health Code and the Manual of Diagnostic Tests for Aquatic Animals which aim 

to ensure the sanitary safety of international trade in aquatic animals (fi sh, mol-

luscs, crustaceans and amphibians) and their products. This Code specifi es health 

measures that may be used by veterinary authorities of importing and exporting 

countries to avoid the transfer of agents pathogenic for animals or humans, while 

avoiding unjustifi ed sanitary barriers.24 Similarly, the SPS Agreement provides 

for the establishment of national sanitary and phytosanitary regulations which are 

not more trade restrictive than required. The agreement specifi cally provides that 

in assessing the risk to animal or plant life or health and determining the measure 

to be applied for achieving the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary pro-

tection from certain risks like pests and diseases, WTO Members must take into 

account available relevant economic factors such as the potential damage in terms 

of loss of production or sales in the event of the entry, establishment or spread of 

a pest or disease, the costs of control or eradication in the territory of the import-

ing Member, and the relative cost effectiveness of alternative approaches to limit-

ing the risks.25

One of the challenges in implementing the codes of practice and standards on 

food safety and quality is that most of them are non-mandatory in nature. They 

are not established to replace national regulations that address technological and 

hygienic problems which might be unique to a particular area or specifi c fi shery. 

These standards and guidelines only aim at encouraging harmonisation of national 

sanitary measures, consistent with the FAO Code of Conduct, SPS Agreement 

and TBT Agreement.26 The FAO Code of Conduct recognises that it is unlikely 

that identical sanitary measures and certifi cation programmes in different States 

can be achieved given the diversity of industry, governments, and legal systems 

among States.27 Therefore it recognises the principle of equivalence which “pro-

vides that as long as the programme and methods can be seen to be clearly defi ned, 

enforced, scientifi cally valid and verifi able as to their effectiveness then States 

should recognise each other’s systems as being ‘equivalent’.28
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Another challenge is with respect to the general nature of some of the stand-

ards and guidelines on food safety and quality. These standards often do not con-

sider requirements specifi c to particular food products, leaving the interpretation 

of their application to the food inspectors,29 thus creating diversity in practice. 

Some of these codes of practice would need to be modifi ed to take into account 

local conditions and specifi c consumer requirements. However, any modifi cation 

would need to be in keeping with the principle of equivalence on food safety and 

quality. States would also need to ensure that any formulation of independent 

national food laws and standards do not become unnecessary barriers to trade.

8.2.1.2 Ensuring Food Security

There are a variety of uses for fi sheries resources; however, the most common is 

as a source of food. About 75 per cent of global fi sh production is used for direct 

human consumption.30 Fish represents a valuable source of protein and nutrition 

in the diets of the nationals of many States. Apart from increasing the availability 

of local food, particularly in low income food-defi cit countries, the trade in fi sh 

contributes to the income and foreign exchange of States.31 The earnings from 

international trade in fi sh contribute to ensuring food security at the aggregate 

level.32

In recognition of the vital role of fi sh and its contribution to food security, the 

FAO Code of Conduct places emphasis on the role of post-harvest activities and 

international trade in ensuring food security. Under Article 11.1 of the FAO Code 

of Conduct, States are encouraged to use fi sh for human consumption and pro-

mote the consumption of fi sh whenever appropriate.33 States are also required 

to cooperate in order to facilitate the production of value added products by 

developing countries,34 through transfer of technology and joint ventures. It is 
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therefore imperative to reduce the amount of fi sh that is lost between capture and 

consumption to help ensure fi sh food security, preserve the integrity of the fi shing 

industry, and assist in the sustainable exploitation of fi sheries resources. This also 

calls for the harmonisation of standards in order to prevent post-harvest loss of 

thousands of tonnes of fi sh and fi shery products which are detained, rejected or 

destroyed each year at the borders of many importing regions in the world for 

failure to comply with national safety and quality requirements.35

8.2.1.3 Sustainable Development and Utilisation of Fisheries Resources

While ensuring food safety and food security through post-harvest activities and 

international trade, States are also required to promote the sustainable develop-

ment of fi sheries resources. The FAO Code of Conduct outlines some specifi c 

provisions related to post-harvest practices in this regard. In particular, the FAO 

Code of Conduct requires States to ensure that processing, transporting, and stor-

age methods are environmentally sound.36 States are also required to encourage 

those involved in fi sh processing, distribution and marketing to reduce post- 

harvest losses and wastes, improve the use of by-catch consistent with responsi-

ble fi sheries management practices, and use resources, such as water and energy, 

in an environmentally sound manner.37 However, laws, regulations, and policies 

addressing the environmental effects of post-harvest activities would need to be 

adopted without creating any market distortion.38 The FAO Code of Conduct also 

calls for improving the identifi cation of the origin of fi sh and fi shery products 

traded.39 This is discussed in greater detail in the succeeding sections.

According to FAO, most of its members have taken steps to reduce post- harvest 

losses in processing, distribution and marketing of fi sh. The main measures taken 

include improving handling and conservation methods, enacting food safety reg-

ulation, procedures and standards, HACCP implementation and training, and 

improved use of by-catch in processing, by-product utilisation and diversifi cation 

of product use.40 FAO members have also reported that they have taken steps 

to eliminate the processing of and trading in, illegally harvested fi sh through 

enhanced control and inspection measures and introduction of mandatory report-

ing schemes.41
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With respect to fi sh trade, the FAO Code of Conduct only outlines general pro-

visions to the effect that the international trade in fi sh and fi shery products should 

not compromise the sustainable development of fi sheries and responsible utilisa-

tion of living aquatic resources.42 This is underpinned by Article XX of GATT 

1994 which allows States, as an exception to the application of other GATT pro-

visions, to adopt or enforce measures relating to the conservation of exhaustible 

natural resources, such as restrictions on domestic production or consumption as 

long as such measures are not applied in a discriminatory manner. States are also 

required to cooperate in promoting responsible international fi sh trade,43 and not 

to undermine conservation measures for living aquatic resources in order to gain 

trade or investment benefi ts.44 The requirement to cooperate with respect to the 

promotion of responsible international trade and adherence to multilateral con-

servation and management measures for fi sheries emphasises the need to avoid 

the application of unilateral measures that would affect trade in an unjustifi able 

manner.

8.2.1.4 Promoting International Trade Consistent with WTO Agreements

Article 11.2 of the FAO Code of Conduct elaborates on the need to abide by the 

principles, rights, and obligations established under WTO agreements. The FAO 

Code of Conduct provides a number of measures consistent with the principles of 

fair and non-discriminatory trade practices and harmonisation of trade rules on 

fi sheries. One of the measures in this regard is the requirement to liberalise trade 

in fi sh and fi sh products and eliminate barriers and distortions to trade such as 

duties, quotas and non-tariff barriers.45 Tariff and non-tariff barriers applied to 

fi sh products are known to reduce the opportunities of States to maximise their 

benefi t and comparative advantage from a liberalised trade which will increase 

the cost of fi sh and fi sh products for consumers. The FAO Code of Conduct also 

requires States not to directly or indirectly create unnecessary or hidden barriers 

to trade which limit consumers’ freedom of choice of supplier or that restrict 

market access.46 States are required not to condition access to markets and 

resources and purchase of specifi c technology or sale of other products, except 

those which may come under the framework of bilateral and multilateral fi shing 

agreements.47 As an example, distant water fi shing nations which are unsuccess-

ful in gaining access to fi sheries in the EEZ of developing coastal States should 

not withhold market access from that coastal State. Furthermore, part of market 
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liberalisation is the elimination of measures that distort trade, such as subsidies 

that contribute to overcapacity in the fi shing industry, overfi shing, and IUU fi sh-

ing. Lastly, similar to regulations on post-harvest activities, the FAO Code of 

Conduct requires States to adopt measures on fi sh trade to comply with the SPS 

and the TBT Agreements.48

The FAO Code of Conduct also contains provisions with respect to the laws 

and regulations to be adopted by States relating to fi sh trade. Article 11.3 requires 

States to ensure that laws, regulations, administrative procedures and measures 

affecting international trade in fi sh and fi shery products are transparent and based 

on scientifi c evidence.49 Apart from harmonising standards applicable to interna-

tional fi sh trade, States are required under the FAO Code of Conduct to simplify, 

as well as periodically review laws and regulations. The development of laws and 

regulations on international fi sh trade would need to be undertaken with appro-

priate consultation with industry and environmental and industry groups.50 A State 

would also need to provide suffi cient information and time to States and produc-

ers affected by any change to the legal requirements affecting trade.51

In order to support the implementation of fi sh trade related provisions of the 

FAO Code of Conduct, particularly Articles 11.2 and 11.3, Technical Guidelines 

for Responsible Fish Trade have been adopted by the FAO Sub-Committee on 

Fish Trade.52 These guidelines have no formal legal status and are intended to 

provide general advice and assist in further dissemination and understanding of 

the relevant provisions of the FAO Code of Conduct. The technical guidelines 

explain the rationale for implementing the provisions of the FAO Code of 

Conduct and provide examples of measures and practices that may be adopted by 

States to promote responsible international fi sh trade. The measures provided in 

the technical guidelines also attempt to link more effectively the international 

trade in fi sh and fi shery products with the sustainable conservation and manage-

ment of fi sheries resources. An example of such measures is the requirement for 

States to take into account the increasing demand for verifi cation that fi sh prod-

ucts in international trade are originating from legal fi shing operations and sus-

tainable fi sheries (and aquaculture).53 Means of verifi cation include catch 

documentation and trade documentation schemes developed by RFMOs and eco-

labelling of products, which are discussed in succeeding sections.

In the drafting of the FAO Technical Guidelines on Responsible Fisheries, 

a number of issues have been raised with respect to responsible international fi sh 
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trade. Some FAO Members have emphasised that the technical guidelines should 

further address issues such as the requirements of developing States to participate 

actively in international trade, reducing barriers to trade, facilitating marketing of 

fi sh and fi shery products caught in a manner consistent with fi sheries conserva-

tion and management measures and implications of WTO case law, particularly 

with respect to the interpretation of Article XX of GATT 1994.54 As will be dis-

cussed in the subsequent sections, these issues are also relevant to addressing 

IUU fi shing using trade related measures.

8.2.2 The International Trade of Endangered Aquatic Species 
under CITES and FAO

The issue of trade in threatened wildlife is addressed primarily by the Convention 

on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna.55 Although 

there are only a few aquatic species included in the list of threatened species, 

States have started to recognise the increasing role of CITES in relation to 

resources exploited in marine and large freshwater areas. Some of the commer-

cially exploited aquatic species of fi sh, molluscs and echinoderms listed under 

CITES Appendices are the paddlefi sh and sturgeons (Acipenseriformes species), 

Caribbean queen conch Strombus gigas, whale shark Rhincodon typus, bask-

ing shark Cetorhinus maximus, Seahorses Hippocampus spp, European eel, saw 

fi shes Pristidae, humphead (Napoleon) wrasse, Mediterranean date mussel, pipe-

fi shes and seahorses, and sea cucumber.56 A number of non-fi sh species which 

are important either as targeted species in marine fi sheries or taken as by-catch, 

such as a number of whale species and marine turtle species, are listed on 

Appendix 1.57

When the FAO Code of Conduct was adopted in 1995, the role of CITES in 

aquatic species was considered by making provision for cooperation in comply-

ing with relevant international agreements regulating trade in endangered spe-

cies.58 The FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fish Trade also supplement 

the requirement under the FAO Code of Conduct by calling for the participation 

and cooperation of States in the development, implementation and enforcement 
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of measures to regulate trade in endangered species, such as those under CITES 

and other measures developed by relevant organisations such as RFMOs.59 To 

emphasise the importance of cooperation between CITES and RFMOs, a number 

of resolutions have also been adopted. As an example, CITES recommended the 

adoption of CCAMLR Dissostichus Catch Documentation scheme by its Parties, 

and implementation of its requirements to verify the introduction into, export 

from, or transit through territories under their jurisdiction of Patagonian tooth-

fi sh.60 CITES further called on its Parties to cooperate with CCAMLR in combat-

ing IUU fi shing in toothfi sh and gathering information in connection with IUU 

 fi shing. The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas 

(ICCAT) has also adopted a resolution calling on Parties to CITES to consult 

fully with ICCAT in reaching conclusions on proposals for listing any relevant 

marine species and for the revision of the criteria for listing species on the CITES 

Appendices.61 These resolutions are rather general in nature and have yet to fully 

take into account ongoing discussions between the FAO and CITES on the trade 

in commercially exploited and endangered aquatic species.

Under CITES, trade in specimens of species under CITES Appendices, which 

include aquatic and associated non-fi sh species, require prior grant and presen-

tation of appropriate export, import, and re-export permits and introduction 

from sea certifi cates.62 The issuance of these permits is subject to a number of 

conditions, including the requirement that the specimen was not obtained in con-

travention of CITES or the laws of a State for the protection of fauna and fl ora. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, trade in CITES aquatic species contrary to these 

requirements are considered illegal fi shing.

There are a number of legal and technical issues related to the regulation of 

CITES species based on these requirements for listing and granting of permits. 
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FAO and CITES have been working closely63 to address some of these issues. 

How these issues are resolved would largely determine what rules would apply to 

fi shing for CITES aquatic species and what may be called IUU fi shing in this 

respect. One of the issues that require the cooperation of FAO and CITES is the 

need to refi ne the criteria and guidelines for listing species on CITES Appendices 

to refl ect the specifi c characteristics of aquatic resources, as well as the evalua-

tion of proposals to amend CITES Appendices containing these species. CITES 

has adopted Res.Conf.9.24 (Rev.CoP14) which provides the revised guidelines 

for the listing criteria for commercially exploited aquatic species. These criteria 

take into account factors such as the decline in population or habitat, vulnerabil-

ity to intrinsic and extrinsic factors, and the need to regulate trade in order to 

avoid reaching a level in population at which survival might be threatened.64 The 

listing of commercially exploited aquatic species under CITES also draws atten-

tion to the need to establish management strategies to control possible overfi sh-

ing of some of these species brought about by illegal international trade, such as 

in the case of sea cucumbers and humphead wrasse.65

The legal interpretation of the term “introduction from the sea” under CITES 

has also been a focus of debate among States. Under Article 1 of CITES, 

“Introduction from the sea” is considered as trade, and has further been defi ned as 

“transportation into a State of specimens of any species which were taken in the 

marine environment not under the jurisdiction of any State”. It was agreed under 

CITES Resolution Conf.14.6 that “the marine environment not under the juris-

diction of any State” under the defi nition of introduction from the sea means those 

marine areas beyond the areas subject to the sovereignty or sovereign rights of a 

State consistent with international law, as refl ected in the LOSC. However, it 
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remains uncertain as to how “transportation into a State” should be interpreted.66 

CITES also provides that the introduction from the sea of any specimen of a spe-

cies included in Appendices I and II requires prior grant of a certifi cate from a 

management authority of the State of introduction. Such a certifi cate may only be 

issued upon meeting certain conditions such as the assurance that the introduc-

tion will not be detrimental to the survival of the species and that living speci-

mens will be handled so as to minimise the risk of injury, damage to health or 

cruel treatment.67 These provisions do not really clarify how the CITES process 

of making a non-detrimental fi nding and issuing an introduction from the sea 

certifi cate should be implemented.

8.3 Internationally Agreed Market Related Measures to Address 

IUU Fishing

It is within the legal framework for the international trade in fi sh and fi shery 

products, primarily through the link between international trade and the sustain-

able development and utilisation of fi sheries resources, that measures under the 

IPOA-IUU would need to be considered and implemented. The IPOA-IUU reit-

erates the principles of the FAO Code of Conduct and specifi cally provides that 

measures adopted under paragraphs 66 to 76 “…are to be implemented in a man-

ner which recognises the right of States to trade in fi sh and fi shery products har-

vested in a sustainable manner and should be interpreted and applied in accordance 

with the principles, rights and obligations established in the World Trade 

Organization, and implemented in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory 

manner”.68 These measures are what the IPOA-IUU refers to as “Internationally 

Agreed Market-Related Measures”. Although the IPOA-IUU does not defi ne 

what a “market-related measure” is, the term is generally understood to encom-

pass several types of controls on the importation and exportation of goods.

Similar to the FAO Code of Conduct, the IPOA-IUU has, on a number of pro-

visions, stressed the need to apply internationally agreed market related measures 

in a fair, transparent, and non-discriminatory manner.69 In addition, the  IPOA-IUU 
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requires a State to ensure that measures relating to international trade in fi sh and 

fi shery products are transparent and where applicable, based on scientifi c evi-

dence.70 The IPOA-IUU further emphasises that “(t)rade related measures should 

only be used in exceptional circumstances, where other measures have proven 

unsuccessful to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing, and only after prior 

consultation with interested States.71 Hence, trade measures against IUU fi shing 

need to be applied as a last resort.

This section examines examples of internationally agreed market or trade 

related measures72 which the IPOA-IUU has adopted to address IUU fi shing. 

These measures include the traceability of fi sh and fi shery products, trade 

related RFMO measures, trade restrictive measures, and Harmonised Commodity 

Description and Coding System. This section also discusses other relevant mar-

ket measures such as the eco-labelling and restricting business with IUU fi shers.

8.3.1 Traceability of Fish

Traceability is defi ned by the ISO as the ability to trace the history, application 

or location of an entity by means of recorded identifi cation.73 As a tool in 

food inspection and certifi cation system, traceability or product tracing means 

the ability to follow the movement of a food through specifi ed stages of 

 production, processing and distribution.74 It is also a tool to protect consum-

ers against deceptive marketing practices and ensure fair practices in food 

trade on the basis of accurate product description. In fi sheries, this implies 

the development of systems giving information on the different stages of 

the chain of fi sh and fi shery products from the boat, sea, or farm to the table 

or fork.

The Codex Alimentarius Commission adopted principles for the application of 

traceability or product tracing. It provides that traceability or product tracing 

should be practical, technically feasible and economically viable within a food 

inspection and certifi cation system. Such system should also not be made more 
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trade restrictive than necessary, and should be implemented on a case by case 

basis. The Codex Alimentarius Commission identifi ed a number of factors 

that may be taken into account in formulating and applying traceability require-

ments. These factors include the objectives or outcomes of the food inspection 

and certifi cation systems, assessed food safety risks, characteristics of the poten-

tial deceptive marketing practices being addressed, capabilities of developing 

States, and provision of assistance to the exporting State.75 The basic characteris-

tics of traceability responds to the fi rst aim of the general framework for the inter-

national trade in fi sh and fi shery products, which is to maintain food safety and 

quality.

Traceability would need to be distinguished from certifi cation, in that tracea-

bility is a mechanical process documenting all the stages of production and distri-

bution that food products go through, while certifi cation is more of a statement 

ensuring that certain specifi cations have been undertaken in compliance with 

environmental, social, or food safety and quality standards.76 Traceability sys-

tems also serve as a form of protection for companies, in the sense that if a prob-

lem arises at any stage of production or processing, it would be possible to recall 

only the batch affected and not the entire production.77

A traceability system may either be voluntary or mandatory, depending on its 

objectives and the associated regulations and standards that it hopes to imple-

ment. A traceability system may also be a public or private standard.78 An exam-

ple of a mandatory and public standard for the traceability of fi sh is that which is 

being implemented by the EU. The Council Regulation (EC) No 104/2000 on the 

common organisation of markets in fi shery and aquaculture products provides a 

mandatory traceability requirement for fi shery products made available in the 

market in large quantities.79 Its main aim is to ensure food safety. Fishery prod-

ucts may not be offered for retail sale to the fi nal consumer unless appropriate 

marking or labelling indicates the commercial designation of the species, the pro-

duction method (for instance caught at sea or in inland waters or farmed), and the 

catch area.80 The EU also implemented a programme called the “TraceFish” from 

2000–2002, which provided the basis for the current implementation of similar 
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traceability programmes for seafood products.81 TraceFish formulated standard 

guidelines for trading partners in the EU to be able to interchange traceability 

data in a consistent and fast manner.82

The U.S. implements mandatory food traceability requirements under its 

Food and Drug Administration Act, which requires producers, distributors, 

importers, transporters and packers of food in the U.S. to establish and maintain 

records to identify immediate sources and recipients of food.83 While this legisla-

tion aims to protect consumers against food borne illness, the U.S. also extended 

the application of food traceability to protect against deliberate contamination of 

food.84 Prior notifi cation is required for imported seafood.85 The notice should 

include information on the manufacturer and shipper, the grower, the country of 

origin, the country from which the article is shipped, and the anticipated port of 

entry. If such notice is not provided, the shipment is refused admission into 

the U.S.

Most States do not have equivalent mandatory traceability requirements for 

food products such as in the EU and U.S. Different States have different tracea-

bility programs and subscribe to various suppliers of food traceability systems. 

Some of the most common traceability providers specifi c to the seafood industry 

and fi shing vessel operations are Wisefi sh, Trace 2000, and the Astra System.86

A number of issues arise with respect to the implementation of traceability 

programmes. There have been differing views among States with respect to the 

scope of application of food traceability, as it addresses both food safety and non-

food safety issues. Some States argue that product tracing principles in food 

import and export inspection and certifi cation systems should be formulated pri-

marily as a risk assessment tool to ascertain food safety.87 Other States maintain 
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that traceability systems should also be used to provide more information for 

consumers and could be used to achieve specifi c conservation objectives.88

Traceability systems also have their utility in addressing IUU fi shing. Both the 

FAO Code of Conduct and the IPOA-IUU call for the improvement of the trace-

ability of fi sh and fi sh products. Article 11.1.11 of the FAO Code of Conduct 

provides the requirement for States to ensure that international and domestic trade 

in fi sh and fi shery products are consistent with sound conservation and manage-

ment practices through improving the identifi cation of the origin of fi sh and fi sh-

ery products traded. This is reiterated in paragraph 71 of the IPOA-IUU which 

provides that States should take steps to improve the transparency of their mar-

kets to allow the traceability of fi sh or fi sh products.89 However, neither provision 

stipulates the actions that may be taken to enforce traceability requirements. It 

can only be assumed that for the purpose of addressing IUU fi shing, the traceabil-

ity of fi sh and fi shery products means tracing back to the area of harvest and 

imposing supplementary requirements that will ensure that the fi sh or a fi shery 

product has not been sourced through IUU means. What a State would do if a fi sh 

or fi shery product has been traced back to an IUU activity will depend on its 

domestic policy and law.

Another related limitation is the application of diverging traceability systems. 

Similar to SPS measures, States have different levels of implementation of 

requirements for the traceability of fi sh. This makes it diffi cult to harmonise 

measures across different fi sh trading States, with the potential to create barriers 

to trade.90 There are also fi nancial implications of implementing traceability 

requirements for producers and producing countries, particularly for small scale 

fi sheries and small to medium scale fi sheries related business entities.

8.3.2 Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System

The IPOA-IUU encourages States to work towards using the Harmonized 

Commodity Description and Coding System for fi sh and fi shery products to pro-

mote the implementation of the IPOA-IUU.91 However, the IPOA-IUU does not 

elaborate further on how such system can address IUU fi shing.
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95 World Customs Organization, Overview: What is the Harmonised System? www.wco.org. 
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System Convention and Non-Contracting Party Administrations, 15 January 2009. www.wco.org. 
Accessed on 20 January 2009.

96 WCO, HS Multi-Purposes Tool, www.wco.org. Accessed on 16 January 2009.

The Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System is a multipur-

pose nomenclature for international products developed by the World Customs 

Organization (WCO) and based on an international convention ratifi ed by more 

than 130 States and regional economic integration organisations.92 It provides a 

uniform classifi cation for about 200,000 commodities or 5,000 commodity groups 

identifi ed by a six digit code and arranged according to a legal and logical struc-

ture.93 Fish and fi shery products are covered under Chapter 3 of the Harmonized 

System Nomenclature with numbers from HS0301 to HS0307.94

The system is used by States for a number of purposes, including as a basis for 

customs tariff preferences and control, trade policies, monitoring of controlled 

goods, rules of origin, transport statistics, price monitoring, and economic 

research and analysis.95 The harmonised codes provide customs offi cials with 

information to facilitate inspection of products and to regulate trade in controlled 

goods with environmental impact, such as hazardous wastes, endangered species, 

and ozone depleting substances.96 The commodity codes have also been used by 

the WCO and national customs administrations as a tool for enforcement and 

compliance to help address transnational crime, including environment related 

violations of CITES and other multilateral environmental agreements.

The relevance of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System 

to addressing IUU fi shing has yet to be considered. However, the purpose and 

use of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System provides a 

rationalisation of its use to identify fi sh caught through IUU means. Through the 

harmonised coding systems for fi sh and fi shery products, States will be able to 
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monitor the international trade in fi shery goods crossing their borders, enabling 

them to impose additional measures on goods bearing such codes with respect 

to monitoring the legality of catches. In order to identify IUU caught fi sh, 

Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System may be implemented 

together with catch certifi cation requirements. The EU for example, has adopted 

a regulation to ensure that fi shery products categorised under Chapter 3 and Tariff 

headings 1604 and 1605 of its Combined Nomenclature entering the EU market 

are not derived from IUU fi shing.97 Such fi shery products must be accompanied 

by validated catch certifi cates when they enter the EU market.98 Fisheries depart-

ments and customs administrations may also cooperate to exchange information 

on the trade in fi shery products which fall under HS03 in order to identify which 

products are being traded illegally.

8.3.3 Trade Related Measures Adopted by RFMOs

The IPOA-IUU gives particular importance to multilateral trade related measures 

adopted by RFMOs that may be necessary to combat IUU fi shing. In fact, trade 

related measures adopted by RFMOs may be considered as being at the heart of 

internationally agreed market related measures, particularly given the numerous 

references given to such measures in the IPOA-IUU.99 The RFMOs are deemed 

to have served, and will continue to serve as the primary international bodies for 

developing and adopting market related measures to combat IUU fi shing.100

There are two major multilateral trade related measures discussed in the IPOA-

IUU. One measure is the prevention of trade in fi sh by vessels identifi ed by 

RFMOs as having engaged in IUU fi shing.101 The second measure is the adoption 

of multilateral catch documentation and catch certifi cation schemes.102 These two 

measures are examined in Chapter 9.

8.3.4 Trade Restrictive Measures

The IPOA-IUU refers to trade related measures that take the form of a restriction, 

but only insofar as they have been agreed upon multilaterally. In addition to pre-

venting the importation of fi sh from IUU vessels, the IPOA-IUU also provides 
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110 Ibid., para. 7.44. This decision is reiterated in the decision of the Appellate Body on the appeal 
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for the adoption of “appropriate multi-laterally agreed measures such as import 

and export controls or prohibitions.”103 As will be discussed in the succeeding 

chapter, a number of RFMOs impose restrictions on the trade of fi sh derived from 

IUU fi shing activities.

The imposition of trade restrictions on fi shery products has resulted in disputes 

among States. The United States, for example, banned imports of yellowfi n tuna 

from Mexico for failure to protect Eastern Pacifi c Tropical dolphins in accord-

ance with the Marine Mammal Protection Act.104 The GATT Panel concluded that 

prohibiting the imports of tuna products for the purpose of enforcing a domestic 

law is contrary to GATT rules even if the law aims to protect animal health or 

exhaustible natural resources.105 It held that the U.S. could not embargo imports 

of tuna products from Mexico or intermediary States106 simply because the pro-

duction of tuna in that State did not satisfy U.S. regulations.107

One WTO case on unilateral trade prohibition is the U.S. embargo on shrimp 

and shrimp products from India, Malaysia, Pakistan, and Thailand for failing to 

mandate the use of turtle excluder devices in shrimp trawling or comparable 

measures that would prevent the adverse impact of commercial fi shing operations 

on sea turtles.108 The four States brought a joint complaint against the ban imposed 

by the U.S. in 1997. The WTO Panel ruled that the measure has been applied by 

the U.S. in a manner that constitutes arbitrary and unjustifi able discrimination 

between members of the WTO contrary to the requirements of the chapeau of 

Article XX of GATT 1994.109 The WTO Panel further emphasised that the cha-

peau requirement also provides that measures adopted to serve environmental 

objectives cannot be a disguised restriction on international trade.110
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Restrictions impacting on trade which are taken unilaterally by States may eas-

ily be subject to disputes. Hence, it is necessary for a State to adopt trade restric-

tive measures consistent with its rights and obligations under relevant WTO 

Agreements.111 The success in the application of import restrictions as a trade 

measure also lies in the effi ciency of domestic import licensing regulations.112 

If domestic import regulations are formulated in a transparent and equitable man-

ner and are not disguised as trade barriers, they are more likely to be accepted by 

States.

8.3.5 Other Market Measures

There are a host of other market measures which may be adopted to address IUU 

fi shing. These measures include eco-labelling of fi sh products, support to sustain-

able fi sheries by private companies, and increasing the awareness of those 

involved in the fi shing industry and businesses to address IUU fi shing.

8.3.5.1 Eco-labelling of Fish Products

A market related measure which is used progressively to address IUU fi shing, 

although not directly provided under the IPOA-IUU, is eco-labelling of fi sh and 

fi shery products. At the United Nations Conference for Environment and 

Development (UNCED), governments agreed to encourage the expansion of 

environmental labelling and other environmentally related product information 

programmes designed to assist consumers to make informed choices.113 Eco-

labels are seals of approval given to products that are deemed to have fewer 

impacts on the environment than functionally or competitively similar products.114 

If a particular fi shery product bears a distinctive logo or eco-label, it is presumed 

to have been harvested in compliance with sustainable fi sheries management 

measures. Based on the eco-labels awarded, and according to their environmental 

awareness and preference, consumers can then make the choice to purchase the 

product.
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There are three categories of eco-labelling. There are party labelling schemes 

which are considered “self declaration” and are established by individual 

 companies based on their own product standards.115 An example of this would 

be “dolphin safe” tuna labels of seafood companies.116 The second category of 

party labelling schemes are established by industry associations for the prod-

ucts of their members, while third party labelling schemes are usually formu-

lated by private initiators independent from the producers, distributors, and 

sellers of labelled products.117 Labels range from “not overfi shed, to no marine 

mammal by-catch and not overfi shed, to no by-catch of any sort and not over-

fi shed, to ecosystem friendly where the entire ecosystem with its compli-

cated  system food chain is not harmed.”118 Eco-labelling schemes, however, do 

not directly address IUU fi shing but the sustainability of fi sheries resources in 

general.

8.3.5.1.1 Marine Stewardship Council Eco-labelling Standard
One of the most popular initiatives in eco-labelling is the formulation of the 

Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)119 Principles and Criteria for Sustainable 

Fisheries. These principles consider the status of the target fi sh stocks, impact 

of the fi shery on the ecosystem, and performance of the fi shery management 

 system.120 Certain operational criteria under the MSC principles ensure that fi sh-

ing activities are in compliance with all legal and administrative requirements 

of a State and that fi sh has not been caught through IUU fi shing activities, such 

as the use of destructive fi shing methods.121 Fisheries which conform to these 

principles and criteria are certifi ed. However, the MSC eco-labelling programme 

is voluntary and has a limited scope. Only about 7 per cent of the world’s wild-

capture fi sheries are engaged in the programme, either as certifi ed fi sheries or 

in full assessment against the MSC standard for a sustainable fi shery.122 As at 

September 2008, there were more than 800 MSC-labelled seafood products sold 
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in 36  countries worldwide.123 This involves 36 fi sheries accredited to the MSC 

standards and 75 others currently undergoing assessment.124

The MSC is also in the process of developing new technical guidelines to help 

fi sheries with insuffi cient data to meet the MSC standards. The new guidelines 

introduce a risk assessment that will be initiated on small scale and data defi cient 

fi sheries to assess their performance and provide an alternative route to certifi ca-

tion against MSC standards.125 There are currently seven fi sheries in Africa, South 

America, and Asia which are participating in the trials to test the new guidelines 

for the assessment of small scale and data defi cient fi sheries.126 The application of 

these technical guidelines provides an opportunity for small scale fi shers to par-

ticipate in the eco-labelling programme and potentially be more competitive in 

the market.

There are various advantages in implementing eco-labelling schemes for fi sh 

and fi shery products. Eco-labelling programmes can provide information about 

the environmental impact of products, provide consumers with the opportunity to 

express their environmental or ecological concerns through their purchasing 

behaviour, enhance incentives for producers to supply products that meet eco-

labelling requirements, and encourage retailers and consumers to buy only fi sher-

ies products that come from sustainably managed resources.127 For the purpose of 

combating IUU fi shing, eco-labelling schemes may be used to distinguish 

between fi sh which have been caught contrary to fi sheries conservation and man-

agement measures of a State or an RFMO and those which have been caught in a 

sustainable manner.

There are, however, challenges in the implementation of the MSC eco- labelling 

scheme. Questions have been raised about the application of the MSC eco-label-

ling criteria in certain fi sheries. For example, there were criticisms that eco-label-

ling processes of the western rock lobster, New Zealand hoki and South Georgia 

toothfi sh were inaccurate and misleading, have failed to address the problem of 

IUU fi shing, and have not complied with the MSC Principles and Criteria for 

Sustainable Fisheries.128 Another challenge is the accountability in and transpar-

ency of the MSC certifi cation process as well as the refi nement and consistent 

interpretation and implementation of the MSC Principles and Criteria.129 
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To address some of these concerns, it has been suggested that the implementation 

of the MSC eco-labelling process could be improved through the identifi cation of 

critical indicators for failing a certifi cation process such as the failure to follow 

scientifi c advice in management and the levels of IUU fi shing in the fi shery and 

by-catch levels.130

8.3.5.1.2 FAO Eco-labelling Guidelines
The utility of eco-labelling as a tool for promoting the sustainability of fi sheries 

resources has also been recognised more formally in international fora. To pro-

vide equal opportunities for all States to participate in eco-labelling schemes, in 

2005, the FAO introduced a voluntary instrument called Guidelines for the Eco-

labelling of Fish and Fishery Products from Marine Capture Fisheries, to guide 

States in designing and promoting eco-labelling schemes.131 These guidelines 

provide the minimum requirements and criteria for assessing whether an eco-

label may be awarded to a fi shery. The criteria for eco-labelling include the ade-

quacy of data to evaluate the current state and trend of fi sh stocks, provision of 

scientifi c advice, use of data and information to identify the adverse impacts of 

the fi shery on the ecosystem, and an effective management system and legal and 

administrative framework.132 Some of these criteria are very similar to those for-

mulated under the MSC eco-labelling programme, although the standards 

included in the guidelines are more comprehensive in terms of accreditation proc-

ess and certifi cation requirements. These criteria however, largely address the 

impacts of fi shing activities on the ecosystem and can only deal indirectly with 

IUU fi shing.

The FAO Guidelines for Eco-labelling of Fish and Fishery Products are based 

on principles consistent with those under the IPOA-IUU, such as the application 

of eco-labelling schemes in a transparent133 and non-discriminatory manner, in a 

way that does not create unnecessary obstacles to trade,134 and are based on best 

scientifi c evidence available.135 The relationship between the two instruments, 

however, has not been elaborated. As the FAO Eco-labelling Guidelines and 

existing third party eco-labelling schemes deal with the certifi cation of  sustainable 
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 fi sheries, it can only be assumed that eco-labelling partly addresses the problem 

of unregulated fi shing.

8.3.5.2 Market Measures by Private Companies

The seafood industry has also adopted measures to promote sustainable fi shing, 

particularly by espousing eco-labelling schemes. As an example, Unilever has 

committed to buy its fi sh from sustainable sources and supports the MSC stand-

ard for fi sh certifi cation. In 1996, Unilever wrote to all of its suppliers asking 

them to confi rm that their fi sh were legally caught in specifi ed FAO statistical 

areas and has stopped sourcing products from suppliers who could not offer that 

confi rmation.136

Unilever has also established its own assessment tool known as the “traffi c 

light system”, where each fi shery is assessed according to fi ve indicators: fi sher-

ies research, quota system, regulatory tools, control systems, and long term man-

agement plan.137 In this assessment tool, the effect of fi shing on marine ecosystems 

is also taken into account. The assessment results are graded based on three 

 colours—red, green, and yellow. A fi shery that gets all green colours is deemed 

sustainable and Unilever would recommend its certifi cation under MSC stand-

ards.138 A fi shery that shows a mix of green and yellow is deemed managed and 

progressing, and a fi shery that gets one or more red is considered poorly man-

aged.139 The fi shery is deemed unmanaged if its assessment scores red in all fi ve 

indicators.140 Unilever does not obtain fi sh from unmanaged fi sheries and sup-

ports those which are making progress towards sustainability.141

A number of companies are now supporting sustainable fi sheries. Retailers like 

Wal-Mart and ASDA pledge to switch to 100 per cent MSC-certifi ed fi sh within 

3 to 5 years.142 J Sainsbury plc of the UK, the Royal Ahold (Netherlands), and the 

Whole Foods Market of the U.S. have all committed to sourcing fi sh from sus-

tainable sources and closely work with the MSC.143 The widening campaign 

against IUU fi shing is progressively establishing a trend towards buying legally 

caught fi sh, which could result in loss of market for fi shing companies which can-

not comply with international and regional certifi cation processes.
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8.3.5.3 Measures to Deter Business with IUU Fishers

The IPOA-IUU provides that States should ensure that all those involved in fi sh-

eries related businesses, (i.e. fi shers, importers, transhippers, buyers, consumers, 

equipment suppliers, bankers, insurers, other service suppliers) and the public, 

are aware of the detrimental effects of doing business with IUU vessels and take 

measures to deter such business.144 According to the IPOA-IUU, these measures 

may include legislation that makes it a violation to conduct such business or to 

trade in fi sh or fi sh products derived from IUU fi shing.145 These measures have 

been adopted mostly by regional fi sheries organisations in their resolutions. 

RFMOs such as the Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), Inter-

American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), Indian Ocean Tuna Commission 

(IOTC), CCAMLR, and ICCAT, encourage importers, transporters and other sec-

tors concerned, to refrain from transaction in and transshipment of tuna and tuna-

like species caught by vessels included in the IUU list.146 The Lake Victoria 

Fisheries Organisation (LVFO) also calls on its Partner States to enact legislation 

that makes it a violation to conduct business or to trade in fi sh or fi sh products 

derived from IUU fi shing in Lake Victoria.147

Deterring business with IUU vessels provides another layer of measure that 

would ideally assist States in preventing IUU fi shing. However, adopting legal 

measures to accommodate such concerns may not be as straightforward as the 

IPOA-IUU suggests. While regulating entities directly related to fi sheries, such 

as those involved in post-harvest fi sheries production may be easy to achieve, 

there are entities within the fi sheries business chain which do not deal exclusively 

with fi shing vessels or companies and are not directly covered under international 

or national fi sheries law, such as banks, equipment suppliers, insurers and service 

suppliers. Imposing restrictions on how these entities conduct their businesses is 

beyond the scope of fi sheries management and policy and may require adjust-

ments in different areas of law such as commercial law, banking and fi nance, and 

corporation law.



1 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Montego Bay, Jamaica, concluded on 10 
December 1982, in force 16 November 1994, 1833 UNTS 3; 21 ILM 1261 (1982), hereinafter 
referred to as LOSC. LOSC, Art. 63(1).

2 LOSC, Art. 63(2).
3 LOSC, Art. 64.
4 LOSC, Art. 66.
5 LOSC, Art. 67.

Chapter Nine

RFMO Measures to Address IUU Fishing

9.1 The Duty to Cooperate and Regional Fisheries Organisations

Cooperation among States is one of the fundamental legal principles underpin-

ning the long term conservation and sustainable use of marine fi sheries resources 

in modern times. The LOSC mandates cooperation, either directly or through 

appropriate subregional or regional organisations in several instances: to ensure 

the conservation and development of the same stocks or stocks of associated spe-

cies which occur within the EEZs of two or more coastal States;1 to agree on 

measures necessary for the conservation of stocks or stocks of associated species 

which occur within EEZs and in areas beyond and adjacent to EEZs;2 and to 

ensure the conservation and promotion of optimum utilisation of highly migra-

tory species within and beyond EEZs.3 Cooperation is also required with respect 

to anadromous stocks4 and catadromous species.5 Additionally, Article 123 of the 

LOSC requires cooperation in the management of the living resources in semi-

enclosed seas. The duty to cooperate is also reiterated in Articles 117 and 118 of 

the LOSC with respect to the conservation and management of living resources 

in areas of the high seas. Article 117 imposes a duty on all States “to take, or to 

cooperate with other States in taking, such measures for their respective nationals 

as may be necessary for the conservation of the living resources of the high seas”. 

Under Article 118, States whose nationals harvest identical living resources on 

the high seas are obliged to cooperate to take measures to conserve and manage 

these resources and to establish subregional or regional fi sheries organisations to 

this end.

The duty to cooperate through global, regional, subregional or bilateral arrange-

ments has been reinforced in a number of post-LOSC fi sheries instruments, 

including Chapter 17 of Agenda 21, FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Fisheries, FAO Compliance Agreement, and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement. 

States can give effect to their duty to cooperate either by establishing and 
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    6 Agreement for the Implementation of the Provision of the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling 
Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks, New York, concluded on 4 August 1995, in force 11 
December 2001, 34 ILM 1542 (1995); 2167 UNTS 88. Hereinafter referred to as UN Fish Stocks 
Agreement. Arts. 8(3) and 8(5); Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Agreement to Promote 
Compliance with International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the 
High Seas, Rome, Italy, concluded on 24 November 1993, entered into force 24 April 2003, 33 ILM 
968. Hereinafter referred to as FAO Compliance Agreement. Art. V(3); FAO, Code of Conduct for 
Responsible Fisheries, Adopted at the 28th Session of the FAO Conference, Rome, Italy, 31 October 
1995. Hereinafter referred to as FAO Code of Conduct. Art. 7.1.3; United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (UNCED), Agenda 21, Chapter 17, Protection of the Oceans, All 
Kinds of Seas, Including Enclosed and Semi-enclosed Seas, and Coastal Areas and the Protection, 
Rational Use and Development of their Living Resources, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 03–14 June 1992. 
Hereinafter referred to as Agenda 21. Para. 17.49.

    7 In current practice, those which agree to apply conservation and management measures adopted 
by RFMOs generally include cooperating non-members, participants, and fi shing entities.

    8 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art. 17; FAO Compliance Agreement, Preamble; FAO Code of 
Conduct, Article 7.1.5; Agenda 21, par. 17.60. This also pertains to States with real interest in the 
fi sheries concerned. See UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art. 8(3). For further discussion, see Erik Jaap 
Molenaar, ‘The Concept of ‘Real Interest’ and Other Aspects of Co-operation through Regional 
Fisheries Management Mechanisms’, 15 The International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 
(2000), at 475–530. See also Erik Jaap Molenaar, ‘Participation, Allocation and Unregulated Fishing: 
The Practice of Regional Fisheries Management Organisations’, 18 The International Journal of 
Marine and Coastal Law (2003), at 457–480.

    9 The FAO uses the term “Regional Fishery Body” which is defi ned as referring to “a mechanism 
through which three or more States or international organisations that are parties to an international 
fi shery agreement or arrangement collaboratively engage each other in multilateral management of 
fi shery affairs related to transboundary, straddling, highly or high seas migratory stocks, through the 
collection and provision of scientifi c information and data, serving as technical and policy forum, or 
taking decisions pertaining to the development and conservation, management and responsible utili-
sation of the resources. See FAO Website, Regional Fishery Bodies and Arrangements, www.fao
.org. Accessed on 20 January 2009.

10 See FAO Website, Regional Fisheries Bodies Home Page. www.fao.org. Accessed on 15 
January 2009. For information on these regional fi sheries bodies, see Michel J. Savini, Summary 
Information on the Role of International Fishery Bodies with Regard to the Conservation and 
Management of Living Resources of the High Seas, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 835, Rev. 1 (Rome, 
FAO, 1991); S.H. Marashi, The Role of FAO Regional Fishery Bodies in the Conservation and 
Management of Fisheries, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 916 (Rome, FAO, 1996).

11 See Appendix E, Major Issues Affecting the Performance of Regional Fishery Bodies, in FAO, 
Report of the Meeting of FAO and Non-FAO Regional Fishery Bodies or Arrangements, Rome, 
Italy, 11–12 February 1999, FAO Fisheries Report No 597 (Rome: FAO, 1999).

 becoming members of subregional or regional fi sheries management organisa-

tions (RFMOs) or by agreeing to apply the conservation and management meas-

ures of such organisations.6,7 More fundamentally, non-members of or 

non-participants in RFMOs are not discharged from the obligation to cooperate 

in the conservation and management of straddling fi sh stocks and highly migra-

tory fi sh stocks.8

There are now over forty regional fi sheries organisations9 operating 

 worldwide—ten have been established under FAO and the rest created under 

international agreements between three or more contracting Parties.10 Regional 

fi sheries organisations have different mandates, functions, structures, and compe-

tences11 and can be classifi ed into three categories based on their main functions, 
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12 Examples of scientifi c research organisations are Advisory Committee on Fishery Research 
(ACFR), Coordinating Working Party on Fisheries Statistics (CWP), International Council for the 
Exploration of the Sea (ICES), Network of Aquaculture Centres in Asia-Pacifi c (NACA), North 
Pacifi c Marine Science Organization (PICES), and the Secretariat of the Pacifi c Community (SPC).

13 Examples of regional fi sheries organisations with advisory and coordination functions are Asia 
Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (APFIC), Bay of Bengal Programme Inter-governmental Organisation 
(BOBP-IGO), Regional Fisheries Advisory Committee for the Southwest Atlantic (CARPAS), 
Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF), Committee for Inland Fisheries for 
Africa (CIFAA), Ministerial Conference on Fisheries Cooperation among African States Bordering 
the Atlantic Ocean (COMHAFAT), Commission for Inland Fisheries of Latin America (COPESCAL), 
Joint Technical Commission for the Argentina/Uruguay Maritime Front (CTMFM), Regional 
Fisheries Committee for the Gulf of Guinea (COREP), Permanent Commission for the South Pacifi c 
(CPPS), European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission (EIFAC), Fishery Committee of the West 
Central Gulf of Guinea (FCWC), Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA), Mekong River Commission 
(MRC), North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO), Latin American Organization 
for Fisheries Development (OLDEPESCA), Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Centre 
(SEAFDEC), Sub-regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), Southwest Indian Ocean Fisheries 
Commission (SWIOFC), and Western Central Atlantic Fishery Commission (WECAFC).

14 Examples of regional fi sheries management organisations are Commission for the Conservation 
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR), the Convention on the Conservation and 
Management of the Pollock Resources in the Central Bering Sea (CCBSP), Commission for the 
Conservation of Southern Bluefi n Tuna (CCSBT), General Fisheries Commission for the 
Mediterranean (GFCM), Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), International 
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), Indian Ocean Tuna Commission 
(IOTC), International Pacifi c Halibut Commission (IPHC), International Whaling Commission 
(IWC), Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO), Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
(NAFO), North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO), Northeast Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission (NEAFC), North Pacifi c Anadromous Fish Commission (NPAFC), Pacifi c Salmon 
Commission (PSC), Regional Commission for Fisheries (RECOFI), Southeast Atlantic Fisheries 
Organisation (SEAFO), South Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement (SIOFA), Western and Central 
Pacifi c Fisheries Commission (WCPFC), and yet to be established South Pacifi c Regional Fisheries 
Organisation (SPRFMO).

15 Are K. Sydnes, ‘Regional Fisheries Organizations: How and Why Organizational Diversity 
Matters’, 32 Ocean Development and International Law (2001), at 354.

16 See Judith Swan, ‘Regional Fishery Bodies and Governance: Issues, Action and Future 
Directions’, FAO Fisheries Circular No. 959 (Rome, FAO, 2002).

17 FAO, Report of the Meeting of FAO and Non-FAO Regional Fishery Bodies or Arrangements, 
Rome, Italy, 11–12 February 1999, FAO Fisheries Report No 597 (Rome: FAO, 1999).

namely, scientifi c research organisations,12 advisory and regional coordination 

organisations,13 and management organisations.14,15 About half of the total number 

of regional fi sheries organisations have been established since the negotiation of 

the LOSC.16 Regional fi sheries organisations created in more recent times address 

gaps in the international fi shery regulatory framework, particularly on the high 

seas.

9.2 The Role of Regional Fisheries Organisations in Addressing 

IUU Fishing

In addition to establishing regional fi sheries organisations as “vehicles for good 

fi shery governance”,17 the role of such organisations, particularly those with 
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18 See Kevin Bray, ‘A Global Review of Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing’, in FAO, 
Report of and Papers Presented at the Expert Consultation on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 
Fishing, Sydney, Australia, 15–19 May 2000, FAO Fisheries Report No. 666 (Rome: FAO, 2001).

19 See IPOA-IUU, paras. 80, 81, and 83. Based on these provisions, “States, acting through rele-
vant regional fi sheries management organisations” may be interpreted as referring to both members, 
cooperating non-members, and other participants of RFMOs which are applying measures adopted 
by such RFMOs to address IUU fi shing.

20 Transshipment is the process of unloading or transfer of fi sh from a fi shing vessel to another 
fi shing vessel either at sea or in port.

 management functions as vehicles for the development and implementation of 

sustainable fi sheries management principles to combat IUU fi shing has been rec-

ognised since the inception of the IPOA-IUU. As discussed in Chapter 2, 

CCALMR was the driving force behind the development of the IUU fi shing con-

cept. Other regional fi sheries organisations were also involved in the fi rst global 

review of IUU fi shing held in 2000.18 Continuous cooperative efforts are being 

undertaken by regional fi sheries organisations to address common IUU fi shing 

concerns.

The IPOA-IUU recognises the critical role of RFMOs in combating IUU fi sh-

ing. Since RFMOs have the mandate to adopt resolutions or conservation and 

management measures which are binding on their members, they are in a more 

prominent position to develop and implement mechanisms to combat IUU fi shing 

than those organisations exclusively with advisory or scientifi c functions. 

Recognising this critical role, the IPOA-IUU devotes an entire section to the 

implementation of the IPOA-IUU through RFMOs or by “States acting through 

relevant RFMOs”.19

9.3 RFMO Measures to Combat IUU Fishing

As RFMOs continue to strengthen their capacity to address IUU fi shing, it is 

increasingly acknowledged that dealing effectively with the IUU fi shing problem 

is not only about establishing a list of IUU vessels and applying measures against 

such vessels, but also implementing a range of complementary measures with 

respect to authorising vessels to fi sh, regulating fi shing activities at sea and in 

port, and ensuring compliance with conservation and management measures.

9.3.1 Authorisations to Fish and to Transship Fish20

As noted in Chapter 6, in the EEZ, the responsibility to issue authorisation to fi sh 

lies with the coastal State in whose EEZ the fi shing operation is conducted. On 

the high seas, particularly in areas regulated by RFMOs, the fl ag State member of 

the RFMO has the primary duty to ensure that only vessels it has authorised are 

able to fi sh in the area of competence of the RFMO. The fl ag State also has the 
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21 Convention on the Conservation of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central 
Pacifi c Ocean, Honolulu, Hawaii, concluded 5 September 2000, entry into force 19 June 2004, 
[2004] ATS 15. Hereinafter referred to as WCPFC Convention. Art. 24(2); Convention on the 
Conservation and Management of Fishery Resources in the Southeast Atlantic Ocean, Windhoek, 
Namibia concluded on 20 April 2001, in force 13 April 2003; 41 ILM 257. Hereinafter referred to as 
SEAFO Convention. Art. 14(2); NAFO Conservation and Enforcement Measures 2009, NAFO/FC 
Doc. 09/1, Art. 18(1); Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), Scheme of Control and 
Enforcement, February 2009, Art. 4(1).

22 SEAFO Convention, Art. 14(3)(b).
23 WCPF Convention, Art. 24(3)(a).
24 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-02 (2008), Licensing and Inspection Obligation of 

Contracting Parties with Regard to their Flag Vessels Operation in the Convention Area, paras. 1 
and 2.

25 SEAFO Convention, Art. 14(3)(b) and Annex, Section One; NAFO, Conservation and 
Enforcement Measures, Art. 13; NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 4; ICCAT, 
Resolution by ICCAT Concerning the Measures to Prevent the Laundering of Catches by Illegal, 
Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Large-scale Tuna Longline Fishing Vessels, 02-25 GEN, 04 
June 2003, para. 1; ICCAT, General Outline of Integrated Monitoring Measures Adopted by ICCAT, 
02-31 GEN, para. 1(i)(b); ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Concerning the Duties of Contracting 
Parties and Cooperating Non-parties, Entities, or Fishing Entities in Relation to Their Vessels 
Fishing in the ICCAT Convention Area, 03-12 GEN, 19 June 2004, para. 1.

primary duty to ensure that vessels fl ying its fl ag do not undertake activities which 

undermine the effectiveness of conservation and management measures adopted 

by the RFMO in question. The scope and content of an authorisation to fi sh in 

RFMO areas are derived from the domestic laws of the fl ag State of the vessel 

and the conservation and management measures adopted by the RFMO.

The responsibility to issue authorisation to fi sh rests with the fl ag State and not 

the RFMO. A number of RFMOs, including NAFO, NEAFC, WCPFC, and 

SEAFO require their members to authorise the use of vessels fl ying their fl ags 

only where they are able to discharge effectively their duties in respect of such 

vessels.21 Some RFMOs require their fl ag State members to take effective control 

of their vessels through fi shing authorisation.22 It is a requirement under the 

WCPF Convention that a vessel may only conduct fi shing within areas under the 

jurisdiction of other members only when it holds a licence, permit or authorisa-

tion required by the coastal State.23 CCAMLR members are required to include 

certain conditions in the fi shing licences they issue. These include the specifi c 

areas, species and time periods for which fi shing is authorised and the timely 

notifi cation by the vessel to its fl ag State of exit from and entry into any port in 

the Convention area; movement of the vessel between areas, sub-areas and divi-

sions; reporting of catch data in accordance with CCAMLR requirements; and 

operation of a VMS.24

Other RFMOs have more general authorisation to fi sh requirements. For exam-

ple, SEAFO, NEAFC, IOTC, NAFO, and ICCAT recognise the importance of 

authorisation to fi sh in ensuring that only licensed fi shing vessels undertake fi sh-

ing activities in their management areas.25 Licences are required to be carried on 
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26 IOTC, Resolution 01/02 Relating to Control of Fishing Activities, para. 2; IPHC, Licensing 
Procedures for Area 2A, no date; ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Concerning the Establishment 
of an ICCAT Record Over 24 Meters Authorised to Operate in the Convention Area, 02-22 GEN, 04 
June 2003, para 5(d).

27 SEAFO for example has adopted an interim prohibition on all transshipments at sea in the 
SEAFO Convention area. See SEAFO, Conservation Measure 03/06 on an Interim Prohibition of 
Transshipments at Sea in the SEAFO Convention Area and to Regulate Transshipments in Port, 
Approved 04/10/2006.

28 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Establishing a Programme for Transshipment by Large-scale 
Fishing Vessels, Sec. 1.1; Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish Multi-Annual Recovery Plan for 
Bluefi n Tuna in the Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, 06-05 BFT, 13 June 2007, para. 35; ICCAT, 
Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, 06-11 GEN, 13 June 
2007, paras. 1, 3-5, and Annexes 1 and 2; WCPF Convention, Art. 29(5); WCPFC, Conservation and 
Management Measure on the Regulation of Transshipment, Conservation and Management Measure 
2009-06, paras. 25 and 35.

29 ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, 06-01 
GEN, 13 June 2007, Sec. 2.3.

30 IATTC, Resolution C-08-02, Resolution on Establishing a Program for Transshipments by 
Large-Scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 1.3.

31 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Establishing a Programme for Transshipment by Large-scale 
Fishing Vessels, Sec. 2.4.

32 See CCSBT, Resolution on Establishing a Program for Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing 
Vessels, Adopted at the Fifteenth Annual Meeting, 14–17 October 2002.

33 WCPFC, Conservation and Management Measure 2009-06, paras. 26 and 35.

board vessels and must contain at the very least, basic information such as the 

vessel name, port in which and the number under which it is registered, interna-

tional call sign, name and address of owners and charterers, overall length, engine 

power, commercial fi shing gears, vessel activity, number of crew, and gross 

tonnage.26

In addition to regulating activities of vessels authorised to fi sh in their areas of 

competence, RFMOs also regulate the transshipment operations of fi shing ves-

sels. All transshipments of fi sh in RFMO areas are required to take place in des-

ignated ports in order to prevent the laundering of fi sh,27 except in certain 

circumstances.28 ICCAT for example exempts small-scale albacore longline ves-

sels from the prohibition on transshipment at sea29 while IATTC provides a gen-

eral exemption for vessels which transship fresh fi sh at sea.30 IOTC members are 

given the responsibility to determine whether or not to permit their vessels to 

transship at sea.31 In the case of the CCSBT, both members and cooperating non-

members are required to ensure that transshipment activities are conducted in 

accordance with the transshipment procedures established by the Commission.32 

In WCPFC, fl ag States of vessels seeking an exemption from transshipment at 

sea in accordance with established criteria need to submit an application for 

exemption to the Commission.33

The distinction in RFMO practice between transshipment operations which 

may be allowed at sea and those which may only take place in port, would seem 
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34 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 4.16; ICCAT, 
Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, paras. 15 and 16 and 
Annex 2; IATTC, Resolution C-08-02 Establishing a Program for Transshipments by Large-Scale 
Fishing Vessels, para. 16-17; WCPFC, Conservation and Management Measure 2009-06, para.13.

35 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 5.18; ICCAT, 
Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, para. 17 and Annex 1; 
IATTC, Resolution C-08-02 Establishing a Program for Transshipments by Large-Scale Fishing 
Vessels, para. 16-17.

36 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 5.19; ; ICCAT, 
Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, para. 18; WCPFC, 
Conservation and Management Measure 2009-06, Annex II.

37 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-09 (2009), Notifi cation System for Transshipments 
within the Convention Area, para. 2.

38 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 4.12; IATTC, 
Resolution C-08-02 Establishing a Program for Transshipments by Large-Scale Fishing Vessels, 
para. 13. For CCAMLR, the period for advance notifi cation of transshipment is at least 72 hours. See 
CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-09 (2009).

to be missing the crucial point that from the perspective of combating IUU  fi shing, 

the critical issue in transshipment regulation is not so much where the transship-

ment takes place, but whether there are adequate and verifi able procedures to 

ensure that such transshipment activities, regardless of where they take place, are 

properly monitored to minimise the occurrence of IUU fi shing.

The practice of RFMOs on transshipment monitoring covers three specifi c 

requirements. The fi rst is that all carrier vessels transhipping at sea must carry 

observers in accordance with any observer programme established by the 

RFMO.34 The second requirement relates to the inspection of transshipment dec-

laration and verifi cation of other relevant documentation, such as applicable catch 

documents or statistical documents relating to the transshipment declaration of 

the species covered under the documentation scheme.35 The third is the require-

ment on members of RFMOs to report annually to their respective commissions 

the quantities of species transshipped and the list of vessels which conducted the 

transshipment.36 In the case of CCAMLR for example, each contracting fl ag 

State member is required to notify the Secretariat at least 72 hours in advance 

if any of its vessels intend to transship within the Convention Area. The fl ag 

State may also permit the vessel to provide such notifi cations directly to the 

Secretariat.37

The transshipment requirements imposed on fi shing vessels by RFMOs include 

notifi cation of transshipment and relevant information prior to transshipment, as 

well as the completion and submission of transshipment declaration. Fishing ves-

sels are required to notify their fl ag State authorities at least 24 hours prior to the 

commencement of transshipment, including provision of information on the ves-

sel and intended transshipment.38 Transshipment declarations must be completed 

and submitted to the fl ag State not later than 15 days after the transshipment has 
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39 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Establishing a Programme for Transshipment by Large-scale 
Fishing Vessels, Sec. 4.13; Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish Multi-Annual Recovery Plan for 
Bluefi n Tuna in the Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, 06-05 BFT, 13 June 2007, para. 35 and 
Annex 3; Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, 06-01 GEN, 13 
June 2007, Sec. 4.12; IATTC, Resolution C-08-02 Establishing a Program for Transshipments by 
Large-Scale Fishing Vessels, para. 13.

40 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 4.14; 
Recommendation by ICCAT Establishing a Programme for Transshipment, 06-01 GEN, 13 June 
2007, Sec. 4.13.

41 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Sec. 4.15; ICCAT, 
Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish Multi-Annual Recovery Plan for Bluefi n Tuna in the Eastern 
Atlantic and Mediterranean, 06-05 BFT, 13 June 2007, para. 35; IATTC, Resolution C-08-02 
Establishing a Program for Transshipments by Large-Scale Fishing Vessels, para. 15.

42 NEAFC Scheme of Control and Enforcement, 2009, Art. 23; NAFO, Conservation and 
Enforcement Measures, Art. 47.

43 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Annex I - Conditions 
Relating to In-Port Transshipment by LSTVs, Secs. 1-3.

44 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Transshipment by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, Annex I, Sec. 5.
45 NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 13.
46 See for example NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 48.

been completed.39 The master of the receiving carrier vessel is required to 

 complete and submit a transshipment declaration to the secretariat of the com-

mission of the relevant RFMO and the fl ag State member of the RFMO within 24 

hours of the completion of the transshipment.40 If the vessel wishes to land its fi sh 

after conducting transshipment at sea, it is required to transmit a transshipment 

declaration to the port State within 48 hours before landing the fi sh.41 In NEAFC 

and NAFO, landing may only commence after authorisation has been given by 

the port State. Such authorisation is only provided after confi rmation from the 

fl ag State that the fi shing vessel possesses suffi cient quota for the species declared; 

that the quantity of fi sh on board has been duly reported and taken into account 

for calculation of any catch or effort limitation that may be applicable; that the 

fi shing vessel had authorisation to fi sh in the areas where fi sh has been caught; 

and that the presence of the vessel in the area of catch declared has been verifi ed 

by VMS data.42

In relation to transshipment of fi sh in port, fi shing vessels are required to sub-

mit information on the vessel and the transshipment activity, as well as a trans-

shipment declaration.43 The role of port States is to verify the accuracy of the 

information received from the fi shing vessels and cooperate with the fl ag States 

to ensure that landings are consistent with the reported catches.44 In NEAFC, 

members are required to ensure that reports for transshipments are communicated 

by fi shing vessels to Fisheries Monitoring Centres by electronic means.45 The 

masters of the fi shing vessels are required to cooperate and assist in the inspec-

tion, including providing access to any areas, decks, rooms, catch, nets or other 

gear or equipment, and provide any relevant information which the port State 

may request.46
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47 See SEAFO Convention, Art. 14(3)(c); WCPFC Convention, Art. 24(4); WCPFC, Record 
of Fishing Vessels and Authorisation to Fish, Conservation and Management Measure 2004-01, 
Part B.

48 ICCAT, Recommendation of ICCAT Concerning the Establishment of an ICCAT Record of 
Vessels; IATTC, Resolution C-03-07, Resolution on the Establishment of a List of Longline Fishing 
Vessels Over 24 Meters (LSTLFVs) Authorised to Operate in the Eastern Pacifi c Ocean, 27 June 
2003; CCSBT, Resolution on Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported fi shing (IUU) and Establishment 
of a CCSBT Record of Vessels over 24 Meters Authorised to Fish for Southern Bluefi n Tuna, 
10 October 2003; IOTC, Resolution 07/02 Concerning the Establishment of an IOTC Record of 
Vessels Authorised to Operate in the IOTC Area, 2007; WCPF Convention, Annex IV.

49 WCPFC Convention, Art. 24(6). Members of the WCPFC are required to promptly inform the 
Commission of any deletions of the record by reason of voluntary relinquishment or non-renewal of 
the fi shing authorisation by the fi shing vessel owner or operator; the withdrawal of the fi shing 
authorisation; the fact that the fi shing vessel concerned is no longer entitled to fl y its fl ag; the 
 scrapping, decommissioning or loss of the fi shing vessel concerned; and any other reason.

50 IOTC, Resolution 07/02 on the IOTC Record of Vessels, para. 2; WCPFC, Conservation and 
Management Measure 2004-01, Part B.

51 ICCAT, Recommendation of ICCAT Concerning the Establishment of an ICCAT Record of 
Vessels, para. 5(d); IATTC, Resolution on the Establishment of a List of Longline Fishing Vessels, 
para. 4; CCSBT, Resolution on IUU Fishing and the Establishment of a CCSBT Record of Vessels, 
para. 6; IOTC, Resolution 07/02 on the IOTC Record of Vessels, para. 4; WCPFC, Conservation and 
Management Measure 2004-01, para. 1(f) and 1(h).

9.3.2 Record of Fishing Vessels and Vessels Authorised to Transship Fish

It is now common practice to establish and maintain records covering fi shing ves-

sels authorised by fl ag or coastal States to fi sh for species regulated by RFMOs. 

With the exception of SEAFO and the WCPFC,47 other RFMOs do not directly 

require their members (and cooperating non-members) to establish national 

records of fi shing vessels. However, most RFMOs require their members to pro-

vide information on vessels authorised to fi sh within their areas of compe-

tence similar to those required under Article VI of the FAO Compliance 

Agreement.48 Members of RFMOs are also required to provide information on 

any additions or deletions to the records and the reason for deletion.49 From the 

information provided by members and cooperating non-members, a regional 

record of fi shing vessels is established by RFMOs. In general, any fi shing vessel 

not entered into the RFMO record of fi shing vessels is deemed not to be author-

ised to fi sh for, retain on board, transship or land species regulated by the 

RFMO.50

The IATTC, CCSBT, ICCAT, IOTC and WCPFC require their members and 

cooperating non-members to ensure that large scale tuna fi shing vessels included 

on the regional record have no history of IUU fi shing activities or that, if those 

vessels have such history, the new owners have provided suffi cient evidence 

demonstrating that the previous owners and operators have no legal, benefi cial, 

or fi nancial interest in, or control over those vessels.51
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52 ICCAT, Resolution by ICCAT Regarding the Agreement to Promote Compliance with 
International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas, 94-08 
GEN, 23 January 1995.

53 Ibid.
54 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 15.
55 Information required for the NAFO Register of Fishing Vessels includes vessel name; radio call 
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56 IOTC, Resolution 08/02 on Establishing a Programme for Transshipment by Large-scale 
Fishing Vessels, para. 5.

57 ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT on Transshipments and Vessel Sightings, 97-11 GEN, 13 
June 1998, para. 1; IATTC, Resolution C-08-02, Resolution on Establishing a Program for 
Transshipments by Large-scale Fishing Vessels, para. 6.

58 IPOA-IUU, para. 81.4.

ICCAT requires its members to take measures to maintain a register of all high 

seas fi shing vessels of more than 24 metres in length authorised to fl y their 

fl ag and fi sh in the ICCAT Convention area.52 ICCAT also encourages non-mem-

bers to provide the names of vessels fl ying their fl ag which conduct fi shing opera-

tions in the ICCAT management area. Fishing vessels not entered into the ICCAT 

register are deemed not to be authorised to fi sh in the regulatory area, and are 

consequently considered IUU vessels.53

NAFO mandates the establishment and maintenance of a register of all fi shing 

vessels of more than 50 gross tonnes authorised to fi sh in the NAFO regulatory 

area.54 The information contained in the NAFO Register of Fishing Vessels, how-

ever, is limited to the present identifi cation and characteristics of fi shing vessels. 

As a result, the history of such fi shing vessels may not be easily determined from 

the NAFO Record.55

Aside from maintaining a record of vessels authorised to fi sh, RFMOs also 

maintain records of vessels authorised to transship at sea. Similar to conditions 

placed on vessels not included in the record of fi shing vessels, RFMO conserva-

tion and management measures provide that carrier vessels not entered on the 

record are deemed not to be authorised to receive fi sh in transshipment operations 

at sea.56 ICCAT members are required to ensure that fi shing vessels and mother 

vessels fl ying their fl ag only transfer or receive at-sea transshipment of ICCAT 

species from members or cooperating non-members.57 The record of carrier ves-

sels authorised to conduct transshipment at sea includes information on the vessel 

and the time period authorised for transhipping. These vessels are also required to 

comply with transshipment procedures and requirements relating to VMS and 

observers.

9.3.3 IUU Vessel Listing

The creation of a list of vessels engaged in IUU fi shing is one of the most effec-

tive measures adopted by RFMOs to combat IUU fi shing.58 A number of RFMOs, 
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including ICCAT, IATTC, IOTC, WCPFC, SEAFO, NEAFC, NAFO, and 

CCAMLR have established IUU Vessel Lists which are published on their respec-

tive websites. ICCAT, IOTC, NEAFC, and NAFO only require the listing of non-

member vessels whereas CCAMLR, IATTC, WCPFC and SEAFO provide for 

the listing of IUU vessels fl ying the fl ags of members, cooperating non-members 

and non-members. Non-tuna RFMOs such as NAFO, NEAFC, and SEAFO have 

provisions for the mutual recognition of the IUU lists of other RFMOs. Tuna 

RFMOs such as ICCAT, IATTC, IOTC, and WCPFC are also working towards 

the reciprocal recognition of IUU vessel lists and have provided links to IUU ves-

sel lists of all other tuna RFMOs on their respective websites.

The RFMO measures establishing IUU vessel lists cover the identifi cation of 

IUU vessels and procedures for the listing and deletion of the vessel on the list. 

Although there are minor variations in the procedures adopted by RFMOs, in 

general, placing a vessel on the IUU vessel list starts with the sighting of a vessel 

presumed to have undermined the effectiveness of conservation and management 

measures instituted by the relevant RFMO. The RFMO member whose inspect-

ing authority has sighted an alleged IUU vessel provides the Secretariat of the 

RFMO with information on the vessel. The Secretariat of the RFMO then pro-

vides all the members and cooperating non-members as well as the fl ag State of 

the vessel, where the fl ag State is not a member of the RFMO, the provisional list 

of presumed IUU vessels, together with all supporting evidence. The members 

and cooperating non-members of the RFMO then transmit their comments to the 

Secretariat on the provisional IUU vessels list. The non-member fl ag State of the 

vessel is given the opportunity to provide evidence that the vessel in question 

neither fi shed in the area nor fi shed in contravention of the RFMO conservation 

measures. The members and cooperating non-members of the RFMO closely 

monitor the activities of the vessels on the provisional IUU list, including changes 

of name, fl ag, and registered owner. The RFMO examines the provisional IUU 

vessels list, including all submitted evidence and further information by its mem-

bers and cooperating non-members and the fl ag State of the vessel, and makes a 

decision to either approve the list or delete any vessel from the list. After that 

decision is made, the Secretariat of the RFMO ensures that the IUU vessels list is 

publicised. Members and cooperating non-members of RFMOs are then required 

to take all necessary measures under their applicable legislation to ensure that 

their vessels do not conduct any fi shing related business with such vessels, and 

that proper actions are taken against those vessels.

RFMO IUU listing schemes are relatively new and the complexities of the 

legal and policy issues involved in their implementation are only starting to 

emerge. Some of the key issues which require careful consideration include the 

listing of non-member vessels, the types of activities classifi ed as IUU fi shing, 

the procedures for including and deleting vessels on the IUU list, the relationship 

between IUU vessel listing and the record of fi shing vessels, and reciprocal list-

ing of IUU vessels among RFMOs.
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59 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-06 (2008), Scheme to Promote Compliance by 
Contracting Party Vessels with CCAMLR Conservation Measures, paras. 2 and 3.

60 WCPFC, Conservation and Management Measure to Establish a List of Vessels Presumed to 
have carried out Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing Activities in the WCPO, Conservation 
and Management Measure 2007-03, 07 December 2007.

61 WCPFC, Technical and Compliance Committee, Fourth Regular Session, 2–7 October 2008, 
Pohnpei, Federated States of Micronesia, Draft IUU Vessel List and Current WCPFC IUU Vessel 
List, Prepared by the Secretariat, WCPFC-TCC4-2008/11, 15 September 2008.

62 IATTC, Resolution C-05-07, Resolution to Establish a List of Vessels Presumed to Have 
Carried Out Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing Activities in the Eastern Pacifi c Ocean, 
para. 1; SEAFO, Conservation Measure 08/06 Establishing a List of Vessels Presumed to Have 
Carried Out Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing Activities, para. 1.

63 As at 13 January 2009, there are three vessels with unknown fl ags listed as IUU vessels in the 
IOTC area, www.iotc.org; ICCAT has listed 22 vessels deemed to be conducting IUU fi shing in its 
area of competence, most of which have unknown registry. www.iccat.es. There are 22 listed IUU 
vessels fi shing in the IATTC area, only one of which is fl agged under a Member, www.iattc.org; In 
NAFO and NEAFC Convention areas, 22 vessels of non-members are listed on the IUU vessel list. 
Only two vessels fl y the fl ag of a member of NEAFC. www.nafo.int and www.neafc.org; There are 
16 vessels included in the CCAMLR NCP-IUU list. www.ccamlr.org.

64 ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Amending the Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish 
a List of Vessels Presumed to have Carried out IUU Fishing Activities in the ICCAT Convention 
area, 06-12, 2007, para. 1; NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(1); IOTC, 
Resolution 09/03 on Establishing a List of Vessels Presumed to Have Carried Out IUU Fishing in the 
IOTC Area, para. 1; CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-07 (2009), Scheme to Promote 
Compliance by Non-Contracting Party Vessels with CCAMLR Conservation Measures, para. 3; 
GFCM, Recommendation GFCM/2006/4, Establishment of a List of Vessels Presumed to Have 
Carried Out Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing Activities in the GFCM Area.

9.3.3.1 Listing of Non-Member Vessels

CCAMLR has adopted a separate IUU listing measure for vessels fl ying the fl ags 

of its members, or what is called the CP-IUU Vessel List. A provisional CP-IUU 

Vessel list is created based on information provided by other contracting Parties, 

trade statistics, and information gathered by port States.59 This procedure is simi-

lar to that established for creating a non-contracting Party vessels list or NCP-

IUU Vessel List under CCAMLR Conservation Measure 10–07 (2009).

The WCPFC also adopted a conservation and management measure on IUU 

vessel listing in 2006, and amended in 2007, which is applicable to vessels fl ying 

the fl ags of members, cooperating non-members, and non-members60 and has 

since included member vessels on its IUU Vessel List.61 The IATTC and SEAFO 

have also adopted measures similar to those of the WCPFC which apply to all 

members and non-member vessels.62

However, it has been a common practice among some RFMOs to include on 

their respective IUU lists only vessels fl ying the fl ag of non-members.63 In most 

RFMOs, vessels of non-members sighted fi shing in their respective convention 

areas are automatically presumed to be undermining the effectiveness of their 

conservation and management measures;64 thereby shifting the burden on to the 

non-member vessel to prove that its fi shing activities are not in contravention of 

applicable conservation and management measures adopted by the RFMO.
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65 WCPFC, Conservation and Management Measure 2007-03, para. 3(j); IATTC, Resolution 
C-05-07, para. 1(i); SEAFO, Conservation Measure 08/06, para. 3(j). The same provision can be 
found in Resolution A-04-07 of the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program 
(AIDCP), 20 October 2004. The IATTC provides the Secretariat for the AIDCP.

66 The relevant paragraphs of the IPOA-IUU are paragraphs 18 and 19.
 Paragraph 18 provides: “In the light of relevant provisions of the 1982 UN Convention, and 

without prejudice to the primary responsibility of the fl ag State on the high seas, each State should, 
to the greatest extent possible, take measures or cooperate to ensure that nationals subject to their 
jurisdiction do not support or engage in IUU fi shing. All States should cooperate to identify those 
nationals who are the operators or benefi cial owners of vessels involved in IUU fi shing”.

The listing only of non-member vessels on RFMO IUU lists focuses largely on 

the unregulated aspects of IUU fi shing and does not essentially address the issues 

of illegal and unreported fi shing particularly by member vessels. A major con-

cern with the listing of IUU vessels of non-members of RFMOs is the lack of 

equivalent procedures for the sighting and listing of IUU vessels fl ying the fl ags 

of RFMO members and cooperating non-members. Some RFMOs do not make 

provision for the IUU listing of their own member vessels, a practice which runs 

the risk of being considered discriminatory under the IPOA-IUU.

The adoption of separate measures applicable to vessels of members and non-

members of RFMOs implies that different actions may be taken against such ves-

sels even if they have committed the same violation. Further, the sanctions 

imposed on RFMO member vessels may not necessarily be the same as those 

imposed on the IUU vessels of non-RFMO member vessels. The focus on IUU 

fi shing activities undertaken by non-member vessels also prevents RFMOs from 

determining the precise extent of IUU fi shing in their areas of competence which 

come from member vessels.

9.3.3.2 Vessels Owned or Under the Control of Owners of IUU-listed Vessels

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are different types of activities which constitute 

IUU fi shing in RFMO areas. In general, these activities are vessel specifi c and 

include activities of identifi ed vessels in violation of RFMO measures, including 

fi shing activities conducted by vessels without nationality. However, the IATTC, 

WCPFC, and SEAFO have gone further by also including on their respective 

IUU Vessel List other vessels under the control of the owner of an IUU vessel.65

The IUU listing of the entire fl eet of an owner or controller whose one vessel 

has been placed on an IUU vessel list may be deemed as necessary to compel 

such owners or operators who derive fi nancial benefi ts from IUU fi shing activi-

ties to assume corporate responsibility for their entire fl eet of vessels. It can also 

be argued that this is a desirable progressive implementation of the IPOA-IUU 

for all States to take effective actions against nationals and benefi cial owners.66
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Paragraph 19 provides: “States should discourage their nationals from fl agging fi shing vessels under 
the jurisdiction of a State that does not meet its fl ag State responsibilities”.

67 WCPFC Technical and Compliance Committee, Conservation and Management Measure 
2007-03: Outstanding Issues from WCPFC4, para. 8.

68 WCPFC, Summary Report of the Fourth Regular Session, Tumon, Guam, 3–7 December 2007, 
paras. 310 and 311.

69 WCPFC Technical Compliance Committee, Summary Report of the Fourth Regular Session, 
para. 115; Paragraph 108, 5th Regular Session of the WCPFC, Busan, Korea, 8 – 12 December 2008.

The counter argument is that placing an entire fl eet on the IUU Vessel list for 

the violation of one vessel in the fl eet may carry signifi cant fi nancial implications 

for a company. It is highly probable that an IUU vessel or vessel associated with 

an IUU vessel may not be able to fi sh in areas under the competence of other 

RFMOs because of the international stigma associated with IUU fi shing. This 

approach may result in the inclusion of fi shing vessels on an RFMO IUU vessels 

list that may not necessarily be fi shing in its convention area.67 Furthermore, such 

measure may over burden the RFMO in its implementation. It does not take into 

account the complexities of legal ownership and control of vessels, including 

benefi cial ownership structures that may not be easily traceable. It may therefore 

encourage a quick transfer of ownership of vessels to avoid being placed on an 

IUU list, making it more diffi cult for the RFMO to ascertain the benefi cial owner-

ship of vessels.

The procedure for including vessels associated with IUU vessels by reason of 

ownership and control has not been clearly established in IATTC and SEAFO, 

and this issue has been particularly contentious in the WCPFC. Some members of 

the Commission proposed the deletion of the requirement68 while other WCPFC 

Members support its implementation. As a compromise, the Fifth Regular Session 

of the WCPFC in 2008 approved a recommendation from the Technical and 

Compliance Committee for the criteria not be utilised in developing the Draft 

IUU Vessel List in 2009 and that additional procedures that will give effect to 

the provision would need to be developed for discussion at the 2009 meeting of 

the Technical and Compliance Committee for approval by the Commission.69 The 

same decision was reached at the Sixth Regular Session of the WCPFC for appli-

cation in 2010. While recognising the need to ensure that benefi cial owners do 

not profi t from the IUU fi shing activities of their vessels, it is also important to 

ensure that the global fi ght against IUU fi shing is undertaken in a fair and trans-

parent manner and that innocent operators are not unduly punished. It is impor-

tant therefore, that RFMOs develop the necessary procedures for and appropriate 

criteria in identifying vessels and owners involved in IUU fi shing.

9.3.3.3 Procedure for the Listing and Deletion of Vessels on the IUU List

After vessels have been sighted and presumed to have conducted activities which 

undermine the conservation and management measures of RFMOs, they are 
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out IUU Fishing Activities, para. 1; NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(4); IOTC, 
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para. 1; CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-07 (2006), para. 3; IATTC, Resolution 05-07, para. 6; 
SEAFO, Conservation Measure 08/06, para. 13.

71 ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish an IUU List, para. 6; NEAFC, Scheme of 
Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(4); IOTC, Resolution 09/03, para. 9; CCAMLR, Conservation 
Measure 10-07 (2006), para. 10.

72 ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT to Establish an IUU List, para. 6; NEAFC, Scheme of 
Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(4)(e); IOTC, Resolution 09/03, para. 9; CCAMLR, Conservation 
Measure 10-07 (2006), para. 10.

73 NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(4)(f).

placed on a provisional IUU list. In order to be removed from the provisional or 

draft IUU list, fl ag States would need to demonstrate that their vessels sighted in 

the management areas of the RFMOs did not take part in any IUU fi shing activi-

ties or that effective actions have been or are being taken in response to the IUU 

fi shing activities in question.70 Flag States have to prove that the vessel has 

changed ownership and that the previous owner no longer has any legal, fi nancial 

or real interests in the vessel.71 In other circumstances, fl ag States further have to 

demonstrate that the vessel was only fi shing for unregulated resources and has 

fulfi lled all relevant obligations.72 For NEAFC and NAFO, vessels are removed 

from the IUU list if they have been sunk, scrapped, or permanently reassigned for 

purposes other than for fi shing activities.73 However, the information or evidence 

that the fl ag State would need to submit to meet these criteria is not specifi ed.

The procedure for the inclusion of vessels on the IUU list and their deletion 

from the list is currently problematic. While steps have been taken by RFMOs to 

improve the effi ciency of the process involved in the listing of IUU vessels, some 

of the elements of the process are still unclear. The areas of uncertainty include 

the criteria against which the effectiveness of measures undertaken by the fl ag 

State in response to IUU fi shing activities may be assessed. The burden to prove 

that the vessel has not conducted or engaged in IUU fi shing, or that the infringe-

ment of that vessel has been rectifi ed lie on the vessel itself and its fl ag State. 

However, the RFMO members would still need to be satisfi ed that the evidence 

presented by the fl ag State is suffi cient before a decision is made on the deletion 

of the vessel from the list. Where the IUU listing resulted from a violation against 

the laws of a coastal State member of the RFMO, it is unclear whether the sever-

ity of the penalty and actions taken by the fl ag State are to be determined by the 

fl ag State or the coastal State. The criteria for making such determinations are not 

clearly provided in existing IUU listing schemes.

In all RFMOs, decision making to place vessels on the IUU list is by consen-

sus. Where the fl ag State of the nominated IUU vessel is not a member of the 

RFMO in question, consensus can easily be reached. However, where both the 
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74 WCPFC, Record of Fishing Vessels and Authorisation to Fish, Conservation and Management 
Measure 2004-01, 10 December 2004, para 12.

75 WCPFC, WCPFC Record of Fishing Vessels and Authorisation to Fish, Conservation and 
Management Measure 2009-01, para. 23.

76 NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 44(6); SEAFO, Conservation 08/06 on IUU 
Vessel Listing, para. 19.

fl ag State and the State submitting the nomination are both members of the 

RFMO, experience in WCPFC has shown that consensus is often diffi cult to 

obtain. A possible solution to this problem is to exclude both the fl ag State and 

the State submitting the nomination from the fi nal decision to include the vessel 

in or delete it from the IUU list.

There is also the issue of potential legal liability of RFMOs for listing vessels 

on their respective IUU lists. RFMOs possess international legal personality and 

can incur legal liability for wrongfully placing vessel on their IUU lists, which 

can result in fi nancial loss to fl ag States and vessel owners. It is therefore impera-

tive for RFMOs to formulate proper procedures and apply due process for the 

listing of IUU vessels.

9.3.3.4 Record of Fishing Vessels vis a vis IUU Vessel List

In some RFMOs, the relationship between the record of fi shing vessels and the 

IUU vessel list would need to be clearly established. For example, under the 

WCPFC Conservation and Management Measure 2004-01, any vessel not 

included in the WCPFC Record of Fishing Vessels are deemed not authorised to 

fi sh for, retain on board, transship or land highly migratory fi sh stocks in the 

Convention Area beyond the national jurisdiction of the fl ag State.74 However, 

neither Conservation and Management Measure 2007-03 nor Conservation and 

Management Measure 2004-01 provide for the deletion of IUU listed vessels 

from the WCPFC Record of Fishing Vessels. Consequently, the existing WCPFC 

measures create two separate lists of vessels which may not necessarily comple-

ment each other. This gap has been discussed in the meetings of the WCPFC and 

addressed in 2009 by amending WCPFC Conservation and Management Measure 

2004-01 which require the deletion of IUU listed vessels from both member and 

WCPFC records of fi shing vessels.75

9.3.3.5 Reciprocal Recognition of IUU Vessel Lists

IUU vessel listing schemes by non-tuna RFMOs, specifi cally NAFO, NEAFC, 

and SEAFO provide for the recognition of IUU lists of other RFMOs. These 

RFMOs exchange IUU lists and consult their members on whether or not to 

include such vessels on their respective IUU lists.76 In NAFO, a non-member 

 vessel that has been placed on the NEAFC IUU list is presumed to be  undermining 
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77 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 52(2).
78 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 57(8).
79 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 57(8).

the effectiveness of NAFO conservation and management measures.77 Unless a 

NAFO member objects to the deletion from the NAFO IUU list of a NEAFC 

listed IUU vessel, that non-member vessel is added to the NAFO IUU list.78 

Where there is an objection to a NEAFC IUU-listed vessel being placed on or 

deleted from the NAFO IUU List, NAFO places that vessel on its Provisional 

IUU List.79 The NAFO approach is in recognition of its shared boundary with 

NEAFC and the existence of stocks that straddle the two boundaries.

Tuna RFMOs are also moving toward mutual recognition of IUU vessels. 

Although tuna RFMOs have not adopted specifi c provisions recognising IUU 

vessel lists of other tuna RFMOs, their respective websites provide links to other 

RFMO IUU vessel lists to signify their cooperation in the global fi ght against 

IUU fi shing.

While the reciprocal listing of IUU vessels is a positive and desirable develop-

ment in the global fi ght against IUU fi shing, current RFMO practice raises some 

legal and policy considerations which require careful consideration. Mutual rec-

ognition of IUU lists by RFMOs may result in the IUU listing of vessels which do 

not necessarily fi sh in the areas of competence of a particular RFMO and do not 

fl y the fl ag of a member or cooperating non-member of the RFMOs undertaking 

the listing. The jurisdictional nexus between RFMOs and fi shing vessels that do 

not necessarily engage in fi shing activities in their areas of competence would 

need to be carefully considered and clearly established. It is unclear what actions 

can be taken against vessels included in reciprocal RFMO IUU vessel lists which 

do not fi sh in the area of competence of a particular RFMO, or whose fl ag State is 

not a member or cooperating non-member of the RFMO undertaking the IUU list-

ing. RFMOs which recognise the IUU vessel lists of other RFMOs would there-

fore need to develop policy measures and procedures to address these issues.

9.3.4 Other Schemes for Non-Member Vessels

Aside from the listing of IUU vessels, RFMOs have implemented other schemes 

to deter IUU fi shing activities of non-member vessels and to encourage such ves-

sels to comply with regional conservation and management measures. These 

include undertaking individual or collective measures against IUU vessels of 

non-members and the development of cooperating non-member schemes.

In some RFMOs, if a vessel of a non-member is sighted in their area of compe-

tence, information on the vessel is distributed to members, and where appropriate 

it is inspected at sea and in port. The fl ag State of the vessel is also notifi ed upon 

sighting. If it has been established that the vessel has engaged in IUU fi shing, 
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82 IOTC, Resolution 03/02, para. 3; NEAFC, Scheme for Control and Enforcement, Art. 34; 
IATTC, Resolution C-07-02, para. 3; WCPFC, Cooperating Non-members, Conservation and 
Management Measure 2008-02.

83 See Chapter 2 of this book.

members and cooperating non-members are encouraged to take all necessary 

measures under applicable national legislation to respond to the IUU activity. The 

range of actions that may taken against IUU vessels include preventing such ves-

sels, including mother ships and support vessels, from participating in any trans-

shipment with IUU vessels, preventing the landing and transshipment of IUU 

vessels entering ports, and prohibiting the chartering of vessels included on the 

IUU list. Members and cooperating non-members of RFMOs are also required 

not to grant their fl ag to vessels included on the IUU list, except when suffi cient 

evidence has been presented that the previous owner or operator has no further 

legal, benefi cial or fi nancial interest in, or control of the vessel, or that the grant-

ing of the vessel of its fl ag will not result in IUU fi shing.80

Another effort aimed at combating IUU fi shing is the cooperating non-member 

measures adopted by RFMOs.81 These measures encourage non-members whose 

vessels fi sh in areas of the high seas managed by an RFMO to cooperate fully in 

the implementation of conservation and management measures by attaining the 

status of a cooperating non-member. A non-member may apply for the status of a 

cooperating non-member and needs to provide full information required by the 

RFMO in order for the status to be considered. The information required includes 

data on historical fi sheries in the RFMO area, including nominal catches, details 

on fi shing vessels involved, fi shing effort and fi shing areas, details on current 

fi shing presence, information on any research programme conducted and results 

of such research, as well as all data required to be submitted by members of the 

RFMO.82 The applicant is also required to confi rm its commitment to apply the 

con servation and management measures adopted by the RFMO, as well as inform 

the organisation of the measures it has undertaken to ensure the compliance of 

its vessels with those measures. The data submitted to the RFMO by the non-

member applicant, together with considerations relating to fi shing capacity, are 

generally the basis for the granting of the status of cooperating non-member.

However, the cooperating non-member schemes of RFMOs do not fully resolve 

the problem of unregulated fi shing on the high seas by vessels of non-members.83 
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Because of different legal interpretations on the obligations of non-parties to 

regional fi sheries management agreements,84 RFMOs cannot guarantee that 

 vessels of non-members whose applications for the status of cooperating non-

member have been rejected will not continue to exercise their right to fi sh on the 

high seas. The cooperating non-member scheme simply supports the measure 

related to the presumption of IUU fi shing in that any vessel of a non-member 

sighted as conducting fi shing activities in an RFMO area is deemed to be an IUU 

fi shing vessel. If a non-member fl ag State does not want its vessels to be placed 

on the IUU list, it has the option to obtain cooperating non-member status. 

However, the action that may be taken by the non-member if its application is not 

granted is not clear under this scheme.

The measure on cooperating non-member status does not provide any alterna-

tive for the fi shing vessel except to be included in the IUU list if the application 

of its fl ag State is rejected by the RFMO. This may be interpreted as contrary to 

Article 119(3) of the LOSC on the conservation of living resources on the high 

seas which provides that “(S)tates concerned shall ensure that conservation meas-

ures and their implementation do not discriminate in form or in fact against the 

fi shermen of any State”.

Existing cooperating non-member schemes of RFMOs suggest that the criteria 

for obtaining such status have broadened. In addition to the commitment to apply 

regional conservation and management measures, more information is now 

demanded from non-members seeking the status of cooperating non-members.85 

It is plausible that more rigorous criteria for awarding the status of cooperating 

non-member, if adopted with inadequate guidelines or little transparency, may 

impede on the participation of non-members in RFMO efforts to effectively man-

age resources within their areas of competence. These challenges may contribute 

signifi cantly to the increasing number of IUU vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-

members in RFMO areas.

9.3.5 Regulations on Chartering of Fishing Vessels

In order to combat IUU fi shing, some RFMOs regulate the operations of charter 

vessels, including the catch limit, reporting of catch, implementation of observer 

schemes, VMS, transshipment regulations, and port State measures. Other condi-

tions may also apply in the chartering of fi shing vessels in RFMO areas. For 

example, ICCAT provides the requirement that only its members may be 
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 chartering nations.86 Chartered fi shing vessels would need to be registered to 

responsible members and cooperating non-members, or to non-members which 

have agreed to apply the conservation and management measures of the organisa-

tion and enforce them on their vessels.87 Such vessels would need to have a fi sh-

ing licence from the chartering State and should not be on the IUU list.88

One of the issues with respect to the implementation of chartering arrange-

ments is the question of jurisdiction between the chartering State and the fl ag 

State over chartered vessels. The ICCAT chartering scheme highlights the duty of 

fl ag State members to effectively exercise their duty to control their fi shing ves-

sels at the same time providing the responsibility of both the chartering member 

State and the fl ag member State in ensuring the compliance of chartered vessels 

with conservation and management measures of relevant RFMOs.89 This provi-

sion does not provide clear guidelines as to how the chartering State and the fl ag 

State may exercise jurisdiction over chartered vessels in cases of IUU fi shing. In 

the WCPFC, it was clearly stated that for the purpose of applying conservation 

and management measures on bigeye and yellowfi n tuna, vessels operated under 

charter, lease or other similar mechanisms by developing island States and par-

ticipating territories, which are integral part of their domestic fl eet, shall be con-

sidered to be vessels of the host island State or territory.90 This implies that the 

duty to exercise effective control over the activities of the vessel lies on the char-

tering State. Other areas of regional charter schemes where clarifi cation may be 

required in order to ensure effective implementation includes the area in which 

charter vessels can operate and whether the scheme should be restricted to charter 

arrangements in the EEZ of WCPFC members.91

9.3.6 Vessel Monitoring System

RFMOs have recognised the importance of vessel monitoring systems (VMS) in 

addressing IUU fi shing and have established measures on its operation in their 

areas of competence. These regulations stipulate the responsibilities of RFMO 

members and cooperating non-members to implement VMS. RFMOs have vari-

ous VMS standards; however, they share some common characteristics such as 

technical specifi cation for VMS equipment, protocols for the transmission of 
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VMS data related to fi shing activities, including transshipment operations to a 

national VMS centre, database management by the national VMS centre, com-

munication of messages from the national VMS centre to the secretariat of the 

relevant RFMO, and security and confi dentiality of VMS data.

Vessels authorised to fi sh in RFMO areas are required to comply with VMS 

requirements, particularly if such vessels fi sh in areas beyond national jurisdic-

tion. Tuna RFMOs such as ICCAT, IATTC, and IOTC require members, cooper-

ating non-members, and fi shing entities to install satellite based VMS onboard 

large scale longline vessels fi shing for tuna in their areas of competence outside 

national jurisdiction.92 Such vessels are required to transmit information such as 

vessel identifi cation, position, and date and time of the position to land based 

fi sheries monitoring centres.93 Other RFMOs managing non-tuna species such as 

NAFO, CCAMLR, and NEAFC have very similar requirements on VMS but dif-

fer slightly on the provisions for satellite data reporting intervals, for instance two 

hours for NAFO, and four hours for CCAMLR.94 NEAFC and NAFO also have a 

well established vessel position and catch reporting formats and standards known 

as the North Atlantic Format, which could be adopted as a model for developing 

an international standard for VMS position and catch reporting.95 NEAFC and 

NAFO catch reports include catch on entry, catch on exit data, and transshipment 

reports.96

Concerns about the confi dentiality of VMS information are being addressed in 

RFMOs. For example, CCAMLR provides specifi c measures to ensure the secu-

rity and confi dentiality of VMS data. These measures restrict the release and use 

of VMS reports and messages only for the purposes of active surveillance 
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 presence, and/or inspections by a contracting Party in a specifi ed CCAMLR 

sub-area or division or for verifying the content of a Dissotichus Catch 

Document.97 CCAMLR also implements appropriate measures to protect reports 

and messages from accidental or unlawful destruction or a loss, alteration, unau-

thorised disclosure or access, and all inappropriate forms of processing data.98 

Such measures address security issues such as system access, authenticity and 

data access, communication security, data security, and other security proce-

dures.99 NAFO provides for the security and confi dentiality of all electronic 

reports, including those of VMS data.100

9.3.7 Observer Programme

RFMOs have established observer programmes not only to collect scientifi c data, 

but also to monitor the implementation of conservation and management meas-

ures. In general, observers may record and report fi sheries data, collect verifi ed 

catch data, observe and estimate catches with a view to identifying catch compo-

sition, discards, by-catches and undersized fi sh, record and describe gears and 

mesh sizes, and verify positions of vessels and entries made to logbooks. RFMO 

observer programmes specify a range of obligations of members and cooperating 

non-members in their implementation. These include the role of the organisation 

in training observers, receiving communications on observer reports, rights and 

obligations of observers in undertaking their functions, and rights and obligations 

of the master, operators, and crew in accepting observers onboard vessels.

RFMO observer programmes are also increasingly being utilised to moni-

tor the implementation of conservation and management measures such as in 

SEAFO, ICCAT, and WCPFC.101 Some RFMOs such as the CCSBT have adopted 

observer programmes which are more geared towards the collection of science 

related information such as details of the observed vessel, summary of the 

observed trip, and comprehensive catch, effort and environmental information.102 
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Other  information collected through the CCSBT observer programme are catch 

 information for each period of observation, biological measurements taken of 

individual Southern bluefi n tuna, and information related to the Southern bluefi n 

tuna tag recovery programme.103

NAFO implements a very comprehensive observer programme. It requires all 

fi shing vessels to carry at least one observer at all times while fi shing in the 

NAFO regulatory area.104 Observers are mandated to monitor the compliance of 

fi shing vessels with relevant conservation and enforcement measures by record-

ing and reporting on the fi shing activities of the vessels and verifying their posi-

tion when they are engaged in fi shing.105 Observers also estimate catches with a 

view of identifying catch composition and monitoring discards, by-catches and 

the taking of undersized fi sh.106 Observers record the type, mesh size, and gear 

attachments employed by the master, verify entries made to the logbooks, and 

collect catch and effort data for each haul.107 Observers also monitor the function-

ing of the satellite tracking system and report any infringement to NAFO within 

24 hours.108 Similar functions are given to observers under the CCMALR observer 

programme. In addition, CCAMLR scientifi c observers also have power to col-

lect and report factual data on sightings of fi shing vessels in the Convention 

area.109 In 2006, NAFO mandated the use of electronic observer reports to replace 

the manual process of submission and entering observer data in the database.110 

The use of electronic observer reports reduces the time that observers need to 

spend in the CCAMLR regulatory area.

One of the main issues associated with the implementation of observer pro-

grammes is their limited coverage. ICCAT, for example, directs its members to 

implement national observer programmes for around 5 to 10 per cent of the ves-

sels operating in the North Atlantic, depending on the type of fi shery.111 Chartered 

vessels are also required to place observers on at least 10 per cent of the chartered 

vessels or during 10 per cent of the fi shing time of the vessels.112 At least 10 per 

cent of transshipment at sea in the ICCAT management area is also required to 
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be supervised by an observer on board.113 The CCSBT requires an observer 

 coverage of 10 per cent for catch and effort monitoring for each fi shery.114 A wider 

coverage for an observer programme is usually constrained by the lack of fi nan-

cial resources on the part of States and regional organisations. A smaller coverage 

of observer programmes leads to a limited amount of verifi ed fi sheries informa-

tion which consequently limits the likelihood of detecting unreported fi shing.

9.3.8 Boarding and Inspection

Boarding and inspection schemes entitle members of RFMOs to carry out board-

ing and inspection on the high seas of fi shing vessels engaged in or reported to 

have engaged in a fi shery regulated by the organisation. Each RFMO member has 

the obligation to ensure that vessels fl ying its fl ag accept boarding and inspection 

by authorised inspectors according to the procedures established by that organi-

sation. Boarding and inspection schemes are generally based on the sightings of 

fi shing vessels, or when there is reason to believe that the vessel is or has been 

operating in violation of the conservation and management measures of a particu-

lar RFMO and that such boarding and inspection is necessary to obtain or verify 

evidence of such a violation.115 RFMOs also provide the rights and obligations of 

inspecting States, inspectors, and the master of fi shing vessels in boarding and 

inspection schemes. These schemes establish inspection procedures on communi-

cation with fi shing vessels prior to boarding and inspection, actual boarding of 

the vessel, carrying out the inspection, and report on the result of the inspection. 

Boarding and inspection procedures also provide for the precautions in conduct-

ing the inspection, use of force, and dispute settlement.

RFMOs such as NAFO, NEAFC, CCAMLR, and WCPFC have established 

boarding and inspection procedures that provide authority to an inspector to 

examine all relevant areas, gears, equipment, and documents to verify the com-

pliance of vessels with regional fi sheries management and conservation meas-

ures.116 The procedure also includes measures that an inspector may take to 

establish the infringement committed by a fi shing vessel.117 These measures are 
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consistent with the provisions of international fi sheries agreements, and are 

applied to all vessels conducting fi shing activities in the areas of competence of 

NAFO, NEAFC, and CCAMLR. In the case of ICCAT, the boarding and inspec-

tion scheme also applies to vessels without nationality.118

One of the key elements in the effectiveness of regional boarding and inspec-

tion schemes is the action taken by the fl ag State of the fi shing vessel when the 

authorities of the inspecting vessel observe an activity that constitutes a violation 

of conservation and management measures of the relevant RFMO. The fl ag State 

may either assume the obligation to investigate and take enforcement action 

against the fi shing vessel in question, or authorise the inspecting vessel to com-

plete the investigation of the possible violation.119 This includes taking the vessel 

into port for further inspection.

Without follow-up measures after conducting boarding and inspection, the 

activities of IUU fi shing vessels cannot be deterred effectively. For example, 

through random at-sea inspections, NAFO establishes infringements of its regu-

lations and collects evidence for prosecution within the legal system of each 

NAFO fl ag State. However, there has been a concern in NAFO on the increasing 

number of infringement cases with no follow up actions or lack of reporting by 

fl ag States on the status of actions taken against vessels involved in serious 

infringements contrary to NAFO Conservation and Enforcement Measures.120 

This problem is also affected by delayed submission of at-sea inspection and 

observer reports. Delayed at-sea reports in NAFO have been as high as 38 per 

cent while late observer reports have been as high as 80 per cent in 2007.121

The member of an RFMO is normally liable for the damage or loss attributable 

to their action in implementing the boarding and inspections procedures when 

such action is unlawful or exceeds what is reasonably required in the light of col-

lected information.122 Amongst the various RFMOs, the WCPFC provides spe-

cifi c provisions, albeit non-binding in nature, for the settlement of disagreements.123 

It provides that in the event of a disagreement concerning the interpretation, 

application or implementation of boarding and inspection procedures, the parties 
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concerned would need to enter into consultation in order to resolve the disagree-

ment.124 If the disagreement remains unresolved following consultations, it is 

referred to the WCPFC Technical and Compliance Committee where a panel will 

be established to consider the matter.125 The panel will prepare a report upon 

which the decision of the Commission is based.

9.3.9 Trade Documentation and Catch Certifi cation

Two of the most commonly used schemes for documenting fi sh and fi sh products 

are trade documentation and catch certifi cation. Trade documentation refers to 

“schemes established by RFMOs that require documentation to accompany par-

ticular fi sh and fi sh products through international trade identifying the origin of 

fi sh for the purpose of ascertaining levels of unreported fi shing.”126 Catch certifi -

cation is issued by relevant national authorities at the point of harvesting and cov-

ers all fi sh to be landed or transhipped, while a trade document is issued only with 

respect to products that enter international trade.127 RFMOs such as ICCAT, 

IATTC, IOTC, and CCSBT have adopted trade documentation programmes, 

while CCAMLR has adopted a Catch Documentation Scheme for toothfi sh which 

is an amalgam of catch certifi cation and trade documentation schemes. The 

Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program (AIDCP) has also 

adopted a related certifi cation called a dolphin safe tuna certifi cation.

The Bluefi n Tuna Statistical Document Program of ICCAT applies to all blue-

fi n tuna imported into the territory of a Contracting Party. The Bluefi n Tuna 

Statistical Document must contain information on imported, exported, or re-

exported fi sh and fi sh products such as the name of the country issuing the docu-

ment; description of vessel; name of the exporter and the importer; description of 

fi sh for re-export; area of harvest of the fi sh in the shipment; gear utilised to catch 

the fi sh; type of product and total weight; and point of export.128 The document is 
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validated by a government offi cial of the fl ag State of the vessel that harvested 

the tuna.129 ICCAT also implements equivalent Statistical Document Programs 

for swordfi sh, bigeye tuna, and other species.130 Other RFMOs such as the 

CCSBT, IATTC, and IOTC have comparable statistical document programmes 

and utilise very similar trade documents forms.131

For ICCAT, validation of a trade document is waived when the fl ag State of the 

vessel implements logbook and information retrieval systems that are accepted 

by the Commission.132 For the logbook and information retrieval systems to be 

accepted, the fl ag State needs to present all government regulations requiring rou-

tine collection and provision of accurate information related to bluefi n tuna har-

vests; apply suffi cient penalties to deter non-compliance; and provide an outline 

of how the logbook system and other means would be used to provide evidence 

of the origin of exported fi sh at the fi nal point of destination.133 The linkage 

between trade documentation and the logbook system in identifying the origin of 

fi sh illustrates how such measures need to be coordinated in order to validate the 

accuracy of reports on fi shing activities and address unreported fi shing.

A specifi c scheme that addresses illegal by-catch of tuna is the certifi cation of 

AIDCP Dolphin Safe Tuna and Tuna Products related to the IATTC.134 An AIDCP 

Dolphin Safe Tuna Certifi cate is a document issued by the department of a 

national government which is responsible for implementing the procedures for 

the certifi cation of AIDCP Dolphin Safe tuna.135 An AIDCP Dolphin Safe Tuna 

Label which may be used on the packaging of the tuna certifi ed under the pro-

gramme,136 is a graphic representation which distinguishes dolphin safe tuna and 

tuna products. This certifi cation is implemented together with the System for 
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Tracking and Verifi cation of Tuna.137 The purpose of the system for tracking and 

verifying tuna is to enable dolphin safe tuna to be distinguished from non-dolphin 

safe tuna from the time of capture, during unloading, storage, transfer, and 

processing, or when it is ready for retail sale.138 Tuna which is positively identi-

fi ed by the IATTC as having been caught in contravention of IATTC tuna conser-

vation and management measures is not eligible for AIDCP Dolphin-Safe 

Certifi cate.139 This scheme not only addresses illegal fi shing for tuna in the IATTC 

area, but also by-catch issues associated with IUU fi shing.

Unlike the statistical document programmes, the Catch Documentation Scheme 

for Dissostichus spp. (CDS) adopted by CCAMLR aims not only at identifying 

the origin of toothfi sh imported into or exported from the territories of CCAMLR 

Contracting Parties, but also to determine whether the toothfi sh was harvested 

in a manner consistent with CCAMLR conservation measures.140 Each landing 

of toothfi sh at the port of a CCAMLR member needs to be accompanied by 

a Dissostichus catch document (DCD) which contains information on the 

issuing authority; description of the vessel; fi shing licence; weight, area, and date 

the catch was taken; date and port at which the catch was landed; and information 

on the recipients of the catch and amount of each species and product type 

received.141 In addition, the DCD also requires information on landing and 

transshipment.142

NAFO has requirements for product labelling similar to catch certifi cation. 

Article 23 of the NAFO Conservation and Enforcement Measure provides that 

when processed, all fi sh harvested in NAFO regulatory area are to be labelled in 

such a way that each species and product category is identifi able using an agreed 

code and marked as having been caught in the area.143 Similarly, NEAFC requires 

all frozen fi sh caught in its management area to be clearly labelled or stamped 

with the species, production date, the sub-area and division where the catch was 

taken, and the name of the vessel which caught the fi sh.144

There are two major gaps in the implementation of trade documentation and 

catch certifi cation schemes. First, there is no complete coverage of fi sheries trade 

utilising these schemes. In the case of CCAMLR’s CDS for example, among the 

56 States trading for toothfi sh, only 35 States are believed to be complying with 
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148 ICCAT, Recommendation Against Belize, Cambodia, Honduras, and St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines, para. 5; See also ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Concerning the Importation of 
Bigeye Tuna and Bigeye Tuna Products from St. Vincent and the Grenadines, 01-14 SANC, 
21 September 2002; ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Concerning the Importation of Atlantic 
Bluefi n Tuna, Atlantic Swordfi sh, and Atlantic Bigeye Tuna and their Products from Belize, 02-16 
SANC, 04 June 2003; ICCAT, Recommendation by ICCAT Concerning the Importation of Bigeye 

CDS requirements.145 This gap may create an opportunity for the trade in IUU 

caught toothfi sh. Second, statistical document programmes do not require state-

ments that the catch was made in compliance with regional fi sheries conservation 

and management measures and do not directly prohibit the importation of ille-

gally harvested tuna. There is therefore a need to fi ll these gaps in the implemen-

tation of trade documentation and catch certifi cation schemes in order to 

effectively address IUU fi shing.

9.3.10 Trade Restrictive Measures

A number of RFMOs impose restrictions on the trade of fi sh derived from IUU 

fi shing activities. ICCAT, NEAFC, CCAMLR, IATTC, and IOTC require their 

members and cooperating non-members to prohibit the imports of tuna and tuna-

like species from vessels included in the IUU list.146 ICCAT, in particular, has 

adopted resolutions prohibiting the importation of Atlantic bigeye tuna and all 

forms of its products from Belize, Cambodia, Honduras, St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines, Bolivia, Sierra Leone, Equatorial Guinea, and Georgia for failing to 

comply with the 1998 Resolution Concerning the Unreported and Unregulated 

Catches of Tuna by Large scale Longline Vessels in the Convention Area.147 

The import prohibitions are only lifted upon submission of satisfactory documen-

tary evidence that the fi shing practices of vessels fl ying the fl ags of members 

and cooperating non-members are being conducted in conformity with ICCAT 

conservation and management measures.148 These trade restrictive measures are 
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Tuna and Its Products from Honduras, 02-18 SANC, 04 June 2003; ICCAT, Recommendation by 
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150 WCPF Convention, Art. 27; SEAFO Convention, Art. 15. The WCPFC and SEAFO are still in 
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resources in their areas of competence.

151 NEAFC, Scheme of Control and Enforcement, Art. 5.
152 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 47.
153 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 46(1); SEAFO, Conservation Measure 

09/07 to Amend and Consolidate Conservation Measure 02/05 Relating to Interim Port State 
Measures, para. 2.

154 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 46(3). NEAFC, Scheme of Control and 
Enforcement, Art. 21.

consistent with paragraph 66 of the IPOA-IUU which calls on States to prevent 

fi sh caught by vessels identifi ed by RFMOs to have been involved in IUU fi shing 

from being traded or imported into their territories.

9.3.11 Port State Measures

RFMOs have adopted port State measures to combat IUU fi shing. ICCAT, NAFO, 

NEAFC, CCAMLR, and IOTC have established port inspection programmes149 

while the WCPFC and SEAFO have yet to establish port State schemes for fi sh-

ing vessels but embrace the provisions of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement on port 

State measures.150 Most port State schemes adopted by RFMOs enumerate the 

obligations of port States and fi shing vessels. For example, NEAFC has adopted 

various provisions for inspecting vessels of members, cooperating non-members, 

fi shing entities, and non-members151 while NAFO has highlighted the duties of 

fl ag States in implementing port State measures.152 RFMO port State schemes 

have signifi cantly increased the recognition of the role of port State measures in 

combating IUU fi shing. Some of the elements of these port State measures are the 

designation of ports, advanced notice of entry, prior authorisation to land or tran-

ship fi sh, inspection of fi shing vessels, and port State enforcement.

9.3.11.1 Designation of Ports

One of the RFMO requirements for port State measures is the designation of 

ports to which fi shing vessels may be permitted access for the purpose of landing 

and transshipment.153 This includes requirements for the designation of compe-

tent authorities for the purpose of receiving prior notifi cation.154 RFMOs also 
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155 SEAFO, Conservation Measure 09/07, para. 4.
156 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, Art. 46(1) and (2); NEAFC, Scheme of 

Control and Enforcement, Art. 22; SEAFO, Conservation Measure 09/07, para. 5.
157 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-03 (2008), Art. 2.
158 IPOA-IUU, para. 55.

 specifi cally provide for the establishment of a register of all ports where vessels 

are allowed port access and the requirement for the submission of relevant infor-

mation, including associated conditions of entry and the period of notice 

required.155

9.3.11.2 Advanced Notice of Port Entry

RFMOs require their port member States to establish minimum period for prior 

notifi cation, normally within three working days before the estimated time of 

arrival.156 The period for prior notifi cation is also adjusted depending on the dis-

tance between the fi shing ground and the ports of the States where fi sh may be 

landed.

Among the RFMOs, only CCAMLR requires vessels of its members to pro-

vide notice of entry into port and at the same time convey a written declaration 

that they have not engaged in or supported IUU fi shing.157 This obligation is con-

sistent with the requirements of the IPOA-IUU for vessels to provide a reasonable 

advance notice of their entry into port, a copy of their authorisations to fi sh, 

details of their fi shing trip, and quantities of fi sh on board.158

Similar to the declaration that a vessel has not engaged in IUU fi shing is the 

requirement for fl ag States to confi rm the legality of the catch being landed in a 

port. Under Article 47 of the NAFO Conservation and Enforcement Measures, 

the fl ag State can confi rm the legality of the catch by its fi shing vessel if it has 

completed forms issued by the port State stating that the fi shing vessel had suffi -

cient quota for the species declared, that the declared quantity of fi sh had been 

duly reported by species taking into account any catch or effort limitations, that 

the vessel had an authorisation to fi sh in the areas declared, and that the presence 

of the vessel in the area where the catch was taken had been verifi ed by VMS 

data.

9.3.11.3 Prior Authorisation to Land or Tranship Fish

In addition to the requirement for the advanced notice of entry, RFMO measures 

require prior authorisation as a precondition for landing and transshipment of fi sh 

in port. For NAFO and NEAFC, such authorisation may only be given after the 

port State authority has been given confi rmation by the fl ag State that the catch to 

be landed or transhipped has been taken in compliance with the measures of the 
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Eliminate IUU Fishing by Tuna Longline Vessels, 01-19 GEN, 22 February 2002, para. 8; ICCAT, 
Port Inspection Scheme, para. 3.

166 NAFO, Conservation and Enforcement Measure, Annex XIII.

relevant RFMO.159 Pending the receipt of such confi rmation, NEAFC allows 

its member port States to authorise all or part of the landing provided that the 

fi sh consignment is kept in storage under control of the competent authorities. If 

the confi rmation has not been received within 14 days of the landing, the port 

State may confi scate and dispose of the fi sh in accordance with national 

regulations.160

9.3.11.4 Inspection of Fishing Vessels

Port inspections are essential to verify compliance with agreed conservation and 

management measures. It is also during port inspections that possible infringe-

ments of national and regional fi sheries regulations by fi shing vessels are identi-

fi ed.161 Several RFMOs make provision for the mandatory inspection of fi shing 

vessels fl ying the fl ags of members and cooperating non-members which volun-

tarily enter designated ports.162 ICCAT, NAFO, NEAFC, CCAMLR, IATTC, and 

IOTC require that fi shing vessels fl ying the fl ags of non-members are not allowed 

to land or transship their fi sh until inspection has taken place.163 Port inspectors 

are permitted to examine documents, logbooks, fi shing gears, and catch on board 

vessels from non-members164 and may also conduct thorough inspections of tran-

shipped fi sh at the time of landing, as well as ensure the validity of certifi cate of 

transshipment.165 Port inspection forms are used to collect detailed information 

on vessel identifi cation, discharge of catches, and gear inspections.166 Inspection 
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Enforcement, Art. 28(1).
170 CCAMLR, Conservation Measure 10-03 (2008), Art. 2.

of fi shing vessels in ports not only allows the collection of fi sheries information 

necessary to determine the occurrence of IUU fi shing but also the verifi cation of 

fi sheries information recorded in fi shing logbooks.

Cooperation between port and fl ag States in implementing port State measures 

is a requirement in some RFMOs such as CCAMLR, IOTC, ICCAT, and 

NEAFC.167 In particular, ICCAT requires its inspectors to draw up a standardised 

report which is sent to the fl ag State and ICCAT Secretariat within 10 days of the 

inspection.168 The exchange of port inspection information with fl ag States is nec-

essary to enable the latter to take punitive or corrective actions against the vessel 

involved in IUU fi shing.

9.3.11.5 Port Enforcement Actions

If as a result of port inspections there are clear grounds for believing that a fi shing 

vessel fl ying the fl ag of another member has been engaged in any activity con-

trary to regional conservation and management measures, a number of actions 

may be taken by the port State. These measures include, at the minimum, noting 

the infringement in the inspection report, ensuring the security of the evidence 

gathered during inspection, and communicating with the designated authority of 

the fl ag States of the inspected vessel.169 Surveillance reports from boarding and 

inspections also serve as triggers for determining fi sheries infringements or IUU 

fi shing activities and for undertaking port State enforcement actions against ves-

sels believed to have conducted IUU fi shing.

RFMOs provide for specifi c enforcement actions against vessels believed to 

have engaged in or supported IUU fi shing. Among various RFMOs, only 

CCAMLR provides for the denial of port access to fi shing vessels which either 

declared that they have been involved in IUU fi shing or failed to make a declara-

tion, except in cases of emergency.170 As discussed in Chapter 7, some CCAMLR 

members have denied port entry to vessels engaged in IUU fi shing.

The prohibition of landing and transshipment of fi sh is the more common port 

State measure undertaken against vessels by members of RFMOs. A number of 

RFMOs prohibit the landing and transshipment of vessels of both members and 

non-members. Vessels which are prohibited from transshipping and landing fi sh 
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are those not included in the record of fi shing vessels,171 vessels appearing on 

the IUU list,172 and vessels which have conducted fi shing activities contrary to 

conservation and management measures, for example landing of undersized 

fi sh.173 NEAFC also prohibits the supply of provisions, fuel or other services to 

vessels recorded in the IUU list.174 For vessels of non-members, ICCAT, NAFO, 

NEAFC, IATTC, and IOTC provide that landing or transshipment of fi sh is pro-

hibited if inspection reveals that the vessel has undermined conservation and 

management measures, unless the vessel establishes that the fi sh was caught out-

side the Convention area or in compliance with conservation and management 

measures.175

9.3.11.6 Other Enforcement Measures Against IUU Fishing Vessels

The requirement for the fl ag State to prove that its vessel has not conducted IUU 

fi shing is supplemented by other requirements to ensure compliance with the 

management measures adopted by the RFMO. RFMO members are required to 

investigate fully any alleged violation by fi shing vessels fl ying their fl ag and 

 provide the progress of the investigation to the RFMO, as well as the details of 
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the action taken or proposed to be taken in relation to the alleged violation.176 

Members of RFMOs are also required to cooperate with any member which has 

drawn the attention of the fl ag State to the violation of its fi shing vessel in taking 

appropriate actions against the vessel.177 If there is suffi cient evidence that the 

vessel has committed a serious violation, the fl ag State member would need to 

institute proceedings against the vessel without delay and apply sanctions of suf-

fi cient severity.178 If the vessel has committed a violation in the waters of a mem-

ber coastal State, the fl ag State would also need to ensure that the vessel has 

submitted promptly to any sanctions which may be imposed by that coastal State 

in accordance with its national laws and regulations.179 Similarly, if a vessel fl y-

ing the fl ag of a member which is not on the record of fi shing vessels has con-

ducted fi shing activities in the RFMO area, that member would need to take 

necessary measures to prevent the vessel from fi shing in the area and report to the 

organisation the actions taken with respect to such vessel.180

In terms of applying sanctions against IUU fi shing activities, ICCAT requires 

its members to impose adequate sanctions on their nationals and on their fi shing 

vessels that conduct large scale pelagic driftnet fi shing181 and those that conduct 

other IUU fi shing activities.182 ICCAT also provides that illegal shipments of tuna 

shall be suspended into the territory of a member, or subject to administrative or 

other sanctions pending receipt of a properly completed document.183 ICCAT 

further requests non-members whose vessels appear in the IUU list to take all 
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necessary measures to eliminate such IUU fi shing activities, including if  necessary, 

the withdrawal of the registration or of the fi shing licences of the vessels in 

question.184

ICCAT has also established recommendations with respect to the identifi cation 

of members and cooperating non-members which fail to discharge their duties 

under the ICCAT Convention in respect of conservation and management meas-

ures, or non-members which fail to discharge their duties to cooperate under 

international law by exercising effective control over their vessels.185 The identi-

fi cation is based on the review of information such as catch data, trade informa-

tion, statistical documentation, and catch documentation.186 Such information 

becomes the basis for actions to be taken against the vessels.

Similar to ICCAT, NEAFC and NAFO require their members to apply meas-

ures that would effectively deprive fi shing offenders of the economic benefi t of 

their IUU activities or apply sanctions proportionate to the seriousness of the 

infringements.187 Members are required to take immediate judicial or administra-

tive action in the same manner as would have been the case when dealing with 

infringements of fi sheries regulations in national waters.188 In addition to the pro-

hibition of landing, transshipment, and importation of fi sh, other RFMOs such as 

CCAMLR, IATTC, and IOTC also call on their members to take measures against 

vessels of non-members which have been confi rmed to be involved in IUU fi sh-

ing. The range of actions that may be taken include prohibiting the authorisation 

of such vessels to fi sh in waters under their national jurisdiction; prohibiting the 

chartering of such vessels; and refusal to grant their fl ag to such vessels.189 

Members of CCAMLR are also encouraged not to register or de-register vessels 

that have been placed on the provisional IUU list until such a time as the 

Commission has had the opportunity to examine the list.190

9.3.12 Control of Fishing Capacity

One measure adopted by RFMOs which has been linked to IUU fi shing, although 

not directly provided for in the IPOA-IUU, is the control of excess fi shing 
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 capacity. ICCAT, for example, has adopted a resolution to urge Japan and 

Chinese Taipei to complete the scrapping of IUU vessels built in Japan and the 

 re-registration of IUU vessels built in Chinese Taipei and owned by its residents 

to Chinese Taipei registry.191 IOTC also provides that where there is a proposed 

transfer of capacity to their fl eet, no vessels on the IUU vessels list of any RFMO 

may be transferred.192 These measures ensure that fi shing effort is limited and 

excess fi shing capacity is discouraged by eliminating economic incentives con-

ferred on IUU vessels and preventing the transfer of capacity of such vessels.

9.4 Measures Adopted by Other Regional Fisheries Organisations

Measures to effectively address IUU fi shing have also been adopted, or at the 

very least discussed in other regional fi sheries organisations. The Lake Victoria 

Fisheries Organization (LVFO), a regional organisation responsible for managing 

inland fi sheries, has adopted a regional plan of action (RPOA) to combat IUU 

fi shing. The LVFO RPOA-IUU aims to develop and implement coordinated, har-

monised, unifi ed and effective management measures to prevent, deter and elimi-

nate IUU fi shing in the Lake Victoria and its basin, and on all fi sh species to 

which the LVFO Convention applies.193 Some of the elements of the LVFO 

RPOA-IUU are the development of national plans of actions by its members, the 

exercise of effective control over nationals, exchange of information on IUU fi sh-

ing activities, registration and licensing of vessels, maintenance of a record of 

fi shing vessels, conduct of regular patrols, and application of agreed conservation 

measures.

There have also been discussions in other regional fi sheries organisations on 

IUU fi shing related matters, particularly on the need to undertake studies and 

assessment on the relationship of fi shing capacity and IUU fi shing194 and the 
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to the Region, CECAF/XIX/2008/8, November 2008, para. 50.

196 RECOFI, Fourth Session, Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 07–09 May 2007, National and 
Regional Measures to Address Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, RECOFI/IV/2007/4, 
May 2007; NPAFC, Report of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Commission, Vladivostok, Russia, 
8–12 October 2007.

197 FAO Subregional Offi ce for Southern Africa, Report of the Second Session of the South West 
Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission, Maputo, Mozambique, 22–25 August 2006, FAO Fisheries 
Report No 823 (Rome: FAO, 2007), at para. 13.

impact of subsidies on excess fi shing capacity and IUU fi shing.195 A number of 

national and regional measures have also been identifi ed by regional fi sheries 

organisations as effective and more practical approaches to combating IUU fi sh-

ing such as joint patrol and enforcement196 and port inspections.197 All of these 

initiatives illustrate the increasing cooperation among regional fi sheries organisa-

tions to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fi shing.



Chapter Ten

Current State Practice to Combat 
IUU Fishing

As discussed in Chapter 4, there are two ways by which all States can give effect 

to the provisions of international instruments related to addressing IUU fi shing: 

fi rst, by adopting national plans of action and second, by incorporating provisions 

in national legislation to combat IUU fi shing.1 To implement the IPOA-IUU, a 

number of States and regional organisations have adopted plans of action specifi -

cally addressing IUU fi shing. However, due to the lengthy process of enacting 

and amending legislation, not many States have directly provided for the preven-

tion, deterrence and elimination of IUU fi shing in national laws since the  adoption 

of the IPOA-IUU in 2004. The two exceptions to this general practice amongst 

States is the United States of America (U.S.) and the European Union (EU) which 

have both adopted elaborate legal measures to address IUU fi shing. These meas-

ures, as discussed in this chapter, not only provide strict controls against IUU 

fi shing activities, but also measures directed to fl ag States of IUU vessels.

10.1 U.S. Measures to Combat IUU Fishing

In 2007, the U.S. adopted amendments to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Con-
servation and Management Reauthorisation Act on IUU fi shing. Section 403 of 

the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorisation 
Act amends the High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act by adding 

section 609 on IUU fi shing. The new section 609 has two main components: a 

defi nition of IUU fi shing and measures for the identifi cation and listing of foreign 

nations whose vessels have engaged in IUU fi shing. Section 609(e)(3) defi nes 

IUU fi shing as:

(A) fi shing activities that violate conservation and management measures required 

under an international fi shery management agreement to which the United States is a 

party, including catch limits or quotas, capacity restrictions, and bycatch reduction 

requirements;

(B) overfi shing of fi sh stocks shared by the United States, for which there are no applica-

ble international conservation or management measures or in areas with no applicable 

1 Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter, and 
Eliminate Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing, adopted on 23 June 2001 at the 120th 
Session of the FAO Council. Hereinafter referred to as IPOA-IUU. Paras. 16 and 25.
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2 16 USC 1826j HSDFMPA §609(e)(3).
3 U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service, Offi ce of Interna-

tional Affairs, Draft Environmental Assessment, Regulatory Impact Review, and Regulatory 
Flexibility Act Analysis for a Proposed Rule to Establish Identifi cation and Certifi cation Procedures 
for Nations Under the High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act, January 2009.

4 U.S., 50 CFR §300.202 and 203. Protected living marine resources are defi ned as non-target 
fi sh, sea turtles, or marine mammals that are protected under United States law or international 
agreement, including the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Shark 
Finning Prohibition Act, and the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Flora and Fauna; but exclude species, except sharks, that are managed under the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act, the Atlantic Tunas Convention Act or by any interna-
tional fi shery management organisation.

5 U.S., Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, ‘Magnuson-
Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorisation Act; Proposed Rule to Implement 
Identifi cation and Certifi cation Procedures to Address Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated Fishing 
Activities and the By-catch of Protected Living Marine Resources (PLMRs)’, Federal Register 74:9 
(14 January 2009), at 2019.

international fi shery management organisation or agreement, that has adverse impacts on 

such stocks; and

(C) fi shing activity that has an adverse impact on seamounts, hydrothermal vents, and 

cold water corals located beyond national jurisdiction, for which there are no applicable 

international conservation or management measures or in areas with no applicable inter-

national fi shery management organisation or agreement.2

This defi nition extends the application of U.S. national legislation to areas beyond 

national jurisdiction and to fi sheries which are currently unregulated. The defi ni-

tion further takes into account the impact of fi shing activities on habitats and 

ecosystems, an area which is not discussed in the IPOA-IUU.

The High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act requires actions to 

be taken by the U.S. to address IUU fi shing and by-catch of protected marine liv-

ing resources by providing for the identifi cation and listing of States whose ves-

sels engage in IUU fi shing. In January 2009, a rule to implement the identifi cation 

and certifi cation procedures to address IUU fi shing activities was proposed. The 

proposed rule is accompanied by a draft environmental assessment, regulatory 

impact review, and regulatory fl exibility act analysis.3 An environmental assess-

ment analyses the impacts of IUU fi shing and by-catch of protected marine living 

resources to provide the public with a context for reviewing the proposed certifi -

cation action.

Two separate procedures are being developed for the purpose of imple-

menting the amended legislation. One procedure is for the certifi cation of States 

whose fi shing vessels engage in IUU fi shing and the other is for States whose 

fi shing vessels engage in activities resulting in the by-catch of protected living 

marine resources.4 The objectives of the IUU certifi cation procedure are to pro-

mote the sustainability of transboundary and shared fi sh stocks and enhance the 

conservation and recovery of protected living marine resources.5 The proposed 
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6 16 USC 1826k HSDFMPA §610(a).

rule is also envisioned to enhance the existing authority of the U.S. to enforce 

compliance with international fi sheries management and conservation agree-

ments. At the time of writing, the U.S. is soliciting comments on the IUU certifi -

cation procedure and the draft environmental assessment, which are yet to be 

fi nalised.

10.1.1 Procedures for the Identifi cation of States Whose Fishing 
Vessels Have Engaged in IUU Fishing and By-catch 

of Protected Living Marine Resources

Section 609(a) of the High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act 
provides for the identifi cation of States, in a biennial report to Congress, whose 

vessels have engaged in IUU fi shing in a number of circumstances: one, where 

the relevant fi sheries management organisation has failed to implement effective 

measures to end the IUU activities of vessels of that State; two, if the State is not 

a party to, or does not maintain cooperating status with such organisation; and 

three, where there are no relevant fi sheries organisations with a mandate to regu-

late the fi shing activity in question. With respect to activities impacting  negatively 

on protected marine living resources, the High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium 
Protection Act provides for the identifi cation and listing of a State if:

(1) fi shing vessels of that nation are engaged, or have been engaged during the preceding 

calendar year in fi shing activities or practices;

(A) in waters beyond any national jurisdiction that result in bycatch of a protected 

living marine resource; or

(B) beyond the exclusive economic zone of the United States that result in bycatch of 

a protected living marine resource shared by the United States;

(2) the relevant international organisation for the conservation and protection of such 

resources or the relevant international or regional fi shery organisation has failed to imple-

ment effective measures to end or reduce such bycatch, or the nation is not a party to, or 

does not maintain cooperating status with, such organisation; and

(3) the nation has not adopted a regulatory program governing such fi shing practices 

designed to end or reduce such bycatch that is comparable to that of the United States, 

taking into account different conditions.”6

The identifi cation of States whose vessels engage in IUU fi shing will be based on 

data gathered by the U.S. Government, as well as the data offered by other States, 

RFMOs, and international organisations, institutions, or arrangements that could 

support a determination that the vessels of that State have engaged in IUU fi sh-

ing. The U.S. National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
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7 U.S. Federal Register 74:9 of 2009, supra note 5, at 2021.
8 Ibid., at 2024.

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) commits to exercise due diligence 

in reviewing and evaluating the information when identifying States whose ves-

sels have engaged in IUU fi shing.7 The NMFS will be considering several criteria 

for determining whether information is appropriate for use in identifying and 

certifying States. These criteria include the corroboration of testimony and 

evidence; whether multiple sources have been able to provide information in sup-

port of an identifi cation; the methodology used to collect information; specifi city 

of the information provided; susceptibility of the information to falsifi cation 

and alteration; and credibility of the individuals or organisations providing the 

information.8

Once it has been determined that the information is credible and supports the 

fi nding that the fi shing vessels of identifi ed States have been involved in IUU 

fi shing, the NMFS, acting through or in cooperation with the U.S. State 

Department, will initiate bilateral discussions with identifi ed States to seek cor-

roboration of the alleged IUU activity or credible information that refutes such 

allegation. The NMFS will also communicate the requirements of the High Seas 
Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act to the State and encourage it to take 

corrective action to address the alleged IUU fi shing or IUU fi shing vessel in ques-

tion. Only States whose vessels have proved to have conducted IUU fi shing and 

have failed to take corrective actions against such vessels would have negative 

certifi cation, and will be included in the list of States submitted to the U.S. 

Congress.

The other aspect of implementing Section 609 of the High Seas Driftnet Fishing 
Moratorium Protection Act is the establishment of a procedure for determining 

when a State has taken appropriate corrective action with respect to the offending 

activities or whether the relevant fi sheries management organisation has imple-

mented measures that are effective in ending IUU fi shing by vessels of that State. 

For this purpose, the biennial report will include information on whether:

The identifi ed State has provided evidence documenting that it has taken appro-• 

priate enforcement or other responsive action to address IUU fi shing or by-

catch issues of its fi shing vessels;

The relevant RFMO has adopted effective measures and the identifi ed member • 

State has implemented effective measures to combat IUU fi shing;

The identifi ed State has provided evidence documenting the adoption and • 

enforcement of a regulatory programme to end or reduce by-catch of protected 

living marine resources that is comparable to that of the United States, account-

ing for different conditions; and
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    9 Ibid., at 2020.
10 Ibid., at 2023.
11 Ibid., at 2021 and 2022.

The identifi ed State is enforcing a management plan containing requirements • 

that will assist in gathering species-specifi c data to support international stock 

assessments and conservation enforcement efforts for protected living marine 

resources.9

According to the proposed rule, effective measures by States to address IUU 

fi shing may include those which refl ect the recommendations of international 

organisations to combat IUU fi shing. These measures include:

Data collection and catch reporting programmes, including observer program-• 

mes, catch documentation programmes, and trade-tracking schemes;

Trade-related measures that seek to reduce or eliminate trade in fi sh and fi sh • 

products derived from IUU fi shing;

At-sea or dockside boarding and inspection schemes;• 

Programmes documenting whether fi sh were caught in a manner consistent • 

with conservation and management measures;

IUU vessel listing;• 

Port state measures to prohibit landing and transshipment of unauthorised • 

catch;

Catch and effort monitoring, including licensing of fi shing vessels, catch • 

reporting, and vessel monitoring systems;

By-catch reduction and mitigation strategies, techniques, and equipment;• 

Programs for the identifi cation and protection of vulnerable marine • 

 ecosystems;

Efforts to improve and enhance fi sheries enforcement and compliance, includ-• 

ing through the development of effective sanctions and MCS systems; and

Participation in voluntary international efforts to combat IUU fi shing such as • 

the International MCS Network.10

In considering whether States identifi ed as having fi shing vessels engaged in the 

by-catch of protected living marine resources have taken appropriate corrective 

action, the NMFS will consider programmes for data collection and sharing, 

including observer programmes, by-catch reduction and mitigation, and improv-

ing MCS activities.11

If the measures adopted by identifi ed States are considered comparable to 

those adopted by the U.S., measures may be deemed to be suffi cient for the pur-

poses of implementing the IUU related provisions of the High Seas Driftnet 
Fishing Moratorium Protection Act and will be given positive certifi cation. Part 

of the evaluation of whether or not a State has implemented measures that will 
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12 Ibid., at 2024.
13 Ibid., at 2021.
14 16 USC 1826k HSDFMPA §609(d)(2); 50 CFR §300.206.
15 16 USC 1826k HSDFMPA §610(c)(4); 50 CFR §300.207; U.S. Federal Register 74:9 of 2009, 

supra note 5, at 2025.
16 U.S. Federal Register 74:9 of 2009, ibid., at 2025.

effectively address IUU fi shing is the examination of the existence of adequate 

enforcement measures and capacity in the identifi ed State, or the extent to which 

the State has taken actions to implement measures intended to address IUU fi sh-

ing.12 In order to assist States in implementing these provisions, the U.S. has 

committed to work with them on a bilateral and multilateral basis in the adoption 

of regulatory regimes designed to end or reduce by-catch which are comparable 

in effectiveness to those measures adopted by the U.S., taking into account rele-

vant environmental and socio-economic conditions.13

10.1.2 Alternative Procedures

Where the Secretary of Commerce has not reached a certifi cation determina-

tion of the identifi ed State by the time of its next biennial report to the U.S. 

Congress, the High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act provides 

for the establishment of an alternative certifi cation procedure based on a shipment-

 by-shipment, shipper-by-shipper, or other basis as long as specifi ed conditions 

are met. The specifi ed conditions include that the fi shing vessel has not engaged 

in IUU fi shing in violation of an international fi shery management agreement to 

which the U.S. is a party, or the vessel has not been identifi ed by an international 

fi sheries management organisation as having participated in IUU fi shing.14 

Importantly, the fi sh or fi sh products by vessels that qualify under the alternative 

procedure must be accompanied by a completed documentation of admissibility. 

Similarly, NMFS must determine that imports were harvested by practices that do 

not result in by-catch of protected living resources or were harvested by practices 

comparable to those required in the U.S. and that the vessel collects species spe-

cifi c by-catch data.15 As an example, vessels engaged in pelagic longline fi shing 

can qualify for alternative certifi cation procedure only if they use circle hooks, 

careful handling and release equipment, and participate in training and observer 

programmes.16

10.1.3 Effect of Certifi cation Determination

No remedial actions are required from a State identifi ed as having vessels engaged 

in IUU fi shing with positive certifi cation. However, if the identifi ed State fails to 

take suffi cient action to address IUU fi shing and does not receive positive certifi -

cation, that State may face denial of port privileges, prohibitions on the import of 
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17 50 CFR §300.204 and 205.
18 50 CFR §300.202; U.S. Federal Register 74:9 of 2009, supra note 5, at 2024.
19 U.S. Department of Commerce NOAA, ‘Identifi cation of Nations Whose Fishing Vessels are 

Engaged in Illegal, Unreported, or Unregulated Fishing and/or By-catch of Protected Living Marine 
Resources’, Federal Register 73:56 (21 March 2008), at 15136.

20 The identifi ed nations are France, Italy, Libya, Panama, China, and Tunisia. See U.S. Department 
of Commerce, Implementation of Title IV of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Reauthorisation Act of 2006: Report to Congress Pursuant to Section 403(a) of the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorisation Act of 2006, January 
2009, at 89.

21 Ibid.

certain fi sh and fi sh product into the U.S., as well as other appropriate measures 

consistent with international law, including WTO agreements.17 In determining 

the appropriate course of action to be taken against the State, a number of factors 

are taken into account, such as the nature, circumstances, extent, duration and 

gravity of the IUU fi shing activity, the degree of culpability, and history of IUU 

fi shing. To ensure that the identifi ed State has been given the opportunity to 

respond to the listing, the proposed rule provides that the Secretary of Commerce, 

in cooperation with the Secretary of State, may initiate further consultations prior 

to determining the course of action. To facilitate enforcement, the identifi ed State 

may be required to submit documentation of admissibility along with fi sh or fi sh 

products not subject to import restrictions that may enter the U.S. territory.18

10.1.4 Initial Implementation of the High Seas Driftnet Fishing 
Moratorium Protection Act

In March 2008, the NMFS published a notice in its Federal Register requesting 

information on States whose vessels have engaged in IUU fi shing, or have con-

ducted activities that resulted in by-catch of protected living marine resources at 

any point during the two years preceding the biennial report.19 Based on submit-

ted reports, IUU vessel lists, peer reviewed literature and other information from 

individuals, non-governmental organisations and other States, the NMFS identi-

fi ed six States whose vessels have engaged in IUU fi shing.20 The activities of the 

relevant vessels of these States and information on other IUU activities which 

formed the bases for identifi cation are included in the biennial report to Congress. 

However, it was recognised in the report that under the statutory language of the 

High Seas Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act, it is not clear whether the 

activities of these vessels could appropriately form the basis for the identifi cation 

of these States.21 Hence, no actions have been determined to be taken against the 

identifi ed States or their vessels. The NMFS will still be consulting with these six 

States to adopt corrective measures, which will determine their positive or nega-

tive certifi cation. In the case of States whose vessels have been engaged in the 

by-catch of protected living marine resources, no formal identifi cation was done.
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22 Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 of 29 September 2008 establishing a Community sys-
tem to prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing, amending Regulations 
(EEC) No 2847/93, (EC) No 1936/2001 and (EC) No 601/2004 and repealing Regulations (EC) 
No 1093/94 and (EC) No 1447/1999, OJ L 286/1 29.10.2008. The regulation is scheduled to enter 
into force on 01 January 2010.

23 EC 1005/2008, Art. 1(3). IUU fi shing within maritime waters of overseas territories and coun-
tries included in Annex II of the EC Treaty are treated to be taking place within the maritime waters 
of third countries.

24 EC 1005/2008, Art. 1(3).
25 EC 1005/2008, Art. 2(5). This defi nition is similar to the defi nition in several international and 

regional fi sheries instruments and national fi sheries legislation. See for example, Article 1(c) of 
Convention on the Conservation of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacifi c 
Ocean, Honolulu, Hawaii, concluded 5 September 2000, entry into force 19 June 2004, [2004] 
ATS 15. Hereinafter referred to as WCPFC Convention.

The U.S. measures against IUU fi shing are in their initial stages of implemen-

tation and the procedures for the identifi cation and listing of States are yet to be 

fully developed and tested. The enforcement actions that would be undertaken by 

the U.S. against identifi ed and listed States would determine how well other 

States will receive the new measures and whether or not any trade restrictive 

measures imposed on States would be challenged before the WTO.

10.2 EU Regulation to Combat IUU Fishing

The European Union has made the most far-reaching legislative efforts to spe-

cifi cally address IUU fi shing through Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 

 establishing a Community system to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing.22 

This Regulation, adopted in 2008, puts in place measures to ensure that fi sh and 

fi shery products derived from IUU fi shing activities are not imported into the ter-

ritories of EU member States. The measures established by the EU IUU Regulation 

are comprehensive in coverage and apply to all IUU fi shing and associated activi-

ties carried out within Community waters, maritime zones under the jurisdiction 

or sovereignty of third States,23 and on the high seas.24 Fishing vessels subject to 

the EU IUU Regulation include any vessel of any size used for or intended for 

use for the purposes of commercial exploitation of fi shery resources, including 

support ships, fi sh processing vessels, and vessels engaged in transshipment and 

carrier vessels equipped for the transportation of fi shery products, except con-

tainer vessels.25

In terms of the defi nition of IUU fi shing, the EU IUU Regulation adopts both 

the scope and nature of IUU fi shing under the IPOA-IUU and a list of activities 

which may be considered IUU fi shing. Article 3 of the EU IUU Regulation not 

only provides for IUU fi shing activities in violation of national and regional meas-

ures, but also other activities which are not directly related to fi shing such as con-

cealing, tampering or disposing of evidence relating to a fi sheries investigation 
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26 EC 1005/2008, Art. 3(g) and (h).
27 EC 1005/2008, Art. 3(j).
28 Fish and crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates.
29 Prepared or preserved fi sh; caviar and caviar substitutes prepared from fi sh eggs.
30 Crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, prepared or preserved.
31 EC 1005/2008, Art. 2(8). The products listed in Annex I of the IUU Regulation upon its adop-

tion are: freshwater fi shery products; aquaculture products obtained from fry or larvae; ornamental 
fi sh; live oysters; scallops, including queen scallops, of the genera Pecten, Clamys or Placopecten, 
live fresh or chilled; Coquilles St Jacques (Pecten maximus), frozen; other scallops, fresh or chilled; 
mussels; snails, “others [sic] than those obtained from the sea”; and prepared and preserved 
molluscs.

32 EC 1005/2008, Art. 6(1).
33 EC 1005/2008, Art. 6(1).

and obstructing the work of inspection offi cers and fi sheries observers.26 The EU 

IUU Regulation also provides that a fi shing vessel shall be presumed to be 

engaged in IUU fi shing if it has transshipped or participated in joint fi shing oper-

ations, supported or re-supplied other fi shing vessels identifi ed as having engaged 

in IUU fi shing.27

In terms of product coverage, the EU IUU Regulation applies to any prod-

ucts which fall under Chapter 0328 and Tariff headings 160429 and 160530 of the 

Combined Nomenclature established by EC No 2658/87 of 23 July 1987 on 

the tariff and statistical nomenclature and on the Common Customs tariff, with 

the exception of products listed in Annex 1 of the Regulation.31

There are six key elements of the EU IUU Regulation: port State control over 

third country fi shing vessels, catch certifi cation, EU IUU vessels listing, listing of 

non-cooperating States, control of nationals, and the Community Alert System.

10.2.1 Port State Control over Third Country Fishing Vessels

The EU IUU Regulation establishes a port State scheme for the inspection of 

third country fi shing vessels calling at ports of EU member States. Transshipment 

of fi sh between third country fi shing vessels or between vessels fl ying the fl ags of 

EU member States and third country vessels may only take place in designated 

ports and subject to specifi c conditions. One of the conditions is for masters of 

third country fi shing vessels to notify, and submit specifi ed information to the 

competent authorities of the EU member States at least three working days before 

the estimated time of arrival at the port.32 The notifi cation period may vary 

depending on the type of fi shery product and the distance between fi shing grounds 

and landing places. The information to be provided include: vessel identifi cation; 

name of the designated port of destination; purposes of the call, landing, trans-

shipment, onboard processing, and access to port services; fi shing authorisation; 

trip information; estimated time of arrival at port; catches retained on board; and 

the zone or zones where the catch was taken.33
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34 EC 1005/2008, Art. 7.
35 EC 1005/2008, Art. 9(1).
36 EC 1005/2008, Art. 10.
37 EC 1005/2008, Art. 11(2).
38 EC 1005/2008, Art. 7(3).
39 EC 1005/2008, Art. 7(3).
40 EC 1005/2008, Art. 4(2).
41 EC 1005/2008, Arts. 9(1) and 17(3).

If the vessel carries on board fi shery products, the notice of entry into port is to 

be accompanied by a validated catch certifi cate in accordance with Chapter III of 

the EU IUU Regulation. It is only after the verifi cation of such information and 

catch certifi cate that the vessel may be granted authorisation to enter into port.34 

The responsibility to carry out port inspections and verify the accuracy of the 

information transmitted by the third country fi shing vessel in the prior notice of 

arrival and the catch certifi cate rests with the EU member State. The EU IUU 

Regulation requires EU member States to carry out inspections in their desig-

nated ports of at least 5 per cent of landing and transshipment operations by third 

country fi shing vessels each year.35 These vessels include those sighted and pre-

sumed to have conducted IUU fi shing by the EU and RFMOs.

Port State inspectors have the duty to examine the fi shing vessel, the fi sh catch, 

nets and other gears and equipment and any other relevant document deemed 

necessary by the inspector to verify compliance of the vessel with applicable 

laws, regulations, and international management and conservation measures.36 If 

the information collected during the inspection provides evidence that a fi shing 

vessel has engaged in IUU fi shing, the vessel will not be authorised to land or 

transship its catch.37

Where the information provided by the fi shing vessel is not complete or its 

verifi cation is pending, an EU member port State may authorise port access or 

permit all or part of the landing in port, but would need to keep the fi shery prod-

ucts concerned in storage under the control of the competent authorities, until the 

rest of the required information has been received or the verifi cation process is 

completed.38 If the verifi cation process is not completed within 14 days of the 

landing, the EU member port State may confi scate and dispose of the fi sh in 

accordance with national laws.39 Storage costs are required to be borne by the 

operators of the vessel.

A major issue with the port entry provisions of the EU IUU Regulation is that 

they do not seem to contain suffi cient safeguards for third country fi shing vessels 

against undue delay resulting from unfounded inspection or denial of port access. 

The only safeguards provided under the Regulation relate to cases of force 
majeure40 and the vague requirement that EU member States shall undertake 

inspections and verifi cations “on the basis of risk management”.41 A requirement 

that inspections “cause minimum disturbance to the vessels activities and cause 

no deterioration in fi sh quality” was proposed by the EU but not included in the 
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42 See Proposal for a Council Regulation Establishing a Community system to prevent, deter and 
eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing (presented by the Commission), Brussels, 
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44 EC 1005/2008, Art. 12(1).
45 This catch certifi cate specimen has similar content to the standard Dissostichus catch document 

form used by CCAMLR and the statistical document forms used by IOTC, ICCAT, IATTC, and 
CCSBT.

fi nal text of the EU IUU Regulation.42 A right to compensation and appeals con-

cerning the actions of the EU member port State are also not included in the port 

State scheme under the Regulation.

While the effectiveness of port State measures to combat IUU fi shing is uni-

versally acknowledged by international fi sheries instruments, it is critical that the 

implementation of such measures achieve a balance between combating IUU 

fi shing on the one hand and safety of fi shing vessels and their crew and appropri-

ate safeguards against abuse of port State powers on the other. These safeguards 

are recognised, for example, in the FAO Model Scheme for Port State Measures 

and the FAO Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate 

Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing.43

10.2.2 Catch Certifi cation

A key aspect of the EU IUU Regulation is the requirement for catch certifi cation 

to ensure that fi sheries products being imported into the EU are not derived from 

IUU fi shing.44 In general, the importation of fi shery products into the EU is only 

allowed when accompanied by a catch certifi cate, completed by the master of the 

fi shing vessel and validated by the fl ag State of the vessel. To be valid, the catch 

certifi cate must contain all information specifi ed in the template documents 

shown in Annex II of the EU IUU Regulation,45 namely:

the name of the fi shing vessel, home port and registration number, call sign, • 

licence number, Inmarsat number and IMO number (if issued);

the product (the type of species, catch areas and dates, estimated live weight • 

and verifi ed weight landed, as well as the applicable conservation and manage-

ment measures and any transshipment at sea is also required); and

declaration on export and import of the fi shery product (including the vessel • 

name and fl ag, fl ight number airway bill number, truck nationality and registra-

tion number, other transport documents and container number).

The indirect importation and exportation of fi shery products are subject to the 

validation of a catch certifi cate by the competent authorities of the fl ag State of 
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the vessel.46 Verifi able documentation or certifi cation is required of products con-

stituting one single consignment which are transported in the same form to the 

EU from a third country other than the fl ag State and products constituting one 

single consignment which have been processed in a third country other than the 

fl ag State.47 Aside from validated catch certifi cates, proper documentation is 

required for every stage of transshipment or transit of the fi shery product. Catch 

documents and any related documents that are validated in conformity with catch 

documentation schemes adopted by an RFMO and are recognised by the EU as 

complying with the requirements of the Regulation will be accepted as catch 

certifi cates in respect of the products from species to which such catch documen-

tation schemes apply.48

The EU IUU Regulation empowers competent authorities of EU member States 

to carry out all of the controls they deem necessary for the verifi cation of the 

catch certifi cate and other information provided.49 In addition to the inspection of 

fi shing vessels at port, the control measures may consist of examining the prod-

ucts, verifying declaration data and authenticity of documents, examining the 

accounts of operators and other records, inspecting means of transport, including 

containers and storage places of the products and carrying out offi cial enquiries.50 

The competent authority of the EU member State may, for the purpose of verifi -

cation, request the assistance of the competent authorities of the fl ag State or of 

another State other than the fl ag State from which the fi shery products have been 

indirectly imported.51

Importers are required to submit validated catch certifi cates to the competent 

authorities of the EU member State in which the product is intended to be 

imported at least three working days before the estimated time of arrival into the 

territory of that State, or for another period provided according to the type of 

fi shery product, distance to the place of entry, and the transport used.52 However, 

an importer who has been granted the status of an approved economic operator 

has the option to merely advise the EU member State of the arrival of the prod-

ucts and keep the validated catch certifi cates for verifi cation of the competent 

authority at a later stage when the fi shery product enters the territory of the EU 

member State.53 The status of an approved economic operator may be granted 

on the basis of a number of criteria including: the establishment of the importer 
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on the territory of that EU Member State; a suffi cient number and volume of 

import operations; an appropriate record of compliance with the requirements of 

conservation and management measures; a satisfactory system of managing com-

mercial and, where appropriate, transport and processing records; the existence 

of facilities with regard to the conduct of those checks and verifi cations; practical 

standards of competence or professional qualifi cations directly related to the 

activities carried out; and proven fi nancial solvency.54

10.2.3 IUU Vessel Listing

The EU IUU Regulation provides for the creation of a Community IUU vessel 

list, applicable to both EU and third country vessels, which will contain informa-

tion on vessels identifi ed by the EU and its member States to have engaged in 

IUU fi shing. The content of Community IUU vessel list will be based upon the 

compliance with the EU IUU Regulation, catch data, trade information obtained 

from national statistics and other reliable sources, vessel registers and databases, 

RFMO catch document or statistical document programmes, reports on sightings 

of presumed IUU vessels, information obtained by RFMOs, other relevant infor-

mation obtained in ports or on fi shing grounds and additional information pro-

vided by EU member States.55 The Community IUU vessel list will also include 

IUU vessels listed by RFMOs on their respective IUU lists.56

A vessel may be removed from the Community IUU vessel list if the fl ag 

State demonstrates that the vessel did not engage in IUU fi shing activities or if 

sanctions have been applied in response to the IUU fi shing activity in question.57 

The EU may also consider removing a fi shing vessel from the Community 

IUU vessel list if the owner or operator of the vessel provides evidence that the 

fi shing vessel is no longer engaged in IUU fi shing or if that vessel has sunk or has 

been scrapped.58 In all other cases, the EU will only consider removing the fi sh-

ing vessel from the IUU list if at least two years have lapsed since its listing dur-

ing which time no further reports of alleged IUU fi shing have been received by 

the EU. A fi shing vessel may also be removed from the Community IUU list if 

the owner has submitted information of the vessel’s full compliance with all 

applicable laws and regulations, and if the fi shing vessel and its owner and opera-

tor have no links with other vessels, owners, and operators engaged in IUU 

fi shing.59
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The range of actions that may be taken by EU member States against vessels 

on the Community IUU vessel list include: denial of fi shing authorisations in the 

waters of EU member States; withdrawal of fi shing authorisations or permits; 

prohibition on the chartering of such vessels; denial of port access and provision-

ing (except in cases of force majeure); confi scation of catches and fi shing gear; 

and prohibition on the exportation and re-exportation of fi shery products.60 These 

measures are generally consistent with provisions under international fi sheries 

instruments and conservation and management measures adopted by various 

RFMOs.

10.2.4 Identifi cation of Non-cooperating Third Countries

In addition to the Community list of IUU vessels, the EU IUU Regulation pro-

vides for the establishment of a list of non-cooperating third countries. A State 

may be identifi ed as a non-cooperating third country if it fails to discharge the 

duties incumbent upon it under international law as fl ag, port, coastal or market 

State and has failed to take action to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing 

activities.61 The listing of non-cooperating third countries is based on a number of 

factors, including:

examination of measures taken by the State concerned in respect of recur-• 

rent IUU fi shing activities carried out or supported by vessels fl ying its fl ag or 

by its nationals, or by vessels operating in its waters or using its ports, or access 

of fi sheries products stemming from IUU fi shing activities into its market;

whether the State concerned effectively cooperates with the EU by providing • 

responses to requests to investigate IUU fi shing and associated activities of its 

vessels;

whether the State concerned has taken effective enforcement measures in • 

respect of operators responsible for IUU fi shing, and whether sanctions of suf-

fi cient severity to deprive the offenders of the benefi ts accruing from these 

activities have been applied;

the history, nature, circumstances, extent and gravity of the manifestations of • 

IUU fi shing activities considered;

for developing States, the existing capacity of their competent authorities;• 

the ratifi cation of or accession to relevant international fi sheries instruments;• 

the status of the State concerned as a member to regional fi sheries management • 

organisations, or the State’s agreement to apply the conservation and manage-

ment measures established by such organisations;
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any acts or omissions by the State concerned that may have diminished the • 

effectiveness of applicable laws, regulations or international conservation and 

management measures; and

specifi c constraints of developing countries, particularly in MCS of fi shing • 

activities.62

The EU IUU Regulation requires the prohibition of the importation into the EU 

of fi shery products caught by vessels fl ying the fl ag of non-cooperating third 

countries, and non-acceptance of catch certifi cates accompanying such prod-

ucts.63 In cases where the identifi cation of a non-cooperating State is justifi ed by 

the lack of appropriate measures adopted by the State in relation to IUU fi shing 

activities affecting a given stock or species, the prohibition of importation may 

only apply in respect of that stock or species.64 The EU IUU Regulation also pro-

vides for the denunciation by the EU of any standing bilateral fi sheries agreement 

or fi sheries partnership agreements with such States, as well as refusal to enter 

into negotiations to conclude a bilateral fi sheries agreement or fi sheries partner-

ship agreements with such States.65 These measures, some of which are in the 

forms of economic sanctions, are more restrictive that those provided under the 

IPOA-IUU.

10.2.5 Control of Nationals

Another component of the EU IUU Regulation is the prohibition for nationals of 

EU member States from supporting or engaging in IUU fi shing, including fi shing 

activities onboard fi shing vessels or as operators or benefi cial owners of fi shing 

vessels included in the Community IUU vessel list.66 EU member States are 

required to cooperate amongst themselves and with third countries to take all 

appropriate measures in order to identify their nationals engaged in IUU fi shing.67 

EU member States are further required to encourage their nationals to submit 

information pertaining to the legal, benefi cial or fi nancial interests or control of 

fi shing vessels fl agged to third countries and the names of the vessels concerned. 

EU member States have the responsibility not to grant any public aid to operators 

involved in IUU fi shing.68 The EU IUU Regulation also prohibits nationals of EU 

member States from selling or exporting any fi shing vessel to operators involved 

in IUU fi shing.69
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10.2.6 The Community Alert System

The EU IUU Regulation establishes a Community Alert System, where informa-

tion obtained with respect to non-compliance with applicable laws, regulations or 

international conservation and management measures in respect of fi shing ves-

sels or fi shery products from certain third countries will be published by the EU 

on its website and in the Offi cial Journal of the European Union (C series).70 This 

is intended to provide general notice to operators and to ensure that EU member 

States take appropriate measures in respect of third countries whose vessels may 

be engaging in IUU fi shing activities. The Community Alert System will also 

include references to RFMOs whose conservation and management measures 

may have been violated.71 Additionally, the EU IUU Regulation requires the 

Commission to take any measure necessary to ensure publicity of the list of non-

cooperating States. The Commission will transmit the list of non-cooperating 

States to the FAO and RFMOs for the purposes of enhancing co-operation 

between the EU and these organisations to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing.72,73
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Conclusion

Illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing is considered a major threat to the 

sustainability of fi sheries resources with far reaching ecological, environmental, 

social, and economic impacts. Not surprisingly, the IUU fi shing concept has 

become the most widely embraced concept by international organisations, 

RFMOs, regional economic integration organisations and individual States. This 

raises the need to understand the scope and nature of IUU fi shing and the range of 

measures adopted in international and regional instruments to address the prob-

lem. The book traced the development of the concept of IUU fi shing and pro-

vided examples of activities violating national, regional and international fi sheries 

management regulations and measures. As discussed in Chapter 2, determining 

the scope of IUU fi shing in any jurisdiction depends largely on two elements: the 

fi rst is what constitutes “fi shing” in the national and regional context, and the 

second is with respect to the scope of fi sheries violations or actions regarded as 

breaches of fi sheries legislation at the national level and conservation and man-

agement measures of RFMOs at the regional and subregional levels. Analysis of 

these elements demonstrate that in reality, the scope and content of IUU fi shing 

may differ from one State or RFMO to another.

The book examined at length the international legal and policy framework to 

combat IUU fi shing within the context of sustainable fi sheries, which comprise 

fi sheries and non-fi sheries specifi c instruments, both legally binding and volun-

tary in status. Chapter 3 demonstrates that while the IPOA-IUU has been adopted 

to deal specifi cally with IUU fi shing, there are relevant environment, trade, and 

maritime safety instruments that not only provide the legal basis for, but also sup-

port and strengthen the implementation of the IPOA-IUU. Because international 

instruments promoting sustainable fi sheries are known to have uneven effective-

ness and their provisions sometimes have diverse application in States and 

RFMOs, it is important to understand the legal parameters within which States 

and regional organisations can implement these instruments to combat IUU 

fi shing.

International fi sheries related instruments provide the basis for the adoption 

and implementation of effective fl ag, coastal, port, market, and all State measures 

to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing. As examined in Chapters 4 to 8, fl ag 

and coastal State measures addressing IUU fi shing consist of fi shing vessel regis-

tration, authorisation to fi sh, record of fi shing vessels, and MCS related meas-

ures such as the licensing of foreign fi shing vessels in the EEZ, VMS, observer 
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 programmes, boarding, inspection, arrest and judicial proceedings. Port and 

 market measures include the designation of ports where foreign fi shing vessels 

may be allowed entry, inspection of fi shing vessels, traceability of fi sh, catch 

 documentation, harmonised commodity description and coding systems and 

trade restrictive measures. Other more general measures that may be imple-

mented by States include enforcement actions at sea and in port, application of 

sanctions of suffi cient severity, and cooperation among each other. The book not 

only offers a thorough analysis of measures adopted under international instru-

ments but also provides an examination analysis of some of the current practices 

of RFMOs, States, and non-governmental entities (i.e. private organisations) in 

addressing IUU fi shing.

11.1 The Need for an Effective Domestic and Regional Framework

If the analysis is extended to existing national and regional frameworks to com-

bat IUU fi shing, one cannot challenge the fact that a major contributing factor to 

the proliferation of IUU fi shing, despite all the international efforts to date, is the 

lack of adequate legal and policy framework for sustainable fi sheries at the 

national and regional levels.

An effective national framework to address IUU fi shing would need to com-

prise two aspects: one is a clear defi nition of IUU fi shing and the second is a set 

of measures or strategies tailored to address specifi c IUU fi shing concerns. The 

measures would need to take into account applicable international, regional, sub-

regional, and bilateral agreements or arrangements on fi sheries. The framework 

or approach would also need to be embedded in the legislation and policies of the 

State or States involved, and reviewed within a reasonable period of time in order 

to ensure that such framework remains current and adequate. It would also need 

to be a framework that is accepted by relevant stakeholders, primarily the fi shing 

industry, in order to ensure successful implementation.

In light of existing State practice, a critical aspect in the framework to address 

IUU fi shing is the adoption of adequate port and internationally agreed market 

related measures. The current trend in the implementation of domestic measures 

against IUU fi shing demonstrates a rapid shift towards controlling IUU fi shing at 

the points of market and trade entry, including the imposition of import restric-

tions against fi sh and fi sh products obtained through IUU fi shing. More States are 

now beginning to implement or embrace trade related measures such as catch 

certifi cation schemes. However, in order to ensure that no State is used as con-

venient entry for IUU caught fi sh, States would need to implement similar, if not 

harmonised, catch certifi cation schemes within their respective domestic jurisdic-

tions that would deter IUU related activities at every stage of the commodity 

chain. Catch certifi cation would need effective tools for issuing and verifying 
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licences and certifi cates from the point of harvesting to the processing, import, 

export, and re-export of fi sh.

Apart from a legal and policy framework, another critical element in effec-

tively addressing IUU fi shing is the establishment of a sound institutional arrange-

ment. The application of relevant international instruments on fi sheries suggests 

that a number of organisations with fi sheries related functions would need to be 

engaged to ensure that IUU fi shing does not occur. The IPOA-IUU in particular, 

calls on States, acting through RFMOs, to strengthen their institutional capacity 

to combat IUU fi shing.1 It further recognises the need for suffi cient cooperation 

and information sharing between the agencies responsible for undertaking func-

tions such as fi shing vessel registration and issuing authorisations to fi sh.2 The 

IPOA-IUU also requires the full participation of stakeholders in combating IUU 

fi shing, including the industry, fi shing communities, and non-governmental 

organisations.3 These measures are consistent with the provisions of the FAO 

Code of Conduct, which emphasises the need to, among other things, establish an 

appropriate institutional framework to achieve the sustainable and integrated use 

of fi sheries resources,4 consult with relevant stakeholders,5 conduct fi sheries 

research,6 and provide a mechanism to resolve fi sheries confl icts.7

From the analysis, the components of an effective institutional framework for 

combating IUU fi shing may be summarised into three. The fi rst component is the 

involvement of all institutions which have functions related to addressing IUU 

fi shing. These institutions include fi sheries management authorities, policy for-

mulation bodies, maritime administrations, enforcement agencies, justice depart-

ments and courts, foreign affairs departments, and port authorities. The second 

component of an effective institutional framework is the cooperation and coordi-

nation among government agencies; and the third component is the participation 

of relevant stakeholders.

At the regional level, the framework to tackle the IUU fi shing probem should 

not only be limited to measures against vessels of non-cooperating members and 

the listing of IUU vessels, but also other measures that complement domestic 

actions such as authorisation to fi sh and transship fi sh, chartering of vessels, trade 
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documentation, and port measures. Among these measures, the listing of vessels 

engaged in IUU fi shing may be considered as one the most signifi cant steps 

taken by RFMOs to address the IUU fi shing problem. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 9, the full scope of IUU listing measures is yet to be fully developed as 

there are a number of legal and policy considerations that have yet to be addressed 

by RFMOs. These considerations include the listing and deletion of vessels from 

IUU list and the mutual recognition of IUU lists across regional organisations. 

RFMOs would need to establish clear procedures and due processes in nominat-

ing and including vessels on their respective IUU vessel lits.

11.2 Emerging Issues in the Global Framework to Address IUU Fishing

As States strive to address the IUU fi shing problem, an increasing adherence to 

the international legal and policy framework for sustainable fi sheries may be 

observed. States manifest their commitment to combat IUU fi shing and imple-

ment their obligations under international instruments through the adoption of 

national plans of action and legislative measures. States, through regional fi sher-

ies or economic bodies, have also intensifi ed cooperative efforts through the 

development of regional plans of action and establishment of compliance meas-

ures to address the problem. As highlighted earlier, non-fl ag State compliance 

mechanisms such as trade or market related measures are beginning to supplant 

fl ag State implementation in the pursuit of eliminating IUU fi shing. Examples of 

such measures include catch certifi cation schemes by RFMOs; import prohibi-

tions on Atlantic bigeye tuna and all its products imposed by ICCAT against non-

members; eco-labelling standards applied by private companies to ensure that 

only legally-caught fi sh are traded in the market; and catch certifi cation and veri-

fi cation requirements, together with the threat of trade and economic sanctions, 

under the EU IUU Regulation and amendments to the U.S. Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorisation Act and the High Seas 
Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act. While questions have been raised 

about the fairness and equitability of some of these State and regional practices, 

the broadening application of stricter trade related measures against IUU fi shing 

may suggest acceptance of their adoption to achieve sustainable fi sheries.

The international community is also witnessing a progressive development 

of international fi sheries law. A number of international initiatives to this end 

are evolving such as the impending implementation of the legally binding FAO 

agreement on port State measures, development of a draft WTO agreement on 

subsidies, and the possible development of a global record of fi shing vessels. 

These developments are pivotal to the global efforts against IUU fi shing and 

also have various national trade implications for States which need further 

investigation.
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Apart from these major trends in implementing the international legal and pol-

icy framework to combat IUU fi shing, there are three other emerging issues which 

are outside the scope of this book, but nevertheless merit the attention of States. 

These issues are: defi ning IUU fi shing within the context of marine biodiversity 

conservation and environmental protection; categorising IUU fi shing as an inter-

national environmental crime and a maritime security issue; and the concept of 

fl ag State responsibility and liability for IUU fi shing.

11.2.1 IUU Fishing and Marine Biodiversity Conservation

Chapter 1 illustrates the impact of IUU fi shing on the marine ecosystems and the 

marine environment. There is no argument that some of the IUU fi shing activi-

ties, such as the use of illegal and destructive fi shing methods have severe impact 

not only on target stocks but also on by-catch and other associated species, as 

well on fi sheries habitats. However, as can be gleaned from the discussions in 

Chapter 2, biodiversity considerations are not directly covered in the scope of 

IUU fi shing provided in paragraph 3 of the IPOA-IUU, unless such activities are 

directly prohibited under national laws (e.g. fi shing in marine protected areas or 

for protected species), regional conservation and management measures (e.g. by-

catch reduction), and international regulations (e.g. driftnet fi shing).

The absence of clear regulations would make it diffi cult to show why a fi shing 

activity with a negative impact on the ecosystem should automatically be consid-

ered as IUU fi shing. For example, in the case of RFMOs, most of the by-catch 

related measures are in the form of non-binding resolutions or recommendations. 

Hence, any activity involving by-catch of non-target species such as sharks and 

sea turtles in an RFMO area may not be clearly considered as violations of obliga-

tions under regional conservation and management regulations. There is also 

uncertainty as to whether an activity may be considered IUU fi shing merely 

because it has a known or potential negative effect on ecosystem health, raising the 

question as to how such impact may be treated in the legal sense. Furthermore, 

since the effects of IUU fi shing on marine biodiversity and environment vary 

depending on the type of activity, regulations may need to qualify the level of 

adverse impact that would trigger IUU fi shing in such circumstances. Although at 

its infancy, one example of an attempt to establish the legal link between IUU fi sh-

ing and marine ecosystems is the amendments to the U.S. Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorisation Act, the High Seas 
Driftnet Fishing Moratorium Protection Act, and ensuing regulations, which would 

determine whether vessels and States have failed to protect marine living resources, 

including dependent and associated species of particular interest to the U.S.

There are also other issues involved in ascertaining the relationship between 

IUU fi shing and marine biodiversity. First, before any adverse impact is deter-

mined, an environmental assessment would need to be conducted which is a 
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mechanism that may not be in place in every State. Second, the conservation of 

marine biodiversity and protection of the marine environment may not necessar-

ily lie within the jurisdiction of fi sheries departments, but rather environment 

departments. Establishing a fi sheries violation based on marine biodiversity con-

siderations may not be a straightforward process if potential jurisdictional over-

lap or confl ict between agencies is not addressed. Third, it would be erroneous to 

assume that only fi shing activities conducted by illegal fi shers cause damage to 

the ecosystems and the environment because activities of legitimate fi shers may 

also have similar impact. Sometimes it is diffi cult to distinguish between the neg-

ative impacts of fi shing activities by legitimate fi shers from those of illegal fi sh-

ers. Fourth, adopting regulation to protect some parts of the ecosystem through 

gear modifi cations to minimise the by-catch of species, may result in unintended 

consequences for other components of the ecosystem such as seabirds, marine 

mammals and turtles. It is therefore important to take into account all of these 

factors before the link between IUU fi shing and marine biodiversity conservation 

is be established in regulatory frameworks.

11.2.2 IUU Fishing as an International Environmental Crime 
and a Maritime Security Concern

The impact of IUU fi shing on marine ecosystems and the environment has also 

given rise to an emerging debate on IUU fi shing as an environmental crime and 

as a maritime security issue. IUU fi shing has been identifi ed by various interna-

tional bodies as an international environmental crime, together with illegal trade 

in wildlife, illegal trade in zone-depleting substances, dumping and illegal trans-

port of hazardous waste, and illegal logging and trade in timber.8

The identifi cation of IUU fi shing as an environmental crime is from the 

perspective of the link between the environment and sustainable development. 

Environmental crimes are broadly defi ned as illegal acts which directly harm 

the environment, are considered transboundary in nature and involve cross-

border criminal syndicates.9 The role of criminal law in the protection of the 

environment has been the priority of the United Nations through the Commis-

sion on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in the early 1990s.10 The argu-

ment is that the environment must be protected in such a way that existing 
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on Oceans and the Law of the Sea, 23–27 June 2008.

damage will be eliminated or at least reduced or restored, harm will be prevented, 

and risk will be minimised.11 The goal of using criminal law as a supporting 

or independent tool to protect the environment is also considered to have a pre-

ventive effect, and possibly through moral stigma, may heighten environmental 

awareness.12

The relationship between IUU fi shing and international environmental crime 

was raised at the ninth meeting of the United Nations Open-ended Informal 

Consultative Process on Oceans and the Law of the Sea (UNICPOLOS) in 2008. 

It was emphasised that some illegal fi shing activities are conducted by transna-

tional organised criminal networks.13 Similarly, at the meeting of the Conference 

of Parties to the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organised 

Crime, views were expressed that IUU fi shing falls within the defi nition of the 

transnational organised crime provided under the Convention.14 Organised crimi-

nal syndicates have been associated with illegal fi shing for high value and low 

volume seafood products. There have been reports of the transport of illegally 

caught South African abalone combined with drug traffi cking15 or the use of 
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 fi shing vessels in the transport of cocaine to West Africa.16 Criminal syndicates 

have also been associated with IUU fi shing for Patagonian toothfi sh.17 Studies 

have alluded to the possible involvement of outlaw gangs and international crimi-

nal networks in the illegal trade of Australian abalone.18 Other high value, low 

volume fi sheries such as shark fi n, seahorse, eels, trepang, and sea urchin are also 

known to be vulnerable to the exploitation by criminal groups in Australia.19

However, there were divergent views at the ninth meeting of UNICPOLOS on 

the potential link between illegal fi shing and transnational organised crime. While 

some delegations stressed the connection between illegal fi shing and other illegal 

activities, some delegations were of the view that such link is not enough to desig-

nate illegal fi shing as a transnational crime and that further studies are required to 

establish that link.20 An area where the relationship between IUU fi shing and tran-

snational organised crime would need further clarifi cation relates to identifying 

which types of IUU fi shing may be considered as transnational “crime”. To begin 

with, a basic characteristic of a crime is that it is an act in breach of the law, and is 

therefore illegal. However, illegal fi shing is only one component of IUU fi shing, 

and characterising IUU fi shing as a “crime” misses the full scope and nature of the 

IUU fi shing concept. If the scope and nature of IUU fi shing under the IPOA-IUU 

are strictly followed, many types of unregulated fi shing cannot be considered a 

crime. Similarly, unreported fi shing resulting from lack of national or regional 

reporting regulations may not be considered illegal and therefore not a crime.

Another issue is the lack of a standardised penalty system for fi sheries viola-

tions. Not all domestic legislation provide for criminal sanctions for fi shing viola-

tions although the imposition of severe penalties on some illegal fi shing activities 

have gained widespread acceptance. As discussed in Chapter 6, while some States 

treat fi sheries violations as criminal, others rely on administration sanctions or 

use both.21 The application of criminal sanctions to fi sheries violations in the EEZ 

has some limitations under the LOSC. Nevertheless, the distinction between 
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administrative and criminal sanctions applied by States against fi sheries viola-

tions provide the basis for future discussions on the possible categorisation of 

IUU fi shing as an international environmental crime.

Consideration would also need to be given to extending the debate to cover 

companies whose vessels engage in IUU fi shing. If criminal law is going to be 

applied to IUU fi shing related violations, it may be necessary to differentiate 

offences based on their seriousness (e.g. whether the IUU activity is intentional 

and reckless or a negligent act).22 To address IUU fi shing activities in different 

jurisdictions, the existence of regional extradition and mutual assistance in crimi-

nal matters may also need to be taken into account.23

There are other issues that would need to be considered in classifying IUU 

fi shing as an international environmental crime. States would need to identify and 

agree on the components of IUU fi shing which may be construed as environmen-

tally harmful behaviour, and therefore criminal. Jurisdiction and liability would 

also need to be established through a multilateral convention.

11.2.3 Flag State Responsibility and Liability

Another emerging debate is the extent to which fl ag States should be held respon-

sible for the IUU fi shing activities of vessels fl ying their fl ags and the extent of 

their liability. To understand the complexities of this issue, it is necessary to 

briefl y distinguish fl ag State duties from fl ag State responsibility.

As discussed in Chapter 5, at the core of the regulatory framework for shipping 

is the concept of fl ag State duties. Traditionally, Article 94(1) of the LOSC 

restates this customary international law rule: “Every State shall effectively exer-

cise its jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical and social matters 

over ships fl ying its fl ag.” In particular, the fl ag State is required, among other 

things, to “maintain a register of ships containing the names and particulars of 

ships fl ying its fl ag”, and to “assume jurisdiction under its internal law over each 

ship fl ying its fl ag and its master, offi cers and crew in respect of administrative, 

technical and social matters concerning the ship.”24 These general fl ag State duties 

also apply to fi shing vessels. This is, for example, confi rmed by the preamble to 

the FAO Compliance Agreement.25
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A major gap in the international regulatory framework for shipping is the 

absence of an oversight body to verify and ensure the discharge by the fl ag State 

of its duties.26 There is also no responsibility or liability attached to violations of 

the vessels fl ying the fl ag of a particular State as a result of its failure to discharge 

its duties under international law. Article 94 of the LOSC simply provides that: 

“A State which has clear grounds to believe that proper jurisdiction and control 

with respect to a ship have not been exercised may report the facts to the fl ag 

State.” All that the fl ag State is required to do is to “investigate the matter and, if 

appropriate, take any action necessary to remedy the situation”.

The term “responsibility” is used in the LOSC in the general context of State 

responsibility. For example, under the LOSC Article 31, the fl ag State bears 

“international responsibility for any loss or damage to the coastal State resulting 

from the non-compliance by a warship or other government ship operated for 

non- commercial purposes with the laws and regulations of the coastal State con-

cerning passage through the territorial sea or with the provisions of this 

Convention or other rules of international law”. General State responsibility also 

applies in relation to the wrongful activities by States Parties, State enterprises or 

natural or juridical persons which possess the nationality of States Parties or are 

effectively controlled by them or their nationals in the Area.27 The failure by 

States to fulfi l international obligations concerning the protection and preserva-

tion of the marine environment also gives rise to State responsibility and liability 

in accordance with international law.28

The concept of fl ag State responsibility in the fi sheries context has its origins 

in bilateral access agreements between coastal States and distant water fi shing 

nations following the extension of fi sheries jurisdictions from the 1970s.29 One of 

the conditions imposed by developing coastal States on foreign fi shing access in 

their zones is the requirement that the fl ag States of the foreign fi shing vessels 

assume responsibility to ensure that vessels fl ying their fl ags act in accordance 

with the terms of the fi shing access agreements.30 As an example, under a specifi c 

provision on “Flag State Responsibility”, the Treaty on Fisheries Between the 

Governments of Certain Pacifi c Island States and the Government of the United 

States of America (U.S. Treaty) provides that the U.S. shall take the necessary 
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steps to ensure that its nationals and fi shing vessels refrain from conducting 

 unauthorised fi shing in the Treaty area.31 Such responsibility includes adopting 

all necessary measures to investigate an alleged breach of the U.S. Treaty, facili-

tating any claim arising out of the activities of U.S. vessels, and ensuring that 

offending vessels submit to the jurisdiction of the party concerned and is penal-

ised by the U.S.32

Post LOSC international fi sheries instruments have embraced the concept of 

“fl ag State responsibility”. Direct reference to fl ag State responsibility can be 

found in the FAO Compliance Agreement and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement. In 

its Preamble, the FAO Compliance Agreement noted that the objective of the 

agreement can be achieved by specifying fl ag State responsibility over vessels on 

the high seas. The FAO Compliance Agreement then goes on to provide in detail 

the content of fl ag State responsibility for its fi shing vessels.33 Similarly, Article 

18(2) of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that a State shall only authorise 

a vessel to fi sh on the high seas if it is able to exercise effectively its responsi-

bility in respect of such vessels under the LOSC and the UN Fish Stocks 

Agreement.

In the context of IUU fi shing, the IPOA-IUU contains a number of provisions 

on fl ag State responsibility similar to the provisions in the FAO Compliance 

Agreement and the UN Fish Stocks Agreement. The IPOA-IUU not only recog-

nises the primary responsibility of the fl ag State with respect to its vessels on the 

high seas,34 but also clearly provides specifi c fl ag State measures such as fi shing 

vessel registration, authorisation to fi sh, and record of fi shing vessels. In particu-

lar, the IPOA-IUU provides that “(a) fl ag State should ensure, before it registers a 

fi shing vessel that it can exercise its responsibility to ensure that the vessel does 

not engage in IUU fi shing.”35

Although these international fi sheries instruments contain provisions relating 

to fl ag State responsibility, only the UN Fish Stocks Agreement relates such 

responsibility to the liability of fl ag States with respect to the activities of their 

vessels. Article 35 of the UN Fish Stocks Agreement provides that “States Parties 

to the Agreement are liable in accordance with international law for damage or 

loss attributable to them in regard to this Agreement”; however, there is no fur-

ther elaboration of the scope and content of the liability of States Parties in this 

regard.
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Discussions on the concept of State responsibility in the International Law 

Commission (ILC) beginning the 1920s are relevant for the application of fl ag 

State responsibility and liability in the context of fi sheries. The ILC deliberations 

resulted in the adoption of draft articles on the Responsibility of States for 

Internationally Wrongful Acts, which was brought to the attention of States for 

further action at the UN General Assembly in 2001.36 Article 1 of the Articles on 

State Responsibility provides for the international responsibility of a State for 

every internationally wrongful act. The elements of an internationally wrongful 

act consist of an action or an omission that is attributable to the State under inter-

national law and constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State.37 

Article 12 provides that “(t)here is a breach of an international obligation of a 

State when an act of that State is not in conformity with what is required of it by 

that obligation, regardless of its origin and character.”

In the fi sheries context, the question then becomes whether or not a fl ag State 

may be held responsible, and consequently, liable for the IUU fi shing activities of 

its nationals, including vessels fl ying its fl ag. This issue must be distinguished 

from the discharge of the traditional fl ag State duties under Article 94 of the 

LOSC, which are not suffi cient to hold States responsible for the IUU fi shing 

activities of their vessels.

Arguably, emerging rules of international fi sheries law as refl ected in the UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement and the FAO Compliance Agreement, as well as non-

binding instruments such as the IPOA-IUU, provide suffi cient basis to make fl ag 

States responsible for the IUU fi shing activities of their vessels under certain cir-

cumstances. This may be the case where a fl ag State has blatantly refused to take 

action against the activities of its vessels outside its jurisdiction, such as by fail-

ing to adopt appropriate measures required by international fi sheries instruments 

to ensure compliance of the vessel with regional conservation and management 

measures, such as authorisations to fi sh, monitoring through VMS, and imposi-

tion of sanctions of adequate severity. State responsibility may also arguably arise 

where the fl ag State has refused to take action against its vessels involved in IUU 

fi shing after such activities have been brought to its attention.
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Given the central role played by fl ag States in the regulation of fi shing vessels, 

a major component of the global fi ght against IUU fi shing must necessarily focus 

on the fundamental issue of responsibility and liability of fl ag States for the IUU 

fi shing activities of their vessels. Recent measures adopted by the EU and the 

U.S. particularly on the listing of non-cooperating States and application of trade 

and economic sanctions against fl ag States whose vessels repeatedly engage in 

IUU fi shing, may be seen as a gradual development in State practice to hold fl ag 

States liable for the IUU fi shing activities of their vessels.
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International Plan of Action to Prevent, 
Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 

Unregulated Fishing

I. Introduction

1. In the context of the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries and its over-

all objective of sustainable fi sheries, the issue of illegal, unreported and unreg-

ulated (IUU) fi shing in world fi sheries is of serious and increasing concern. 

IUU fi shing undermines efforts to conserve and manage fi sh stocks in all cap-

ture fi sheries. When confronted with IUU fi shing, national and regional fi sh-

eries management organizations can fail to achieve management goals. This 

situation leads to the loss of both short and long-term social and economic 

opportunities and to negative effects on food security and environmental pro-

tection. IUU fi shing can lead to the collapse of a fi shery or seriously impair 

efforts to rebuild stocks that have already been depleted. Existing international 

instruments addressing IUU fi shing have not been effective due to a lack of 

political will, priority, capacity and resources to ratify or accede to and imple-

ment them.

2. The Twenty-third Session of the FAO Committee on Fisheries (COFI) in 

February 1999 addressed the need to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing. 

The Committee was concerned about information presented indicating 

increases in IUU fi shing, including fi shing vessels fl ying “fl ags of conve-

nience”. Shortly afterwards, an FAO Ministerial Meeting on Fisheries in 

March 1999 declared that, without prejudice to the rights and obligations of 

States under international law, FAO will develop a global plan of action to 

deal effectively with all forms of illegal, unregulated and unreported fi shing 

including fi shing vessels fl ying “fl ags of convenience” through coordinated 

efforts by States, FAO, relevant regional fi sheries management bodies and 

other relevant international agencies such as the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO), as provided in Article IV of the Code of Conduct. The 

Government of Australia, in cooperation with FAO, organized an Expert 

Consultation on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing in Sydney, 

Australia, from 15 to 19 May 2000. Subsequently, an FAO Technical 

Consultation on Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing was held in 

Rome from 2 to 6 October 2000 and a further Technical Consultation was 

held in Rome from 22 to 23 February 2001. The draft International Plan of 
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Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated 

Fishing was adopted by the Consultation on 23 February 2001 with a request 

that the report be submitted to the Twenty-fourth Session of COFI for consid-

eration and eventual adoption. COFI approved the International Plan of 

Action, by consensus, on 2 March 2001. In doing so, the Committee urged all 

Members to take the necessary steps to effectively implement the International 

Plan of Action.

II. Nature and Scope of IUU Fishing and the International 

Plan of Action

3. In this document:

3.1 Illegal fi shing refers to activities:

  3.1.1  conducted by national or foreign vessels in waters under the juris-

diction of a State, without the permission of that State, or in contra-

vention of its laws and regulations;

  3.1.2  conducted by vessels fl ying the fl ag of States that are parties to a 

relevant regional fi sheries management organization but operate in 

contravention of the conservation and management measures 

adopted by that organization and by which the States are bound, or 

relevant provisions of the applicable international law; or

  3.1.3  in violation of national laws or international obligations, including 

those undertaken by cooperating States to a relevant regional fi sher-

ies management organization.

3.2 Unreported fi shing refers to fi shing activities:

  3.2.1  which have not been reported, or have been misreported, to the 

relevant national authority, in contravention of national laws and 

regulations; or

  3.2.2  undertaken in the area of competence of a relevant regional fi sher-

ies management organization which have not been reported or have 

been misreported, in contravention of the reporting procedures of 

that organization.

3.3 Unregulated fi shing refers to fi shing activities:

  3.3.1  in the area of application of a relevant regional fi sheries manage-

ment organization that are conducted by vessels without nationality, 

or by those fl ying the fl ag of a State not party to that organization, 

or by a fi shing entity, in a manner that is not consistent with or 
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contravenes the conservation and management measures of that 

organization; or

  3.3.2  in areas or for fi sh stocks in relation to which there are no appli-

cable conservation or management measures and where such fi sh-

ing activities are conducted in a manner inconsistent with State 

responsibilities for the conservation of living marine resources 

under international law.

3.4  Notwithstanding paragraph 3.3, certain unregulated fi shing may take 

place in a manner which is not in violation of applicable international law, 

and may not require the application of measures envisaged under the 

International Plan of Action (IPOA).

4. The IPOA is voluntary. It has been elaborated within the framework of 

the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries as envisaged by 

Article 2 (d).

5. The FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, in particular Articles 

1.1, 1.2, 3.1, and 3.2 applies to the interpretation and application of this IPOA 

and its relationship with other international instruments. The IPOA is also 

directed as appropriate towards fi shing entities as referred to in the Code of 

Conduct. The IPOA responds to fi sheries specifi c issues and nothing in it prej-

udices the positions of States in other fora.

6. In this document:

 (a)  the reference to States includes regional economic integration organiza-

tions in matters within their competence;

 (b) the term “regional” includes sub-regional, as appropriate;

 (c)  the term “regional fi sheries management organization” means an inter-

governmental fi sheries organization or arrangement, as appropriate, that 

has the competence to establish fi shery conservation and management 

measures;

 (d)  the term “conservation and management measures” means measures to 

conserve one or more species of living marine resources that are adopted 

and applied consistent with the relevant rules of international law;

 (e)  the term “1982 UN Convention” refers to the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982;

 (f)  the term “1993 FAO Compliance Agreement” refers to the Agreement to 

Promote Compliance with International Conservation and Management 

Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas, approved by the FAO 

Conference on 24 November 1993.

 (g)  the term “1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement” refers to the Agreement for 

the Implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
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Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the Conservation and Man agement 

of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks; and

 (h)  the term “Code of Conduct” refers to the FAO Code of Conduct for 

Responsible Fisheries.

7. This document is a further commitment by all States to implement the Code of 

Conduct.

III. Objective and Principles

8.  The objective of the IPOA is to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing by 

providing all States with comprehensive, effective and transparent measures 

by which to act, including through appropriate regional fi sheries management 

organizations established in accordance with international law.

9.  The IPOA to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing incorporates the follow-

ing principles and strategies. Due consideration should be given to the special 

requirements of developing countries in accordance with Article 5 of the Code 

of Conduct.

9.1  Participation and coordination: To be fully effective, the IPOA should 

be implemented by all States either directly, in cooperation with other 

States, or indirectly through relevant regional fi sheries management 

organizations or through FAO and other appropriate international 

organizations. An important element in successful implementation 

will be close and effective coordination and consultation, and the shar-

ing of information to reduce the incidence of IUU fi shing, among 

States and relevant regional and global organizations. The full partici-

pation of stakeholders in combating IUU fi shing, including industry, 

fi shing communities, and non-governmental organizations, should be 

encouraged.

9.2  Phased implementation: Measures to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing should be based on the earliest possible phased implementation of 

national plans of action, and regional and global action in accordance with 

the IPOA.

9.3  Comprehensive and integrated approach: Measures to prevent, deter and 

eliminate IUU fi shing should address factors affecting all capture fi sher-

ies. In taking such an approach, States should embrace measures building 

on the primary responsibility of the fl ag State and using all available juris-

diction in accordance with international law, including port State meas-

ures, coastal State measures, market-related measures and measures to 

ensure that nationals do not support or engage in IUU fi shing. States are 

encouraged to use all these measures, where appropriate, and to cooperate 

in order to ensure that measures are applied in an integrated manner. The
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action plan should address all economic, social and environmental 

impacts of IUU fi shing.

9.4  Conservation: Measures to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing 

should be consistent with the conservation and long-term sustainable use 

of fi sh stocks and the protection of the environment.

9.5  Transparency: The IPOA should be implemented in a transparent man-

ner in accordance with Article 6.13 of the Code of Conduct.

9.6  Non-discrimination: The IPOA should be developed and applied without 

discrimination in form or in fact against any State or its fi shing vessels.

IV. Implementation of Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate 

IUU Fishing

All State Responsibilities

International Instruments

10.  States should give full effect to relevant norms of international law, in par-

ticular as refl ected in the 1982 UN Convention, in order to prevent, deter and 

eliminate IUU fi shing.

11.  States are encouraged, as a matter of priority, to ratify, accept or accede to, as 

appropriate, the 1982 UN Convention, the 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement 

and the 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement. Those States that have not rati-

fi ed, accepted or acceded to these relevant international instruments should 

not act in a manner inconsistent with these instruments.

12.  States should implement fully and effectively all relevant international fi sh-

eries instruments which they have ratifi ed, accepted or acceded to.

13.  Nothing in the IPOA affects, or should be interpreted as affecting, the rights 

and obligations of States under international law. Nothing in the IPOA 

affects, or should be interpreted as affecting, the rights and obligations con-

tained in the 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement and the 1993 FAO Compliance 

Agreement, for States parties to those instruments.

14.  States should fully and effectively implement the Code of Conduct and its 

associated International Plans of Action.

15.  States whose nationals fi sh on the high seas in fi sheries not regulated by a 

relevant regional fi sheries management organization should fully implement 

their obligations under Part VII of the 1982 UN Convention to take measures 

with respect to their nationals as may be necessary for the conservation of the 

living resources of the high seas.

National Legislation

Legislation
16.  National legislation should address in an effective manner all aspects of IUU 

fi shing.
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17.  National legislation should address, inter alia, evidentiary standards and 

admissibility including, as appropriate, the use of electronic evidence and 

new technologies.

State Control over Nationals
18.  In the light of relevant provisions of the 1982 UN Convention, and without 

prejudice to the primary responsibility of the fl ag State on the high seas, each 

State should, to the greatest extent possible, take measures or cooperate to 

ensure that nationals subject to their jurisdiction do not support or engage in 

IUU fi shing. All States should cooperate to identify those nationals who are 

the operators or benefi cial owners of vessels involved in IUU fi shing.

19.  States should discourage their nationals from fl agging fi shing vessels under 

the jurisdiction of a State that does not meet its fl ag State responsibilities.

Vessels without Nationality
20.  States should take measures consistent with international law in relation to 

vessels without nationality on the high seas involved in IUU fi shing.

Sanctions
21.  States should ensure that sanctions for IUU fi shing by vessels and, to the 

greatest extent possible, nationals under its jurisdiction are of suffi cient sever-

ity to effectively prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing and to deprive 

offenders of the benefi ts accruing from such fi shing. This may include the 

adoption of a civil sanction regime based on an administrative penalty scheme. 

States should ensure the consistent and transparent application of sanctions.

Non Cooperating States
22.  All possible steps should be taken, consistent with international law, to pre-

vent, deter and eliminate the activities of non-cooperating States to a relevant 

regional fi sheries management organization which engage in IUU fi shing.

Economic Incentives
23.  States should, to the extent possible in their national law, avoid conferring 

economic support, including subsidies, to companies, vessels or persons that 

are involved in IUU fi shing.

Monitoring, Control and Surveillance
24.  States should undertake comprehensive and effective monitoring, control 

and surveillance (MCS) of fi shing from its commencement, through the point 

of landing, to fi nal destination, including by:

24.1  developing and implementing schemes for access to waters and 

resources, including authorization schemes for vessels;

24.2  maintaining records of all vessels and their current owners and opera-

tors authorized to undertake fi shing subject to their jurisdiction;
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    24.3  implementing, where appropriate, a vessel monitoring system (VMS), 

in accordance with the relevant national, regional or international 

standards, including the requirement for vessels under their jurisdic-

tion to carry VMS on board;

    24.4  implementing, where appropriate, observer programmes in accord-

ance with relevant national, regional or international standards, 

including the requirement for vessels under their jurisdiction to carry 

observers on board;

    24.5  providing training and education to all persons involved in MCS 

operations;

    24.6  planning, funding and undertaking MCS operations in a manner that 

will maximize their ability to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing;

    24.7  promoting industry knowledge and understanding of the need for, and 

their cooperative participation in, MCS activities to prevent, deter and 

eliminate IUU fi shing;

    24.8  promoting knowledge and understanding of MCS issues within 

national judicial systems;

    24.9  establishing and maintaining systems for the acquisition, storage and 

dissemination of MCS data, taking into account applicable confi denti-

ality requirements;

24.10  ensuring effective implementation of national and, where appropriate, 

internationally agreed boarding and inspection regimes consistent 

with international law, recognizing the rights and obligations of mas-

ters and of inspection offi cers, and noting that such regimes are pro-

vided for in certain international agreements, such as the 1995 UN 

Fish Stocks Agreement, and only apply to the parties to those 

agreements.

National Plans of Action

25.  States should develop and implement, as soon as possible but not later than 

three years after the adoption of the IPOA, national plans of action to fur-

ther achieve the objectives of the IPOA and give full effect to its provi-

sions as an integral part of their fi sheries management programmes and 

budgets. These plans should also include, as appropriate, actions to imple-

ment initiatives adopted by relevant regional fi sheries management organi-

zations to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing. In doing so, States 

should encourage the full participation and engagement of all interested 

stakeholders, including industry, fi shing communities and non-governmen-

tal organizations.

26.  At least every four years after the adoption of their national plans of action, 

States should review the implementation of these plans for the purpose of 
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 identifying cost-effective strategies to increase their effectiveness and to take 

into account their reporting obligations to FAO under Part VI of the IPOA.

27.  States should ensure that national efforts to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing are internally coordinated.

Cooperation between States

28.  States should coordinate their activities and cooperate directly, and as appro-

priate through relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, in pre-

venting, deterring and eliminating IUU fi shing. In particular, States should:

28.1  exchange data or information, preferably in standardized format, from 

records of vessels authorized by them to fi sh, in a manner consistent 

with any applicable confi dentiality requirements;

28.2  cooperate in effective acquisition, management and verifi cation of all 

relevant data and information from fi shing;

28.3  allow and enable their respective MCS practitioners or enforcement 

personnel to cooperate in the investigation of IUU fi shing, and to this 

end States should collect and maintain data and information relating to 

such fi shing;

28.4  cooperate in transferring expertise and technology;

28.5 cooperate to make policies and measures compatible;

28.6  develop cooperative mechanisms that allow, inter alia, rapid responses 

to IUU fi shing; and

28.7  cooperate in monitoring, control and surveillance, including through 

international agreements.

29.  In the light of Article VI of the 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement, fl ag States 

should make available to FAO and, as appropriate, to other States and rele-

vant regional or international organizations, information about vessels 

deleted from their records or whose authorization to fi sh has been cancelled 

and to the extent possible, the reasons therefor.

30.  In order to facilitate cooperation and exchange of information, each State 

and regional or international organization should nominate and publicize 

initial formal contact points.

31.  Flag States should consider entering into agreements or arrangements with 

other States and otherwise cooperate for the enforcement of applicable laws 

and conservation and management measures or provisions adopted at a 

national, regional or global level.

Publicity

32.  States should publicize widely, including through cooperation with other 

States, full details of IUU fi shing and actions taken to eliminate it, in a man-

ner consistent with any applicable confi dentiality requirements.
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Technical Capacity and Resources

33.  States should endeavour to make available the technical capacity and 

resources which are needed to implement the IPOA. This should include, 

where appropriate, the establishment of special funds at the national, regional 

or global level. In this respect, international cooperation should play an 

important role.

Flag State Responsibilities

Fishing Vessel Registration

34.  States should ensure that fi shing vessels entitled to fl y their fl ag do not engage 

in or support IUU fi shing.

35.  A fl ag State should ensure, before it registers a fi shing vessel, that it can exer-

cise its responsibility to ensure that the vessel does not engage in IUU fi shing.

36.  Flag States should avoid fl agging vessels with a history of non-compliance 

except where:

36.1  the ownership of the vessel has subsequently changed and the new 

owner has provided suffi cient evidence demonstrating that the previous 

owner or ope rator has no further legal, benefi cial or fi nancial interest 

in, or control of, the vessel; or

36.2  having taken into account all relevant facts, the fl ag State determines 

that fl agging the vessel would not result in IUU fi shing.

37.  All States involved in a chartering arrangement, including fl ag States and 

other States that accept such an arrangement, should, within the limits of 

their respective jurisdictions, take measures to ensure that chartered vessels 

do not engage in IUU fi shing.

38.  Flag States should deter vessels from refl agging for the purposes of non-

compliance with conservation and management measures or provisions 

adopted at a national, regional or global level. To the extent practicable, the 

actions and standards fl ag States adopt should be uniform to avoid creating 

incentives for vessel owners to refl ag their vessels to other States.

39.  States should take all practicable steps, including denial to a vessel of an 

authorization to fi sh and the entitlement to fl y that State’s fl ag, to prevent 

“fl ag hopping”; that is to say, the practice of repeated and rapid changes of a 

vessel’s fl ag for the purposes of circumventing conservation and manage-

ment measures or provisions adopted at a national, regional or global level or 

of facilitating non-compliance with such measures or provisions.

40.  Although the functions of registration of a vessel and issuing of an author-

ization to fi sh are separate, fl ag States should consider conducting these func-

tions in a manner which ensures each gives appropriate consideration to the 

other. Flag States should ensure appropriate links between the operation of 
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their vessel registers and the record those States keep of their fi shing vessels. 

Where such functions are not undertaken by one agency, States should ensure 

suffi cient cooperation and information sharing between the agencies respon-

sible for those functions.

41.  A Flag State should consider making its decision to register a fi shing vessel 

conditional upon its being prepared to provide to the vessel an authorization 

to fi sh in waters under its jurisdiction, or on the high seas, or conditional 

upon an authorization to fi sh being issued by a coastal State to the vessel 

when it is under the control of that fl ag State.

Record of Fishing Vessels

42.  Each fl ag State should maintain a record of fi shing vessels entitled to fl y its 

fl ag. Each fl ag State’s record of fi shing vessels should include, for vessels 

authorized to fi sh on the high seas, all the information set out in paragraphs 

1 and 2 of Article VI of the 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement, and may also 

include, inter alia:

42.1  the previous names, if any and if known;

42.2  name, address and nationality of the natural or legal person in whose 

name the vessel is registered;

42.3  name, street address, mailing address and nationality of the natural or 

legal persons responsible for managing the operations of the vessel;

42.4  name, street address, mailing address and nationality of natural or legal 

persons with benefi cial ownership of the vessel;

42.5  name and ownership history of the vessel, and, where this is known, 

the history of non-compliance by that vessel, in accordance with 

national laws, with conservation and management measures or provi-

sions adopted at a national, regional or global level; and

42.6  vessel dimensions, and where appropriate, a photograph, taken at the 

time of registration or at the conclusion of any more recent structural 

alterations, showing a side profi le view of the vessel.

43.  Flag States may also require the inclusion of the information in paragraph 

42 in their record of fi shing vessels that are not authorized to fi sh on the high 

seas.

Authorization to Fish

44.  States should adopt measures to ensure that no vessel be allowed to fi sh 

unless so authorized, in a manner consistent with international law for the 

high seas, in particular the rights and duties set out in articles 116 and 117 of 

the 1982 UN Convention, or in conformity with national legislation within 

areas of national jurisdiction.
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45.  A fl ag State should ensure that each of the vessels entitled to fl y its fl ag fi sh-

ing in waters outside its sovereignty or jurisdiction holds a valid authoriza-

tion to fi sh issued by that fl ag State. Where a coastal State issues an 

authorization to fi sh to a vessel, that coastal State should ensure that no fi sh-

ing in its waters occurs without an authorization to fi sh issued by the fl ag 

State of the vessel.

46.  Vessels should have an authorization to fi sh and where required carry it 

on board. Each State’s authorization should include, but need not be 

limited to:

46.1  the name of the vessel, and, where appropriate, the natural or legal 

person authorized to fi sh;

46.2 the areas, scope and duration of the authorization to fi sh; and

46.3  the species, fi shing gear authorized, and where appropriate, other 

applicable management measures.

47.  Conditions under which an authorization is issued may also include, where 

required:

47.1 vessel monitoring systems;

47.2 catch reporting conditions, such as:

 47.2.1  time series of catch and effort statistics by vessel;

  47.2.2  total catch in number, nominal weight, or both, by species (both 

target and non-target) as is appropriate to each fi shery period 

(nominal weight is defi ned as the live weight equivalent of the 

catch);

  47.2.3  discard statistics, including estimates where necessary, reported 

as number or nominal weight by species, as is appropriate to 

each fi shery;

 47.2.4 effort statistics appropriate to each fi shing method; and

  47.2.5  fi shing location, date and time fi shed and other statistics on fi sh-

ing operations.

47.3  reporting and other conditions for transshipping, where transshipping 

is permitted;

47.4 observer coverage;

47.5 maintenance of fi shing and related log books;

47.6  navigational equipment to ensure compliance with boundaries and in 

relation to restricted areas;

47.7  compliance with applicable international conventions and national laws 

and regulations in relation to maritime safety, protection of the marine 

environment, and conservation and management measures or provi-

sions adopted at a national, regional or global level;
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47.8  marking of its fi shing vessels in accordance with internationally rec-

ognized standards, such as the FAO Standard Specifi cation and 

Guidelines for the Marking and Identifi cation of Fishing Vessels. 

Vessels’ fi shing gear should similarly be marked in accordance with 

internationally recognized standards;

47.9  where appropriate, compliance with other aspects of fi sheries arrange-

ments applicable to the fl ag State; and

47.10  the vessel having a unique, internationally recognized identifi cation 

number, wherever possible, that enables it to be identifi ed regardless 

of changes in registration or name over time.

48.  Flag States should ensure that their fi shing, transport and support vessels do 

not support or engage in IUU fi shing. To this end, fl ag States should ensure 

that none of their vessels re-supply fi shing vessels engaged in such activities 

or transship fi sh to or from these vessels. This paragraph is without prejudice 

to the taking of appropriate action, as necessary, for humanitarian purposes, 

including the safety of crew members.

49.  Flag States should ensure that, to the greatest extent possible, all of their fi sh-

ing, transport and support vessels involved in transshipment at sea have a 

prior authorization to transship issued by the fl ag State, and report to the 

national fi sheries administration or other designated institution:

     49.1 the date and location of all of their transshipments of fi sh at sea;

     49.2 the weight by species and catch area of the catch transshipped;

     49.3  the name, registration, fl ag and other information related to the identi-

fi cation of the vessels involved in the transshipment; and

     49.4 the port of landing of the transshipped catch.

50.  Flag States should make information from catch and transshipment reports 

available, aggregated according to areas and species, in a full, timely and 

regular manner and, as appropriate, to relevant national, regional and inter-

national organizations, including FAO, taking into account applicable confi -

dentiality requirements.

Coastal State Measures

51.  In the exercise of the sovereign rights of coastal States for exploring and 

exploiting, conserving and managing the living marine resources under their 

jurisdiction, in conformity with the 1982 UN Convention and international 

law, each coastal State should implement measures to prevent, deter and 

eliminate IUU fi shing in the exclusive economic zone. Among the measures 

which the coastal State should consider, consistent with national legislation 

and international law, and to the extent practicable and appropriate, are:
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51.1  effective monitoring, control and surveillance of fi shing activities in 

the exclusive economic zone;

51.2  cooperation and exchange of information with other States, where 

appro priate, including neighbouring coastal States and with regional 

fi sheries management organizations;

51.3  to ensure that no vessel undertakes fi shing activities within its waters 

without a valid authorization to fi sh issued by that coastal State;

51.4  to ensure that an authorization to fi sh is issued only if the vessel con-

cerned is entered on a record of vessels;

51.5  to ensure that each vessel fi shing in its waters maintains a logbook 

recording its fi shing activities where appropriate;

51.6  to ensure that at-sea transshipment and processing of fi sh and fi sh 

products in coastal State waters are authorized by that coastal State, or 

conducted in conformity with appropriate management regulations;

51.7  regulation of fi shing access to its waters in a manner which will help to 

prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing; and

51.8  avoiding licensing a vessel to fi sh in its waters if that particular vessel 

has a history of IUU fi shing, taking into account the provisions of para-

graph 36.

Port State Measures

52.  States should use measures, in accordance with international law, for port 

State control of fi shing vessels in order to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU 

fi shing. Such measures should be implemented in a fair, transparent and non-

discriminatory manner.

53.  When used in paragraphs 52 to 64, port access means admission for foreign 

fi shing vessels to ports or offshore terminals for the purpose of, inter alia, 

refuelling, re-supplying, transshipping and landing, without prejudice to the 

sovereignty of a coastal State in accordance with its national law and article 

25.2 of the 1982 UN Convention and other relevant international law.

54.  Notwithstanding paragraphs 52, 53 and 55; a vessel should be provided port 

access, in accordance with international law, for reasons of force majeure or 

distress or for rendering assistance to persons, ships or aircraft in danger or 

distress.

55.  Prior to allowing a vessel port access, States should require fi shing vessels 

and vessels involved in fi shing related activities seeking permission to enter 

their ports to provide reasonable advance notice of their entry into port, a 

copy of their authorization to fi sh, details of their fi shing trip and quantities 

of fi sh on board, with due regard to confi dentiality requirements, in order 

to ascertain whether the vessel may have engaged in, or supported, IUU 

fi shing.
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56.  Where a port State has clear evidence that a vessel having been granted 

access to its ports has engaged in IUU fi shing activity, the port State should 

not allow the vessel to land or transship fi sh in its ports, and should report the 

matter to the fl ag State of the vessel.

57.  States should publicize ports to which foreign fl agged vessels may be permit-

ted admission and should ensure that these ports have the capacity to conduct 

inspections.

58.  In the exercise of their right to inspect fi shing vessels, port States should col-

lect the following information and remit it to the fl ag State and, where appro-

priate, the relevant regional fi sheries management organization:

58.1 the fl ag State of the vessel and identifi cation details;

58.2 name, nationality, and qualifi cations of the master and the fi shing master;

58.3 fi shing gear;

58.4 catch on board, including origin, species, form, and quantity;

58.5  where appropriate, other information required by relevant regional 

fi sheries management organizations or other international agreements; 

and

58.6 total landed and transshipped catch.

59.  If, in the course of an inspection, it is found that there are reasonable grounds 

to suspect that the vessel has engaged in or supported IUU fi shing in areas 

beyond the jurisdiction of the port State, the port State should, in addition to 

any other actions it may take consistent with international law, immediately 

report the matter to the fl ag State of the vessel and, where appropriate, the 

relevant coastal States and regional fi sheries management organization. The 

port State may take other action with the consent of, or upon the request of, 

the fl ag State.

60.  In applying paragraphs 58 and 59, States should safeguard the confi dentiality 

of information collected, in accordance with their national laws.

61.  States should establish and publicize a national strategy and procedures for 

port State control of vessels involved in fi shing and related activities, includ-

ing training, technical support, qualifi cation requirements and general oper-

ating guidelines for port State control offi cers. States should also consider 

capacity-building needs in the development and implementation of this 

strategy.

62.  States should cooperate, as appropriate, bilaterally, multilaterally and within 

relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, to develop compatible 

measures for port State control of fi shing vessels. Such measures should deal 

with the information to be collected by port States, procedures for informa-

tion collection, and measures for dealing with suspected infringements by 

the vessel of measures adopted under these national, regional or international 

systems.
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63.  States should consider developing within relevant regional fi sheries manage-

ment organizations port State measures building on the presumption that 

fi shing vessels entitled to fl y the fl ag of States not parties to a regional fi sher-

ies management organization and which have not agreed to cooperate with 

that regional fi sheries management organization, which are identifi ed as 

being engaged in fi shing activities in the area of that particular organization, 

may be engaging in IUU fi shing. Such port State measures may prohibit 

landings and transshipment of catch unless the identifi ed vessel can establish 

that the catch was taken in a manner consistent with those conservation and 

management measures. The identifi cation of the vessels by the regional fi sh-

eries management organization should be made through agreed procedures 

in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory manner.

64.  States should enhance cooperation, including by the fl ow of relevant infor-

mation, among and between relevant regional fi sheries management organi-

zations and States on port State controls.

Internationally Agreed Market–Related Measures

65.  The measures in paragraphs 66 to 76 are to be implemented in a manner 

which recognizes the right of States to trade in fi sh and fi shery products har-

vested in a sustainable manner and should be interpreted and applied in 

accordance with the principles, rights and obligations established in the 

World Trade Organisation, and implemented in a fair, transparent and non-

discriminatory manner.

66.  States should take all steps necessary, consistent with international law, to 

prevent fi sh caught by vessels identifi ed by the relevant regional fi sheries 

management organization to have been engaged in IUU fi shing being traded 

or imported into their territories. The identifi cation of the vessels by the 

regional fi sheries management organization should be made through agreed 

procedures in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory manner. Trade-

related measures should be adopted and implemented in accordance with 

international law, including principles, rights and obligations established in 

WTO Agreements, and implemented in a fair, transparent and non-discrimi-

natory manner. Trade-related measures should only be used in exceptional 

circumstances, where other measures have proven unsuccessful to prevent, 

deter and eliminate IUU fi shing, and only after prior consultation with inter-

ested States. Unilateral trade-related measures should be avoided.

67.  States should ensure that measures on international trade in fi sh and fi shery 

products are transparent, based on scientifi c evidence, where applicable, and 

are in accordance with internationally agreed rules.

68.  States should cooperate, including through relevant global and regional fi sh-

eries management organizations, to adopt appropriate multilaterally agreed 
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trade-related measures, consistent with the WTO, that may be necessary to 

prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing for specifi c fi sh stocks or species. 

Multilateral trade-related measures envisaged in regional fi sheries manage-

ment organizations may be used to support cooperative efforts to ensure that 

trade in specifi c fi sh and fi sh products does not in any way encourage IUU 

fi shing or otherwise undermine the effectiveness of conservation and man-

agement measures which are consistent with the 1982 UN Convention.

69.  Trade-related measures to reduce or eliminate trade in fi sh and fi sh products 

derived from IUU fi shing could include the adoption of multilateral catch doc-

umentation and certifi cation requirements, as well as other appropriate multi-

laterally-agreed measures such as import and export controls or prohibitions. 

Such measures should be adopted in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory 

manner. When such measures are adopted, States should support their consist-

ent and effective implementation.

70.  Stock or species-specifi c trade-related measures may be necessary to reduce 

or eliminate the economic incentive for vessels to engage in IUU fi shing.

71.  States should take steps to improve the transparency of their markets to allow 

the traceability of fi sh or fi sh products.

72.  States, when requested by an interested State, should assist any State in deter-

ring trade in fi sh and fi sh products illegally harvested in its jurisdiction. 

Assistance should be given in accordance with terms agreed by both States 

and fully respecting the jurisdiction of the State requesting assistance.

73.  States should take measures to ensure that their importers, transshippers, 

buyers, consumers, equipment suppliers, bankers, insurers, other services 

suppliers and the public are aware of the detrimental effects of doing busi-

ness with vessels identifi ed as engaged in IUU fi shing, whether by the State 

under whose jurisdiction the vessel is operating or by the relevant regional 

fi sheries management organizations in accordance with its agreed proce-

dures, and should consider measures to deter such business. Such measures 

could include, to the extent possible under national law, legislation that 

makes it a violation to conduct such business or to trade in fi sh or fi sh prod-

ucts derived from IUU fi shing. All identifi cations of vessels engaged in 

IUU fi shing should be made in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory 

manner.

74.  States should take measures to ensure that their fi shers are aware of the detri-

mental effects of doing business with importers, transshippers, buyers, con-

sumers, equipment suppliers, bankers, insurers and other services suppliers 

identifi ed as doing business with vessels identifi ed as engaged in IUU fi sh-

ing, whether by the State under whose jurisdiction the vessel is operating or 

by the relevant regional fi sheries management organization in accordance 

with its agreed procedures, and should consider measures to deter such busi-

ness. Such measures could include, to the extent possible under national law, 
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legislation that makes it a violation to conduct such business or to trade in 

fi sh or fi sh products derived from IUU fi shing. All identifi cations of vessels 

engaged in IUU fi shing should be made in a fair, transparent and non-dis-

criminatory manner.

75.  States should work towards using the Harmonized Commodity Description 

and Coding System for fi sh and fi sheries products in order to help promote 

the implementation of the IPOA.

76.  Certifi cation and documentation requirements should be standardized to the 

extent feasible, and electronic schemes developed where possible, to ensure 

their effectiveness, reduce opportunities for fraud, and avoid unnecessary 

burdens on trade.

Research

77.  States should encourage scientifi c research on methods of identifying fi sh 

species from samples of processed products. FAO should facilitate the estab-

lishment of a network of databases of genetic and other markers used to iden-

tify fi sh species from processed product, including the ability to identify the 

stock of origin where possible.

Regional Fisheries Management Organizations

78.  States should ensure compliance with and enforcement of policies and meas-

ures having a bearing on IUU fi shing which are adopted by any relevant 

regional fi sheries management organization and by which they are bound. 

States should cooperate in the establishment of such organizations in regions 

where none currently exist.

79.  As the cooperation of all relevant States is important for the success of meas-

ures taken by relevant regional fi sheries management organizations to pre-

vent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing, States which are not members of a 

relevant regional fi sheries management organization are not discharged from 

their obligation to cooperate, in accordance with their international obliga-

tions, with that regional fi sheries management organization. To that end, 

States should give effect to their duty to cooperate by agreeing to apply the 

conservation and management measures established by that regional fi sher-

ies management organization, or by adopting measures consistent with those 

conservation and management measures, and should ensure that vessels enti-

tled to fl y their fl ag do not undermine such measures.

80.  States, acting through relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, 

should take action to strengthen and develop innovative ways, in conformity 

with international law, to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fi shing. 

Consideration should be given to including the following measures:
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     80.1  institutional strengthening, as appropriate, of relevant regional fi sher-

ies management organizations with a view to enhancing their capacity 

to prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing;

     80.2  development of compliance measures in conformity with international 

law;

     80.3  development and implementation of comprehensive arrangements for 

mandatory reporting;

     80.4  establishment of and cooperation in the exchange of information on 

vessels engaged in or supporting IUU fi shing;

     80.5  development and maintenance of records of vessels fi shing in the area 

of competence of a relevant regional fi sheries management organiza-

tion, including both those authorized to fi sh and those engaged in or 

supporting IUU fi shing;

     80.6  development of methods of compiling and using trade information to 

monitor IUU fi shing;

     80.7  development of MCS, including promoting for implementation by its 

members in their respective jurisdictions, unless otherwise provided 

for in an international agreement, real time catch and vessel monitor-

ing systems, other new technologies, monitoring of landings, port con-

trol, and inspections and regulation of transshipment, as appropriate;

     80.8  development within a regional fi sheries management organization, 

where appropriate, of boarding and inspection regimes consistent with 

international law, recognizing the rights and obligations of masters 

and inspection offi cers;

    80.9 development of observer programmes;

80.10  where appropriate, market-related measures in accordance with the 

IPOA;

80.11  defi nition of circumstances in which vessels will be presumed to have 

engaged in or to have supported IUU fi shing;

80.12 development of education and public awareness programmes;

80.13 development of action plans; and

80.14  where agreed by their members, examination of chartering arrange-

ments, if there is concern that these may result in IUU fi shing.

81.  States, acting through relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, 

should compile and make available on a timely basis, and at least on an 

annual basis, to other regional fi sheries management organizations and to 

FAO, information relevant to the prevention, deterrence and elimination of 

IUU fi shing, including:

     81.1  estimates of the extent, magnitude and character of IUU activities in 

the area of competence of the regional fi sheries management organi-

zation;
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81.2  details of measures taken to deter, prevent and eliminate IUU 

fi shing;

81.3 records of vessels authorized to fi sh, as appropriate; and

81.4 records of vessels engaged in IUU fi shing.

82.  Objectives of institutional and policy strengthening in relevant regional fi sh-

eries management organizations in relation to IUU fi shing should include 

enabling regional fi sheries management organizations to:

82.1  determine policy objectives regarding IUU fi shing, both for internal 

purposes and co-ordination with other regional fi sheries management 

organizations;

82.2  strengthen institutional mechanisms as appropriate, including mandate, 

functions, fi nance, decision making, reporting or information require-

ments and enforcement schemes, for the optimum implementation of 

policies in relation to IUU fi shing;

82.3  regularize coordination with institutional mechanisms of other regional 

fi sheries management organizations as far as possible in relation to 

IUU fi shing, in particular information, enforcement and trade aspects; 

and

82.4  ensure timely and effective implementation of policies and measures 

internally, and in cooperation with other regional fi sheries management 

organizations and relevant regional and international organizations.

83.  States, acting through relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, 

should encourage non-contracting parties with a real interest in the fi shery 

concerned to join those organizations and to participate fully in their work. 

Where this is not possible, the regional fi sheries management organizations 

should encourage and facilitate the participation and cooperation of non-

contracting parties, in accordance with applicable international agreements 

and international law, in the conservation and management of the relevant 

fi sheries resources and in the implementation of measures adopted by the 

relevant organizations. Regional fi sheries management organizations should 

address the issue of access to the resource in order to foster cooperation and 

enhance sustainability in the fi shery, in accordance with international law. 

States, acting through relevant regional fi sheries management organizations, 

should also assist, as necessary, non-contracting parties in the implementa-

tion of paragraphs 78 and 79 of the IPOA.

84.  When a State fails to ensure that fi shing vessels entitled to fl y its fl ag, or, to 

the greatest extent possible, its nationals, do not engage in IUU fi shing activ-

ities that affect the fi sh stocks covered by a relevant regional fi sheries man-

agement organization, the member States, acting through the organization, 

should draw the problem to the attention of that State. If the problem is not 
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rectifi ed, members of the organization may agree to adopt appropriate meas-

ures, through agreed procedures, in accordance with international law.

V. Special Requirements of Developing Countries

85.  States, with the support of FAO and relevant international fi nancial institu-

tions and mechanisms, where appropriate, should cooperate to support train-

ing and capacity building and consider providing fi nancial, technical and 

other assistance to developing countries, including in particular the least 

developed among them and small island developing States, so that they can 

more fully meet their commitments under the IPOA and obligations under 

international law, including their duties as fl ag States and port States. Such 

assistance should be directed in particular to help such States in the develop-

ment and implementation of national plans of action in accordance with par-

agraph 25.

86.  States, with the support of FAO and relevant international fi nancial institu-

tions and mechanisms, where appropriate, should cooperate to enable:

86.1  review and revision of national legislation and regional regulatory 

frameworks;

86.2  the improvement and harmonization of fi sheries and related data 

collection;

86.3 the strengthening of regional institutions; and

86.4  the strengthening and enhancement of integrated MCS systems, includ-

ing satellite monitoring systems.

VI. Reporting

87.  States and regional fi sheries management organizations should report to FAO 

on progress with the elaboration and implementation of their plans to pre-

vent, deter and eliminate IUU fi shing as part of their biennial reporting to 

FAO on the Code of Conduct. These reports should be published by FAO in 

a timely manner.

VII. Role of FAO

88.  FAO will, as and to the extent directed by its Conference, collect all relevant 

information and data that might serve as a basis for further analysis aimed at 

identifying factors and causes contributing to IUU fi shing such as, inter alia, 

a lack of input and output management controls, unsustainable fi shery 

management methods and subsidies that contribute to IUU fi shing.
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89.  FAO will, as and to the extent directed by its Conference, support develop-

ment and implementation of national and regional plans to prevent, deter and 

eliminate IUU fi shing through specifi c, in-country technical assistance 

projects with Regular Programme funds and through the use of extra-budget-

ary funds made available to the Organization for this purpose.

90.  FAO should, in collaboration with other relevant international organizations, 

in particular IMO, further investigate the issue of IUU fi shing.

91.  FAO should convene an Expert Consultation on the implementation of para-

graph 76 of the IPOA.

92.  FAO should investigate the benefi ts of establishing and maintaining regional 

and global databases, including but not limited to, information as provided 

for in Article VI of the 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement.

93.  The FAO Committee on Fisheries will, based on a detailed analysis by the 

Secretariat, biennially evaluate the progress towards the implementation of 

the IPOA.
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artisanal, 11, 97, 99, 133, 160
chain, 1,4, 173, 174, 188, 200, 256
post-harvest activities, 5, 126, 174, 180, 

180 fn33, 181, 183, 200
production, 1, 4, 10, 83, 174, 178, 180, 

200, 228
enforcement, see enforcement
habitat, 10, 39, 66, 69, 74, 76, 78, 79, 

186, 240, 259
information, see data
longline, 11, 26, 68, 113, 151 fn97, 244
moratorium, 41, 42, 65, 239, 240, 241, 

242, 243, 244, 245, 258, 259; see also 
U.S., High Seas Driftnet Fishing 
Moratorium Protection Act

sector, 4, 55, 88, 90, 96, 200
small scale, 4, 11, 33, 73 fn111, 99, 191, 

197, 206
purse seine, 11, 35 fn70, 194 fn104, 

226 fn127
sanctions, see sanctions
subsidies, see subsidies

fi sheries partnership agreements, 39–40
Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central 

Atlantic (CECAF), 6, 203 fn13
Fishery Committee of the West Central Gulf 

of Guinea (FCWC), 203 fn13
fi shing

capacity, see fi shing capacity
defi nition of, 34, 36
entities, see fi shing entities
gears, see fi shing gears
licence, see authorisation to fi sh
quota, 20, 29, 41, 41 fn103, 42, 43, 

70, 72, 82, 89, 126, 139, 145, 208, 
231, 239

vessels, see fi shing vessels
fi shing capacity, 66, 68, 68 fn80, 73 fn111, 

88, 99, 108 fn62, 127, 218, 236, 237, 238; 
see also IPOA-Capacity
excess, 68, 68 fn80, 88, 108, 236, 238
overcapacity, 11, 29, 59, 72, 81, 89, 99, 

107, 183
relationship with IUU fi shing, 237, 238
RFMO control of, 236–237

fi shing entities, 5, 16, 29, 49, 51, 67, 202 fn7, 
221, 230; see also Taiwan

fi shing gears, 6, 25, 29, 35, 35 fn70, 41, 45, 46, 
58, 61, 106, 119, 122, 123, 128, 139, 143, 
148, 158, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165, 206, 208, 
210 fn55, 222, 223, 224, 226, 232, 248, 252
abandoned, 123
fi sh aggregating devices (FADs), 36, 115, 

123, 140
marking of, 43, 61, 115, 122, 123; see also 

FAO Standard Specifi cations for the 
Marking and Identifi cation of Fishing 
Vessels

non-selective, 3, 25, 29, 76
prohibited, 39, 42, 43, 72
selectivity of, 6, 80, 260
stowage of, 133, 146

fi shing vessel, see also listing of, IUU vessels
benefi cial ownership of, 118, 122, 125, 126, 

209, 213, 213 fn66, 214, 218, 253
carrier, 34, 35, 123, 160 fn12, 162, 207, 208, 

210, 246; see also transshipment
defi nition of, 34–35
domestic, 5, 38, 39, 97, 139, 220
fi sh factory, 3 fn11, 35, 246
foreign, 5, 8, 12, 21, 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 

44, 58, 68, 71, 72, 97, 104, 133, 134, 135, 
138, 139, 140, 141, 141 fn41, 143, 145, 
146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 157, 159, 
160, 160 fn12, 161, 161fn20, 162, 163, 
164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 255, 
256, 264

global record of, 126
longline, 8, 11, 206, 221, 229
mother ship, 34, 125, 210, 218
owner control, 1, 209, 213–214, 218
purse seine, 3 fn11, 226 fn127
reefer, 35, 160, 246
register, 27, 111, 119, 119 fn68, 120, 126, 

127, 141, 210, 210, fn55, 237, 251, 263; 
see also fi shing vessel registration; FFA 
Regional Register of Foreign Fishing 
Vessels

support, 34, 35, 36, 60 fn38, 123, 126, 
160 fn12, 162, 218, 246, 247

without nationality, see stateless vessels
fi shing vessel registration, 20, 34, 39, 41, 43, 

50, 72, 104, 111–121, 124, 141, 210, 237, 
255, 257, 265; see also fl ag State, genuine 
link; fl ags of convenience; open registry; 
refl agging
Certifi cate of Registry, 111–112
conditions of, 20, 111, 121, 125, 141, 265
de-registration, 50, 169, 170, 236
history of, 29, 125, 129; see also fi shing 

vessel, benefi cial ownership
of chartered vessels, 220; see also charter
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relationship with authorisation to fi sh, 
121, 122, 126

re-registration, 237
requirements of RFMOs for, 210

fi shmeal, 173, 192 fn94
fl ag-hopping, 116, 116 fn44, 118, 120, 277; 

see also refl agging
fl ags of convenience, 29, 30, 30 fn37, 31, 50, 

53, 60, 269; see also open register States
fl ag State, 3, 16, 17, 20, 30, 31, 32, 34, 41, 43, 

48, 50, 55, 60, 61, 64, 70, 71, 93, 96, 98, 100, 
102, 103, 105, 109–130, 132, 140, 144, 145, 
150 fn95, 151, 152, 157, 158, 160, 163, 165, 
168, 169, 170, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210 fn55, 211, 213 fn66, 214 fn66, 215, 217, 
219, 220, 225, 227, 231, 233, 235, 239, 240, 
241, 249, 250, 258, 259, 263
duty, 23, 32, 48, 61, 70, 110, 113, 115, 

121, 122, 145, 157, 263, 264
effective control by, 32, 34, 111, 112, 

121, 126, 158
enforcement, 20, 128–130
genuine link, 70, 111, 116–119
jurisdiction, 20, 30, 31, 109, 112, 114
liability, 23, 263–267
measures, 20, 22, 32, 60, 70, 109–130
responsibility, 23, 103, 110, 114, 140, 

214 fn66, 259, 263–267; see also 
Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts

Food and Agriculture Organization, see FAO
food safety, 190, 175, 177–180

examples of systems, 177–178
food security, 1, 2, 69, 133, 173, 175 fn11, 177, 

180, 180 fn31, 181
force majeure, 161, 167, 171, 248, 252
Forum Fisheries Agency, see FFA
freedom of fi shing, 62, 78, 109, 110, 131
freedom of navigation, 109, 133, 146
FV Chua Huai No 636, 152

Gabon, 40 fn93, 162 fn35, 163
Gambia, 40 fn93, 162, 166
General Agreement on Tariff and Trade 

(GATT), 15, 66, 82–83, 84, 84, 85, fn195, 
175, 176, 176 fn13, 177, 182, 184, 194, 
194 fn109

General Fisheries Commission for the 
Mediterranean (GFCM), 203 fn14, 
212 fn64, 230 fn149

Georgia, 229
Germany, 173
Ghana, 12, 17 fn131, 96 fn15, 97, 125 fn95, 

166, 171, 180 fn31
NPOA-IUU, 97
port state measures in, 166, 171

Glen John Boyes, see Boyes, Glen John

globalisation in fi sheries, 1, 3, 3fn21
global positioning system, 144
Greenland, 40 fn93
Grenada, 134 fn13, 150
Grotius, Hugo, 109; see also high seas, 

freedom of the
groundfi sh, 8, 173
Guinea, 9, 40 fn93, 150 fn95, 163, 171

IUU fi shing in, 9
port State measures in, 163, 171

Guinea Bissau, 40 fn93

halibut, 68; see also International Pacifi c 
Halibut Commission

Harmonised Commodity Description 
and Coding System, 191–193; see also 
World Custom Organization

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point 
(HACCP), 177, 178 fn22; see also Code of 
Practice for Fish and Fishery Products

highly migratory species, 26, 37 fn80, 49, 
51, 53, 59, 61, 62, 66 fn 68, 89, 128, 
129, 153, 201, 202, 216, 272; see also 
straddling stocks; UN Fish Stocks 
Agreement

high seas, 4, 5, 17, 27, 31, 37, 37 fn80, 38, 
40, 42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 56, 
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 65, 68, 59, 70, 71, 78, 
78 fn150, 80, 97, 101, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 105 fn46, 107, 109, 110, 110 fn7, 
111, 115, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 
129, 130, 131, 132, 140, 144, 145, 146, 
148, 153, 167, 201, 203, 204, 210, 213 
fn66, 216, 218, 219, 221, 224, 240, 241, 
246, 265
fi sheries, 25, 27, 31, 38, 42, 49, 51, 66, 103, 

104, 122, 130, 131, 201, 219
freedom of the, 56, 59, 62, 78, 109, 110, 146, 

219; see also freedom of fi shing; freedom 
of navigation; Grotius, Hugo

IUU fi shing on the, 37, 40, 42, 47, 48, 97, 
101, 102, 107, 167, 218, 246, 259; see also 
unregulated fi shing

obligation to cooperate on the, 62, 103, 
153, 201

record of fi shing vessels on the, see record 
of fi shing vessels; see also High Seas 
Vessel Authorization Record

regulations, 42, 43, 45, 52, 53, 59, 60, 
61, 62, 65, 68, 69, 71, 73, 115, 121, 
123, 129, 140, 148, 167, 218, 224, 239, 
240, 241,  242–245, 246, 259; see also 
fl ag State duties

High Seas Vessel Authorization Record 
(HSVAR), 124–127, 125 fn98

hoki, 197
Honduras, 229
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hot pursuit, 21, 147, 148–149, 154–155, 
155 fn127
multilateral, 154–155 fn 127

Hugo Grotius, see Grotius, Hugo

IATTC, 7, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, 200, 206, 209, 
211, 212, 213, 213 fn65, 214, 221, 221 fn93, 
226, 226 fn127, 227, 228, 229, 232, 234, 
236, 249 fn45
IUU fi shing in, 7, 212 fn63
Bigeye Tuna Statistical Document, 46, 226 

fn127, 227, 249 fn45
Iceland, 150, 166, 166 fn55
ICCAT, 7, 13 fn104, 41, 46 fn130, 47, 50, 51, 

185, 200, 203 fn14, 205, 206, 209, 210, 211, 
219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225, 226, 227, 229, 
230, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 249 fn45, 
258
defi nition of IUU fi shing, 41

illegal fi shing, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 26, 27, 28, 
33, 37, 44, 45, 48, 50, 53, 67, 97, 98, 100, 
124, 135fn20, 142, 145, 152, 155fn127, 157, 
166, 174, 185, 213, 228, 259, 261, 262
scope of, 38–44
destructive fi shing, 10, 11, 39, 43, 67, 80, 

131, 196, 259
illegal, unreported and unregulated fi shing, 

see IUU fi shing
India, 162, 194
Indian Ocean, 52, 65; see also IOTC

southern, 52; see also South Indian Ocean 
Fisheries Agreement

southwest, 52; see also Southwest Indian 
Ocean Fisheries Commission

Indian Ocean Tuna Commission, see IOTC
Indonesia, 9, 99, 139, 135 fn20, 150

IUU fi shing in, 9
fi sheries sanctions in, 134, 150
regional involvement; see Regional Plan of 

Action (Southeast Asia)
Indo-Pacifi c, 65
Inmarsat, 144, 249
International Centre for Criminal Law Reform 

and Criminal Justice Policy, 261 fn10
International Dolphin Conservation Program 

(AIDCP), 226–228
International Guidelines for the Management of 

Deep-sea Fisheries in the High Seas, 73
international instruments

binding, 15, 19, 20, 22, 55, 56, 57–64, 127, 
255, 258

fi sheries specifi c, 14, 56–73, 94
implementation of, 93–94
non-fi sheries specifi c, 14, 74–92, 94
ratifi cation of, 93–94, 96, 192, 252
voluntary, 15, 19, 20, 22, 55, 56, 64–73, 

255, 266

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission, 
see IATTC

internal waters, 37, 58, 64, 132, 133, 134, 
148, 161, 167

International Commission for the Conservation 
of Atlantic Tunas, see ICCAT

International Convention for the Safety of 
Life at Sea 1974, as amended, see 
SOLAS Convention

International Convention on Load Lines, 89
International Convention on Training, 

Certifi cation and Watchkeeping for Fishing 
Vessels, see STCW-F

international law, 18, 19, 31, 38, 45, 48, 53, 
56, 60, 62, 63, 64, 67, 72, 76 fn133, 93, 95, 
97, 101, 102, 102 fn40, 103, 106, 109, 110, 
112, 116, 131, 133, 149, 152, 157, 159, 160, 
161, 167, 168, 171, 186, 236, 245, 252, 263, 
264, 265
customary, 19, 109, 263
International Law Commission, 266

International Maritime Organization (IMO), 
15, 25, 28, 31, 32, 70, 89, 90, 92, 112, 113, 
114, 117, 158, 249; see also maritime safety 
and labour related agreements
development of IUU fi shing terminology, 

31–32
joint working group with FAO, see Joint 

FAO/IMO Ad hoc Working Group
Marine Environment Protection 

Committee, 32
Maritime Safety Committee, 31, 92
Sub-Committee on Flag State 

Implementation, 31–32
voluntary instruments, 92

International MCS Network, 101, 155, 243
International Pacifi c Halibut Commission 

(IPHC), 203 fn14, 206 fn26, 232 fn162
international plan of action; see 

IPOA-IUU; IPOA-Capacity; 
IPOA-Seabirds; IPOA-Sharks

International Plan of Action for the 
Management of Fishing Capacity, see 
IPOA-Capacity

International Plan of Action for Reducing 
Incidental Catch of Seabirds in Longline 
Fisheries, see IPOA-Seabirds

International Plan of Action for the 
Conservation and Management of Sharks, 
see IPOA-Sharks

International Plan of Action to Prevent, 
Deter, and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported 
and Unregulated Fishing, see IPOA-IUU

international radio call sign, 115, 119, 
163, 210
International Telecommunication Union 

Radio Call Signs (IRCS) system, 115
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International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 
(ITLOS), 116, 150, 151, 151 fn97; see also 
M/V Saiga; Camuoco; Monte Confurco; 
Volga

International Whaling Commission (IWC), 
203 fn14

introduction from the sea, 76, 76 fn133, 
185, 187

IOTC, 6, 7, 41, 46, 47, 50, 51, 200, 203 fn14, 
205, 206, 209, 211, 221, 226, 227, 229, 230, 
232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 249 fn45
Bigeye Tuna Statistical Document 

Programme, 46, 207, 227, 235, 249 fn45
IUU fi shing in, 6, 41, 212 fn63

IPOA-Capacity, 67, 68, 99, 107
IPOA-IUU 4, 5, 15–22, 25, 26, 34, 37, 38, 39, 

42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, 68, 
71, 72, 73, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110, 111, 115, 
116, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 131, 132, 133, 
135, 136, 138, 143, 148, 149, 155, 159, 160, 
162, 165, 168, 169, 174, 187, 188, 191, 193, 
195, 198, 200, 204, 213, 230, 231, 236, 239, 
240, 246, 253, 255, 257, 259, 262, 265, 266
as a voluntary instrument, 18–20
objective, 16
relationship with other instruments, 18

IPOA-Seabirds, 68, 69, 79, 99
IPOA-Sharks, 69, 79, 99
Italy, 173, 245 fn20
IUU fi shing; see also illegal fi shing; 

unreported fi shing; unregulated fi shing
and marine biodiversity, 259–260
by RFMO member vessels, see illegal 

fi shing; listing of, IUU vessels of 
members to RFMO

by non-member vessels of RFMOs; see 
listing of, IUU vessels of non-members 
to RFMOs; unregulated fi shing

concept of, 4–14
drivers of, 9–14
economic impact of, 5, 6, 9–10
environmental impact of, 10–11
estimates of, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 27, 47, 174
extent of, 5–9
history of terminology, 25–34
scope of, 34–53
social impact of, 11–12

Japan, 3 fn16, 14 fn110, 95 fn12, 108, 125, 
125 fn 98, 173, 186 fn63, 194 fn106, 237
buyback programme, 108
fi sh trade in, 173, 194 fn106
NPOA-IUU, 14 fn110, 95 fn12
scrapping of vessels in, 237
subsidies in, 3 fn16

Japanese anchovy, 2 fn8

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, 81
Joint FAO/IMO Ad hoc Working Group on 

IUU Fishing, 25, 33–34, 117
Joint Technical Commission for the 

Argentina/Uruguay Maritime Front 
(CTMFM), 203 fn13

J Sainsbury plc, 199
jurisdiction; see also coastal state, jurisdiction; 

fl ag State, jurisdiction; port State, jurisdiction
confl ict in, 104–105, 138, 260
criminal, 102, 150, 152, 153, 260, 262, 

263, 265
domestic, 256, 260, 263, 265, 284; see also 

waters under the jurisdiction of a State
of RFMOs, 27, 30, 47, 121, 205, 216, 

217, 221, 236
on the high seas, 76 fn133, 78 fn150, 121, 

148, 169, 221, 240, 241, 279; see also 
fl ag State

overlap in, 260
over nationals, 102, 103, 104, 263, 274; see 

also active nationality principle

Kenya, 8, 9, 180 fn31
Kiribati, 40 fn93, 140 fn39
Korea, Republic of, 14 fn110, 17 fn131, 95 

fn12, 194 fn106

Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO), 
13, 200, 203 fn14, 237
RPOA, 14, 200, 237

Latin American Organization for Fisheries 
Development (OLDEPESCA), 203 fn13

Liberia, 9
Libya, 245 fn20
listing of

IUU vessels, 7, 26, 27, 29, 30, 38, 42, 42 
fn106, 44, 45, 47, 48, 50, 70, 200, 204, 
210–217, 218, 219, 220, 229, 233, 234, 
235, 236, 237, 243, 245, 247, 251–252, 
257, 258

IUU vessels of members to RFMOs, 7, 26, 
27, 29, 30, 38, 45, 48, 211

IUU vessels of non-members to RFMOs, 5, 
6, 7, 26, 29, 30, 41, 43, 45, 48, 50, 211, 
212, 213, 217, 218, 233–234, 235, 257

non-cooperating States, 239, 240, 241, 242, 
246, 247, 254, 267

reciprocal listing of IUU vessels, 216–217
LOSC, 15, 34, 37, 37 fn80, 42, 45, 48, 49, 

56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 77, 93, 102, 102 fn40, 
102 fn42, 103, 105, 106, 109, 110, 110 fn7, 
111, 112, 116, 117, 128, 131, 132, 133, 133 
fn4, 134, 135, 136, 138, 141, 143, 146, 147, 
148, 150, 150 fn95, 151, 154, 155, 161, 
162, 166, 186, 201, 203, 219, 262, 263, 
264, 265, 266
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Madagascar, 40 fn93, 125 fn98
Malawi, 150
Malaysia, 95 fn13, 150, 194
marine environment, 10, 32, 76 fn133, 

123, 128, 186, 259, 260, 264; see also 
environment related agreements

marine mammals, 10, 65, 78, 194 fn104, 196, 
240 fn4, 260; see also North Atlantic Marine 
Mammal Commission; U.S. Marine Mammal 
Protection Act

Marine Resource Assessment Group Ltd 
(MRAG), 9

Marine Stewardship Council, 196, 196 fn119; 
see also eco-labelling
Principles and Criteria for Sustainable 

Fisheries, 196
maritime safety and labour related agreements, 

89–92; see also Load Lines Convention; 
STCW-F; Torremolinos Protocol for the 
Safety of Fishing Vessels; Work in Fishing 
Convention; Work in Fishing 
Recommendation; SOLAS Convention
Code of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing 

Vessels, 92
Document for Guidance on Fishermen’s 

Training and Certifi cation, 92
Health Protection and Medical Care 

(Seafarers) Convention, 1987 (C164), 90
Labour Inspection (Seafarers) Convention, 

1996 (No. 178), 90
Recruitment and Placement of Seafarers 

Convention, 1996 (C179), 90
Repatriation of Seafarers Convention, 

(Revised), 1987 (No. 166), 90
Seafarers’ Hours of Work and the Manning 

of Ships Convention, 1996 (No. 180), 90
Seafarers’ Welfare Convention, 

1987 (C163), 90
Shipowners’ Liability (Sick and Injured 

Seamen) Convention, 1936 (C55), 90
Social Security (Seafarers) Convention 

(Revised), 1987 (C165), 90
Voluntary Guidelines for the Design, 

Construction and Equipment of Small 
Fishing Vessels, 92

maritime security, 259, 260–263; see also 
transnational organised crime

market State, 16, 17, 22, 32, 55, 73, 96, 
173–200
internationally agreed measures, 32, 73, 96, 

173–200
Marshall Islands, 95 fn13, 140 fn39, 154 fn118
Mauritania, 40 fn93
Mauritius, 8, 40 fn93, 167
Max Planck Institute for Foreign and 

International Criminal Law, 261 fn10
Mediterranean, 2, 65

Mekong River Commission (MRC), 203 fn13
Mexico, 194
Ministerial Conference on Fisheries 

Cooperation among African States Bordering 
the Atlantic Ocean (COMHAFAT), 203 fn13

Ministerially led Task Force on Illegal, 
Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, 
101–102, 101 fn34

Ministry of Fisheries v Tukunga, 105–106
monitoring, control and surveillance, 11, 17, 

21, 93, 98, 100, 101, 131, 136, 154, 155, 
243, 253, 255
cooperation, 154, 155; see also International 

MCS Network
defi nition, 136
measures, 21, 93, 100, 136–147, 255; see 

also authorisation to fi sh; boarding and 
inspection; confi dentiality of information; 
evidence, electronic; hot pursuit; observer 
programme; sanctions; vessel monitoring 
system

Monte Confurco, 151
Morocco, 40 fn93, 125 fn98
Mozambique, 8, 9, 14 fn109, 40 fn93, 95 fn13

IUU fi shing in, 8, 9, 14 fn109,
NPOA-IUU, 95 fn13

M/V Saiga, 117, 150, 150 fn95

NAFO, 7, 41, 47, 49, 50, 203 fn14, 205, 208, 
210, 211, 212, 215, 216, 217, 221, 222, 223, 
224, 225, 228, 230, 231, 232, 234, 236
Convention, 49
IUU fi shing in, 7, 47, 212 fn63
serious infringement in, 41

Namibia, 9, 14 fn109, 37, 97, 125 fn98, 142, 
169, 170, 180 fn31
IUU fi shing in, 9, 14 fn109
NPOA-IUU, 97, 180 fn31
observer programme, 142
port State measures in, 169, 170

Napoleon wrasse, 184, 186
national plan of action, 14, 17, 22, 68, 69, 

79, 93, 95, 95 fn13, 96–98, 96 fn15, 100, 
237, 239, 258

Nauru, 95 fn13, 140, 140 fn39
NEAFC, 6, 7, 41, 47, 50, 200, 203 fn14, 205, 

208, 211, 215, 216, 217, 221, 224, 225, 228, 
229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236
IUU fi shing in, 47, 212 fn63
types of serious infringement in, 41

Netherlands, 173, 194 fn106, 199
New Zealand, 36, 39, 52, 95 fn12, 97, 101 fn34, 

104–106, 105 fn46, 106 fn51, 162, 167, 169, 
170, 170 fn77, 171, 197
Fisheries Act, 39, 104, 105, 105 fn46, 106, 

106 fn51
legal defi nition of fi shing, 36
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NPOA-IUU, 95 fn12, 97
port State measures in, 162, 167, 169, 170, 

170 fn77, 171
regional involvement; see Ministerially led 

Task Force on IUU Fishing; South Pacifi c 
Regional Fisheries Organisation

Nicaragua, 180 fn31
Nigeria, 150
Niue, 95 fn13
Niue Treaty on Cooperation in Fisheries 

Surveillance and Law Enforcement in the 
South Pacifi c Region (Niue Treaty), 153, 
153 fn117, 154

non-target species, 10, 27, 29, 45, 47, 65, 
123, 140, 240 fn4, 259, 279

North Africa, 173
North Atlantic; see also Atlantic, herring
North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission 

(NAMMCO), 203 fn13
North Atlantic Salmon Organization (NASCO), 

7, 203 fn14
northeast Atlantic, 2, 6, 41, 200; see also blue 

whiting; NEAFC
Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission, see 

NEAFC
Northeast Pacifi c, 2 fn8; see also Japanese 

anchovy
North Pacifi c Ocean, 2 fn8, 49, 65; see also 

Alaskan pollock
Northwest Atlantic, 2; see also NAFO
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization, see 

NAFO
northwest Pacifi c, 6
Norway, 26, 108, 125, 125 fn98

fi sh trade in, 173
port state measures in, 167

North Pacifi c Anadromous Fish Commission 
(NPAFC), 49, 203 fn14

observer programme, 141–143, 144, 207, 
210, 219, 221 fn93, 222–224, 225, 243, 
244, 247, 255
national, 141–142, 223
regional, 141, 144, 207, 219, 221 fn93, 

222–224
open register States, 3, 30 fn37, 117, 118; see 

also fl ags of convenience
orange roughy, 52; see also discrete stocks; 

South Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD), 101, 117, 167

Pacifi c Islands, 36, 40, 131, 140, 145, 171, 
164; see also FFA; small island developing 
States; Parties to the Nauru Agreement; 
U.S. Treaty

Pacifi c Ocean, 68, 98

Pacifi c Salmon Commission (PSC), 203 fn14
Pacifi c South America, 6
paddlefi sh, 184
Pakistan, 194
Palau, 95 fn13, 140 fn39, 145 fn68
Panama, 118
Paloma V, 14 fn109, 169, 170 fn77
Papua New Guinea, 9, 98, 99 fn25, 

140 fn39, 142
IUU fi shing in, 9
observer programme, 142
regional involvement; see FFA; Parties to 

the Nauru Agreement; Regional Plan of 
Action (Southeast Asia)

Parties to the Nauru Agreement, 140
Patagonian toothfi sh, 27, 28, 68, 167, 185, 262; 

see also CCAMLR
pelagic stocks, 52, 65, 235
Permanent Commission for the South Pacifi c 

(CPPS), 203 fn13
Philippines, 10, 95 fn13, 163, 180

IUU fi shing in, 10
NPOA-IUU, 95 fn13
port State measures in, 163
regional involvement, see Regional Plan of 

Action (Southeast Asia)
pirate fi shing, 53
ports of convenience, 158, 158 fn3
port State, 16, 17, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33, 34, 

55, 61, 63, 64, 70, 71, 72, 72 fn105, 93, 
96, 100, 101, 127, 132, 140, 157–172, 
208, 212, 219, 230, 232, 233, 243, 247, 
248, 249, 258
control, 31, 101, 157, 159, 161, 167, 247; 

see also ports of convenience
Paris MOU, 158
over third country vessels, 247–249; 

see also EU IUU Regulation
cooperation with other States, 168–170
enforcement, 21, 70, 100, 132, 154, 157, 

160, 161, 164, 165–168, 169, 244, 248, 
252, 256
denial of entry into port, 166–168
denial of landing, 166

jurisdiction, 64, 157, 159, 160, 161, 168, 71
measures, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33, 61, 63, 64, 70, 
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